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12v 1 8Ah SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES,
new and boxed, unused pack of 4 £39.95 ref
CYC7 or £15 each ref CYC6
AUTOMATIC CHARGERFortrea &pages

-rxrcr r;owary. 6 rod Mage £10 miCYC8

A new range of 12v to 240v
INVERTERS

IV400S (400 watt) £89
IV800S (800 watt) £159

IV1200S (1200 watt) £219
ECG MACHINESysv 10AH BATTS/24V 8A TX Es
gnen-,emr. EC.:.3 rrachres atmsares Stfe.137.0X12Can-r, on re
front are control for sit speed, scan delay. scan made May cl
connecters or me rear ',Irving rodeo cut etc. On the front are
two CAN scckets is connecrog the body sensors to Sensors riot
n:L.deo. Insrae 2 x 6, I CAN sealed lead and bets (germaty not in
gaol cordohl. ton aide EA/ Z4v to rode! transferrer frrenS
stM as seen they hem ore or two &Oxen knobs no to coot

,r-a.-gre £15 ref VP2

SODIUM LAMP SYSTEMS £75.TO campietesystam
with 250 or 400 watt SON -T Agro bulb, reflector with bulb
holder and remote ballast and starter(uricased) all you need is
wire. 2SOW system ref 5151,400W system SLS2

PC SUPPORT HANDBOOK The uttimate technical
guide to building and maintaining PCs. Over 460 A4 pages
packed whit technical dab and diagrams just £10 ref PCSK. tt
you want 4 copies for E33 re PC8117_ Also ava ita de is a CD
packed with diagnostic programmes to use with the boot £5 ref
PC IIK1

D SIZE NICADS Tagged, I 2OOrnA, 12v pack of 4 for ES ref
CYCS or as a pack of 24 for E22 ref CYC10

D SIZE SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES
2 5a aef=mle,'",e a:4 tater, mace c, Cy :On

621451-4n lOandard 0 sae) std as a pack d 12 or 20 prong you
coons for battery caregemorts eg 12v at Min Zer a 25an By at
,Can These bane:nes are pito/arty Lee,' et mat you can arrange
Mem n rues troect to cotram sparer etc fag coebe,,aite.c):=3- tit
12 £10 ref CYCa. OaCk of20 £16 ref CICS

HYDROPONICS DOYOU GROVVYOUR OWN?
We hem a fLO ccios hydroptrics catalogue avian a -sax -mg
rxtrern beinm. Rings ems...areal creed. god tcr, s. per.. test
m-..--r;r7er4 etc Ring br your free copy.

PC COMBINED UPS AND PSU The teat has a total
poweraMtwats stiesiertimadortdarden-re:Orsa-rit2perceksad
Meer fame for drnes etc horde e 3 12v 72M -seater] Ned scat
=mos &ciao Gate Samna at ha load ce3Orransal hafted Uwe
n Melt< by Magnum, 110 or240vac .5%, tank -Seat 5A. 12v
at Si -12s ae 55 arr.'s. 170x2SCb2211rm. new and bared t29 .95

PC ./

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CD. PACtrat)
cams OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY RELATED ARTICLES PLANS
AND MS-ORO/ADCS ETC £1450 REF C056

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY KIT On robot canes wen
a D.+11 ner-rarr. tees up to 500 kre (150n)liiens ter. and takes an
aerai prangcnn d tne graced teow The rocker den returns well as
frrt vas paracys Takes 110farn Satdoclocefriete with everything
rckiarg a taurim pad and 3 rtmeors (ro fen) £29.56 re mini

PROJECT BOXES AnMner than you are these snarl
ABS protect taxes wad two pie snew together case rreaverrg
aporto 6.45,4" corroOtewch ores marred LED ersAie Kowa red
Mats of free tr., tape heats. =ors. Mos remsoors, trans -noes err
Pace ct £19 £102

TELEPHONES .1Litnirsweekts arwede-oreriafteSephonn.
al bard new ant toed Two pececonstruclam- tfaiterztierderl.
tore ce mese (sventabie) recak rode( and ease. ugh ow and
r,Wainsat-VI ant witty oanwuctaces odour and e ar.dr-Aed
wrm a surelard Same:dna! lead (sane as US cc rnacterra} try, watt
to ram a BT taWsuppted to ccernalthe oncrtesinme are El 55eath

BTLX Phones £4.90 each ref P142 10 off £30 ref SS2

3HP MAINS MOTORS Sn;,,e prase 222e. trend row. 2
poi. 3AI3I6Errarn itrn axon auznatoa reset cnercad pro
lector. keyed shalt (40t16rwn)klacte Cy Lees= £99 each ref LEE1

BUILD YOU OWN WINDFARM FROM SCRAP
New puticeon gam del by rep piLY rancirg as-41-ersand

Armed woo tns ant a goad scrap yard
coat Mare gar See S,17t=m2: sr mactrimyt El: ref LOT61

CHIEFTAN TANK DOUBLE LASERS 9 WATT+3
WATT+LASER OPTICS Cond acapted tase-W.ecter.
Meg range corers ec OzLne team Ltrs aa_....-ned to to n ens tante
ct a lark. each Dna has 2 servo:etas:a( costs and matte cimie urss
bra/warrant 7 rrse range. no crest meg-27,5+1.mM NCO. new pno
£53.037? us? £199 Each unit has two ga".i.uin Arsenide rn,ecnon

1 a 9 was. 1 a 3 ward 93Errn 803nz Nese
frac The unis aka contitina re:env to Detect seeded cgs from
tats £199 Ref LOT4
MAGNETIC CREDIT CARD READERS AND
ENCODING MANUAL 19415 Cased won sye..--s cas..--reo

S13,4e7.1 =Oa cant!: co -per vertex.Ln.i Vow:mos PCB and
fra-,-7.e.ccverqsveayinoDo.; coidwarctoknowalicLtehOden
n :rat regr.ewL i-Fp Pr jo..! M 95 ref acR31

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL 23,6;s e., 130mA
eels. 4 L's eve. tuner. swe:h restrict motor £7.90 REFS1,27
SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4 a AA site £999 ref
6P476. l a C ale £.9 fref EParTYOUR HOME COULD
BE SELF SUFFICENT IN ELECTRICITY
Compreheraneptariwuh Martracte-looncesrg-Mg syderres. canes.

tato, etc £7 ref Pit

AUTO SUNCHARG ER immure, say ;wet wee dace
as 2 r.. -re hae,P e'clog1K pfd I2v 2w £1299 fea-- AUGIDP3

STEPPER MOTORSErandrewswvarn=5 -troMto-a2
imam *di 4T 14canfru-gCerCe5. 2Dinnsra,.635erendamehar.5.4
brew, CI 7/Xtplose. 1 6 deg step MO cep) Body SeVier.cor,, £14 stg
earef STEPS. backd 441E49 95 PC basechereclesombacreoler

Ica £15 ref STEF7

200mpg from o ur new Velosolex
motorized bikes £695 inc vat

Sales 01273 383848

Hydrogen fuel cells
Our new Hydrogen fuel cells are tv at up tp 1A output,
Hydrogen input easily driven from a small electrolos is
assembly or from a hydrogen source, our demo model
uses a solar panel with the output leads in a glass of salt
Water to produce the trydrogen! Each otitis designed to be
completely taken apart, putback together and expanded to
what ever capacity you like. (up to 10watts and 12v per
assembly. Cella cost En ref HFC 11

We get over 10,000 hits a day
httpliwww.bull-electricalcom

PHILIPS VP406 LASER DISC
PLAYERS, SCART OUTPUT. JUST PUT YOUR VIDEO
DISK IN AND PRESS PLAY. STANDARD AUDIO AND VIDEO
OUTPUTS. FULLY TESTED AND WORKING. £24.95 REF VP406

SMOKE ALARMS peed made by me to -ins
Contoorry, easy ft fled to Ightsahrgs pow pewit Padcof 5E15
ref SS23, pack of 12 £24 re SS24

4AH D SIZE WADS pack of 4 £10 ref 4AH PK
SENDER KIT 0:ears a.: c.c.,corets :a tre-snter
oerr-4ete =Se M5 Me VSX.0

10 WAIT SOLAR PANEL ArroT.toss-vcc.iwitted
in a anocared emme Pa -al ireaeeres by T wth strew
tennras for easy co-ret:ton Y x 'ream' port f9 ref MA045
Unframed 4 pack (3'x1') £58.99 ref SOUL
12V SOLAR POWERED WATER PUMP Penezt
for rainy 12.re DC tom tram scar b.x-ars <n ray dropxycsi Stoat
attd compact yet powerht warns meat from or 10 watt sow we4

trrant sun Mar !MIT ft Wm fray = 8 Lian.1 5A Ref AC6E16 99

SOLAR ENERGY BANK KIT SOx 6"x12 -6v solar
panels(aMOrphOuS)+50 diodes £99 ref EF112
PINHOLE CAMERA MODULE WITH AUDIO!

bceca carers vent on bowel smart extra stralf.. 26mm
SC -are (=Wed incrophore) deal tar meet ta...-neMa-ce Can be
rodeo nate anytnirg . awn a nt-e..trame Corrotete wen 15 rrmse
cattre M.,1 MI him- corcorectore £443 95 ref CC61

SOLAR MOTORS Tiny (rotors witch nal otdB happy on
we -ages from3-12vat Was cs on cur Lv arr.:401as 6 peels and
yos ¢n r..-1 men: eon the sin, 32trn ds 2ra .1 thick El 53 each
WALKIE TALKIES 1 SALE RANGE 137/PAIR REF NIA030

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain prices,
16 character 4 t'ne, 62.25mm £5.99 ref SMC1640A
40 character 1 Ene 154x16mrn £600 ref SMC4011A
YOUR HOME COULD BE SELF SUFFICENT
IN ELECTRICITY Cono-enersr.e cans vrm Coax- ut rnfo

cn deagmerg srisrams. canes corded exa&rirms e: ET ref PV I

AUTO SUN CHARGER t:scorren saw carsiswi ozos
arc 3 tr esellatoagarptLgteat 12r 2w £12.90 RAUG1CP3
SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL 7s of seixer.s
car, 4 2s use, tomer. resayamOix EMS REFSA27

SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS .1 a AA ref
EP476, 2 a C sze £9 99 ref 6P477

MINATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES These toe cmoty
Japanese panel root toggles...Mites rreastre 3541a12wen. ere2
tote drargeorer and end swear IA at 25t4s. er 3 A at 125,w
Comore:a veM rmarirg wasner --6 a-4 +nes St red as a tare 1 CO
sw-Ccres for M re Snrf35 or a tag cl 15 for Ea 99 ref S.VT34

VOICE CHANGERS Hord one of these err- crate vas
phone moon pece an you cart ack....st your wtice ,sing ire oontrols on
Me lint Eatery operated £15 ad tai

REGISTER FOR OUR
ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS

BULL-ELECTRICAL.COM
BULL ELECTRICAL

VW PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX.
BN3 SQT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).

MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £4.00 P&P PLUS VAT.

24 HOUR SERVICE £6.50 PLUS VAT.
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PLUS DSO

(ACCESS,VISA, SWITCH. AMERICAN EXPRESS)

'phone orders : 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

Sales@bull-electricalcom

30 WATTS OF SOLAR POWER forjust £69,4
panels each one 3.x1  and producing 8w, 13v.
PACK OF FOUR £69 ref SOLX
200 WATT INVERTERS p..gs strgre rtes yctrtar
togrede lgtde arc a ate...areal a I3A scOrat so >oe can no
your mains operated Cerois turn your car beery. £49 95 ref SS55

THE TRUTH MACHINETe.stfsornecrem4n2 by moo
trews: Mar ro.o. cat:6n ccerated worker:gene-al ocneasaton
and on re 'p-orra and TV as weil £42 AS ref 103

INFRA RED FILM 6- soompece fekbe xtra red fern tr.e.
.4.orfry a:crw tR ti;ntatroAp Pate:ref canoeist; ordray tordles.
tighti neaugma etc :a infra red o..tos arty uu:to standard kV. bits
Easiri to sham 6' &ware Ely ref IRF2

33 KILO UFT MAGNETKeatitmtn Mrrtm ifaneas wart
a fxrg bettor, Me be* ts easy moSerg Ea.:27mareteS191331cios
4 magna, toed to a gee we' Ll a, ncrectee 132 atosi £15 ref
k440 i3 Pack cf 4 log E-39 reglar G -tar

HYDROGEN FUELCELL PLANS Lcem cf ntrra:cr
onhyrkogen garage and podudixri Pm-a:apt:as ta hard a Hidrown
lid oul (good wcrorep bMtbas rur.-a13) Ell set ref PCP t

STIRUNG ENGINE PLANS trevestrg eformr.cn pa.*
ccherrg at aspects cf enginm, per- d rcrre me
engures made hom an amosolcan run-a-gen as =1.-41 E12

ENERGY SAVER PLUGS saes up to 15% thecodly
when Lsed wuttnages. roars up to ?A terd tufce, widely i-xr.s.
£9 es re LOU s. 10 pack D39 ref 1.OT72

12V OPERATED SMOKE BOMBS Type 3 s a 12v
tngger and 3 smoke carrurers each mnasterwa EA a room never/
dist space d trek £1499 ref 533 Type 2 a 20 eneter cannsfers
(a ~set" me= ecopmert 6es etc) and 1 trOger module tor ES
ref 5£12 Type 1 e a 12Y trgger and 20 large can -Orals £49 ref S81

HIPOWER ZE NON VARIABLE STROBESttaeee'
12v PCB teed vein hi power Otte tt end cortm: eletra-ms and
speed air .04 per.ormeire Perfect for riterescrg woe= et:
7065mm 12.dc rocreacari £6 as ref PLS1. nackdICI £49 ref FLS2

NEW LASER POINTERS 4 5row. 75 metre range, rant
row urge ars an too =alitis...cc.rec9670ren. £29 re, DEC491

HOWTO PRODUCE 35 BOTTLES Of WHISKY
FROM A SACK OF POTATOES Corgrenansne 270
pile book wears al aspects al spot mammon from everyday
traLaLfaiS IrOisiSm COrrasClual CiSkaVe sifs £42 ref k153

NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG Yanarangedtptl
e 20 tneJeS "O-4 a 3 cays use from a PP3 Ms is Par top seng
lass train r scea:e and a ICrrt race ;mien range E28

IR LAMP KIT Sutabie for at: cameras. enetiesate camera
tote Lsai candesst ES ref U138

INFRA RED POWERBEAM tatary phymed
arm 4 etm gnes P-11trowert.: tree

TV Ise E9 ref PSI
SUPER WIDEJ3AND RADAR DETECTOR,... -5
ban fee -Wane steer. XK and KA bands. speed cameras, ardea known
speed detection systems 360 degree coverage. front& r
earemvegades 1'12 r1.4 6' fits on visor or large £143

LOPTX Vale z, Samsr_na for mu; TV £3 each ref SS62

LAPTOP LCD SCREENS £12 ref ss.51

WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK
FOR AN IDEA? r':e re.e fitted 140 bisress manses Mai
awe you r=aanr.40 0,1 settrg i.e WLarent busresses. yOu pen -Se
case at you Ware usxgtetehtedececn rd.; PC Also Trysts
tee tettoite eraterg you to repro:Lim (end salt the marke'rsas
meet as rcu Lie Eta ref 9074

HIGH POWER DC MOTORS, PETIMANENT
MAGNET 12  24v opmeon recta* alt 2 1/4 hcese Meta.
SOlf mmsues 1X.en a 75men win a 63-ron a Emit, ar.hal stet Wen a
meatmed fat on a Rona a awn:4e Lsig me two bbl pro-
MA:1rd to Ire ha -it Er_ ref MOT4

Online
web catalogue
bull-electricaLcom

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER KITca
the etae exam,' is £19 ref ',AGIT Sane £5 rf you tan Me-. Path
tweeter. I rotor plus speed cot -toter rrp es £41, dyer once iro5 ref
1/075A

INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLS mate tcr IVs
GE ray rave other Coo c 30 E.39 re,

RCB UNITS Inline IEC lead with fitted RC
breaker. Installed in seconds. Pack of 3 £'9.98
ref LOT5A

On our web sites you can
1. Order online.
2. Check your premium bonds.
3. Enter our auction or build your own.
4. Add E -commerce to your own site.
5. Discover our software site, optical site,
hydroponics site, holiday home exchange
site, inkjet site, hotels site.
6. View our web camera.
7. Invest in our future.

http://www.bullnet.co.uk
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/-Pooleas an? ChlettitS
PIC MICR -PROBE by Jim Main
A -arclv.,are tool to help lebug your PIC software

MAGNETIC FIELD DETECTOR by Robert Penfold 879
Where's the attraction? Find out with our Starter Project!

INGENUITY UNLIMITED - SPECIAL hosted by Alan Winstanley 897
Serial Port Splitter; Elderly Person Monitor; Richargeable PP9 Battery;
Class -D 30W Audio Amplifier; National Lottery Predictor; Tumble Dryer Alarm;
Narrow Band Vision; Squashliadminton Scorer; Time -Lapse Unit for
Camcorder; Audio Limiter
LOFT GUARD by Terry de Vaux-Balbirnie 905
A lofty way to keep your power bills low!

GINORMOUS STOPWATCH -2 by Ned Stojadinovic 926
Adding giant digits to your Stopwatch display

Seoles an? 7641143105

870

CIRCUIT SURGERY by Alan Winstanley and Ian Bell 883
Op.amps; Fusible resistors

INTERFACE by Robert Penfold 885
A serial approach to PC add-ons

NEW TECHNOLOGY UPDATE by Ian Poole 888
Curly nanotubes could determine the nature of future transistors
PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR DESIGNS - 6. Resistor/capacitor
oscillators by Raymond Haigh 891
Worked examples and circuit info for hands-on constructors

TEACH -IN 2000 - 2. Capacitors and RC Timing by John Becker 914
Essential info for the electronics novice, with breadboard experiments and
interactive computer simulations.

NET WORK - THE INTERNET PAGE surfed by Alan Winstanley 938
Jet Scream; Help Us to Help You; Brow -beaten; Help -line

Xe6tflaos
EDITORIAL 889
NEWS - Barry Fox highlights technology's leading edge 874
Plus everyday news from the world of electronics
SHOPTALK with David Barrington 882
The essential guide to component buying for EPE projects

READOUT John Becker addresses general points arising 909
CD-ROMS FOR ELECTRONICS 912
Parts Gallery + Electronic Circuits and Components; Digital Electronics;
Analogue Electronics; plus PICtutor, plus Modular Circuit Design
ELECTRONICS MANUALS 924
Essential reference works for hobbyists, students and service engineers.
BACK ISSUES Did you miss these? 932
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE 934
A wide range of technical books available by mail order, plus more CD-ROMs
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND SOFTWARE SERVICE 937
PCBs for EPE projects - Plus EPE software

ELECTRONICS VIDEOS Our range of educational videos 941
ANNUAL INDEX 1999 939
ADVERTISERS INDEX 944
FREE CATALOGUE - MAINLINE FLYER UK issues only

between pages 900/901
TELCAN - Unfortunately this feature, advertised last month, has been
held over due to lack of space

Our January 2000 Issue will be published on Friday, Readers Services  Editorial and Advertisement Departments 869
3 December 1999. See page 059 for details.

Everyday Practical ElectronicsIET1, December 1999 857
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monitor Into  OUAUTY COLOUR Nil

7V SOUND
VIDEO TUNER

e/ 8LE COLUM max 

The TELEBOX s an Liar.. flit cased mains powered unt ccriarkg al
eta:scrim reedy to ply into a host of idea mcnicrs a AV mixed vnich
are feed wet a co:poste rodeo a SCART mid The corposie video aSpl
w4 also plug dricitly trio most uteri recoTaxs, alowng reatcliri d TV chan-
nels not (tramway receivable on most teilevivion receivers' (TELEBOX
03) Push buten commis on the trent panel slow re:wan d 8 key arcade
'elf a? UHF cobs television darnels. TELEBOX MB coons vittiak al tee-i-
sion tequencies VHF and UHF inducang the HYPERBAND as used by
most cable N operetors. Weed for desktop computer vkkao systems d RP
(pd..re n piOre) setups. For carplete ccrroaftety - even br mentors widoz
so.nd - an rtegrel 4 wan ado amplifier and be to el 14 F &do °AU are
Prcvdad as staxidd. Brad new  LAY cuaricraed
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors £36.95
TELEBOX Sit as ST but feted with integral speaker £39.50
TELEBOX MB Multband VHF/UHF/CiaHyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5 5 or 6 mHz sound speofication
'For cable / hyperbartd signal repetition Tetabox MB shout! be con-
nected to a cable type service. Slipping on al Telebox's. code (8)

Stale of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
with composite 1V pppp video & HICAM hi II stereo sound

52 mm enable tut' tuning eiontroi via a simple 3 wire link to an
outputs. Micro electronics al on one simal PCB only 73 x 160

BM pc type computer. Suppled complete with simple working
gram and documentation. Requires +12V & + 5V DC to operate.

BRAND NEW - Order as MYOO. Only £49.95 code (B)
See www.dIstaLco.uk,data_my00.htm for picture  lull details

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 2:12'" - 8"
Al oohs (unless stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often
brand new equipment and are fully tested. akned and shipped to
you with a lull 90 day guarantee. Call or see our web site
www.cUstalco.uk for over 2000 unlisted drives for spares a repair
3W Mitsubishi MF355C-1._ 1.4 Meg Laptops only £25.951131
3W Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop £18.95(3)
SW Teac FD-556FR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pes) RFE £18.95113)
5%' Mac FD -55F -03-U 720K40'80 (for BBCs etc) RFE £29.95(B)
SW BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF50113 360K £22.9S(B)
Table top case with riteTal PSU for NH 514' Floppy / HD £29.95(3)
a- Shugart 800r801 8' SS refurbished & tested £210.00(E
r Shugart 810 El' SS HH Brand New E195.00(E
r Shugart 851 B' double sided refurbished A tested £260.00(E
8' Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW £295.00(E
8' Mitsubishi M2898 -63-02U DS skarn* NEW £295.00(E)
Dual 8' cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb £499.00(E)

HARD DISK DRIVES 21r.Z" - 14"
2V. TOSHIBA MK1002/AAV 1.1Gb laptop(12.5 min H) New £19.95
2W TOSHIBA MK2101MAN 2.18 Gb laptop (19 mm H) New £39.50
2W TOSHIBA M.K430GMAT 4.3Gb Laptop (82 mm H) New £105.00
21V TOSH1BAMK6409MAV 6.1Gb laptop (12.7 mm H) NewE190.00
2W to 3W conversion kit for Pos. complete with connectors £14.95
354' FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM UF RFE £59.95
3W CONNER CP3024 20 cab IDE VF (or equiv.) RFE E59.95
3W CONNER CP3044 40 crib IDE I/F or equiv.) RFE £69.00
3W QUANTUM 405 Prodri vs 42mb SI I/F. New RFE £49.00
SW MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equrv.) FIFE £49.95
5%' SEAGATE ST -2388 30 mb FILL I/F Refurb E69.95
SW CDC 94205-51 40mb RH MPH VF FIFE tested [69.95
5W HP 975461150Mb SCSI FIFE tested £99.00
5'4' HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested £195.00
6' NEC D2246 85 Mb StilD interlace New £199.00
8' FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested £195.00
6' FUJITSU 112392K 2 Gb SMD I/F FIFE tested £345.00
Many other drives In stock - Shipping on all drives is code (CI)

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES
OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY -BILK

10,000,000 items EX STOCK
For MAJOR SAVINGS

CALL OR SEE OUR WEB SITE www.distel.co.uk

ne o e ig es spec' Ica ion
6 monitors you will ever see -

ArNL At this price - Don't miss it!!
Mitsubishi FA34I5ETKL 14 SVGA lAullisync cofox mentor witi fine

028 dot pith tube and resoLtion ci 1024 x 765. A
variety or etas alnws correction toe host dcorroa
ass ridori g IBM PCs in CGA. EGA, VGA 8 SVGA
modes, BBC, COMMODORE (racing Amiga 1200),
ARC/SWEDES and APPLE Waxes Etched
boo:rale. text witching aid LOW RADIATION MPR

specricatixi Fully guarameed. n EXCELLENT [trio
Load ccrxitcri
Tin &Sedyai Base £4.75 Only £119 (E, det"as' _r SVGIAVGA cable for BM PC Inducted.
External cables for echo typos at compilers avaltsbae - CALL

Ex demo 17" 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro
monitors, Full multrsync etc.

Full 90 day guarantee. Only £199.00 (E)

Just In - Microvitec 20' VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Info

PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as C1.48833) attractively styled 14'
colour monitor with gm RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers_ Ideal for all
video monitoring / security appications wait direct connection
to most colour cameras. High guard), with many features such as
front concealed hap controls. VCR correction button etc. Good
used conc560/1- fully tested guarantee4

E)DinertSiOrIS: W14' x H12A' x 15W D. Only £99.00 (

PHILIPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9' colour video monitor with stan-
dard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal
lot sit monitoring 1 security applicaticre. High quality. ex -equipment
Ivey tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen burns). In attrac-
tive square beck plastic case measuring W10' x H10' x 13W D.
240 V AC mains powered Only £79.00 (D)
KME IV 151410039 high definition colour maulers won 028' dot
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync
such as Atari. Commodore Amiga. Acorn
Archimedes A BBC. Measures only 13W x 12' x
11'. Good used condition. Only £125

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all sold state colour monitors,
complete with composite video & opUonal sound input. Attractive
teak style case. Perfect for Schools. Shops, Disco. Clubs. etc.In
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185(n
We probably have the largest range of video monitors In
Europe. All sizes and types from 4' to eV call for info.

DC POWER SUPPLIES
Virtually every type o powersupply you can smagine.Over10,000 Power Supplies Ex StockCall or see our web site.

TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS
MITS. FA3445ETKL 14' Industrial spec SVGA monitors £245
FARRELL 0-60V DC 0 50 Amps, bench Power Supplies £995
FARNELL AP3080 0-30V DC 0 80 Amps, bench Suppy £1850
1kW to 400 kW - 400 Hz 3 phase cower sources - ex stock £POA
IBM 8230 Type 1. Token trig base uM driver £760
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audo frequency response analyser £2500
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules £750
IBM MAU Token ring datrituticet panel 8228-23-5050N E95
AIM 501 Low id -stoner, Osotator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE £550
AU-GON 8360.11805-1880 MHz hybrid power combiners E2.50
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2/.4)64 iio £POA
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500
Marconi 2022C 10KHz-1GHz RF signal generator £1550
Marconi 2030 opt 03 tOKHz-t 3 GHz signal generator.New £4995
HP16508 Logic Analyser £3750
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector £POA
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 walls £ 1800
HP6264 Rack mount vatiabie 0-20V 0 20A metered PSU £675
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz lour channel test set £POA
HP8130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator. GPIB etc £7900
HP Al. AO 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotters - from £550
HP DRAFTMASTER 1 8 pen high speed plotter £750
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precison lock ni amp £1800
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised ns,........fiun system £POA
Sony DXC-3000A High quaity CCD colour N camera £995
Keithley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser £POA
Racal IC R40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system £3750
Fiskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batteries £9500
Emerson AP130 2.SKVA industnal spec UPS £2100
Mann Tally IAT645 H gh speed line printer E2200
Intel SBC 4861133SE Mates 486 system_ 8Mb Ram £945
Siemens K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demur analyser £2950

ttti
Top quality 19' rack cabinets male in UK try

Aplima Enclosures Ltd. Units featureas,. designer, smoked acrylic Inran-le front door.ass full height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fury
attustable sternal fixing struts, ready painhei,ww tor any configuration of equipment mount e
.ptus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
socket switched mains cestrbution strip make
these racks some of the most versatile we

have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side arid therefore
require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays -

Overall dimensions are: 77W H x 32W D x 22' W. Order as:
OPT Rack 1 Compate wan removable side panels. £345.00 (G)
OPT Rack 2 Rack. Less side panels £245.00 (GI

Over 1000 racks, shelves, accessories
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.

'table if

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab I
Made by Eurocratl Enclosures Ltd to me highest possible spec,
rack featbres all steel construction with removable
side, front and back &cis Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with
five secure 5 laver barrel locks The front door
is constructed of double wailed steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to
enablestalus indicators to be seen through the
Panel. yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical firm
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
(extras avaitabO) are pre punched for standard
'cage ruts'. A mains distribution panel internal-
ly mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 on switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for hdlg
of Integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fated
castors and floor levelers, Crecundled ut,tay panel at lower rear for
cable / eonnecttx ass etc_ Suppiied n excellent, slightly used
condition with keys. Corour Royal blue External dimensions
mmi.1625H x 6350x 603 W ( 64' 25' x 23W W )

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price iI

A superb buy at only £245.00 (G)
42U version of the above only £345 - CALL

12V BATTERY SCOOP - 60% off !!
A special buk purchase from a cancelled export order brings you
the most amazing savings on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 Ah
rechargeable batteries_ Made by Hawker Energy Ltd, type 513515
featuring pure lead plates which offer a far superior shelf & guaran-
teed 15 year service Lie. Fully BT & BS6290 approved. Stippled
BRAND NEW and boxed Dimensions 2E0 wide, 137 high, 77 deep.
M6 bolt terminals. Furry guaranteed. Current makers price over £70

each Our Price £35 each (C) or 4 for £99 (el

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK
your next y an our

gixonenngar-mnires such as Octet Cradle, Hermetraly Sealed
Contactors, Tens Delay, Reed. Mercury Wetted Said

Suite. Printed Circuit Mounting elm CALL or see our web site
www.disteLcault kr mom Ormation. Many obsolete types kern
stack Save Mfrs

uper  qua
Virtually New, Ultra Smart
Less than Half Price!

Web ref = LX33 ONLY £99.00 cr 2 for £180.00 (a,

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

Shipping charges for Software is code B

DISTEL on the web I I - Over 16,000,000 items from stock - www.distel.co.uk

wi,vw.distel.co.uk
FAX 0208 653 8888
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HP6030A 0-200V DC 0 17 Amps bench power supply £1950

Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit £1450,_Intel SBC 486/125C08 Enhanced klultbus (MSA) New £1150 COLOUR CCD CAMERAS
PHIUPS PIA5518 pro. N signal generator £1250 Undoubty a miracle of modem technologyoi
Motorola V/AE Bus Boards & Components List SAE r CALL £POA our spacial buying power I A quality product - .94 15:07,
Trio 0-113 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New £550 luring a fully cased COLOUR CCD camera at a
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM high speed band printer £1950 giveaway price I Unit features tun autolight sensing for
Fujitsu M3041(3 603 LPM printer with network interface £1250 use in low light & high light ....
Perkin Elmer 299B Infrared spectrophotometer £500 applications. A 10 mm fixed loafs
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer £3500 wide arise lens gives excellent focus
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter £3250 -_iii., and resolution from close up to long
UghlBand 60 output high spec2u rack mount Video VDA's £495 --iii.fic j range. The composite video output *1
Sekonfc SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid than recorder £1995

£1450

..:-.,.,:,,,,i connect to any composte monitor or TV
B&K 2633 Microphone pre amp £300 (via SCART socket) and most video
Taylor Hobson Tallysurf ampeter / recorder £750 recorders. Una runs from 12V DC scADC SS200 Carbon trioxide gas detector /monitorideal for security 8 portable septic&
B B C AM20/3 PPM Meter (Ernest Turner) drive e,tectroni. £75 lions where mains power not available
ANRETSU 9654A Optical DC -2.5G/13 waveform manta £5650 Overall dimensions 66 mm wide x 117 deep x 43 high. Supple,:
AHRITSU MS9001131 0.6-1.7 uM optical Spectrum analyser £POA BRAND NEW 1 fully ouaranteed with user data. 100's of aolica
ANRITSU P.41.93A optical power meter £990 tons inducing Security. Home Video. Web N, Web Cams etc. etc
ANRITSU Rare optic characteristic test set £POA
R&S FTOZ Dual sound unit £650
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator £775
WILTRON 663013 12_4 / 20GHz RF sweep genet -alter

E57TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace osce-oscope C5512 00

TEK 2465 300 Auer 300 MHz os,Aciscrope rack mount T4 "or tat on comp ete wit service paCf1955 ,..

TEK TDS380 400AChz digital reattime + ask drive. FFT etc £2900 and licence - OEM packaged. ONLY £89.00(9)
TEK TDS524A 503Mhz digital ream. + colour display etc £5100 ENCARTA 95 - CDROM. Not the latest - but at this price ! £7.95
HP3585A Opt 907 20Hz to 40 Mhz spectrum analyser £3950 DOS 5.0 on 3W disks with concise books Ow ()Basic . t1495
PHIUPS PW1730/10 60KV XRAY generator & accessones £POA Windows for Workgroups 3.11+ Dos 622 on 3.5' disks £55.00
CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V single phase auto. volt. regs £325 Wordperfect 6 for DOS si.tio.ed on 3W disks with manual £24.95
CLAUDE LYONS 100A 2401415V 3 phase auto vol. rags £2900

ALL MAIL TO
Dept PE, 29/35 Osborne Rd

Thornton Heath
Surrey CR7 BPD

Open Mon - Fri 9.00 - 5:30

EST

26

LONDON SHOP
Open Whitehorsel :00 5:30

215 Lane
South Norwood
On LIA Sus Raul.

Nrnsamtort Heath a.
Selhurst Perk SR Rat Suitors. = edminQdistel.co.uk

r

mall
0208 653 3332

DISTEL© ALL ENQUIRIES
Visit our web site

Al preen for U -t klarsand let a.oniers am 17.5` VAT to TOTAL adir arrant r.1/4-inium o,Jer £10 Bev Fda amart o -dos ameoed iron Gcse--rri-a: Smaxs.
Urwasmtes aro local Au:lames - rririrnon ao:ount odor f50 Cheom oser £103 are subtext to 10 wokng days matarace Carnage changes (A -Cif CO. (A11 -40-J.
98).E5 50. iC1=£85i. (C 0E12 50. (D)=E15 00. (Ep£1803. (F)=1:20 03. (GK. -ALL /Jaw approx 6 days ice shicctrig (aster CALL Al TOM suPPfied mart Stardutt 0:04101

Sale aro .niess mted gorarteed br 93 days AS graratees at a reran to base bass Al alts 'moved to charge goes /speak:dons lethal priorWoe Orders sato
boo& Dom -rob vOurne Try CASH press pea suplus O,OXIS Losioroscs.tradaranes OC adnowiecriel Doody Elam:ma 194 E OE_ UM



NEXT MONTH
SCRATCH BLANKER

It seems that reports of the death of vinyl discs have been somewhat
exaggerated. While it is true that new vinyl records are not made in
significant numbers any more, there is a thriving second-hand
market. In fact many types of record are now hotly collected,
including some that were manufactured quite recently. Interest in vinyl
records may still be quite strong, but the drawbacks that resulted in
compact discs taking over have not gone away.

Noise caused by dust getting into the grooves is one problem,
but with proper care and handling this can be minimised. Physical
damage to this very vulnerable form of recording is probably the
main problem, and there is no easy solution to this one. Most new
vinyl recordings were supplied complete with a few "clicks' and
'pops", and even when handled with due care they tend to gain
some more over the years.

This stereo circuit provides a delay of less than one millisecond
to the audio signal so that 'clicks" can be detected and removed
before the listener hears them. Make listening to your old vinyl a
pleasure again.

FLASHING
SNOWMAN
If you wish to make an electronic
project popular you give it some
flashing Le.d.s, or you do if you believe
the in-joke that was popular in the
electronic magazine publishing
business some years ago. This joke
came about because one of the
magazines now incorporated into EPE
published a project that was basically
just a soap dish fitted with some Le.d.s
that flashed. Apart from looking pretty,

it did not actually do anything. but that did not stop it from being
by far the most popular project ever published by that magazine!

This project is very much in the flashing soap dish tradition, it is just
a polystyrene ceiling tile fitted with some Le.d.s that flash. It is a simple
but amusing Christmas decoration that should raise a smile or two.

The tile is fashioned and painted to look like a
snowman (or snowperson?), and it has the Le.d.s
to form the eyes, nose and mouth. The idea is to

arrange the Le.d.s so that the snowman's
expression alternates between an Internet style smile

and frown. This is just a suggestion, and there is plenty
of scope for doing your own thing. You could obviously use a

different character such as Father Christmas as the basis of the
project. and he could be made to wink, for example.

FROST
ALERT
Vehicle manufacturers strive to make
our driving experience ever more
comfortable. Such items as ride

control, power steering, electronic engine
management, and air-conditioning now appear as
standard fit on many vehicles and as a result we
become more and more detached from the outside
environment. One of the most important considerations
would seem to be the quality of the road surface, a
factor that directly affects our style of driving.

We generally notice if the road is wet, muddy, or
covered in leaves and take appropriate precautions,
but we can't see black ice. For this we need an external
temperature sensor, warning us when the likely
conditions for ice on the road are developing. A cheap
solution is the Lc.d. strip attached to the driver's wing
mirror, but despite looking very pretty (especially if you
have heated mirrors . . .), it tells us nothing about
conditions down at road level. The Frost Box gets us
right there, with a simple three colour l.e.d. indicator to
keep you informed.

PLUS: EPE TEACH -IN 2000 PART 3
AND ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

NO ONE DOES IT BETTER
I nYenner

ELECTIZONICS ETI
ELECTRONICS
TOBAT IllitIATIOAAL

DON'T MISS AN
ISSUE - PLACE YOUR

ORDER NOW!
Demand is bound to be high

JANUARY ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3
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TELNET
8 CAVANS WAY,
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL
ESTATE.
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650702
Fax: 01203 650773
Mobile: 0860 400683

(Premises situated close to Eastern -by-pass in Coventry with easy access
to 1.11. M6, M40, 1.142. 1,(46 and 1,169)

OSCILLOSCOPES
Bar:Lir:an 9070 - 21:9.04.2- Dad C1' acrid O
Cc _.d OS 245/1.21432553001000235114003 from 1125
Flea :ell Packard i BOVISOC.niteln SW from £150
Flaa'ari Packard 1740A, 1741A. 1744A, 1001184 Glad SFarta from £300
Ht -Watt Packard 541000 - 1C1142 0250

000
Heav-H1 Pac.ard 54201A - 30041642 11210
1- teat Packard 545128 - 3091Alft - GSS 443sanral 1:2250
Hewett Packard 54501A -1001.942- 1001Ads4-Charret r1230
liracro V152FV302111202F/11353R1/550MM0F £105
ettachl MOP -430atalz Dual Oared _100
Kra : t., V1100A -1001Aatt 44,1711-14:1 £500
C-nt rat: 0420-7X04 Drake Swaps (HEW) £450
!walla SS57101 S5702 -201.041 tom 1125
lia,,,ro - MS0 127'04- 20804 CV* &tray, NEW) 050
Lave/ 9304 Ala -2031312- 103 Ms 4-Chamel 13000
Lev c i 5450A -33011Hz2400 Mat 133.0.2-Charral _12250
Phzcs PM 3055-3080* Dual Tersbase r450
Fr- oar PM 3211441 3212PM 3214/111113217,P11 323499133411PM 32431

PH 22 WPM 3261,114 32629M 32631161 3540 "

.

_Rom £128
Fr  os PM 3295A -4CCA1144 Mal Charnel 11600
Pr, . o a PM 3335 -53111tc20 ketra 0313.2-Charral
Tarr, cr.': 455 - Maltattoal Chamet ' £200
re :nom: 464466 - 1001.1Hz Ariahque Wm:* irom 1300
re itror:x 4654658 - 1001514 Owl GlarrW- from 000

468- £500
Ta.krc-r..a TAS 475- 100114z -4-0annal 1395
la:l.rc,a 475475A -2006002501att Owl Chaimel from 003
Tercrc,la 465 -350kfliz-2-Charrat £750re i no,. 2211- E SCAAft MOOTe.trcr.. 2213-W,=.;.. 1150
Teat) cries 2215 -60Mat4 Dual Tram 075
ie. r, ora 2220-60954 SUM MIMS{ D_S.a. £950it 0,cm:a 2221 -93/attC019=2Charaid £950
Tait, or. is 2125 -5080tH Dual 050
Ta.trcrrra 2215 - 1031AH2 WEI trace 1:600

Te r non a 2410-3001048500 Ms's Dr011e-Ciannel 12503
Te .1 ronia 2315 - Mai Trate 100101z 1600

Tektrma 2445 - 1506fitt - 4-Charral.DMI 000
Terve nig 2445A -1006Alte -4Crannee 1900
Ie.:, ca i  211193-400e4 - 4-1:1aervel 16300
Taktr c ni a 5403 -6011/te -2 cr A-Cwese6 from 1150
raklrOc,1 7313.7603,7627, 7633- 100504z4Charrel from 025

from £350
Teior-clia 7904-500104( from £400
Te,a C. -S.1022 - 201J441- Dual Cram+ 1125

Other scopes rraltaletee too

liar Ott Packard 54700A -5Cdarla

Tratrcnis 7794 -250131z4.0arnel

SPECIAL OFFER
HITACHI V212 - 201AHz DUAL. TRACE
HITACHI Y222- 201.171z DUAL TRACE --ALTERNATE MPJ3NIFY

6160
6190

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

Annou 1456213 -9=1= lIGHt
Ara° C8211 -

Amnon 11513401A +16604018 -(10149304W
Anarlsal IASS1013 -101ata2Gatt -11.444)
Anritsu 169710F -1001441-230/46 Spicaum Assam/ _ E5500
A nom PSA655-1000004- conatie £3.50

=80263038- $420371-ei ArtienmeaTradav Gan r -1001.51z Osclaersce c:2794011
Packard 11123 aro" 855011(101012-21 reM,

Headed Packard 1827 ,-1365158 , 01 lo 1502MHz 0250
Wedge Packard MIA+ 855138 -01 to 15004.662 resso
Headed Packard 3562A Charnel OverSCSea AraPflaHeeled Packard]580A --994-5024£r:00
Hewlett Packard 35612A-00214z.255ad Mal Choreal) 12000
Herded Packard 2585A - 20112401.1/41 4000
Heratt Packard 65698-1001 fa ..-.211944n. - £4250
Herald Packard 89346A -S' ParacaleTTest Sel £2500
He Wall Packard 8753A- Nerecat Anoka"'
Heaton Packard 87538- He Analyser
IFS I750 -10lla-1Ctliz .

tram &NMI

Messina 186A 4901 - 1.3033/4 fAS 1E951 £750
=MBA 4912 - SrleHt (AS NEW) £1000
6 Schwarz- SWOB 5 PoyslaRt

T
04-13001.1617 SE211530

awas Man 4132- 10314 S
Takata* 7118 ads mankamer5=lgrealernal mons* 0000

145C°rektor& 496P- 91104-8Gi4 Speranam Antis 14250et
Teknonla 495P - 100Hz-16014 pagranakdale

£1995
11995

53500 - 23925
£4500

MISCELLANEOUS
Aran 740A- 100ktit-1120.18a Washed Sepal Generate 1300
Arran' MG 360111 orsa Gammas 014040144z 21250&mit= 141 4623 ==afarTransmission 12500&ultra 14(3 6458 ==alar Ot15N-TrOlatz 1750
Boonton 92C 095
Boonton 93A TRIn.* RIAS veseeer 1195
Omar 626 - ACDC -1.katilLratan Analyser C500
LIP 331- Fredercy COW*, 1013/42 F.10211

EP 545 - Freeway Samar ifiGH: 11250
EP 575 - Frecarmar Ccaraar 18Gatt .41450
Eltak SIPS -Roam 5.4cry 60V -30V
Fame' 7.316-70 LOW Parer Supery170V -5A ce 35V - 104 000
Famell DSG-1 Wa.--.-ad Secal Generates' 025
Farmed Stardt3V -253A 0750
Fasdhack PF0 GM Po Firma Genera's 060
Rota 5100A- Calera= £1950
GM EMIR EP831 PC/1 Scroarra Meador
Guiana 9152 -712 Wass Simnel Cell
Healed Packard 16300- Loo Are r.- (430amlefq
Hewlett Packard 1693043 and C- -M-derah 165101V1651An615301146531A .

-1.cgC Anayrar from £2000
Hewlett Packard 331A -Deka= 000
Harriett Packard 333A -Drokation 000
Hewlett Packard 334A- Wskrtian 000Harden Packard 3325A -211,dia Srllal Generakr MOO
Hewlett Packard 3335A -Swelled:led Salad Genera= (2011111-816114£) £2750
Hewlett Packard 3336C-Syntreased Stahl Generator (10H2-2148103 £603
Hewlett Packard 3455A - 6:k kadarnmer (Acrlocart
Hasnett Packard 3456A 1600

003
Hamlett Packard 3488A - - 18 Sarah Caard Una (rasa Pltat-ns avaarkfed £550
Heenan Packard 35600A -Dual

Lehi
Chwasell=anrc Sisal Ansyser - 0750Karim Packard 3586A -SkeanSkean000

thalmt Packard 3711637124076111/37938 -Mcrowave lad Messer 11500
Hawlait Packard 3745A -Sheds. Lisearra Set _S300
Hewlett Packard 3776A- PCM Tara and Test Set £1000
Hewlett Packard 3776A9779G - Praarr laLs from 000
Parka Packard 3784A - DOW Trans-rasa:a Aar= COM)

_5350ran

Xrattn-Pals 5200 -Sweep, FaTirron - Generakr
Krohn -Me 6500- Phase tamer
Leader LD1-170- Dsastal Meter
Leader 3216 - Sgral Gammas 110(8142.140041 AUFMCWW171 b(911 Fla sterna

,Cojare Marko 035
Marconi 10613- r =V --wrr..- -, er and Frame Maras mewl EPOA

Harnatt Packard 373.514 Jccr Grrwatcr - UM:21,13 _11253
Healer Packard 379030 - Syrak-v TM.: SO IN: 7 and iSVP 14250
Hewlett Packard P352A - Va.-:. fzen_ato . _ - - £250
Hewlett Packard 4192A - ii 1. 4...3..-ce Anayser /6500
Hewlett Packard 4262A -Octal LCR Ike- _ _6350
Hewlett Packard 4342A -0 lama _1600
Harriett Packard 435A or 13 Parer %leers twgi 6481k5M4A1 from POO
H ewlett Packard 436A and 4378- Poem Mater aid Serer (toot 1903
Herten Packard 4948A -(1114.51Transrussan knoarrraira IASel _00E0
Hewlett Packard 4972A -Lan Prollacol Analyser -11250
Knifed Packard 5133 - Wantons Recorder 1125)
Hewlett Packard 5238A - Frequorsze Owls, 40015te 1250
H emet Packard 5314A- 01E1.0 102.1112 tfreversal Carew __I:250
Havarti Packard 5316A - SONOS2i Carte/ IEEE' ______Eseo
Hewlett Packard 5335A - 200134t Sigel PISIMMMISM SPM,S1 COMM, -4.600
Harnett Packard 5124A - Lfacreare Fracpancy Carta (5004811-1804z) qss 1+-3 .003

.CiS50
12000

r4D3

Hertel Packard 535911.- iecn fle6ot3on Tare Spar/ash
Hewleti Packard 53708 - Umarsal Terms
Hamlett Packard 53134A - 2251.81r FraaJarcy Cartes
Harem Pricard 5350- Frecararcy Cals-air - (HP113) wet OPTS001071004C05 ____ £750
Harriett Packard 6033A- Parse &coy Adcranpng (.MV -33.41 trio
Hewlett Packard 6253A - Power Sassy 20V - 3A Tarn __000
Hewlett Packard 6.255A - Pores Gads 409 -1-5A Tam - CMG

HEWLETT PACKARD 62618
Pow Supper 20V - SOA £350 Discount tor Durttities

Howlett Packard 62648 - Power Sack (0-20V 0-234) £300
Hewlett Packard 62668 - Porn Soppy 409 - 5A 1229
Hawkra Packard 627113 - Pawn Stmotc 3A 1225
Headed Packard 66244 - Ccad Parer . 0000
Hewlett Packard 6632A - Parer S_tpay -514 twm
Hewlett Packard 5652A - 20V -nk Sou= P.S.U.
Hewlett Packard 7475A -6 Pen Plow

_1750
1_4250

Headed Packard 7550A -8 Pen Poem
Hewlett Packard 7780 - Coax Dial Direcharal Caper 0600
Hawked Packard16015A -50.114z Pulse Generator £500
Headset Packard 13165A- 501.84* ProgranmaGe Sorsa Sauce 0250
Hewlett Packard 8160A -ova3-,eratze r1520

0500
Hereon Packard 63508 - Seep Caches Mardarre Shwa PkaknothorlaardlaMal--135013
Hernial Packard 63554A - Ware Sarre Waste 26-5 to 40G142 ramp
Heeded Packard 63555A -Mimes% -Wawa &woe Monti 33.52314: 1'4250
Hewlett Packard 6405A - Veva Voenstar 1'4..)
Hewlett Packard 86200 -Sweep. Osob=r Mardrame it from £250
Hewlett Packard 66408 - &anal Garkare (5121"..102 hoot £850
Hewlett Packard 8642A - Sand Cw-mals- 1001 to 10506.414 PeclormarceSerthreaser ..£6500
Hewlett Packard 8e56A - Sys Sc-al Generals 100
Herten Packard 86568 - Smathised Si - -
Hewlett Packard 807A - Send Sarawak% (100k112-104cemizi

___0450
11900

Hewlett Packard 56623- Ssr4aSszl= Generabar (10434-26001512)
Harnett Packard 8750A -

__72250
095

Hertel Packard 9735A- Scalar Network Analyser 11500
Hewlett Padard 8757A -Sod er Netsic"Anahws 0253
Hernia Packard 99014 - Mockrazon Analyser. 0000
Hewlett Packard 69018 - alokratan AnMser _12900
Hoiden Packard 8903E - Deaston Anstirset __MECO
Herded Packard 89038 - DearartcriArahser (WW1
Harriett Packard 6820A- R,F Comma Tea Sat _

11500
12330. _

Heerlen Packard 11602131141 - Flaatko Gowns Tag Sets (T4S7L) - from 0000
Hearten Packard 9658A- Caked Rada kaarhce ..0000
Kaytek 1/2-151C -11strap 151V Hand -Held ESO Slovaks £1750
Krohn -Hem 2200 - Lialcq Sweep Garmater £940
Kroh -Hite =SA - 09:14%. CI5,1

m
/50

/350

Marconi 2019 -8/33a-1919MID S relea sedd Generator
Marconi 2019A -80kHz-10401.60-Sirdaharad gra! Gerturas

_1750
Marconi 2111 -UHF Smasesiser (raw)

__110:0_WM
Marconi 2185 - 1 -5G147. Progre-nhokt. Artarearce Ines1 __13.0A-
Marconi 2205 -1.10 Meer
Marconi 2337A -Aalcrnatc Gaon= Meer

_11750

Marconi 2610 -Thal WS Vownehr
_1150

Marconi 2371 -Data Conan Mager
_POO

Marconi 2955- Ratio Corrns Tess Se
__£600

Idaroant 6310- Sweep Gerarater - Proomarnahe - new (320010.)___ _ _
Marconi 69596960 - Poen Meter 8 Smoot

.62000
CISCO

from 2500
Marconi 6960 -Pooh Mean 4 Scram from £950
Marconi 893 - Al Poser Mear 1233.

Phraps P165(67 MHz FLrcan 085013M
Philips 5190 -1__F Sorreaser (G Ple )

_ZOO,
000-

Philips 5518-Sere-kisad Fr.re...cn Swamis
Philips P115519 - TV P=am Germalo

_0500Inv
Philips P165715- 50UHr Prase GL,arilor
Prams 4000 - 6'.* Got Warman (

_1525

Ouartdock 2A- 09.711' Frecarma&Sanared,
Racal 1992- 1-33atz F

_1203
r703

Racal 6111.6151 - GS1=10:enrra Teat Set rcroa
Racal Dana 90519082- Srchesaect Sarni Gstralor rrawsh kora 000Racal Dana 9084 - ,yrieseol Syte Care rec4 105844S)
Fts:419301A- Tnnicars Flf 4iekvca7keter_ £300
Racal Dana 9302A -RP kesardereler Maw nrsonl . £375
Racal Dana 9303 - RV Lever Meat & Head 6350
Racal Dana 9917 -UHF Frodercs lamer 560414 1175
Rohde 6 Schwan LF112 - 66604 Group Decay Sweep Generals 1350
Rohde & Schwarz OITA 94 -G-CM Rada COTS,13 StraYSO ea%
Schaffner liSG 203A -Lye Vo.tage Vanden Smialzr 050
Schaffner USG 222A - hansence Set.Mace 000
Schaffner If SO 223- aradererce Goner= £700
Sehlorntwerper 2720- 1001.9t: Recarerey CO.fet, 1403
Sol,' urn terger 4031 -10£40 Rata Carom Tett Set 14995
SclYurr. berg& Shahs* 4040 - Rada Came Taxi Set £1995
Schl,mberge 706171614075 - klkihrecers kora CM
Su Word Research DS 340-15184 SymnassalFunctan (HEW) and At

a. earn C.4-emZr 11203
Systron Donner 6030- Marmara 1,8088 cy Counter (2932042)
TektroMx A14503, 711501  P3302- Current lar-Xe Arrstrfer

____12995
£955

Tektronix PG506 -113501 +541503 +711503 -Swam:ace Caltrahr
Tektronix 577 - Sara Tower

_0095
0150

Tektronix 1240 Low Tern
Tektronix 141A -PAL Test a1 Generals

AA5001 F Oszitcrt Maltese
£253

£1995Telarorda 611115006 - i...,..
Tektronix T955003+ AFG 5101- Aniaary F.a80al Germass 0500
TeUronix -Pard-Fer - marry arsiablesach as SC504. SW503. SG502.

P0508. FG5C4. FG8113. 70331, 785003+ many ware 0.0A
Time 9811 -Propwanable Resessce
Time 9614- Voltage Ceara" -133)
Valhalla Schridfic ...024 Proararmetke Resistance Shinkest 1140 A
Wendel & Gothrmann P1.145- Error:arse TM: Sat - £11500
Wanda( & Gottermann PCM4 I - esCcnal
Wand el & Goldman 14430 - Tea 1541 Sauter 11500
Wayna Kern 4225 - LCR Braga MO
MEMOS Ill - SyMOUMC FLeCO, SUMMX -___ COOM
WWeretek 184 -Seo Geneaals-5rrSare (9119014 1132)
Warrant 3010 - 1-100 Scr.al Gererskr 41.150
WM= 6409 - R.. A.-4years 11154.2G14t) _VOA
Wilma 65205 - ,  ..vc,. "era Sawa Generate (345St444-SGHe _ 1650
Wilms% 6747.20 -SrectFreckency SPUMOUS, (10104.2O0390 ...

Takao:ma 3655 - Ana:Yang FROSOM 1PDA

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE -
SEND LARGE SAE FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT

ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED -
WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE.

PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE ORDERING
CARRIAGE E. VAT TO BE ADDED TO ALL GOODS
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SURVEILLANCE
PROFESSIONAL OUALITY KAN

r NO. I for Nits I
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of
electronics SUMA DESIGNS has a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 201/ears
and you can be sure that all our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions, circuit
diagrams, assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless othecwise stated all transmitters are
tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.

Genuine SUMA kits available only direct from Suma Designs. Beware Inferior imitations!
UTX Ultra -miniature Room Transmitter
Smeest room transmitter ,Lne. world! Incredble 10mm x 20mm including me
12V operation. 500m ranoe £16.45

MTX Micro -miniature Room Transmitter
Best -sang miaominiature Room Transmitter. Just 17mm a 17mm inducing ago. 3V-
124 operabon. 1000m range £13.45

STX High-performance Room Transmitter
parerrearce trans -T. ter w.th a ctitiered output stage for greater stability and

range_ Measures 22mm x 22m, including mic. 6V -12V operation, 1500m range £15.45

V1500 High -power Room Transmitter
Powerful 250mIll output waiting excellent range and performance.
Sde 20mm x 4Orrim. 9V -12V operation. 3000m range £16.45

VXT Voice -Activated Transmitter .

Tuggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current Variable sensitivity
and delay with LED int-cedar. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £19.45

HVX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter
Connects directly to 240V A.C. supply for long-term monitoring.
Size 30mm x 35rnm. 500m range £19.45

SCRX Subcarrier Scrambled Room Transmitter
Scrarritied output from the transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCOM decoder
connected to the receiver. Size nom a 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £2295

SCLX Subcarrier Telephone Transmitter
Connects to telephone the anywhere, requires no batteries. Output wrangled so
requires SOW connecled to receiver. Size 32mm a 37mm. 1000m range £23.95

SCDM Subcarrler Decoder Unit for SCRX
Connects to receiver earnhciie socket and provides decocted audio output to head-
phones. Size 32mm x 70mm. 9V -12V operation. £22.95

ATR2 Micro -Size Telephone Recording Interface
Connects between telephone kne (anywhere) aid cAssi.tte recorder. Switches tape
automatically as phone is used. M cc,..efsat,c-rs recorded. Size 16mm x 32mm.
Powered from line £13.45

*** Specials ***
DLTX/DLRX Radio Control Switch
Remote control anything around your home or garden, outside lights,
alarms, paging system etc. System consists of a small VHF transmitter
with digital encoder and receiver unit with decoder and relay output.
momentary or alternate. 8 -way d.j.]. switches on both boards set your
own unique security code. TX size 45mm x 45mm. RX size 35mmx
90mm. Both 9V operation. Range up to 200m.
Complete System (2 kits) £50.95
Individual Transmitter DLTX £19.95
Individual Receiver DLRX £37.95
MBX-1 HI -Fl Micro Broadcaster
Not technically a surveillance device but a great idea! Connects to the
headphone output of your HiFi, tape or CD and transmits Hi -Fl quality
to a nearby radio. Listen to your favourite music anywhere around the
house, garden, in the bath or in the garage and you don't have to put
up with the DJ's choice and boring waffle.
Size 27mm x 60mm. 9V operation. 250m range £20.95

UTLX Ultra -miniature Telephone Transmitter
Stria.cet te'ephone transmitter tut a.. a able. Inc:cell:le size of lOrrim x 20mml
Connects to Lrie (anywhere) and swzhes on and off with phone use.
AB conversation transmitted. Powered from fine. 500m range

TLX 700 Micro -miniature Telephone Transmitter
Best -ceiling telephone trarsmater. Berg 20mrn x 20mm it is easier to assemble than
UT .X. Connects to fine (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. M con-
versaticisis transmitted. Powered from Ire. 1000m range £13.45

STLX Highperformance Telephone Transmitter
h.gh performance b..ffereci c.X.put stage providing meant stataity
and performance. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
M conversations transmitted. Powered from fine.
Size 22mm x 22mm. 1500m range £16.45

TKX900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter
Transmits a continuous stream of aixtio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ja

netting or tracking purposes_ High power output giving range up to 3000m.
Size 25mm x 63mm. 9V operation £22.95

CD400 Pocket Bug Detector/Locator
LED and pezo Beeper pulse slowly, rate of 'Vise and pitch of lone increase as
approach signal. Gan control doss pinpointing of source.
Size 45mm x 54mm. 9V operation £30.95

CD600 Professional Bug Detector/Locator
Multicolour readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensilhiti
used to detect and locate hidden transmitters. Switch to AUDIO CONFORM mode lo
distinguish between localsed big transmission and normal lecif mate a re's such as
pagers. cedular, taxis etc. Size 70mm x 100mm. 9V operation £50.95

OTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter
Narrow band FM transmitter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on
requires the use of a scanner receiver or our ORX18O kit (see catatogue:
Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range

OLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter
As per OTX180 but connects to te,ephone line to r -C- both sides of conversatiori
20rnm x 67mm. 9V operatkin. 1000m range £40.95

OSX180 Line Powered Crystal Controlled Phone Transmitter
As per OLX180 but draws power requirements from line. No bananas required.
Size 32mm x 37mm. Range 50"m £35.:5

ORX 180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver
Far moiltort7-fg ani of the '0' range Lransmriers. High senstvity unit 7'7

plied as pre -built and dived module ready to connect on board so
C1 c.11.:o headphones. Wan x 75mm. 9V operation

A bulld-up service Is available on all our kits if required.
UK customers please send cheques, POs or registered cash.
Please add £2.00 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP
allowing fcir cheque clearance. Overseas customers send
Sterling Bank Draft and add £5.00 per order for shipment.
Credit card orders welcomed on 01827 714476.

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING VISA
MANY MORE NEW SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW
AVAILABLE. SEND TWO FIRST CLASS STAMPS
OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS.

SUMA
DESIGNS

DEPT. EE
THE WORKSHOPS, 95 MAIN ROAD,

BAXTERLEY, NEAR ATHERSTONE,
WARWICKSHIRE CV9 2LE

VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Tel/Fax:
01827 714476
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£1 BARGAIN PACKS
- List No. 3

1 item per pack unless otherwise stated.

SOLAR CELL, wit pyre 100mA of free eathriory. Order Ret:
631.
PLASTIC FAN BLADES, 3.n. idarneter, pushan spin:Fa. pack
of 2. Oder Ret 638.
PC GAMES in cases for re_matong, pack of 6. Order Ret: 645.
PIEZO NOISE MAKERS, standard are, pack of 2. Order Ref:
647.
DITTO WI rnrk, crr 23'nrn acmes. pads of 2. Order Ref: 648.
COVERS, out Pep° scup:ars, et, need 22mrn he.ws, pack of
6. Order Ret 651.
10A MICROSWTTCHES ve01 strew termaaa, mains yortage.
pads ot 2 Order Ret: 662.
PCB MOUNTED RELAY, 5V.SV col. 2 changeover 5A con -
tads_ Order Ret: 665.
CONTROLLED 4 -ROCKER SWITCH. 3 of na switches cannot
be oi 'rens ore rest master is on. slit 31.W Nom heaters. etc.
Order Ret: 666.
633uF 1030V CAPS, deal to put in vanes erR 115V 2-4W
motors, pads of 4. Order Ret 672.
COPPER CLAD PANEL, sae 12io. a 9e. approsimaaly,
make your own PCB or ffs strong enough to act as a chassis.
Oder Re 683.
10331 COIL Of CONNECTING WIRE. Order Ref:665.
D.C. MOTOR, era efficient needs tthe current so wit work
win soiar Was. Order Ref: 687.
SUB MIN PUSH SWITCHES, pack of 2. Order Ref: 688_
CERAMIC BEADS, deal kautecon where heat or fame. pack
of 100. Order Ret: 690.
Mn. LENGTHS OF %In. DIAMETER PAXOUN TUBING,
make trAt4 test prods. etc., pack of 3. Order Ref: 631.
1920 VINTAGE RESISTORS, you've proten'y nerer seen any
Quite we these, pads o12 Order Re 695.
440V A.C. CAP, 4uF. Menhairn cased. Order Rat 702
POWER SUPPLY UNIT, output 9V 1 dc, Order Ref-.
733.
AWFM TUNING CAPACITOR. ar spared with spa -one.
OrderRe: 743.
13A PLUG BARGAIN OFFER. You get 3 for Et. Order P -el:
GR19.
DRDT ROCKER SWITCHES for mew roversa-g. etc. pack of
2. Order Ref: 745.
NOISE TRANSPARENT SPEAKER MESH, 12r4 x En_ peck
of a. Order P.e: 746
LIGHTEST TOUCH CHANGEOVER MICROSWITCHES,
mean voltage. pee( of 2. Order Ret: 748.
PAM PORCELAIN INSULATORS, pack of 4. suitable cabin
aeries, rid Order Ref:749.
CASED PSU, A.C. output, 15V 150mA and 9-6V 60n -A. Order
Ref: 751.
3 CHANGEOVER CONTACT RELAY wet cal, a, itshIe Ix
12V A.C. or 6V D.C. Or&mr Ref: 753.
LEVER -OPERATED MICROSWITCHES, es -equipment. bath
tested. arty hasty woutd be replaced. pack of to. Order Ret
755.
PROJECT BOX, size apprearraiey 106m.m x 76Ter. x 24nt-n,
as Idea metal heat sack. Order Ref: 759.
EX -BT INSTRUMENT in pfakri- case wet carryng ramie has
many useful pans. Order Ret: 760.
PICK-UP ARM wtl cftrniond stylus, new and unused Order
Ref:764.
RUBBER FEET, fa corners c4 glare chas., pack of 20.
Order Ref. 769
24V BAKELITE ENCASED AC. OR D.C. BUZZER. Order
Ref: 774.
COMPONENT MOUNTING TAG STRIP. 32 tags 'oath side
Order Ref: 779.
1/2 MEG POTS each Iced doub:e-poe wroth. paOs a12 Ceder
Ref: 780.
C/0 MCROSWITCHES operated by a rwe contrd id sonde
through see, pack of 4. Order Ref- 786.
MULTI -TAG MAINS PANEL, has 12 tags to take push -on
connectors. Order Re: 792.
REED SWITCH, hat instead of round so many more can be
sadsod if a s-lat area. Order RH: 796.
VERY THIN DRILLS (0-3rren), pads or 12. Order Ref:797.
ROCKER SWITCHES, spr'ng-toadad watt changeover 10A
rsCW pads of 2. Order Ref: 600.
MAINS CIRCUIT BREAKER. 7A, pushbutton operated Cater
Re: 602.
IN -LINE SWITCH Herded for electric idanket to grai vanade
heat but otrookafy has other uses. Order Ref: 805.
PLUG FOR CAR LIGHTER SOCKETS, each MVO; internal
fuse, pack of 2. Order Rot 809.
MAINS TRANSFORMER, 12V -0V -12V. 6W. Order Ret: 811.
UM OF MAINS VOLTAGE FLEX with screen and outer PVC
a -mutton. Order Re. 815
13A ADAPTORS 0 each take 2 pugs. pack of 2 Order Ref:
620.
0-1uF 250V MAINS WORKING SUPPRESSOR CAPACITOR,
pack of 5 Order Ref: 8.36.
RING MAIN JUNCTION BOXES, 13A. 230V, pack of 3. Order
Ref. BD1.
FLUSH PLATE LIGHT SWITCHES. SA. *Me, pads d
Order Ref: 905
OCTAL VALVE BASED, Peen. pads or 4. Order Ref:12.
GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS. 0C45 etc.. padt of 52
asserted. Orde Ref: 15.
LIGHT SENSMVE TRANSISTORS, ref. OCP713. pads of 2.
Order Ref. 14.
LOUDSPEAKER CROSSOVER, for tweeter mad -range and
woofer. Order Ret: 23.
SUB -MIN TOGGLE SWITCH. single pee changeover so can
be used for just oncit. pack of 3. Otte Ref: 1066.
TELEPHONE WIRE for permanent extensions, made to ET
standard and mbar coded, *tee outer PVC. 25's. Order Ref.
1067.
TV REMOTE CONTROLS, 4 it does not ail your TV. you
owe use ft for other projects. FM bug. es._, pack of 2 Order
Ref: 1068.
5A BRIDGE RECTIFIERS, reit feed heatSies, 'aka/ cm bat-
tery charger, pack of 2...Order Ret 1070.
CYCLE DYNAMO BULBS, 6V 0-5A, pack of 10. Order Ref:
1072
Miln. 12W SPEAKER, waterproof so suitablefor I -doors or
outdoors. Order Rat 1073
INTERSTAGE TRANSFORMER for trans -star opera:on.
Order Ref: siTIC12

12V 18AH RECHARGEABLE
BATTERY

It is Yuasa made jelly type so
maintenance -free and usable in
any position. Brand new and
guaranteed 12 months. The
regular price of these is £40 but
you can buy at £15.

Order Ref: 15P78.

12V 8A D.C. POWER SUPPLY. Totally
enclosed with its own cooling fan. Normal
mains operation. Price £11. Order Ref: 11P6.
D.C. MOTOR WITH GEARBOX. Size 60mm
long, 30mm diameter. Very powerful,
operates off any voltage between 6V and 24V
d.c. Speed at 6V is 200rpm. speed controller
available. Special price £3 each. Order Ref:
3P108.
MOST USEFUL POWER SUPPLY. Rated at
9V 1A, this plugs into a 13A socket. Is really
nicely boxed. £1. Order Ref: 2P733.
GROWERS PLEASE NOTE: We now have a
very useful 100W soil heater. This is essen-
tially 5V 20A power supply, completely en-
cased and with built-in cooling tan. We supply
with it 10m of cable with instructions on how
to couple it to give the recommended NOW
per sq. ft. or 5W per sq. ft. or a very low 2-5W
per sq. ft. Price for complete i.c.u. £15. Order
Ret: 15P79.
BIG 12V TRANSFORMER. It is 55VA so over
4A. Beautifully made and well insulated. Live
parts are in a plastic frame so cannot be ac-
cidentally touched, £3.50. Order Ret: 3.5P20.
BIKE RADIO. In fact, it's more than a radio,
its an alarm and a spotlight. The radio is
battery operated, of course, and needs 3 AA
cells. Only one band but this is the FM band
so will receive Radio 1 and 2. Comes com-
plete with handlebar fixing clips. Price £4.
Order Ref: 4P72.
INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER.
Internally generates voltages which enable
you to read insulation directly in megohms.
The multimeter has four ranges AC/DC volts.
3 ranges DC milliamps, 3 ranges resistance
and 5 amp range. Ex -British Telecom but in
very good condition, tested and guaranteed,
probably cost at least £50 each, yours for
only £7.50 with leads. carrying case £2 each.
Order Ref: 7.5P4.
REPAIRABLE METERS. We have some of
the above testers but faulty, not working on all
ranges, should be repairable, we supply dia-
grams. £3. Order Ref: 3P176.
FOR QUICK HOOK-
UPS. You can't beat
leads with a croc clip
each end. You can have
a set of 10 leads, 2
each of 5 assorted
colours with insulated
crocodile clips on each
end. Lead length 36cm.
£2 per set. Order Ref:
2P459.
RECHARGEABLE NICAD AA BATTERIES.
You can have these at a bargain price of 50p
each, but you have to buy a pack of 10 which
would give you a 12V rechargeable battery.
However, it is quite easy to divide into 2 x 6V
rechargeables or 10 x 1.2V rechargeables.
Order Ref: 5P287. Made by Varta.
1.5V -6V MOTOR WITH
GEARBOX. Motor is
mounted on the gearbox
which has interchange-
able gears giving a
range of speeds and
motor torques. Comes
with full instructions for
changing gears and
calculating speeds, £6.
Order Ref: 7P26.

1016
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1030
1039
1042
1043
1047
1048
1050
1052
1053
1054
1057
1059
1062
1064
1067
1068
1070
1071

1080
1082
1083
1085
1086
1093
1094
1098
1101
1102
1106
1107
1112
1115
1118
1122
1123
1126
1127
1128a
1133

SMART HIGH QUALITY ELECTRONIC KITS
CAT. NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

£
1005 Touch Svarch 2.87
1010 5 -input stereo miser visth monitor

output 1931
Loudspeaker protection unit 3-22
tterDynforttiorlad warred

prearnoBler
250
2.07

7 wad hi -fl power aniplfer 2.53
Running Fights 4.60
hriCcad battery changer 3.91
Light dimmer 2.53
Stereo VU meter 4.60
AF generator 250Hz-16M-lz 1.70
Loudness stereo unit 3.22
Sound witch 529
Electronic thermostat 368
3 -input huh stereo preampffier 12.42
3 -input mono mixer 621
Electronic rnetronorre 3.22
4 -input instrument mixer 2.76
r-.1ette head preampffier 322
Te'ephone-arreffer 4.60
5V 0-5A vaiblised supply for TTL 230
4-12V 0-5A stab-ased supply .% 322
Stereo VU meter with leads 9.20
18V 0-5A steOlsed power supply 2_53
19-6 preampirer 7.47
4-eput selector 6.90
Liquid level sensor, rain alarm 2.30
Car voltmeter wan Le d_s 7.28
Video signal &water 2.76
DC convener 12V to 6V or 7-5V or 9V 2.53
Must to light for your car 4.60
Windscreen wiper controaer 3.68
Home alarm system 12.42
Digital thermometer wilt I c d. display 11.50
Dollar tester 4.60
Stereo VU meter with 14 le.ds
Thermometer with I.e d.s
Electronics to help *ill the pools
Loudspeaker protection with delay
Courtesy bght delay
Time switch with lilac 0-10 rrans
Telephone call relay
Morse code generator
Microphone preamplifier
Microphone torte control
Poiver flasher 121f de.
Stereo sound to bghi

6.67
6.90
3.68
4.60
2.07
4.14
3_68
1.84
4.60
4.60
2.53
5.26

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
ULTRASONIC MOVEMENT DETECTOR. Nicety

sed. free standing, has infernal alarm warn can
be sranced. Also has connections for external
speaker or light. Price £10. Order Ret: 10P154.
CASED POWER SUPPLIES which, with a few smaa
extra componenG and a bit of moddyirg. would give
12V at 10k Orginalty £9.50 each, now 2 for £9.50.
Order Ref: 9.5P4.
3 -OCTAVE KEYBOARD with piano size keys, brand
new, prewous price £3 50, now 2 for the price of
one. Order Pet: 9.5P5.

TOROIDAL MAINS
TRANSFORMERS

Al with 220V240V primary winding
224V÷. 24V 25VA, price £3 Order
Ref: 3P245 -
30V +30V 120VA. price £8. Order
Ref: 8PG2.
110V+110V 120VA. price £8.
Order Ret: 8PG3.
35V 35V at 150V.CA, lonce
Order Ret: 8PG9.
35V +35V 220VA. price £9. Order
Ret: 9PG4.
50V 50V, price £4. Order Ret
4P112.
110V4 110V at 220V would give 110V at 2A or 220V at
IA. price £10_ Order Ref: 10PG5.
110V+ 110V at 500VA would give 110V at 5A or 220V at
nearly 3A. price £25. Order Ret 25PG8.

SUPER WOOFERS
A 10in. 4 ohm with power rating of
250W rnuac and normal 150W.
Norrnal selling price for this a
£55 +VAT. you can buy at £29
inducing VAT and carriage. Order
Ref: 29P7. The -second one is art
sin. 4 ohm. 200W music. 200W
Normal, again by Challenger. price
£10. Order Ref- 18P9.
Deduct 10% Ircin these prtes it you order in pairs or can
coEect. These are aft brand new in maker's packing.

TERMS
Send cash. PO. cheque or quote credit card nunter
- orders under U5 add £3.50 service charge.

J & N FACTORS
Pilgrim Works (Dept. E.E.)
Stairbridge Lane, Bolney,

Sussex RH17 5PA
Telephone: 01444 881965
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!! New from FED - PIC 16F877 Chips and Support !!
PIC & AVR Programmers, Development kits and C Compiler

PIC 16F877 20 MHz - £6
Microchip's latest EEPROM device - 40 pin, 10 bit A/D convert-
ers, master/slave IIC bus, full duplex USART, 8K ROM, 352 bytes
file registers, 256 bytes internal EEPROM, upwardly compatible
with 16C74116C77, but instant erase and rewrite. Supported by
our programmers, PICDESIM and our new C Compiler.
PIC 16F877 devices, 40pin DIP device, 4MHz - £5.50, 20MHz - U6.00

ED PIC C
mpller

Supports all PIC 16Cxx, 12C6xx devices
Integrated Compiler Environment includes
FED's PICDE for simulation and debugging
Ring/Write for details or visit our Web Site:
£100 CD-ROM, £120 with printed manuals

http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/robin.abbottiFED

Forest Electronic Developments
60 Waikford Road. Christchurch. Dorset. BH23 5Q0.
E-mail - "robinabbongdiaLpipex.com"
Web Site -"http://dspace.diaLpipeaccom/robinabbotuFED"

01425-274068 (Voice/Fax)

PIC, & AVR Programmers
PIC Serial - Handles serially programmed PIC devices in a 40 pin multi -width ZIF
socket. 16C55X. I6C6X, 16C7X, I6C8x, 16F8X. 12C508, 12C509, PIC 14000 etc.
Also In -Circuit programming. Price: £45/kit, £50/built & tested.
PIC Introductory - Programs 8 & 18 pin devices : ISC505, 16C55X, 16C61.
16C62X, 16C71, 16C71X. 16C8X, 16F8X, 12C50&'9, 120671/2 etc- f251Ut.
AVR - 1200,2313,4144,8515 in MF. Price: £40 kit £45 built & tested.

Programmers operate on PC serial interface. No hard to handle parallel
cable swapping ! Programmers supbieti with instructions, 4 -Windows
3.1195.498.,NT software. Upgrade Programmers from our web site I

AVR, PIC, Scenix - Windows Development
AssernberiSimiLlator allows development of your AVR, PIC of Scenix projerls in
one Windows program. Incorporate multiple files, view help file information (Erectly
from code. edit within project. build/track errors (Erectly in source, then simulate.
Many breakpoint types. follow code in source, set breakpoints in source. Run,
single step, OT step oyer. Logic Analyser Display! Input stimuli Includes clocks,
direct values and serial data. Profiler - examine and time frequently called rou-
tines use me information to optimise out bottle necks. PIC Version Simulates up to
50 times faster than MPSIM ! . .

Cost £20.00. Specify PICDESIM (includes Scenix) or AVRDESIM version

PIC BASIC Products - See our web site for details
16C74 version (8Kbyte EEPROM) - 20 MHz

£30.00 Kit,£35.00 Built & Tested,
Compiler Available - runs identical code

Prices are fully inclusive. Add £3.00
for P&P and handling to each mien
Cheques/POs payable to Forest
Electronic Developments. or phone
with credit card &tails.
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Transform your PC.... Into an
oscilloscope, spectrum analyser
and multimeter...
The ADC -200 range of -PC based oscilloscopes offer
performance only previously available on the most expensive
'benchtop' scopes. By intergrating several instruments into
one unit, the ADC -200 is both flexible and cost effective.

Connection to a PC gives the ADC -200 the edge over traditional
oscilloscopes: the ability to print and save waveforms is just one example.
Units are supplied with PicoScope for Windows which is powerful, yet .
simple to use, with comprehensive on line help.

Applications
 Video
 Automotive
V Electronics design
V Production line tests
 Fault finding
V Education

All units are supplied with
software, cables and power
supply. Prices exclude VAT.

A sco

rs

.

t

I r it....

Features
A fraction of the cost of comparable benchtop
oscilloscopes

 Up to 100 MS/s sampling
 Advanced tigger modes- capture

one off events.
 Up to 50 MHz spectrum analyser
 Large buffer memory

A:De-200/00 £499
AlVe-200/50 £399
"me -200/20 £299

t our tin e
Once oscilil )scopes were heavy and clumsy to handle, but over the years they have become smaller
and smaller. The latest development in this field has just arrived: a digital storage oscilloscope in a
handy slim housing, scarcely longer than a pencil and about as thick as your thumb. Despite its small
size. its performance can match that of a service oscilloscope.

A npficstions
 On -the -spot measurements
 Hobby electronics
 Measurements in amplifiers
 Production line tests

V Can use PC display
V Sample rates from

50ns to 1ms
, V Up to 20 MS/s

Prices exclude VAT
('all for a FREE software demonstration disk or visit our web site

(0)1954 211880 Tel: +44 (0)1954 21171
E-mail: post@plcotech.co.uk Web: www.plcotech.co



GENT
EE208 135 Hunter Street, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST

Tel 01283 565435 Fax 546932
http://www.magenta2000.co.uk
E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk

ELECTRONICS LTD All Prices include V.A.T. Add £3.00 per order p&p. f6.99 next day

MAIL ORDER ONLY  CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT

r -- EPE FAERIFOVROLIER1 PIC PIPE DESCALER
P.I. TREASURE HUNTER.  SIMPLE TO BUILD  SWEPT

The latest MAGENTA DESIGN - highly  HIGH POWER OUTPUT FREQUENCY
stable b sensitive - with I.C. control I  AUDIO & VISUAL MONITORING
of all timing functions and advanced I An affordable circuit which sweeps
pulse separation techniques. the incoming water supply with

variable frequency electromagnetic
signals. May reduce scale formation,

I dissolve existing scale and improve
lathering ability by altering the way
salts in the water behave.

I Kit includes case, P.C.B, coupling
I coil and all components.

High coil current ensures maximum
effect. LED. monitor

 High stability
drift cancelling

 Easy to build
ft use

 No ground
effect, works
in seawater

 Detects gold,
silver, ferrous Fr
non-ferrous
metals

 Efficient quartz controlled
microcontroller pulse generation.

 Full kit with headphones b all
hardware

LKIT 847 £63.95

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC

- PIC WATER
orscaken

KIT 868 £22.95 POWER UNIT £3.99

MICRO PEsT
SCARER
Our latest design - The ultimate

I scarer for the garden. Uses
I special microchip to give random
I delay and pulse time. Easy to

build reliable circuit. Keeps pets'
pests away from newly sown areas.

J play areas. etc. Uses power source
from 9 to 24 volts.

 RANDOM PULSES

A powerful 23kHz ultrasound generator in
a compact hand-held case. MOSFET output
drives a special sealed transducer with in-
tense pulses via a special tuned transformer.
Sweeping frequency output is designed to
give maximum output without any special
setting up.

KIT 842 £22.56

PEsT SCARER  HIGH POWER
DUAL OPTION Plug -In power supply £4.99

£19.99
KIT+SLAVE UNIT £32.50
WINDICATOR
A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes
complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing
head. Mains power unit £5.99 extra.
KIT 856 £28.00MK. II ACOUSTIC PROBE

 NEW DESIGN
 HIGH SENSMVITY Er POWER
Picks up vibrations amplifies, and drives
headphones. Sounds from engines, watches.
pipes and speech through walls can be heard
clearly. Useful for mechanics, instrument
engineers and nosey parkersl Very effective
device.

KIT 876 £29.95

DC Motor/Gearboxes
Our Popular and Versatile DC
motor/Gearbox sets.
Ideal for Models, Robots,
Buggies etc. 1.5 to 4.5V
Multi ratio gearbox
gives wide range of speeds.

LARGE TYPE - MGL £6.95
SMALL - MGS - £4.77

Stepping Motors

MD38...MInI 48 step...£8.65
MD35...Std 48 step...£9.99
MD200...200 step...£12.99
MD24...Large 200 step...£22.95

KIT 867

* TENS UNIT *
DUAL OUTPUT TENS UNIT
As featured in March '97 issue.
Magenta have prepared a FULL KIT for this
excellent new project. All components, PCB,
hardware and electrodes are included.
Designed for simple assembly and testing and
providing high level dual output drive.

KIT 866.... Full kit including four electrodes £32.90

/Setoff
4 spare

electrodes
£6.50

1000V 8. 500V INSULATION
TESTER

Superb new design. Regulated
output, efficient circuit. Dual -
scale meter, compact case.
Reads up to 200 Megohms.
Kit includes wound coil, cut-out
case, meter scale, PCB & ALL
components:

KIT 848 £32.95

EPE
TEACH -IN
2000
Full set of top quality NEW
components for this educational
series. All parts as specified by
EPE. Kit includes breadboard,
wire, croc clips, pins and all
components for experiments, as
listed in Introduction to Part 1.
'Batteries and tools not included.

TEACH -IN 2000 -

KIT 879 £44.95
MULTIMETER £14.45

SPACEWRITER
I  An innovative and exciting \ice

project_ Wave the wand through 440,,,,
the air and your message appears. e -S

I Programmable to hold any message ftilt,

itrritho-14Eciir 1!{Zitefnpctllehts'aded
I PCB, all components fr tube plus
 Instructions for message toacfing

KIT 849 £16.991
imm um mo I.. mo

12V EPROM ERASER
A safe low cost eraser for up to 4 EPAOMS at a time
in less than 20 minutes. Operates from a 12V supply
(400mAl. used extensively for mobae work - up-
dating equipmon in the field etc. Also in educa-
tional situations where ruins suppkes are not al -
laved. Safety interlock prevents contact with UV.

KIT 790 £29.90

SUPER BAT
DETECTOR

1 WATT 0/P, BUILT IN

SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE

20kHz-140kHz

NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC.
A new circuit using a 'full bridge' audio
amplifier i.c., internal
speaker, and head-
phoneltape socket. The
latest sensitive transducer,
and 'double balanced mixer'
give a stable, high peformance
superheterodyne design.

KIT 861 £24.99
ALSO AVAILABLE Built b Tested ....£39.99

MOSFET MkII VARIABLE BENCH
POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2-5A.
Based on our Mkt design
and preserving all the
features, but now with
switching pre -regulator for
much higher efficiency. Panel
meters indicate Volts and
Amps. Fully variable down to
zero. Toroidal mains trans-
former. Kit includes punched
and printed case and all
parts. As featured in April
1994 EPE. An essential piece
of equipment. Kit No. 845 £64.95

EPE
PROJECT

PICs
Programmed PICs for

all' EPE Projects
16C84/16F84/16C71

All £5.90 each
PIC16F877 now In stock

£10 inc. VAT & postage
('some projects are

copyright)

ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER
Keep pets/pests away from
newly sown areas, fruit,
vegetable and flower beds,
children's play areas, patios
etc. This project produces
intense pulses of ultrasound
which deter visiting animals.
 KIT INCLUDES ALL

COMPONENTS, PCB Et CASE
 EFFICIENT 100V

TRANSDUCER OUTPUT  UP TO 4 METRES
 COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE RANGE

TO HUMANS  LOW CURRENT DRAIN
KIT 812 £15.00

P U0
W
0

TL

R A
 R

S,0,;o
PEsT
SCARER c
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SIMPLE PIC PROGRAMMER
INCREDIBLE LOW PRICE! Kit 857 £12.99

INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84 CHIP
SOFTWARE DISK, LEAD
CONNECTOR, PROFESSIONAL
PC BOARD & INSTRUCTIONS

Power Supply £3.99

EXTRA CHIPS:
PIC 16F84 £4.84

Based on February '96 EPE. Magenta designed PCB and kit.
PCB with 'Reset' switch, Program switch, 5V regulator and
test L.E.D.s, and connection points for access to all A and B
port pins.

PIC16C84 LCD DISPLAY DRIVER
INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84
WITH DEMO PROGRAM
SOFTWARE DISK, PCB,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
16 -CHARACTER 2 -LINE

LCD DISPLAY

Kit 860 f19.99
Power Supply £3.99

FULL PROGRAM SOURCE
CODE SUPPLIED - DEVELOP
YOUR OWN APPLICATION!

Another super PIC project from Magenta. Supplied with PCB,
industry standard 2 -LINE x 16 -character display, data, all
components, and software to include in your own programs.
Ideal develpment base for meters, terminals, calculators,
counters, timers - Just waiting for your application!

PIC16F84 MAINS POWER 4 -CHANNEL
CONTROLLER Et LIGHT CHASER 

 WITH PROGRAMMED 16F84 AND DISK WITH
SOURCE CODE IN MPASM

O ZERO VOLT SWITCHING
MULTIPLE CHASE PATTERNS

o OPTO ISOLATED
5 AMP OUTPUTS

 12 KEYPAD CONTROL
o SPEED DIMMING POT.
o HARD FIRED TRIACS

Kit 855 £39.95

Now features full 4 -channel
chaser software on DISK
and pre-programmed
PIC16F84 chip. Easily
re -programmed for your
own applications. Software
source code is fully
'commented' so that it can
be followed easily.

LOTS OF OTHER APPLICATIONS

PIC TOOLKIT V1
 PROGRAMS PIC16C84 and 16F84  ACCEPTS TASM AND MPASM CODE
Full kit includes PIC16F84 chip, top quality p.c.b. printed with component
layout, turned pin PIC socket, all components and software*
'Needs OBASIC or QUICKBASIC

KIT 871 ... £13.99. Built and tested £21.99

ALL PARTS FOR SERIES INCLUDING PCBs.
PROGRAMMED CHIP, CD-ROM AND DISPLAYS

MAIN BOARD - FULL KIT £131.95 BUILT £149.95
I/O PORT KIT £16.99 BUILT £24.99
L.C.D. £12.49 POWER SUPPLY ..£3.99

8 -BIT SWITCH LATCH £7.95 INT. MODULE .£10.45

yff

68000 DEVELOPMENT AND
TRAINING KIT < ,

 NEW PC8 DESIGN
 8 MHz 68000 16 -BIT BUS
 MANUAL AND SOFTWARE
 2 SERIAL PORTS
 PIT AND .0 PORT OPTIONS
 12C PORT OPTIONS

. KIT 621
V £99.95

tk. 0 Off BOARD
5V REGULATORi6c9

PS
SERIAL LEAD £3.99

Mini -Lab & Micro Lab
Electronics Teach -In 7
As featured in EPE and now
published as Teach -In 7. All
parts
are supplied by Magenta.
Teach -In 7 is £3.95 from us or
EPE
Full Mini Lab Kit -£119.95 -
Power supply extra - £22.55
Full Micro Lab Kit - £155.95
Built Micro Lab - £189.95

EPE PIC Tutorial
At Last! A Real, Practical, Hands -On Series
0 Learn Programming from scratch using PIC16F84

o Start by lighting I.e.d.s and do 30 tutorials to Sound
Generation, Dat&Display, and a Security System

 PIC TUTOR Board with Switches. I.e.d.s. and on board
programmer

PIC TUTOR BOARD KIT
Includes: PIC16F84 Chip, TOP Quality PCB printed with
Component Layout and all components* (*not ZIF
Socket or Displays). Included with the Magenta Kit is a
disk with Test and Demonstration routines.
KIT 870 £27.95, Built Er Tested £42.95
Optional: Power Supply - £3.99, ZIF Socket - £9.99
LCD Display £7.99 LED Display £6.99

PIC TOOLKIT V2
 SUPER UPGRADE FROM V1  1/3, 28 AND 40 -PIN CHIPS
o READ, WRITE. ASSEMBLE & DISASSEMBLE PICS
o SIMPLE POWER SUPPLY OPTIONS 5-20V
 ALL SWITCHING UNDER SOFTWARE CONTROL
 MAGENTA DESIGNED PCB HAS TERMINAL PINS AND OSCILLATOR

CONNECTIONS FOR ALL CHIPS
 INCLUDES SOFTWARE .AND PIC CHIP

KIT 878... £22.99 with 16F84 ... £29.99 with 16F877

SUPER PIC PROGRAMM
o READS, PROGRAMS, AND VERIFIES
o WINDOWS' SOFTWARE
o PIC16C6X, 7X, AND 8X
o USES ANY PC PARALLEL PORT
o USES STANDARD MICROCHIP  HEX FILES
o OPTIONAL DISASSEMBLER SOFTWARE (EXTRA)
o PCB, LEAD, ALL COMPONENTS, TURNED PIN

SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 PIN ICs.

a SEND FOR DETAILED
Kit 862 £29.99

INFORMATION -A
AN

Power Supply £3.99
SUPERB PRODUCT AT
UNBEATABLE LOW PRICE. DISASSEMBLER

SOFTWARE £11.75

PIC STEPPING MO -111
9

-DRIVER
INCLUDES: PCB,
PIC16F84 WITH

Kit 863 £18.99
DEMO PROGRAM,
SOFTWARE DISK,
INSTRUCTIONS
AND MOTOR.

FULL SOURCE CODE SUPPLIED.
ALSO USE FOR DRIVING OTHER
POWER DEVICES e.g. SOLENOIDS.

Another NEW Magenta PiC project. Drives any 4 -phase unipolar motor - up
to 24V and 1A. Kit includes all components and 48 sten motor. Chip is
preprogrammed with demo software, then write your own, and re -program
the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from switches etc and drives motor in
response. Also runs standard demo sequence from memory.

8 -CHANNEL DATA LOGGER
As featured in AugJSept. '99 EPE. Full kit with Magenta 4,4.
redesigned PCB - LCD fits directly on board. Use as Data

1
Logger or es a test bed for many other 16F877 projects. Kit .6'7
includes programmed chip, 8 EEPROMs, PCB, case and all components

KIT 877 £49.95 inc. 8 x 256K EEPROMS

All pricesinclude VAT. Add £3.00 p&p. Next Day £6.99
Tel: 01283 565435 Fax: 01283 546932 E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk
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READERS' ENQUIRIES
E-mail: techdept@epemag.wimborne.co.uk
We are unable to offer any advice on the use,
purchase, repair or modification of commercial
equipment or the incorporation or modification
of designs published in the magazine. We
regret that we cannot provide data or answer
queries on articles or projects that are more
than five years old. Letters requiring a personal
reply must be accompanied by a stamped
self-addressed envelope or a self-
addressed envelope and International reply
coupons. Due to the cost we cannot reply
to overseas queries by Fax.
All reasonable precautions are taken to ensure
that the advice and data given to readers is
reliable. We cannot, however, guarantee it and
we cannot accept legal responsibility for it.

COMPONENT SUPPLIES
We do not supply electronic components or
kits for building the projects featured, these
can be supplied by advertisers (see Shoptalk).
We advise readers to check that all parts are
still available before commencing any project
in a back -dated issue.
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Constructional Project

PIC
MICRO -PROBE
JIM MAIN
A neat little tool to help debug your'

P/C microcontroller code/
IF there's one thing which irks most
when developing PIC microcontroller
software, it's that sinking feeling when

you apply power for the first time and the
thing just sits there smugly doing
(apparently) nothing.

In fact, your PIC chip is probably
whizzing away inside some loop or other.
or resetting itself several thousand times a
second. You'll be none the wiser.

BUGS AND OPTIONS
There are various solutions to debug-

ging your code and indicating what's
going on inside your chip. You could be
using a software simulator, such as
MPSIM. You might have some l.e.d.s
attached to a spare port and be lighting
them up at various stages of your code to
see how far you're getting. You might,
perhaps, have a serial port in your project
and be sending the odd character to
indicate position - you might even be
fortunate enough to have an in circuit
emulator (you wish . . .).

All these debugging methods are well
and good, but suffer from disadvantages.
MPSIM requires time and effort to set up,
and if you're running on -chip peripherals
such as serial ports, PWM. I2C. SPI etc.,
then its use becomes very limited.

Using I.c.d.s attached to a spare
port is an excellent idea, and the
author always try to incorporate a
bank of them on a printed circuit
board wherever possible. This gives
you an on -board debugger straight away
- but only if you have the port pins to
spare. This is chip -dependant. and
remember some of the smaller 8 -pin PICs
only have one or two input/output pins to
begin with.

SINGLE PIN SOLUTION
An answer to this situation is to use an

existing output pin to output a very short
duration Debug word (of around 64us).
There are two advantages to this:

I. The code is held -up outputting the
Debug word for a minimum amount of
time.

2. It may be possible to use a pin that is
currently being used for other output
duties.

Advantage 2 needs some further expla-
nation. Ideally, this output pin will be
something like a processor status Le.d. pin
- or at least a pin where a short duration
word isn't going to upset whatever is con-
nected to it (a relay, for instance. should
ignore a word of less than 100 micro-
seconds or so). In this way. the debug word
is transparently output on the pin.

The Micro -Probe described here is con-
nected to the target output pin and "listens"
for any valid debug words coming from
that pin. There are eight possible Flag
codes. It does not matter whether the output
pin is held high or low before the word is
output - the probe will pick up the pattern
in each case.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

The Micro -Probe has a very simple cir-
cuit and uses the ever -popular PIC16F84 in
its 10MHz version. It is such a simple cir-
cuit, in fact, that it does not really warrant a
printed circuit board. Consequently, it has
been designed onto a piece of stripboard.

With reference to the circuit diagram in
Fig.!. the PIC. ICI. is set up in a crystal -
timed configuration with a 10MHz crystal.
XI, and two 15pF capacitors, C3 and C4.

Note that because the PIC is to be operated
at 101v1Hz. it must be configured for the
HS crystal option prior to it being
programmed.

The 5V power supply for the PIC is con-
nected to the circuit by means of two flying
leads with test clips on the ends. The clips
allow the power to be obtained from the
supply of the circuit under test. Since it
would be very easy to mix up the polarity
when connecting into a target circuit, diode
DI is included to protect the PIC.

A power -on I.e.d.. D3. is taken across the
supply in series with ballast resistor RI.
You can then tell straight away if one of the
power clips has fallen off!

The signal from the target circuit comes
in via diode D2. This drops the incoming
signal voltage level by the same amount as
DI (so that you are not over-volting the PIC
with respect to the supply). R2 is a pull -
down resistor for the PIC's input pin RA4.
All other Port A pins are configured as out-
puts in the software and can be left
unconnected.

Four bi-colour I.e.d.s are connected to
Port B via ballast resistors R3 to Rb. These
l.e.d.s are actually two 1.e.d.s in one pack-
age. connected back-to-back across each
other. Depending on the direction of the

current. the I.e.d jIluminates
either red or green. so with four
I.e.d.s. eight signal indications
can be displayed.

If you prefer. you can replace
the bi-colour I.e.d.s with eight
individual Le.d.s, remembering
-to add a ballast resistor to each.

When a valid word is received
by the Micro -Probe. one or
more of the 1.e.d.s will light.

SOFTWARE
The software for the Micro -Probe is split

into twoparts - the code run by the Micro -
Probe itself. and the Target code you have
to add to the target application to output the
debug words.

It should be noted that the Target pro-
gram has been written specifically for use
within programs that are intended to be
assembled through MPASM (Microchip's
own assembler software).

The Target code caimot be used with
programs written in TASM (the Shareware
assembler language used in many EPE pro-
jects). Nor can the EPE PIC Toolkit (both
Mkl and Mk2) interpret the Include
instruction embodied in the Target
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Fig.1. Complete circuit diagram for the PIC Micro -Probe.
program. Experienced programmers, how-
ever. should have no difficulty in re -writing
the small amount of code involved to suit
the TASM/Toolkir structures.

TARGET MACROS
Looking at the Target code first, this

allows you to add macro -routines to your
program. Macros are very powerful and
flexible hatch -type commands which
consist of instructions to the compiler to
generate code at compilation time. An
example of using the macros to generate
the debug words is shown in program file
YOURPROG.ASM. '

First of all, it is important to be able to gen-
erate the correct duration of pulse for a num-
ber of target clock frequencies. The macros
generate the correct duration of pulse for an
integer number of megahertz frequency (1.2,
3 etc.). It is necessary to point out that your
target processor should be crystal or ceramic
resonator clocked - RC (resistor -capacitor)
clock generation is not really accurate or sta-
ble enough for the Micro -Probe.

In YOURPROG.ASM it will be seen that
the clock speed (CLK) is defined for
16MHz:

#DEFINE CLK .16 ;SPEED IN MHz
Note that a decimal point is placed in

front of the 16, which signifies to the com-
piler (MPASM or compatible), that the
value is in decimal. The appropriate value
for the speed of your target circuit should
be substituted in place of the 16.

The pin of the target circuit which the
Micro -Probe is to monitor is defined in
YOURPROG.ASM as Port C pin 7:

#DEFINE DEBUGPIN PORTC,7

Any Port and any pin can be substituted
in place of PORTC,7 as required.

MACRO ROUTINES
There are three distinct Macros: PIN X,

SYNCWORD and DEBUG X.
At the lowest level is the macro PIN X.

This takes an argument of 0 or I and sets or

clears the selected output pin accordingly.
It then loops for a number of times accord-
ing to the clock frequency (defined by
CLK) to time the length of the pulse.

The macro SYNCWORD starts with a 0
for the start bit, followed by binary 101 to
uniquely identify that this is a debug word.
It does this by calling PIN X four times
(e.g. PIN 0. PIN I, PIN 0. PIN I ).

Macro DEBUG Xis the one you call from
the body of your code with the relevant argu-
ment, where you want to signal that the code
has reached that particular point. DEBUG
first ells SYNCWORD, and then adds the
3 -bit code for the relevant Flag point. Finally.
a stop bit 0 is added to the end.

USING MICRO -PROBE
Where you want to signal a point having

been reached in your code (say entering a
subroutine), then add the line:

DEBUG X (where X = I to 8)

For example:

DEBUG 1 lights the fast l.e.d. green
DEBUG 2 lights the first I.e.d. red
DEBUG 7 lights the fourth l.e.d. green
If your target application makes use of

interrupts, then make sure that you disable the
global interrupt enable bit (INTCON,GIE)
before calling the Macro. This is to ensure
that an interrupt does not happen halfway
through a debug word, destroying inniming.
Re -enable it as required afterwards (see
YOURPROG.ASM).

When you want to reset and turn off all
the l.e.d.s, just remove one of the power
leads temporarily (or fit a Reset switch if
you like).

INCLUDE FILES
Keep things tidy by putting the body of

all the aforementioned macros into an
Include file. To do this, open up a blank
page within MPLAB, type in the Macros,
and save as:

DEBUG.INC
into C:\PROGRAM FILES1MPLAIR

When you want to add debug code to an
application, just put the command:

INCLUDE DEBUG.INC

below your processoe-specific Include line,
and then add the CLK and DEBUGPIN
definitions.

When you want to take out or disable the
debug code generation, then just "com-
ment -out". with a semicolon as usual, the
Include line (as well as commenting out the
various invocations of DEBUG in your
code).

The CLK and DEBUGPIN definitions
can safely stay in your application.

BIT -BANGING
The Micro -Probe works by what is

known as "Bit -Banging" - that is. it con-
stantly samples an input pin (RA4) and
looks for changes in its logic states. To do
this. you have to time the instructions care-
fully so that you are always sampling in the
correct part of the incoming bit (interrupts
are of no use here because of the short
duration of the incoming pulse train).

When the level is unchanging. then a
sample loop occurs every ten instruction
cycles ( I cycle =0.4ps at 10MHz). or every
4firs. It compares this level with the previ-
ous sampled level by XORing them togeth-
er. If the result = 1. then a change in level
has occurred.

Assuming that the output started off low,
then the first sample will occur somewhere
inside the first "1" of "101" (the
Syncword). The pin is resampled six
cycles later (2.4as) to make sure that the
sample point is not too near the leading
edge of the first pulse. Thereafter, the pin is
sampled every flys to sample each pulse in
the same place.

If the Syncword is wrong, then the
process is abandoned and the sampling
process starts from the top.

Once the three bits of data have been
obtained, we have a number between 0 and
7. This is multiplied by four (by performing
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the RLF instruction twice) before being
added to the program counter (a computed
GOTO).

Using as an example the situation where
the data is 0.4 x 0 = 0, which is then added
to the program counter (PCL). The pro-
gram counter always points to the next
instruction that is to be performed, so
adding 0 to it just results in the next instruc-
tion being performed as normal. In this
case that means that bit 0 of LED_REG is
set, and bit 1 is cleared before jumping for-
ward to the Port writing section. .

In the Port writing section
(L ED_E XIT), the shadow register
LED_REG is written to Port B and lights
the relevant I.e.d. before looping back to
the top.

CONSTRUCTION
Stripboard is used for the Micro -Probe

construction. The type used in the proto-
type is that specifically designed for
mounting integrated circuits and which has
a break running up the middle. If using
ordinary stripboard, cut the tracks appropri-
ately to keep the two sides of the PIC iso-
lated from each other.

The component layout and underside
track view are shown in Fig.2.

It is likely that the stripboard will be
larger than you need. If so, use a sharp
knife to score- the stripboard where you
want to cut it (on the copper side). It should
crack cleanly over the score when you bend
it with a pair of pliers. File down the rough
edges.

Drill two 3mm mounting holes in the posi-
tions indicated, and make the various breaks
in the copper using the same drill bit.

Use an 18 -pin d.i.l. socket (turned -pin is
best) for the PIC.

1P101:111e14eit:i

Resistors
R1, R3 to R6 4701

R2 4k75
off)

All 0.25W 5% carbon film
or better.

See
NIC=A?

TALK
psgs

Capacitors
Cl 100ir radial elect. 16V
C2 100n ceramic
C3, C4 15p ceramic (2 off)

Semiconductors
D1, D2 1N4001 IA 50V rec. diode

(2 off)
D3 red I.e.d., 3mm
D4 to 07 bi-colour (red'green) I.e.d.

(4 off)
ICI PIC16F84-10P (10MHz

version),
preprogrammed

Miscellaneous
X1 10MHz crystal

Stripboard, with central separating
strip, 26 x 15 holes (see text); plastic
case, 75mm x 56mm x 25mm; 18 -pin
d.i.l. socket; nuts and bolts, M3  20mm,
countersunk (2 off); spacers, M3 x 6mm
(2 off); probe clips, miniature, one each of
red, black, yellow; extra -flexible wire for
probes; connecting wire, solder etc.

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only £19

Incl. case
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Fig.2. Component layout and stripboard track Mails for the PIC Micro -Probe.

Preferably use insulating sleeve on all
the wire links to prevent shorts and then
solder in all the components. observing
polarity for the diodes and the electrolytic
capacitor. The bi-colour I.e.d.s have the red
anode denoted by the longer lead, so make
sure the short lead goes to the position
marked as Rk on the layout diagram.

You can't damage these I.e.d.s by getting
them the wrong way round, but your
colours will be reversed.

At first, only solder in
one lead of each I.e.d., so
that you can adjust the
height to fit the box before
soldering in the other one.

ENCLOSURE
Use a small plastic case

for housing the Micro -
Probe. Drill two holes in
the bottom of the case for
the stripboard's mounting
screws. Use a countersink
tool so that the counter-
sunk bolts will sit flush
with the surface.

Drill a 2mm hole in one
end for the signal wire,
and a 5mm hole in the

fasten using the screws supplied with the
box.

Solder spring loaded test clips onto the
ends of the wires now protruding from the
box and you have yourself a completed
Micro -Probe!

TESTING
Power the unit from the target board

using the power clips and attach the signal
probe to the required pin. The power -on

other end for the power
leads to pass through via a clamping grom-
met. (When you mount the stripboard. you
may need to file its top end to clear the
grommet.)

Solder the leads directly into theixiard at
the positions indicated. Pass the leads
through the case and tighten the grommet
to clamp them.

The lid of the case is drilled with 3mm
holes to line up with the I.e.d.s coming up
from underneath. If you gauge the height of
the 1.e.d.s correctly, then with the lid on the
box, they will protrude slightly above the
surface. Make a paper template with the
positions of the I.e.d.s on it and tape this to
the lid prior to drilling.

Put both bolts through the bottom of the
box and slip on the 5mm spacers, followed
by the stripboard. Thread 3nun nuts onto
the bolts and tighten. Put the lid on the box.
guiding the I.e.d.s through the holes and

I.e.d. should be illuminated, if not check
your connections and circuit.

With the Debug Include file in your
default directory, put the clock and pin def-
initions into your code, as discussed earlier.
Enter a Debug command (e.g. DEBUG 1
into your code.

When you run the target proceisor, the
first I.e.d. (D4) should light green on the
Micro -Probe. Check operation for the other
seven Debug states.

Finally. label the front panel and your
Micro -Probe is ready for action!

RESOURCES
Software for the Micro -Probe is avail-

able on 3.5 -inch disk from the EPE PCB
Service, code EPE Disk 2 (there is a nom-
inal handling charge). It is also available
free from the EPE FIT site. See Shoptalk
for more details of both options. U
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PIC BASIC EPIC TM
Write your PICmicro programs in BASIC!

Quicker and easier than ''C" or assembler Expanded BASIC
Stamp I compatible instruction set. True compiler provides
faster program execution and longer programs than BASIC
interpreters. 12CIN and 121COUT instructions to access
external serial EEPROM5. More user variables Peek and Poke
instructions to access any PlCmicro register from BASIC.
Serial speeds to 115k baud. In -line assembler and
Call support (call your assembly routines). Supports
PIC12C67x, PIC14Cxxx, PIC16C55x, 6xx, 7xx, 84, 92x and
PIC16F8x PIC16F8xx microcontrollers. Use in DOS or
Windows Compatible with most PlCmicro programmers.
The low-cost PicBasic Compiler (PBC) makes it easy to
write programs for the fast Microchip PlCmicros. PBC con-
verts these programs into hex or binary files that can be
programmed directly into a PlCmicro microcontroller. The
easy -to -use BASIC language makes PlCmicro programming
available to everyone with its English -like instruction set. No
more scary assembly language!
With Support for 16F877 and Smart Memory Card

The PicBasic Pro Compiler runs on PC compatibles. It

can create programs for the PIC12C67x, PIC12CE67x. PIC14Cxxx.
PIC16C55x, 6xx, 7xx, 84, 9xx, PIC16CE62x and PIC16F8x and
16F8xx microcontrollers. The PicBasic Pro Compiler instruction set
is upward compatible with the BASIC Stamp II and Pro uses BS2
syntax. Programs can be compiled and programmed directly into a
PlCmicro, eliminating the need for a BASIC Stamp module. These
programs execute much faster than their Stamp equivalents. They
may also be protected so no one can copy your code!

Pic Basic - £49.95
Pic Basic Pro - £149.95

Supplied with full 168 -page manual
Free PIC MACRO compiler

Free program Editor
Free Windows Front End

and sample basic programs including
code to support 1M Smart memory card
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PIC PROGRAMMER KIT
Now with WINDOWS SOFTWARE DRIVER!

Programs the Popular PIC 16C84, 16F84, 24xx series serial memory devices.
Connects to the serial port of a PC and requires NO EXTERNAL power supply.
The kit includes Instructions for assembly. circuit diagram and component lay-
out.

This handy little programmer is easy to build, taking
no more than 30 minutes to assemble and test. The
Professional quality PCB is double -sided, through -
plated with solder resist and screen printing to aid
efficient assembly. It is supplied with driver software
to run in DOS on a 386 PC upwards and under
Windows 95 on 486 or Pentium and a Disk full of
interesting projects, tips and data sheets for PIC
devices, including FREE Assembler and Simulator.
Only £15.00 including Delivery and VAT
(requires 9 -On D -type to 9 -pin D -type cabre to con-
nect to serial port of PC). CABLE £5 INC. VAT AND
DELIVERY

I

PIC Micro CD ROMs NOW TWO CD ROMS!
Packed with information. PIC MICRO data sheets. Programs and Diagrams. Ap-
plication notes, PDF Viewer includes PING-PONG and TETRIS with video and
sound out of a PIC.84. BASIC language ASSEMBLY routines! Data sheets on
thousands of P.ticro-controllers and support parts categorised by manufacturer.
This must be the best value for money.
£10 Inc P&P & VAT -a "MUST BUY!"

 Low cost programmer for PIC12Cxxx.
PIC12CExxx, PIC14Cxxx. PIC16C505, 55x,
6xx. 7xx, 84, 9xx. PIC16CE62x and PIC16F8xx
microcontrollers
ZIF adapters available for 8 18- and 40'28 -pin
DIP. 8-, 18- and 28 -pin SOIL, 44 -pin NIQFP
and 44- and 68 -pin PLCC PlCmicros

 Runs off two 9 -volt batteries or optional AC
adapter

o Connects to PC parallel printer port
o Software uparadeable for future PlCmicros
o Includes "8051" style PlCmicro macro

assembler
 Available assembled and tested or

as bare board with diskette
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Crovvnhiin Associates Limited
The Old Bakery. New Barns Road. Ely. Cambridge, CB7 4PW
Tel: 01353 666709 Fax:01353 666710
wviw.crownhill.co.uk E-mail: sales@crownhill.co.uk

EPIC Programmer £49.95
or £35 if purchased with

PIC BASIC or PIC BASIC Pro
25 -pin Parallel Cable £5.95

PIC16F84 £1.90 each
PIC 16F877 4MHz £5.75 each

PIC 16F877 20MHz £6.75 each
PIC 16F876 4MHz £5.20 each
PIC 16F874 4MHz £5.35 each
PIC 16F873 4MHz £4.75 each
PIC 12C508/509 £0.65 each

24LC116 £0.75 each
24LC32 £0.75 each
25LC65 £1.50 each

PIC 16C622 £2.50 each
Call for other PIC devices

All PICs stocked!

Low power, easy
serial interface

LCD DISPLAYS £7.50 each
(2 x 16 -line) Ideal for use with PIC Basic & Pro

Unless shown as in VAT and P&P, all prices
are exclusive of £5 P&P and 17.5% VAT

Pay via:
ACCESS, VISA or SWITCH

Secure On-line ordering
wviw.crownhill.co.uk
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News A roundup of the latest Everyday
News from the world of

electronics

PIRATE -PROOF CDs
Long hoped for by the music industry, uncopyable CDs are now

a reality. Barry Fox reports.
NENV TECHNOLOGY spells bad news for
people who use a PC to copy music

CDs or send them over the Internet. British
company C-Dilla. has found a way to let a
music CD play on a home hi-fi. but not on
a PC's CD-ROM drive.

Computer software companies, includ-
ing Microsoft and Lotus, already use C-
Dilla's SafeDisc system to stop people
copying ROM data discs.

SafeDisc puts the program material in
an encrypted wrapper which can only be
unwrapped when a digital key code on
the disc matches an authorisation code
entered into the PC. The key code is
pressed into the disc so that a ROM drive
can read it but a CD -recorder cannot
copy it. So only the original disc will run
the program.

UNREPEATABLE DREAMS
The record industry has been dreaming

of just such an anticopy system for 30
years, since the Beatles claimed that their
LP Sergeant Pepper could be played but
not copied. Like the many systems that
followed. Pepper was as easily copied as
played.

Peter Newman, who founded C-Dilla in
1991 and invented SafeDisc, has finally
found the answer. AudioLok takes advan-
tage of the fact that the standard for music
CDs, known as the Red Book, was set
before the standard for CD-ROMs. known
as the Yellow Book.

The ROM standard provides more pow-
erful error correction for data than is need-
ed for music. ROM drives are designed to
handle either music or data discs.
AudioLok adds false error correction code
to a music disc. An ordinary music CD
player simply ignores this extra code and
plays the disc as normal. But a ROM drive
reads the false code and rejects the disc as
unplayable. This stops the owner sending
the music over the Internet or copying it
onto a blank disc.

A prototype AudioLok disc duly played
on a CD music player but refused to play
or copy on a PC. Peter Newman says he is
confident that he can also stop a consumer
music CD -recorder making a copy,
because these devices are already designed
not to copy CD-ROMs. He expects
AudioLok to be ready for commercial
launch in a year.

Macrovision of the US has now boueht
C-Dilla for around S18m. Macrovision
developed the systems which film and
TV companies already use to stop peo-
ple copying videos. Now the company
can offer the same option to the music
industry.

NOTABLE PARADOX
Paradoxically C-Dilla's breakthrough

and Macrovision takeover come just as
the music industry's Secure Digital
Music Initiative group has agreed with
the electronic companies to allow own-
ers of CDs to "rip" copies into a PC
(www.sdmi.org). There had previously
seemed no foolproof way to stop
copying altogether.

Says Paul Jessop. Director of
Technology at the music industry's world
trade body the International Federation of
the Phonographic Industry:

"Although in general the recording
industry welcomes people listening to
CDs on computers, the ability to make
discs that cannot be copied on computers
may be of considerable interest to some
record companies."

Chinese and Chips
NEC Corporation and 'partner
Shanghai Hua Hong (Group) Co. Ltd..
have officially opened their joint -ven-
ture semiconductor plant, the largest
in China. Concentrating production on
Dynamic Random Access Memories
(DRAM); production capacity is
expected to expand to 20,000 wafers
per month by the end of year 2000.
Currently supplying their home mar-
ket, the company proposes to eventu-
ally manufacture for world markets.

NEC pioneered the concept of C&C,
the integration of Computers and
Communications. They employ in ex-
cess of 150,000 people around the
globe.

For information, browse:
http:llwww.nec-global.com.

MAGENTA LOGS ON

SPECIALIST kit and component suppliers Magenta Electronics have intro-
duced their own superb kit version of John Becker's 8 -Channel Analogue
Data Logger (EPE Aug/Sep '99).

An enhancement welcomed by the author is the direct mounting of the liq-
uid crystal display directly onto the main p.c.b. using rigid stand-off pillars.
This makes the assembly considerably more robust than the original pro-
totype. The inclusion of the switches on the p.c.b. is also an enhancement.

As typical of Magenta's kits, the quality of the components and of the
re -designed p.c.b. is excellent.

For more information contact Magenta Electronics Ltd., Dept EPE,
135 Hunter Street, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs DE14 2ST. Tel: 01283 565435.
Fax: 01283 546932. E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk. Web:
http://www.magenta2000.co.uk.
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GET STUFFED AT CYNTHIA'S
The worldly pleasures of this planet's First Robotic Bar and

Restaurant are sampled by John Becker.
UMOT that we'd ever suggest you stop
chatting up your favourite local bar

wench, but from behind her bar
Cynthia's really got what it takes to get
you drooling! Ah. Earthlings, we have a
tale to tell of sensuous cosmic delights
and entertainment that you'll enjoy when
Cynthia responds to every finger -tip's
request! She's well programmed to serve
you!

"And who is Cynthia?", we hear the cry
from our valiant readers, thrusting
hot soldering irons hard into their
holders. Gather round - Cynthia's
the most amazing anthrobot you're
likely to meet this side of the
galaxy and, together with cyber-
partner Rastus, is the star feature of
a new theme bar and restaurant
that's just opened in London.

CYBER CHAT
Cynthia and Rastas are two 2 -

metre high robots. each with their
own cavernous and glittering bar
area from which they serve the
cocktails and other drinks you've
ordered through their 75 -option
keypads. Rastus is a bit of a DJ as
well. As with any Earthly (or even
Earthy!) bar tender, these two
cyberoids respond to your orders
with varying degrees of good or
bad grace (depending on their
mood, and the state of their pro-
gram cycle - which in turn reflects
the state of mind of their original designers
and programmers!).

Accepting your order (they do obey at
least one of Asimov's Laws of Robotics,
paraphrased as - Thou shalt not harm or
through inactivity cause harm to occur to a
human - and it would harm vou to do with-
out your beverage, wouldn't it?), Cynthia
and Rastus pivot round to the vast array of
drinks on optic behind them, and fill your
glass to the correct measure.

While you're at the bar, it's you who are
likely to be chatted up by Cynthia and
Rums. We'd like to say that the tone of
chat respects all Laws of Polite
Conversation - but we can't lie to you, can
we? You just have to accept that the occa-
sional "questionable phraseology" might
occur! But it's all in good fun and humour,
and has nothing that would not be heard in
a Carry On film.

CULINARY CALLING
After you've been cajoled by others of

human persuasion to vacate your place at
the bar, you have yet more delights to pur-
sue - culinary ones. In other words, it's
along the glittering corridor to Cynthia's
restaurant.

The centrally -illuminated dining tables
have call -buttons inset, offering choice
of the service required: drinks, food,
general, and bill. Hi -tech is a keyword
even in the way you are attended at table.
Attired in fetching Millennial black and
silver togas, reassuringly human staff
use handheld electronic order pads. Your

order is keyed in and transmitted by
short range radio through to the well-
equipped kitchens. All "plastic" finan-
cial transactions are via a commercial
networked EPOS system.

Described as "Multi -national", the
selection, quality and competitive pricing
of the food is comparable to that served in
many good restaurants around the planet,
and there's a special menu for "mini-
droids"!

Richard Becker (Cynthia's Conceptual Parent) requests
Roger Gay (Cynthia's Behaviourist) to hand over the decla-
ration that Cynthia will always converse in a polite and
socially acceptable manner. At the time that this reviewer
departed, no such undertaking had been received (but
Cynthia had sweetly growled "B"-r-off Human"!)

ORBITAL SPACE -WAYS
Being in the comfort zone of a vast orbit-

ing space station, Arthur C. Clarke 2001
style: that's the futuristic atmosphere at
Cynthia's Cyberbar and Restaurant. You
forget that it's all more down to Earth, set
below London Bridge, in the mass of broad
tunnels and brick -built caverns that
pervade that area of London.

TRONICS

.f3080TS

Genesis in various forms as published
in PE, Nov '81. Rumour has it that the
white -coated android was a working
facsimile of Mike Kenward.

The walls. floors and ceilings are cov-
ered in a silvered metal skin and well inter-
laced with great expanses of mirrors. Any
camera flash has a half-life of a thousand
years (or so it seems). So does the image of
the drinkers and diners - echoing down to
the ends of the universe.

Myriads of light emitting diodes entruice
the entire lengths of the "populated" areas.
Those in the bar stools appear to be in con-
stant twinkling and ascending orbit through

the transparent stems. Cynthia's
and Rastus' dominance at the end
of their respective supra -spacial
caverns enhances the feeling of
outer -worldliness; and hints at their
possible "genetic" origins. There is
the profound feeling that Cynthia is
a distant relative of Marvin, the
robot who, reluctantly, was
involved in "Hitch -Hiking Through
The Galaxy".

EVOLUTIONARY
RELATIVITY

As to whether Cynthia is an
ancestor of Marvin, or his
descendent, will probably never
be ascertained, the space-time
chronosynclasticparafundibulum
of the polyverse is far too multi -
temporal to ever establish who's
whose relative and in what order
from the Event Horizon, but
there's a family likeness there
somewhere (relatively speaking)!

To drop back out of warp -time(!), "fami-
ly" is involved in this Cyber-venture in
another way, this commentator's family. in
the shape of his brother, Richard Becker.

Those of you who recall earlier days of
electronic hobbying will probably remem-
ber that Practical Electronics, in
November 1981, published a robotic arm,
Genesis, designed by Richard. This was
very much a "first" not only for Dick but
also for PE, which at that time was edited
by Mike Kenward (now our Owner, MD
and Ed -in -Chief).

Through his company Powertran
Cybernetics, Dick built up a worldwide
market for his educational and light indus-
trial robotics products, which became
increasing more sophisticated at each gen-
eration. To cut short a length of history,
Dick went on to found Cybernetic
Instruments Ltd. of which Cynthia's
Cyberbar is a division.

CHARTING SPACE-TIME
Cynthia herself (though we're not real-

ly sure of her/his gender!) became a
twinkle in Dick's imaginative eye a good
ten years back. Sworn to secrecy, this
author has seen great wall lengths in one
of Dick's large factory units increasingly
covered by hundreds of mechanical
drawings. Each represented a part of
Cynthia Mkl, manufactured and assem-
bled when time permitted between other
commitments.

Genesis and many more of Dick's
earlier robotic arms ranges were
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hydraulically controlled (water for
blood!). Cynthia's motion, though, is
generated by precision stepper motors
operated under tight closed -loop con-
trol. They are operated with varying
degrees of resolution, from a basic 200
steps up to around 12800 when in
micro -step mode. The various limb
motions are on a double axis, horizontal
and vertical movement.

The sophistication of the control soft-
ware ensures that movement is smooth,
with different rates of acceleration and
deceleration being applied depending on
the position of motion. There was no need
to give Cynthia third -axis (rotational) limb
and wrist movement.

INNER SPACE
One might expect that the entire system

would be governed by the latest in micro -
controllers. Not at all - that well -proved

and time-honoured favourite the 8051 is
the microprocessor used (well, a modem
16 -bit derivative of it anyway). "Why
change a working system?", says Dick,
having long ago optimised software -hard-
ware interfaces for all his automation
products.

In fact there are 12 slave microproces-
sors, one for each of the motors, all
under control of a master processor. A
PC -compatible computer is in overall
charge of the system, including the
drinks ordering keypads and Cynthia's
speech generation.

Cynthia's inner organs are a sight to
behold! Her body is packed with thor-
oughly populated printed circuit boards
and stacked in awe-inspiring regimenta-
tion. The scene behind the drinks array
leaves one almost dumb with admiration
at how complex a system is required to
select and serve the correct drink on

demand. Mechanical and electronic
interfaces abound, thick neural -like
cable harnesses snaking their way
amongst them.

PLANETARY
CO-ORDINAMS

Undoubtedly, $11 of you within sub-
orbital distance of Cynthia and Rastus will
by now be utterly consumed with desire to
drink with them. and to dine with their
human entouraee.

Here's how: the address is Cynthia's
Cyberbar, 4 Tooley Street, London SE1
2SY. Tel: 0171 403 6777. Fax: 0171 378
1918.

E-mail: cynthia@ cynbar.co.uk.
Web: http://www.cynbar.co.uk.
Children are welcome (there's even a

dance floor, and soon there'll be ati amaz-
ingly fascinating technology -orientated
gift shop). .

Young Amateur
Awards

SIXTEEN -YEAR -OLD Mark Haynes
from Harlow, Essex was recently
announced as the winner of the Radio
Communications Agency's Young
Amateur of the Year Award 1999. Mark
received first prize of £500, a certificate
from Stephen Byers, Trade and Industry
Secretary, and will be invited to a con-
ducted tour of the RA's Monitoring
Station in Ba'dock. Herts.

Mark gained his Novice Licence at the age
of 12 and became the youngest radio ama-
teur of his home town. In July he organised
and ran
ing the 175th anniversary of the RNLI.

If you would like to become involved in
Amateur Radio, contact The Radio
Society of Great Britain, Lambda House.
Cranboume Road, Potters Bar, Hens EN6
3JE. Tel: 01707 659015.

Micromouse
Grand Prix

ASTONISHING - July next year will see
the action of an exciting new challenge for
enterprising 11 to 18 year olds. The
Micromouse Grand Prix 2000 is being
organised by the UK's key engineering
association Young Engineers, in collabo-
ration with the lEE (Institution of
Electrical Engineers), Europe's largest
professional engineering society.

Teams of up to four are being invited to
build and race their own robot, i.e. a small
vehicle capable of finding its own way
round a course at high speed. Entrants to
this challenge will have specialised sup-
port through the Young Engineers website
www.youngeng.org for chassis desien,
electronics, steering control, digital and
programmable technology. There are
several classes in which you can compete.

Preliminary race days take place around
the UK in March 2000, with the Grand
Prix itself in July.

For more information contact Fiona
Hunt at Young Engineers' Press Office on
0171 823 3799 or Christina Dagnall of
lEE Media Relations on 0171 344 5445.
Mention EPE when phoning.

WECANFINIT4U
RECENTLY faxed through to us is infor-
mation about an interesting website,
wecanfixit4u.com. The site offers a free
directory of fixers, repairers, restorers and
conservators. The company invites readers
to not only use the site to search out the
services they need, but also to have their
own skills listed as well. They aim to pro-
vide a global directory searchable by item
and hope to bring together both Fixers and
those needing a Fixer.

They say: "In our proper work we build
websites and publish on CD-ROM, and
offer consultancy on the matching of
Content to End User".

For more information contact David
Hall, Chameleon HH Publishing Ltd.,
Dept EPE, The Quarry House, East End,
Witney, Oxon OX8 6QA. Tel: 01993
880223. Fax: 01993 880236.

E-mail: data@wecanfixit4u.com.
Web: http://www.wecanfixit4u.com.

PICS AND LC.D.S

-

NEW from Lascar Electronics is a 5 -digit starburst liquid crystal display mod-
ule with an on -board Flash PICMicro. It has been designed as the building
block for thousands of display and instrumentation applications.

Using standard software routines that can be downloaded from Lascars
website, users can tailor the module's function to suit their own needs.
Because of the Flash memory on board, users can re -program the module as
often as they like.

Readers will know that EPE has so far concentrated on PIC-controlling "Intel-
ligent" alphanumeric I.c.d.s. Here now is an opportunity to make use of the
more basic types of I.c.d. in conjunction with PIC devices.

Lascar's module features eight analogue inputs and up to 22 digital I/O ports
capable of driving or interfacing with othbr systems.

For more information contact Lascar Electronics, Dept EPE, Module House.
Whiteparish, Salisbury, Wilts SP5 2SJ. Tel: 01794 884567. Fax: 01794 884616.
E-mail: lascar@netcomuk.co.uk. Web: http://www.lascarelectronics.com.
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MEW FORCE IN EDA
QUICKROUTE
SYSTEMS

The brief was clear. To create a next generation CAD system for electronic
engineers that used state of the art desktop integration and customisability together
with unrivaled ease of use.

dgIrps_Mpipdc
From the creators of Quickroute, Electronic Design
Studio (EDS) is an entirely new program designed
for tortay's EDA performance needs. Integrating
schematic end PCB design into a powerful design
studio, EDS lets you view and edit all the files in
your projects, and through OLE2, EDS integrates
with your desktop letting you drag and drop
documents into and from your favorite Office
applications.
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EDS also includes the n
CADObjects engine with
flexibility that approaches t

t,of desktop publishing syste WIth
its comprehensive drawing
shaping tools, professional s
for True Type fonts (even at thcfpg
stage), high resolution, large'efesign
size, polygon fill and shaping tools.
EDS represents a genuine advance
in EDA price performance. Visit our
%veb site, or call now to find out how
EDS can help you.

State of the art multiple -document user interface offering unrivalled ease of use and customisability.
OLE 2 support including drag and drop, allows integration with your favorite Office applications.
Project Wizard and Project Manager make creating and navigating all the documents in your
projects easy.
New heiracial symbol browser, makes creating, editing and managing symbols a breeze!
High resolution (1urn) and large design size (up to 2m x 2m) combined with IntelliSNAP makes
metric imperial design mixing easyl
Unlimited schematic sheets, with full support for data busses, power rails, etc
CADCheck automatically syncronises schematic and PCB designs. No more capture worries!

WORK FASTER
WORK BETTER

WORK EASIEL
Unlimited Undo'Redo, print preview and a wide range of import/export options including CAD -CAM.
Up to 32 layers can be assigned to be copper, silk, gold, mask, drill, mechanical, or annotation layers.
New CADObjects engine supports a wide range of graphic objects including professional True Type
fonts, object shaping and property support, in -situ editing of symbols, high resolution and arbitrary
rotation'scaling of objects.
Unlimited range of pad and track sizes supported.
Create flood fills and power planes quickly with the new polyfill tool.
Fast fully customisable poly -algorithmic autorouter

Electronic Design Studio £199 $319
Electronic Design Studio Cross Grade £149 S239
Electronic Design Studio LITE £49 S79

PLUS Your first double -sided Eurosize PCB firealisi
produced FREE by BETA -LAYOUT

TRY AND BUY TODAY ONLINE
AT vAvw.quickroute.co.uk

Prices exclude P&P and VAT where applicable.
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Quickroute Systems Lt,. Regent House, Heaton Lane, Stockport, SK4 1BS. UK - Tel 0161 476 0202 - Fax 0161 476 0505
http www.quickroute.co.tik Email info@quicksys.demon.co.uk

Copyright 1999 Quickroute Systems Ltd. All rights reserved. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. Oversees distributors wanted!



88-108MHz FM Stereo
Radio Transmitters and kits
Fully enclosed and guaranteed PLL FM transmitters from 1 to 150
Watts power, prices start at under £129.95. Low cost FM kits: PLL,
crystal controlled stereo encoders, audio limiter compressors: all
available as kits, or fully built and tested: kits from as little as £13.95.
Professional link systems available, the lowest prices ANYWHERE!
RF power amplifiers from 5 to 220 -Watts power. Aerials to suit all
applications and budgets. Check out the HUGE range of products on
the VeronicaFM website: HTTP://www.veronicafm.co.uk
E-mail VeronicaFM: info@VeronicaFM.co.uk or sales@VeronicaFM.co.uk

%LIMA
-

To celebrate the runaway success of our PLL Pro II 1 -Watt transmitter
kit, we are offering ALL our customers this stunning deal:

- When you buy a 1 - Watt high
quality PLL Pro II transmitter

Kit or Built kit : you will
o 0

receive a Pro II crystal
controlled stereo encoder

0 IVu 11.11

Total cost for both items
build it yourself kit: £67.95
ready built kit: £99.95
We offer you stereo PLL cheaper
than many of our competitors
offer mono PLL!!!

S.

£299.95

11

." - -

FREE!

ot. a.... .
f

That's a 100 -Watt transmitter
for UNDER £300!!!
The high quality 100 -Watt amplifier is mains
powered, so you don't need to spend a fortune on a
power supply. The Amp also incorporates SWR protection
and many other features normally reserved for equipment costing
more than TWICE as much: see website for full spec

4000N6 CfoarllaNfOreeW

Brochure

"At/

"PL

VeronicaFM, 18 Victoria Street, Queenshury, Bradford, West Yorks, England. 131113 lAR
.1"

ORR Buy our NEW
I to 100 Watt power amplifier
and our proven PLL Pro II transmitter kit
to drive it together for this amazing price:



Starter Project

MAGNETIC FIELD
DETECTOR
ROBERT PENFOLD
You will find the attraction with this
novel, /ow cost, starter project.

s very simple project can detect
fixed magnetic fields or fields that are
varying at an audio frequency. Fixed

or slowly changing field strengths are reg-.
istered on a centre -zero meter, which indi-
cates the polarity in addition to the relative
field strength. Audio frequency fields, such
as those produced around mains and audio
transformers, are detected via a crystal
earphone that can be used to monitor the
output signal.

The unit is not intended to provide accu-
rate measurement of magnetic field
strength, and is aimed at those who like to
experiment with something a bit different.
Although quite simple the unit is reason-
ably sensitive. A small and not very power-
ful bar magnet can be detected by the
prototype at about 100mm from the sensor.
and drives the reading to full scale at a
range of about 30mm.

current is passed through the silicon, and
this produces a potential gradient in the
silicon. There is zero volts at the bottom of
the slice, the full supply potential at the top,
and a certain portion of the supply voltage
at intermediate points. The two electrodes
are half way up the slice, and consequently
there is half the supply voltage at each one.
This gives zero output voltage across the
two electrodes.

Applying a suitable magnetic field to the
device "skews" the current flow and the
potential gradient, producing an imbalance
in the output potentials. The stronger the
magnetic field, the greater the difference in
the output voltages.

Applying a magnetic field of the opposite
polarity skews the current flow in the oppo-
site direction, giving an output signal of the
opposite polarity. The output signal therefore
indicates the strength of the magnetic field

and its polarity.
It is important to

realise that a Hall effect
sensor only works if the
magnetic field is
applied to one side or
the other of the silicon
slice. Applying the field
to the front, back, top.
or bottom of the sensor
does not affect the cur-
rent flow in a manner
that will produce any
imbalance at the elec-
trodes. Consequently it
will not produce any
output voltage..

CIIRA ENT FLOW

'.-CCASE

( A )

CURRENT FLOW

(B1

Fig.1. A Hall effect sensor is little more than a slice of silicon.
(a) normal and (b) with magnetic field influence.

HALL EFFECT
Detecting varying magnetic fields is

quite easy, and requires nothing more than
an inductor to act as the sensor.
Unfortunately, static fields do not produce
any output from an inductor and require a
totally different approach.

The only common form of magnetic sen-
sor that "fits the bill" is a linear Hall effect
device. A Hall effect sensor is a form of semi-
conductor, and is actually a very simple type
of component. Fig.1 helps to explain the way
in which a Hall effect device works.

The sensor is just a slice of silicon
having electrodes on opposite surfaces. A

SENSOR
Practical Hall effect sensors are more

than just the sensing element itself, and
they are invariably in the form of and inte-
grated circuit containing the sensor plus
some additional circuitry. Some sensors
provide a switching action, and others pro-
vide an output voltage that is proportional
to the applied field strength.

In this application it is only devices in
the second category that are of any use, and
the device chosen for this design is the
UGM3503U. This is an inexpensive device
but it has a very useful level of performance
and is very easy to use.

It has just three terminals, which are the
supply and output terminals. An internal
differential amplifier boosts the output sig-
nal from the sensing element and produces
a single output that is at about half the sup-
ply potential under standby conditions.

Placing a north pole of a magnet close to
the surface of the sensor that carries the
type number produces a reduction in the
output voltage, and placing a south pole
close to this surface gives an increase in the
output potential (Fig.2). The frequency
response of the device is flat from d.c. to
23kHz, which means that it encompasses
the full audio range. .

REDUCED
OUTPUT

MAGNET

S

INCREASED
OUTPUT

uta*.f.T

t

S

Fig.2. A Halt sensor indicates the polari-
ty of the field as well as its strength.

CIRCUIT OPERATION
The full circuit diagram for the Magnet-

ic Held Detector appears in Fig.3. ICI is
the Hall effect sensor and IC2, a precision
op.amp, is used to provide some additional
amplification. The amplifier is an opera-
tional amplifier inverting mode circuit,
which has resistors RI and R4 as the
negative feedback network.

The innate voltage gain of IC2, or the
"open loop" gain as it is termed, is
extremely high at d.c. and low frequencies.
In fact, it is over 100,000 times for a typi-
cal operational amplifier.

Using negative feedback reduces the
voltage gain of the circuit as a whole to a
more usable figure, and this "closed loop"
gain is equal to resistor R4 divided by RI.
This works out at a little over 300 in this
case. Higher voltage gain would obviously
give better sensitivity, but it would also
give problems with noise and drift.

Op.amp IC2 amplifies the voltage differ-
ence between the input voltage to resistor
RI and the voltage at its non -inverting
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input (pin 3). This second voltage can be
adjusted via potentiometer VR1, and in
practice it is adjusted to produce a voltage
that matches the normal output potential
from ICI. This produces half the supply
potential at the output of IC2.

The potential divider formed by resistors
R5 and R6 also produces an output of half
the supply potential. Meter MEl is con-
nected between the output of IC2 and this
potential divider, and it therefore responds
to the voltage difference between the two.

Under standby conditions both points
will be at the same potential, giving zero
voltage across the meter. An increase in the
output voltage from ICI produces a
decrease in the output from IC2, and a neg-
ative deflection on the meter. A decrease in
the output potential from ICI has the oppo-
site effect, producing a positive indication
from the meter.

STRENGTH
OF CHANGE

In both cases the greater the change in
the output voltage from ICI, the higher the
reading from the meter. The meter there-
fore indicates the relative field strength and
the polarity of the magnetic field.

Applying a north pole close to the sur
face of the sensor that carries the type num-
ber produces a positive reading, and apply-
ing a south pole to it generates a negative
reading. This may seem to be at odds with
Fig.2, but bear in mind that IC2 inverts the
signal.

The value used for resistors R5 and R6
controls the sensitivity of the meter circuit.
The specified values permit ME1 to be
driven to full scale in both directions pro-
vided the battery is reasonably fresh, but
their value is high enough to prevent the
meter from suffering anything more than
very minor overloads.

Capacitor C2 couples the output of IC2
to earphone socket SKI. This enables the
output signal to be monitored using a crys-
tal earphone, but satisfactory results are
unlikely to be obtained using any other type
of earphone or with headphones.

A 6V battery supplies power to the cir-
cuit, and the current consumption is only
about 9mA. Do not use a 9V battery as
this would result in the maximum supply
voltage rating or ICI being exceeded.

GOOD
PERFORMANCE

In order to produce good results in
this circuit it is necessary for the oper-
ational amplifier to have good d.c. per-
formance. Otherwise there could be
major problems with drift, and d.c. off-
sets could make it impossible to zero
the meter under standby conditions.

The op.amp also needs to be able to
work properly with a supply potential
of just 6V. The OP077GP is reasonably
priced and gives good d.c. perfor-
mance in this circuit. On the other
hand, its open loop bandwidth of
600kHz equates to a closed loop band-
width of only about 2kHz in this
design.

If audio rather than d.c. performance
is of most importance it would be
advisable to use a TL07ICP for 1C2.
This will give quite good d.c. perfor-
mance plus a more respectable audio
bandwidth of around 10kHz. To com-
pensate for a lack of symmetry in the
TL071CP's output stage resisstor R6
should be reduced from 33kilohm to
27 kilohm.

CONSTRUCTION
The stripboard layout for the

Magnetic Field Detector is based on a piece
that measures 19 holes by 20 copper strips.
The component layout and interwiring,
together with the positions of the breaks in
the copper strips, are shown in Fig.4.

A board of the required size must be cut
down from one of the standard sizes in
which it is sold. The holes are very close
together so use a hacksaw to cut along rows
of holes rather than trying to cut between
them. This inevitably produces quite rough
edges but they are easily filed to a neat
finish.

Next, drill the two 3mm diameter mount-
ing holes and make the four breaks in the
copper strips. A special tool for cutting the
strips is available, but a handheld twist drill
bit of about 5mm in dia. does the job just as
well. Make sure that the strips are cut
across their full width.

The circuit board is now ready for the
components and link -wires to be added.
With a small board such as this the order in
which the components are fitted is not

Fig.3. Complete circuit diagram for the Magnetic Field Detector.

Magnetic Field
Detector
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\AItIt
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OFF

-- 
11)//610
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Magnetic Field Detector front panel
layout. The Hall effect sensor is mount-
ed externally in a probe arrangement,
such as an old pen case, and con-
nected to the circuit board via the
screened cable.

COMPONENTS

Resistors
Al 1k5 @(a
R2.R3 10k (2 off) (tp(F:)!-p
R4 470k
R5. R6 33k (2 off) TALK

All 0.25W 5% carbon film
Page

Potentiometer
VR1 1k rotary carbon. lin

Capacitors
C
C2

100ir radial elect. 10V
100n polyester, 5mm

lead spacing

Semiconductors
IC1 UGN3503U Hall effect

sensor
IC2 OP77GP precision

op.amp (see text)

Miscellaneous
S 1 s.p.s.t. min toggle
B 1 6V battery pack (4 x AA

size cells in holder)
SK 1 3.5mm jack socket
ME1 1001/A - 0 - 100pA

moving coil panel
meter

Medium size plastic or metal box; 0.1
inch matrix stripboard, size 19 holes by
20 copper strips; 8 -pin d.i.l. holder; bat-
tery connector (PP3 type); control knob;
crystal earphone, with lead and plug;
twin -screened cable, about 0.5 metres;
multistrand wire; solder pins; solder etc.

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only

excl. earphone, case & batts.
£16
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Magnetic Field
Detector

11 II
0,01111 11

Completed Detector showing ear-
phone socket on one side panel.

Fig.5. Connection details for the
UGN3503U Hall effect sensor.

really important, but it is best to work
methodically across the board so that
nothing is overlooked.

Neither the OP077GP or TL071CP is
static -sensitive, but it is a good idea to use
a holder for any d.i.l. integrated circuit. Be
careful to fit IC2 and electrolytic capacitor
CI the right way round.

Fit single -sided solder pins at the points
where connections will be made to poten-
tiometer VR1, meter MEl. etc. It is one -
millimetre diameter pins that are required
for stripboard. "Tin" the pins with plenty of
solder so that it is easy to make reliable
connections to them.

CASING -UP
Virtually any medium size plastic or

metal case should be able to accommodate
this project. However, be careful to choose
one that has sufficient depth to take the
meter and the battery pack. The latter
consists of four AA size cells in a plastic
holder. Connections to the holder are made
using an ordinary PP3 style battery clip.
Although the circuit has a fairly high volt-
age gain the layout is not critical, and it is
just a matter of designing a layout that is
easy to use.

One slightly awkward aspect of con-
struction is fitting the meter onto the case,
because this requires a large cutout to be
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 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 
 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0'0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000000000000000...O
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0  0 0 0
 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0  0 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 00 0 0 0 0 0
  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0  0  O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,
00 0( )o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig.4. Stripboard component layout interwiring and details for breaks required in
the underside copper tracks.

Layout of components inside the two halves of the case. Note the space for the
battery pack.
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Completed circuit board showing the four link
wires and the op.amp C2 mounted in its holder.

made in the case. Most moving coil meters
require a 38mm round mounting hole and
the easiest way of making this is to use au
adjustable hole cutter (also known as a
"tank" cutter), and these are available from
many DIY superstores.

Alternatively, it can be cut using a fret -
saw, coping saw, or miniature round file
such as an "Abrafile". Another method
would be to mark out the cutout, drill a
series of small holes just inside this mark
and then "join -up" the holes to form the

required cutout. With any of these
methods it is advisable to cut just
inside the perimeter of the
required cutout, and then enlarge
it to precisely the required size
using a large round file.

Four smaller (3mm dia.) mount-
ing holes are also required. The
positions of these are easily located
as they are at the corners of a 32
millimetre square having the same
centre as the main cutout.

INTERWIRING
The hard wiring is reasonably

straightforward. SKI is a 3.5mm
jack socket, and most sockets of
this type have a built-in switch
that is not required in this applica-
tion. Accordingly, one tag of SKI
is left unconnected.

The Hall sensor aC1) is
mounted externally and connect-
ed to the main unit by way of a
piece of twin -screened cable
about 0.5 metres or so in length.
An entrance hole for the cable
must be drilled at a strategic point
in the case, and if a metal case is

used the hole should be fitted with a grom-
met to protect the cable. The screen is used
to carry the ground (0V) connection.

Rather confusingly. the plastic encapsu-
lation of the UGN3503U Hall effect sensor
chip seems to be completely symmetrical.
The only way of identifying the three leads
is to use the type number on the body of
the device as a reference point. see Fig.5.

Connect the sensor to the screened lead
and use insulation tape or sleeving to

ensure that the soldered joints cannot short-
circuit together. The sensor will be neater if
it is built into a probe, based on an old pen
for example, but this is not essential.

TESTING
When the unit is first switched on it is

likely that the meter will be driven fully
positive or negative. With careful adjust-
ment of Balance control VR1 it should be
possible to zero the meter. and placing the
probe near any magnetised object should
then produce a suitable response from the
meter.

The meter movement itself contains a
permanent magnet, and placing the probe
near this should produce full-scale deflec-
tion of the meter. Placing the opposite face
of the probe near the meter should then
produce full-scale deflection in the oppo-
site direction.

As explained previously, applying the
pole of a magnet to one of the four smaller
surfaces of the sensor will not produce a
significant output signal. In use the orienta-
tion of 'the sensor should therefore be
adjuiteed to maximise the meter reading.

Placing the probe against the power
cable of virtually any mains powered
device that is switched on should produce a
5011-z "hum" from the earphone.
Alternating fields will not produce an indi-
cation from the meter because the meter
will register the average field strength. This
will normally be zero due to the opposite
poles in the signal cancelling out one
another.

The circuit is reasonably stable, but
occasional readjustment of VR1 will be
required. 0

SHOP IF TALK
with David Barrington

PIC Micro -Probe
The component listing for the PIC Micro -Probe calls for a piece of 'i.c.

holder" type stripboard, with a central channel, devoid of copper, running
across the copier tracks. This will cost you around £5. but for just under£2

-Itoo-Eirillie5 piece of grandartraffpboard and alt away the copper tracks as
necessary. The rest of the components should be readily available.

The PIC used in this project should be the 10MHz version. For those who
want a 'plug-in and go' preprogrammed P1C16F84, one is available from
Magenta Electronics (0 01283 565435 or http://magenta2000.co.uk) for
the inclusive price of £5.90 (overseas readers add £1 for postage). For those
who wish to program their own PICs, the software is available from the
Editorial Offices on a 3-5in. PC -compatible disk. see EPE PCB Service page
937. If you are an Internet user, it can be downloaded Free from our FTP site:
ftp://ttp.epemag.wimbeme.eo.uk/pubs,PICSimicroprobe.

Magnetic Field Detector - Starter Project
Just a couple of pointers regarding purchasing of components for the Magnetic

Feld Detector, this month's starter project The first concerns the 100uA 'centre
zero' meter, some readers may have difficulty in locating one. The meter used in
the prototype came from Maplin (e 01702 554000. code RW98G.

If you have trouble tracking down the UGN3503U Hall effect sensor, the
above company list one as order code GX09K. They also supplied the OP77G
precision op.amp, code ULO5F. The alternative TL071CP low -noise op.amp
should be stocked by most of our component advertisers.

Ginormous Stopwatch - Giant Display
This month we complete the Stopwatch project with the construction of a

Giant Digital Display module. Most of the component supply 'bugs' were
ironed out last month.

The high voltage 4N25 opto-coupler, code AY44, and the ULN2003 Darlington
array, code AD93B, are fisted by Maplin. The B0681 Darlington transistor may be
hard to find, but the suggested alternative TIP141 and T1P142 should be read2y
avalatfe. Note the differing pinouts for the TIP devices (Fig2 last month).

Ready programmed PICs are available from the author for the sum of £10
each (for either the Display module or Stopwatch) or £50 for six in any combina-
tion, with free postage to anywhere in the world. Payments should be made out
to Mr. N. Stojacknovic. His Email address is: vlaclimir@u030.aone.net.au or
write to: Mr. N. Stoladinovic, PO Box 320, Woden ACT, 2606, Australia.

A programmed PIC16C54 is also available from Magenta Electronics (ft
01283 565435 or http://magenta2000.co.ult) for the inclusive price of £5.90
(overseas readers add £1 for postage). For those who wish to program their

own Ms, the software is available from the Editorial Offices on a 3-5n., PC -
compatible disk, see EPE PCB Service page. If you are an Internet user it
can be downloaded Free from our FTP site:

ftp://ftp.epernag.wimbome.co.ukipubsPICSfstopwatch.
Tne two printed circuit boards are available from the EPE PCB Service,

code 247 (Digit) and 248 (Port Conn.).

Loft Guard
Most of the components called -up for the Loft Guard project should be

readily available from your usual supplier. The only problems that are Defy to
'crop up may be finding the high value resistors.

The single 100 megohm resistor (R7) was only found listed under tne "cer-
met film' range stocked by Electromall (0 01536 204555 or RS
http://rswww.com). quote code 158-222. As the article points out, you could
use three 33 megohm resistors (in series); the p.c.b. is also designed to
accept these. This resistor (33M) came from the Maplin 'high voltage' metal
film range, order code V33M.

Note that to make up the 20 megohm resistor (RIO) you will need two 10
meg types. Once again. the 'series' pads have been included on the p.c.b.

The last mentioned company also supplied the miniature fight -dependent resis-
tor (I.d.r.). code AZ83E and tie high power warning buzzer, code FK84E
Although most of our components advertisers should be able to offer something
simitar.lbu aiuld, of course. use the good old standard ORP121.d.r. rt you wish.

Even though the semiconductors are specific versions. they should be in
plentiful supply. The p.cb. is available from the EPE PCB Service, code 249.

Teach -In 2000
If you have only just pidied up on our new Teach -In 2000 series with this

issue. and being a newcomer to electronics, you may feel a bit apprehensive
about ordering the various parts for the demonstration 'exercises'. Fear not.
some of advertisers have put together component and hardware packs spe-
cially for the new series_ A few more will be added as the series progresses,
but we do not expect that to be until at least part seven.

To date. participating advertisers are as follows and readers are advised to
contact them for more details:

ESR Electronic Components (S 0191 251 4363 or web
http://lvww.esr.co.uk) Hardwarerfools and Components Pack.

Magenta Electronics (1.1 01283 565435 or http://www.magenta2000.
co.uk) - Multdreter and Components Kit 879.

FML Electronics (V: 01677425840)- Basic Components Sets.
N. R. Bardwell (E. 0114 2552886)- Digital Multimeter special offer.

PLEASE TAKE NOTE
Demister One -Shot Nov '99

Page 844 Flg.4. On the p.c_b_ component layout diagram, the 'body' outlines
of capacitors Cl and C2 should be transposed - see photograph at top of page
845. The electrolytic, shown as a circle, should connect to the ICI pin 8 copper
track (+) and the common GND track (-). The actual annotationsare correct.
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Regular Clinic

CIRCUIT
SURGERY
ALAN WINSTANLEY
and /AN BELL

This month our team of surgeons commences an op.anip extravaganza, lifting
the lid off these indispensable amplifying circuits. Also, fusible resistors come

under their beady eyes too!

CO to the very last Circuit
Surgery column of the 1990's, and we

hope there is something of interest to
everybody in our monthly round -up of
readers' queries and questions.

Op.Amps 101
We have had a couple of questions about

op.amps and think that many readers will
find a discussion of this subject useful.
Mohab Refold writes by E-mail: "EPE
publishes many circuits that involve audio
effects or amplification. Some use "low
noise" op.amps, such as the LF351 or the
TL071. My first question is, how can you
select an op.amp for a particular applica-
tion out ola large number of candidates?

I found the use of a "Volume" control in
simple amplifier circuits to be another
aspect I found a bit baffling. Sometimes it
is achieved using a pot. (potentiometer) as
the input resistance to the op.amp, some-
times it is used in the feedback network to
control the gain. Are there any rules relat-
ed to the use of either method? Thanks for
opening up the world of electronic circuit
design to we non -electronic engineers in a
simple way!"

Also Tony Soueid from Lebanon writes:
"Almost every design im,olving analogue
electronics contains an op.amp. i know
how an op.amp behaves and the equations
that rule its behaviour but what 1 don't
know is what's inside that black box.

All that we have been taught is that it is
based on a differential pair of transistors,
but it's far from being that simple. Can you
please supply me with some information?"

It's best to start with the second part of
the first question, because it deals with
something very specific which follows on
neatly from our recent discussion on the
22 -position volume control (Circuit
Surgery, Oct '99) and volume power out-
puts from amplifiers (Sept '99). We will
then move on to a more general discussion
on op.amps over the next month or so.

Volume Control
Both methods of volume control obviously

wort, in that they both provide control over

the loudness of the sound produced by the
amplifier. I cannot say that I have seen a for-
mal rule for which method to use. However,
we can make a distinction between the two
approaches in that the input resistance
approach is an attenuator whereas the feed-
back resistance is a gain control.

Both controls can be used together, in
some applications. I therefore suggest that
the "input resistance control" is suitable
when the maximum input signal is at a
known reasonably fixed level. The amplifi-
er can then be
designed to give full
volume for this signal
level, and the input is
attenuated for lower
volumes.

When the range of
possible input levels
is very large though,
it will be necessary
to be able to change
the gain of the ampli-
fier to a level appro-
priate for the input
being used at any one
time. Ideally, the Gain
control would be set to give maximum
undistorted (non -overloaded) output
with the maximum input in the current
situation and then left alone, with a sep-
arate control for volume.

However, as gain also affects volume,
the gain can be set to give the desired vol-
ume at any instance and this, of course,
reduces the number of controls needed.
The representative circuit in Fig.l illus-
trates both types of volume control, the
input signal shown on the diagram may be
from an external source or an earlier stage
in a larger circuit.

Making a Choice
To select an op.amp you need to know

what the circuit and hence the op.amp
needs to achieve, this will give you a min-
imum specification for the device. Then
purchase the cheapest op.amp which meets
all the specs!

It may not always be all that simple to
calculate an op.amp spec. in great detail.

but you can use a bit of common sense too.
If your application is an audio amplifier it
would be sensible to use a low noise
op.amp and pay a bit more for a better
spec., on the other hand if you are using it
as a comparator to, say, switch on a heater
when the output of a temperature sensor
falls below a certain point, then an ultra
low noise "audio spec" device is not really
needed.

The range of circuits one can design
using op.amps is so vast that we cannot

Fig. t. Circuit to illustrate the two types of volume control.

give specific recommendations. The best
thing you can do is understand what all
the op.amp specs and ratings mean so
that you can make an informed choice
when necessary.

Having said this, the choice of op.amps
in all the constructional projects in EPE
probably does not necessarily follow an
obvious process of selection! The projects
are designed by various authors, many pro-
jects will be feasible with a wide range of
general purpose op.amps and some authors
will have their favourite ones that they
always tend to use.

In other hobby projects, the choice of
op.amp may well depend on what was
available at the time! (e.g. see John
Becker's comment on his choice of ampli-
fier in the Musical Sundial - page 433 in
the June '99 issue). For audio projects. not
everyone will aim for hi-fi quality - if a
very high sound quality is not really need-
ed then why pay more for a special
op.amp?
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Inperfections
Having given the impression that

op.amp choice is sometimes somewhat
arbitrary, it is worth pointing out that in
some cases it can make the difference
between a circuit functioning or not. I
remember working on a partly developed
prototype power control system for a
CO2 laser, the existing output circuit
used a general purpose op.amp which
was simply not up to the job.

The power measurement worked fine
some of the time, but on other occasions
would not do anything. The problem was
due to the high offset voltages, and more
specifically the drift in offset with time
and temperature. The circuit was
replaced with one using special high pre-
cision peak measurement chips, which
did a great job.

The above example illustrates a couple
of points. First, it is the imperfections in
"real" op.amps (as opposed to "ideal"
ones) that cause problems, so under-
standing these and their impact will help
you avoid devices that are unsuitable.
Understanding op.amp imperfections
will also help you understand the inter-
nal circuitry (with reference to the sec-
ond reader's question) because much of
the design effort arises in reducing thes6
imperfections.

Second, there are occasions where spe-
cialist chips other than op.amps are the
best option. The above case was one
example, another good one would be a
sample and hold circuit - you can build
one using an op.amp, but you will get
better performance from a sample and
hold chip. and, of course, some extra bits
of circuitry are already included.
Comparators are another case - all
op.amps can be used as comparators but
it is often better to use chips optimised
for this purpose.

On Spec
It is worth looking at some of the spec-

ifications found on op.amp data sheets
and in suppliers' catalogues and dis-
cussing how these may effect your choice
of op.amp for particular applications. We
will also refer to some of these specifica-
tions when we move on to look at the
internal circuitry. But, before we start, we
need to define some basic things about
the op.amp, so let's explore them in
greater detail.

The op.amp is a high -gain, direct -cou-
pled amplifier, its symbol is shown in
Fig.2. The term "direct -coupled" means
that the inputs and internal stages are
connected directly, not via coupling
capacitors. This enables the op.amp to
amplify d.c. and very low frequency
signals.

The op.amp has two inputs - the invert-
ing () and non -inverting (+) inputs -
and an output. The inputs and outputs are
usually referenced (applied or measured
with respect to) ground or OV.

Op.amps usually have two power sup-
plies, one at a positive voltage with
respect to ground and the other at the
same magnitude negative with respect to
ground; however many "single supply"
op.amps are also available. Suppliers'
catalogues usually indicate whether an
op.amp is intended for single or dual

Fig.2. Op.amp circuit symbol.
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Fig.3. Graph showing the relationship
between op.amp differential input volt-
age and its output voltage. Saturation
occurs when any increases in the mag-
nitude of the differential input do not
result in further increases in output
voltage. The values shown are an
example for an op.amp with a gain of
100,000 and a maximum output volt-
age of ±15V. The gain of the op.amp is
equal to the slope of the graph
between the saturation points.

supply operation, otherwise check the
data sheet. The power supply connections
are not always shown on schematics.

The output voltage of an op.amp is
given by Vow. = Av(V2 - V1) where Ate is
the open loop voltage gain, V, is the non -
inverting input voltage and VI is the
inverting input voltage. This "open loop"
gain refers to the gain of the op.amp itself
without any feedback circuitry. Op.amps
are almost always used with some form
of feedback though, which results in a
gain for the circuit that is different from
that of the op.amp itself.

Note that the op.amp amplifies the dif-
ference in voltage between its two inputs.
It is a differential amplifier. The equa-
tion Vow = Av(V2 - V1) always holds for
totally ideal device, but in reality is only
valid for a small range of (V2 - V1) and
there are limits on the individual values
of V2 and VI too. The op.amp's input-out-
put relationship is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Some manufacturers group their
op.amps into types suited to different
kinds of application. Typical descriptions
may include:

 general-purpose - suitable for a
wide range of applications requiring
moderate amplifier performance

low noise - guaranteed very low
noise for applications such as sensitive
measurement and signal processing
where noise from the op.amp must be
within known bounds

 low-powerlmicropower - suitable
for use in systems such as mobile equip-
ment, where power consumption is
critical

 widebandlhigh speed - for applica-
tions such as pulse circuits and video
where accurate reproduction of complex
high frequency signals is required

 high-power/high current - op.amps
with high current output stages capable
of driving low impedance loads

low drift/high precision - amplifiers
with minimal offset voltage, and where
accuracy is preserved over a wide
temperature range

low bias/high impedance - f.e.t.
input op.amps with very low input bias
currents for use in buffer circuits or with
large external resistors.

Some op.amps may arguably belong to
more than one of these categories. The
specifications given on Op.amp data
sheets can be divided into: electrical rat-
ings (maximum voltages etc.); signal
handling (noise etc.) and offsets (which
particularly effect d.c. accuracy). We'll
discuss these and other practical matters
in the next Surgery. Mf8.

Fusible Resistors
Mark Lee asks: "1 would appreciate an

explanation of fusible resistors and how to
use them. They seem to be mainly low
resistanceand low power ratings. How do
I use them in a circuit?"

Fusible resistors are inserted into a cir-
cuit as an ordinary resistor would be,
except that they have the special property
that if they are overloaded for any reason
(a circuit fault elsewhere downstream),
then instead of burning out they are guar-
anteed to go open -circuit within a certain
range of conditions.

This means that they will disconnect the
circuit, rather than burning out or setting
fire to the board. They are only produced
in a limited range of values (low ohms to a
few kilohms) and would be used in e.g.
power supply or monitoring circuits,
where a combination of resistance and
overload protection is required. The main
thing is that they are a fault -tolerant, fail-
safe fireproof device.

Paradoxically there is even a zero ohm
resistor available! These are used by man-
ufacturers using automated p.c.b. equip-
ment, to apply a link between two pads - it
means that a machine which handles resis-
tors is, therefore, also able to insert the
equivalent of a wire link instead. ARW.

CIRCUIT THERAPY
Circuit Surgery is your column. II you

have any queries or comments, please
write to: Alan Winstanley, Circuit Surgery,
Wimbome Publishing Ltd., Allen House,
East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21
1 PF, United Kingdom. E-mail
alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. Please indi-
cate if your query is not for pub-
lication. A personal reply cannot,
always be `t' -
guaranteed
but we will - - -
try to publish
representa-
tive answers in this column.

ENTER THE CHAT ZONE
The EPE Chat Zone on our web site is

now open as a way for readers to exchange
information, views, hints and tips in virtually
real time.
http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/
wwwboard
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INTERFA
Robert Penfold

A SERIAL APPROACH TO PC ADD-ONS
I N THE previous Interface (Oct_ '99)
'article we considered the subject of
serial port interfacing, and using a stan-
dard RS232C serial port to send data to
a user add-on. In this month's Interface
we will look at using a serial port to
receive serial data.

Much of the background information
provided in the previous article also
applies to using a serial port to receive
data. Refer to the earlier article if you
require information on the 'ART regis-
ters, setting the word format and baud
rate, etc.

With things reduced to the simplest
level it is not difficult to read data from a
serial port Using the methods outlined in
the previous Interface article it is possible
to set the required baud rate and word
format, and is then just a matter of read-
ing data from the base address of the port
The base addresses for serial ports one
and two are respectively &H3F8 (1016
decimal) and &H2F8 (760 decimal).

Mouse Experiment
If your PC has a serial port mouse it is

easy to experiment with serial port read-
ing; and the raw data from the mouse can
be read from the appropriate mouse port.
Using Delphi 1, this code could be
applied to a timer component set with an
interval of about 50"milliseconds:

Reading := Port[760j;
Str(Reading, S);
Labell.caption S;

The value of '760- in the first line is cor-
rect if the mouse is on serial port two, but
must be changed to "1016" if it is on port
one. The two variables must be declared
in the appropriate part of the program by
adding the following two lines in the sec-
tion headed '''var":

Reading : Byte;
5 : String;

A label component must be added to
the form, and its default caption should
be erased. This gives the program some -
*here to display the data read from the
serial port When the program is run, the
data displayed on the label should
change as the mouse is moved around
and the buttons are operated.

Synchronisation
For many applications it is perfectly all

right to take this simplistic approach,
and simply read the port periodically to
obtain the latest data available. `For
example, suppose that a Thermometer is
connected to the port. By reading the
port the latest temperature will  always
be read and displayed. The fact that
each new piece of data may be read sev-
eral times or the odd reading may be
missed here and there will be of no prac-
tical consequence.

This is not the case in all applications
though, and in some cases it may be
necessary to operate on the basis of
sending a trigger signal to the interface,
and then reading in x number of bytes.
It then becomes essential to properly
synchronise the sending device and the
program reading the data_ Otherwise
there is a risk of (say) reading four
bytes of data twenty-five times each
instead of reading 100 bytes of data
once each.

There is no need for an external hand-
shake line to control the flow of data,
and a status bit of the Line. Status regis-
ter can be used instead. Bit 0 of this reg-
ister is set to.one when &complete byte
has been receivedand transferred to the,
receiver Register Writing a zero to this
bit will reset it, but this is not normally
necessary as it is automatically cleared
when the data in the receiver register is
read.

To ensure that each byte of data is read
only once it is just a matter of using a soft-

ware loop to monitor the received data
bit, and provide a hold -off until it is set to
one. This prevents the Receiver Register
from bOing read until a new byte of data
is ready;

The Delphi 1 program described pre-
viously is easily modified to provide
this hold -off. In addition to the hold -off,
this listing also implements a counter
that shows the number of readings that
have been taken: A second label compci-
nent Must be added to the form to
accommodate the counter.

Port-RI:119J := 128;
kir-41016] 12;

Port[1017j := 0;
Port(1019] := 3;
Portf10171 := 0;
Repeat until (Port(10211 and 1) = 1;
Reading := Port[1016];
Str(Reaciing, S);
Labell.caption S;

Counter := Counter + 1;
Str(Counter, S);
LabelIcaption := S;

The port addresses used here are for
port one. For serial port two use these
addresses:

760 instead of 1016
761 instead of 1017
763 instead of 1019
765 instead of 1021

In addition to applying this program to
a timer component these three lines must
be used to declare the variables.

RepcliFigf,iiitt3;) VII

Counter : Byte;
S : String;

A further line must be added to the list-
ing for the form, and this sets the Counter
variable at an initial value of zero.

Counter := 0;
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Fig.1 . Circuit diagram for the Simple Serial Interface add-on. It operates at 9600 baud.
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Operation
In the original test program we relied

on the operating system to set up the ser-
ial port correctly, but in real world appli-
cations the program must do this. The
first four lines of the listing set the port for
9600 baud operation with a word format
of eight data bits, one stop bit, and no
parity checking.

Using the control registers to set the
baud rate and word format was covered
in the previous Interface article, and will
not be discussed again here. The fifth line
switches off interrupts, and should
ensure that the operating system does not
upset things by reading bytes of received
data.

The hold -off is provided by the
Repeat..Until loop in the next line. This
line repeatedly reads the Line Status reg-
ister and bitwise ANDs the result with
one. This effectively strips off bits 1 to 7,
and reads only bit 0.

The program loops until the returned
value is one, which means that there is a
fresh byte of data to be read. The port is
then read and the result is displayed on
Labe11. Then the Counter variable is
incremented by one and the new value is
displayed on Label2.

Hardware
The Simple Serial Interface of Fig.1 can

be used to test this program. The 6402
UART has been covered in previous arti-
cles and will not be discussed in detail
here.

Transistor TR1 generates a
2.4576MHz dock signal that is divid-
ed by 16 through IC1. UART IC2
requires a clock signal at 16 times the
required baud rate, and this gives an
output signal at 9600 baud.

The control inputs at pins 34 to 39
of IC2 are hard -wired to produce the
required word format of 8 data bits,
one stop bit, with no parity checking.
Transistor TR2 acts as a simple line
driver and inverter, but it does not
provide proper RS232C output lev-
els.

Good results should still be
obtained provided the cable used to
connect the interface to the comput-
er is no more than a few metres long.
The output (SK1) connects to the
Ground and Receiver Data input of
the RS232C interface. These are at
pins 7 and 3 respectively for a 25 -pin
port, or 5 and 2 for a 9 -pin port (see
Fig.2).

In Control
A serial interface requires some form of

control logic circuit to trigger the UART at
the appropriate times and send a stream
of data. At its most basic the control logic
can consist of nothing more than an
oscillator, which is all that is used in this
case.

A low power 555 timer, IC3, is used in
the standard oscillator configuration. The
values of timing components resistors R8,
R9 and capacitor C5 set a low operating
frequency of roughly 1Hz. Therefore,
about once per second the output of IC3
(pin 3) goes through a high to low transi-
tion and causes IC2 to send the eight -bit
value on its inputs.

Although the test program is assigned
to a timer component that tries to take a
reading every 50 milliseconds, which
works out at 20 readings per second, it
will only take about one reading per sec-
ond. This is due to the software hold -off
looping the program for about a second
until a new byte of data has been
received. If everything is working proper-
ly, the counter should therefore incre-
ment at about one and not 20 per second.

A slightly beautified version of the pro-
gram after 30 seconds of taking readings is
shown in HO, the count has reached 31. Of
course, data can be transferred at a greater
rate by increasing the operating frequency
of IC3 and reducing the time interval of the
timer component (or simply having a rou-
tine that continuously tests the serial port).

REID

127 PORT .READING

31 COI /NT

Fig.3. The counter of the test program
should increment each time fresh data
is received.

However, bear in mind that there are
ten bits per serial byte and with a baud
rate of 9600 this works out at anebsolute
maximum transfer rate of 960 bytes per
second. In practice the maximum achiev-
able transfer rate would probably be
slightly less than this.

Although the routines provided here
are written in Delphi 1, using the meth-
ods described in previous Interface articles
it should be possible to use other versions
of Delphi, Visual BASIC 6, or even GW
BASIC. It is just a matter of outputting the
correct values to the serial port registers,
and then reading the base address. If a
software hold -off is needed it might be
necessary to use a different loop structure
with some languages, but it should not be
too difficult to apply the same bitwise

ANDing and looping technique to
provide the hold -off.

Extra Outputs
One or two readers have asked

whether it is possible to use some of a
serial port's handshake lines as gen-
eral purpose outputs. The UART data
sheet would seem to suggest that the
Data Terminal Ready (DTR) and
Request To Send (RTS) handshake
outputs are respectively controlled
by bits 0 and 1 of the Modem Control
register This is at address 764 for port
two and 1020 for port one. It would
also seem to suggest that certain
handshake inputs could be read at
the Modem Status register ,

However, initial attempts at writ-
ing to and reading from handshake
lines failed totally. Possibly these
lines are implemented via some
other means, but using them direct-
ly seems to be something less than
straightforward.

GNO

00000000000o9)
V000000000000i

SID AND

t000
6006)

Fig.2. Interface connection details for 25 -pin and 9 -pin
serial ports.
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 Shape based gridless power planes.
 Gerber and DXF Import capability.

Available in 5 levels - prices from £295 to £1625 + VAT.
Call now for further information & upgrade prices.

Write. plume or fax fur your free demo disk, or ask about our hill evaluation kit
Tel: 01756 753440. Fax: 01756 752857. EMAIL: infoOlabtenler.co.uh
53-55 Main St. Grassington. 8023 MA WWW: blip. ivivw labcvnier co iik

Fully interactive demo versions available for download from our WWW site.
Call for educational, multi-user and dealer pricing - new dealers always wanted.
Prices exclude VAT and delivery. All manufacturer's trademarks acknowledged...



New Tech
Update
'T Is just over fifty years since the first
transistor was made at Bell Labs. Since

then many advances have been made,
enabling the performance to be improved
beyond all recognition.

Bipolar technology has improved from
the early transistors that had cut-off fre-
quencies of only a few kilohertz and low
gains to the state where r.f. transistors are
available that can operate to frequencies of
many Gigahertz and with much higher lev-
els of gain than were previously possible.
Not only this, but field effect transistors
(f.e.t.$) are now widely available.

It is interesting to note that the develop-
ment work to devise a semiconductor
amplifying device was initially focussed
towards the development of a field effect
device. However, they were unable to make
the effect work, and they changed the line of
the investigations which resulted in the
development of the bipolar transistor.

It took a few years before the field effect
transistor was widely available. F.E.T.s
also had a major impact on integrated cir-
cuit technology, enabling the degree of
integration to be considerably increased.

With transistor technology now very
mature it might be thought that the rate of
development would slacken as fewer devel-
opments were possible. However, nothing
could be further from the truth. Many new
ideas are surfacing, and these will enable
transistor technology to surge forward and
meet the demands to tomorrow's whnology,
both in performance and size.

Nano -curls
The idea of nanotubes has been covered

previously within this column (December
1998 EPE), but only in the application for
producing very low resistance and high cur-
rent carrying capacity conductors. The nan-
otubes used for the transistors that are being
developed are subtly different, forming a
semiconductor rather than an ordinary con-
ductor. Although the concept has been
known for several years, the technology is
revolutionary and until recently it has not
been possible to realise it in a physical form.

Nanotubes used for transistors have car-
bon walls made up from hexagonal shaped
matrices. Essentially they are vaporised
carbon that has been condensed into a
series of hexagons. To give a better view of
what they are, they can be considered as a
very thin strip cut out of a graphite carbon
plane which has been rolled up and sealed
at either end. The dimensions are naturally
very small, and the dimensions are mea-
sured in atomic proportions.

The carbon hexagons that are used to
make the tubes have a natural tendency to
curl. The way in which they curl deter-
mines their electrical characteristics.

ohm
Transistor technology is poised for some
advances in the near future, reports Ian Poole.

Fortunately, it is possible to control the
way in which this curling takes place. By
rolling it in a way that gives a straight mol-
ecular alignment the nanotube behaves like
an ordinary conductor. However if the curl
is arranged so that molecular structure is
twisted then the nanotube behaves like a
semiconductor.

A considerable amount of experimenta-
tion was required to enable the right prop-
erties to be obtained. It was necessary to
have the right amount of curl. In fact, the
early nanotubes consisted of multiple con-
centric layers. However, the nanotubes that
are used now consist of just a single wall
comprising of a single atomic thickness.

Transistors
Having developed the basic semiconduc-

tor the next major hurdle was to develop a
useful device. Surprisingly, two organisa-
tions announced they had succeeded. In
1998 the IBM Thomas Watson Research
Laboratories and the Delft University in
Holland both claimed they had managed to
fabricate a transistor using this revolution-
ary new technology.

The device consisted of a single nan-
otube having a thickness of one atom.
Once rolled the tube was about one nano -
metre in diameter. This was connected
between two electrodes that were about
400 nanometres apart, and the whole struc-
ture was mounted on a silicon substrate
onto which a layer of silicon dioxide had
been set down to act as insulation. The
nanotube then acted as the channel whose
conductivity could be controlled in the
normal way.

Although the channel length of the early
development model was relatively large it
could be made very much smaller. In fact,
some working lab models have been made
with lengths of around 40nm and it is esti-
mated that in future channel lengths of
only 20nm should be achievable.

As the speed of operation is primarily
controlled by the length of the channel this
will result in a considerable increase in the
speed of operation. This means that con-
siderable improvements will be possible
over the latest production Leis fabricated
using the latest 0-18 micron process which
have channel lengths of around 120nm.

Future
This technology is very new and still

very much in its experimental stages and
much basic work is being undertaken to
ensure that the process can be reliably
introduced into production apart from
developing the basic technology. As a
result it is likely to be several years
before nanotube transistors are available.
Nevertheless. work is progressing apace.

major

One of the problems results from the
minute dimensions used in these devices. It
makes them less robust and more open to
problems arising from impurities. Tile gate
insulation area is one where this is particu-
larly apparent. The very thin gate insula-
tion has to.he completely free from impu-
rities as a result of its extremely small
dimensions.

Atom leakage is also a problem and inter-
connection resistances also have to be inves-
tigated. The experimental devices produced
so far have had problems arising from the
very high resistance between the nanolube
used for the channel and the contacts.

In current experimental devices the resis-
tance has been of the order of one
megohm. Clearly there will be many
advantages to be gained from reducing this
value. By comparison the discreet f.e.t.s
that are widely used in today's circuits
have channel resistances of only a few
hundred ohms. The higher values currently
being obtained in the new devices will
reduce the high frequency performance of
the whole circuit in which they are used.

Wafer Thin
Another area that is being investigated is

that of producing suitable wafers. Those
that can be produced at the moment, on an
industrial scale, do not have a sufficiently
fine surface to enable the minute nanome-
tre sizes required for the new transistors to
be fabricated sufficiently accurately. A
rapid thermal oxidation process is being
developed but even when this has been per-
fected it is not expected that it will support
the sizes below about 50nm for commer-
cial production, and this will mean that the
full capability of the new technology will
not be realised.

Whilst no obvious solution is even on the
horizon, development work is still pro-
gressing. It is quite possible that develop-
ments in other areas of semiconductor
technology may enable the requirement to
be met by the time the development of the
nanotube transistor technology has
reached a sufficiently advanced stage.

In order to introduce this new technology
onto the market new fabrication techniques
are required. This results from the fact that
the extremely small sizes mean that "quan-
tum well effects" become an issue.

To overcome this, new materials are
needed and in turn this leads to the fact that
new processes and lines will be required.
However with other technologies nearing
the end of their roadmaps, the need for new
technologies like these nanotube transis-
tors will be required to ensure that semi-
conductor technology can keep up with
developments in other areas and possibly
stay one step ahead.
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I I VERSAL PIC PROGRAMMER 149.95
SERIAL and PARALLEL Programming modes (nolloN cheap programmers).
Universal ZIF socket, no more damaged/broken pins, inferior products can ruin
,:tpensive chips!
Suppats:- PIC12C5XX, 12C6KX, 14XXX. 16C5XX.. 16050X. t606x.16C7X.
I6C9XX. 16C55X, 16C6XX, 16C8X. 16F8X Memory 24LCXXX. 85C@£, 93CXX
Includes CD with PIC-BASIC, DataSheets and Programming software.
Download latest Windows 95/98 software from our website now.

PIC12C508/9 ICE and PROGRAALMER £59.95
In -Circuit Emulator and Programmer. Supplied with Software. Data sheets.
Manual, leads, 10 breadboard circuits which include DVM, Stopwatch. Smoke
Mann, Sound and I (en Includes FREE PIC BASIC COMPILER.

PIC ICE. II 159.95
In -Circuit Emulator for 54/55/56/57/71/84 PICs. A/D emulated for 16C71.
Supplied with leads, manual, software and hardware projects.
Includes FREE PIC BASIC COMPILER.

DELUXE SMARTCARD PROGRAMMER £79.95
Read and Write to all types of Smancard ISO. Memory, PIC, GSM, VideoCrypt.
Sltpltite, D2Mac. CashCards, Petrol Station. StoreCards etc.
Supplied with a large amount interesting srnart,mrd information, commands.
encryption methods and operating software.

All products manufactured in Malta and carry 12 months Parts and Labour guarantee.

LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY LTD
WHITE ROSE HOUSE, XINTILL STR, TARXIEN FLAIL MALTA.
ORDER DIRECT: 1L4: (00 356) 678509 Fax (00 356) 667484.

SAME DAY DESPATCH
P/P UK, EEC £4.00. NO VAT PAYABLE
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NI EGA PRONI EPROM PROGR A NI N1ER £69.95
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40 -pin ZIP

FPROM ESt1 tl.ATOR 159.95
128K by 8 -bit or 2 x 64K by 8 -bit Software to Read/Write when connected to
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Supports PIC16C54-37. 71. 84.308 produces stand -alum machine coda.
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Standard BASIC syntax includes Peek/Poke, Input, Output. etc.. etc.
Why pay £50+ when ours is FREE? Download it from our Website now

ALL. PRODUCTS REQUIRE AN IBM PC TO OPERATE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEE OUR WEB SITE OR TR.F2HONERA.X.
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CONTROL &ROBOTICS
ilford Instruments

BASIC Stamp Microcontrollers
Still the simplest and easiest way to get your project or
development work done. BASIC Stamps are small computers that
run BASIC programmes. With either 8 or 16 Input -Output pins
they may be connected directly to push -buttons, LEDs, speakers,
potentiometers and integrated circuits such as digital
thermometers, real-time clocks and analog-digital converters.
BASIC Stamps are programmed using on ordinary PC running
DOS or Windows. The language has
familiar, c-asy-to-read instructions such
as FOR...NEXT, IF...THEN and GOTO.
Built-in syntax make it easy to measure
and generate pulses, read push-
buttons, send/receive serial data etc.
Stamps from £25 (single quantities),
Full development kits from £79

e

11.)

PROGRAMMING

CUSTOMIZING

BASIC STAMP COMPUTER

i

*COTT

Full information on using BASIC
Stamps plus lots of worked
projects and practical
electronics help. CD-ROM also
includes 30+ past magazine
articles and Stamp software.
£29.95

Stamp2 based 3 -axis machine
Stepper drive to X, Y and Z axes with 0.1mm
(4thou) resolution.
Kit conains pm -machined frame components.
Complete with Windows software for drilling

Full kit at £249, Part kit at £189

TecArm4
New range of robotic arms
for educational and hobbyist use
with super powerful servos.
Controlled from PC (Windows
freeware provided) or from optional

Stands about 450mm
hig when fully extended.
Kit includes all pre-cut body
parts, servo controller board,
servos and software. Requires 9v Dc

MIN
Kits start at £189

On Screen Display
Superimpose text onto -,. .."
standard CCTV From simple
RS232 serial line.
Ready built/tested at £59

15

SP:ICE1+

'dr

PIC`n

New to PICs or just wanting to learn more hicks?
We stock the excellent PIC primer books

from David Benson -
the complete beginner to the advanced user.

Lou ',doer, easy
serial interface

;.5 I.e. _

SIZES *Gr.

SERIAL LCDs
Bonnish the hassle of interfacing to LCD displays.

We stock a comprehensive range of alphanumeric and Graphic LCDs. -

all with an easy -to -use standard RS232 serial Interface. Sizes from
2x16 to 4x40 plus 128x64 graphic panels.

Prices start at £25 (single quantity)

StampBug
Stampl based walking insect
Forwards,backwards and left/right turn when
feelers detect object in path. Up to 2 hours
roving From 4zAA Nicods. Chips pre-
programmed but programme may be charged
(software supplied). Body ports precut.
Full kit e6E1

IR Decoder Board
Control your project using a standard domestic
IR remote.
7 Output lines (5v @ 20mA) may be set to
momentary or toggle action.
Simple teaching routine. Requires 9-12vDC
Supplied built and tested.
£29 single quantity

Milford Instruments
120 High Street, South Milford, LEEDS LS25 5AQ
Tel: 01977 683665 Fox: 01977 681465

BigFoot
Stamp] based walking
humanoid
Walks forwards/backwards
with leh and right turn when
detects obstacles. Electronics
pcb pre -built and tested.
Programme pre -loaded but
may be changed with
supplied software.
Full kit £68

Alex- Animated Head
Stamp2 based controller with voice record -playback
capability, FIR input and/or random playback. 4 -servo
actions are recorded/edited one track at a time. l'Acrf
also be controlled from PC.
Head kits start at £29. Controllers from £29

Servo Driver Board
Control up to 8 standard hobby servos from an RS232
serial data line using this controller board. Simple command
structure holds servos in position until update is received.
Fully built and tested- requires 9vDC and servos. Supplied
with Windows freeware.
£29 single quantity. Optional keypad available.

All prices exclude VAT and shipping.
BASIC Stamp is the registered trademark of Parallax Inc. For further
details on the above and other interesting products, please see our web site-
www.milinst.demon.co.uk



Special Series

PRACTICAL
OSCILLATOR
DESIGNS
RAYMOND HAIGH

Most text books deal with oscillators In a theoretical way. This series, prepared with the
electronics enthusiast and experimenter very much in mind, Is intensely practical. Tried and
tested circuits are fleshed out with component values, and their vices and virtues are exposed.

PART SIX- RESISTOR/CAPACITOR OSCILLATORS

0 FAR we have covered oscillators which rely on quartz crys-
tals or inductors and capacitors to determine the operating
frequency. In this lutal part of the series, circuits in which

resistors and capacitors perform this function will be considered.
Resistor/capacitor (R/C) oscillators are widely used for the gen-

eration of specific waveforms (e.g.. sine, square. sawtooth) over the
5Hz to 50KHz range. Circuits of this kind will oscillate from well
below lliz to above 2N1Hz, but a high degree of frequency stabili-
ty and waveform purity becomes increasingly difficult to achieve
above 100k Hz or so.

Resistors and capacitors fix the frequency of oscillation by control-
ling the phase of feedback. or by timing the action of switching circuits.

PHASE SHIFTING
The signal at the base (input) of a common emitter transistor

stage is 180 degrees out of phase with the amplified signal at the
collector (output). For oscillation to take place, feedback from
collector to base must be in phase, and the output signal must,
therefore, be shifted through 180 degrees.

This can be achieved by inserting a network of resistors and
capacitors in the feedback path, the component values determining
the frequency at which the desired phase shift takes place. In this
way, the R/C network fixes the frequency of oscillation.

If care is taken with the associated circuitry. phase shifting R/C oscil-
lators can generate sinewaves of high purity. The Wien bridge oscilla-
tor is the classic example of circuits of this kind. Here, the R/C network
is configured to give zero phase shift at the frequency of oscillation.

RELAXATION OSCILLATORS
Capacitors take time to become charged when a d.c. voltage is

applied across them via a resistor. The larger the values of resistance
and capacitance in the series circuit, the longer the charging time.

The rising voltage
across the capacitor.
as it is being charged.
can be used to trigger
a change of state in a
transistor switching
stage. If this also
results in the capaci-
tor being discharged,
the cycle will start
again, and we have a
circuit which oscil-
lates at a frequency
determined by the
amount of resistance
and capacitance.

PHASE SHIFTERS
A simple phase shifting oscillator suit-

able for generating spot frequencies is
given in Fig.t. The usual formula relating
frequency to resistance and capacitance
in circuits of this kind is:

(= 65000
RC

when I is in Hertz, R is in ohms, and
Cis in pF.

With this particular arrangement, the
frequency of oscillation is usually about 20
per cent lower than the figure derived by
calculation.

Arrangements of this kind are known as relaxation oscillators.
They produce saw tooth or square waveforms which are rich in har-
monics. Unijunction transistor and multivibrator oscillators operate
in this way.

PHASE SHIFT OSCILLATOR
A simple oscillator in which a network of resistors and capacitors

are used to shift the phase of the feedback is shown in Fig.l. Here,
transistor TR I is configured as a common emitter amplifier with the
output developed across the collector (c) load resistor R2. Bias is
applied via resistor RI.

In theory, a single resistor and capacitor combination can shift
the phase of a signal through 90 degrees. This capability cannot be
utilised in practice. however, because the signal is excessively
attenuated.

Accordingly, three R/C elements, each shifting the phase by 60
degrees, are cascaded to produce the required 180 degrees phase
inversion. Signal attenuation is reduced to acceptable limits, but the
amplifier must still provide a gain of at least 29 times for oscillation
to be maintained.

In Fig.l. the combinations of R3/C1, R4/C2, and the input resis-
tance of TRI (in parallel with RI) combined with capacitor C3,
form the three stage phase shifting network. It should be noted that
the capacitors and resistors in the network have the same value.
Increasing the amount of resistance and/or capacitance will lower
the frequency of oscillation: a reduction will raise it.

Fig. 1. Circuit for a simple spot frequency sinewave oscillator.
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Fig.2. Circuit diagram for an adjustable spot frequency sinewave
output buffer stage.

COMPONENTS
Capacitors used for phase shifting or timing should be poly-

styrene, polyester, or Mylar film types. When Identical capacitors
are required (see Figs.1, 2 and 3) they shoUld be of 10 per cent
tolerance or better.

Note that this only applies to the circuits given here. Some
phase shift oscillators require 1 per cent tolerance components
before they will operate reliably.

The circuit is essentially a spot frequency signal generator which
can operate from below 50Hz
waveform is of tolerable quality, but the impedance of the accepting
circuit must be high or oscillation may be inhibited. An impedance
of 47kilohms, which halves the signal output, should be regarded as
the acceptable lower limit for reliable oscillation.

IMPROVED PHASE SHIFT
OSCILLATOR

With the addition of two pre-set resistors (potentiometers) and an
output buffer stage, TR2, the performance of the circuit is consider-
ably_improved..The .modified version of the circuit becomes an
adjustable spot frequency oscillator and is shown in Fig.2. The
upper frequency limit is around 60kHz, and the amplifier must have
a gain of at least 29 times in order to maintain 'oscillation.

Negative feedback developed across the unbypassed emitter
"resistor", preset VR1, reduces the gain of transistor TR1. Setting
this resistor so that the circuit will only just oscillate results in the
generation of a sinewave of high quality.

Replacing part of one of the resistors (R3) in the phase shifting net-
work with pre-set VR2 enables the frequency of oscillation to be adjust-
ed slightly. (At 10kHz it can be shifted by plus or minus 1.5kHz).

The f.e.t. (field effect transistor) source follower stage TR2 pre-
sents a very high impedance to the oscillator and a suitably low
impedance to the accepting circuit. Gate resistor R5 is connected to
a tapping on the source resistor formed by R6 and R7, rather than
to the negative rail.

By this means, correct gate biasing can be maintained with TR2
source (s) held at about 4V. and this greatly improves the signal
handling capability of the stage. Moreover, the gate resistor R5 is
partially bootstrapped and this increases input impedance to almost
10 megohms.

Decoupling capacitor C5 will not be needed in all cases. Variable
potentiometer VR3, connected to the source of TR2 by d.c.
blocking capacitor C6. enables the output level to be adjusted.

WIDE RANGE A.F. GENERATOR
The frequency selective network at the heart of most audio signal

generators was devised by Wilhelm Wien, a German physicist.
about a century ago.. Originally. .e.secl as a measuring. Ncigs.lthe,
combination of series and parallel Ft/d elements producei-netwok

RAC OSCILLATORS
Combinations of resistors and capacitors

can be used to fix the frequency of an oscil-
lator. They do pig kr :two ways:

(1) -Fly deterinining the phase of signals in
a positive feedback loop. Circuits ofthis kind
can generate high cluality sinewaves.

(2) By timing the switching of the main-
taining devices between on and off states.
Arrangements of this kind are known as
relaxation oscillators. They generate sqyare,
sawtooth or pulse waveforms.

which imparts zero phase shift at one
frequency.

Because there is no phase shifting within the
R/C network at the frequency of oscillation,
maintaining amplifiers for Wien bridge oscilla-
tors must have two stages. (Each stage Imparts a
shift of 180 degrees and this results in the output
being back in phase with the input). Provided the
gain of the amplifier is three times or greater,
oscillation will be maintained. With such a mod-
est gain requirement it is not difficult to apply

oscillator with an heavy negative feedback in order to stabilise sig-
nal amplitude and improve waveform quality.

Wien bridge oscillators vary in complexity,
and a simple, inexpensive, yet very effective version of the classic
circuit is given in Fig.3; a low distortion A.F. Signal Generator.
Here, the Wien network is placed in a positive feedback loop around
a 741 operational amplifier i.c. (The feedback must be in phase, so
the non -inverting input at pin 3 is used.)

A low current filament lamp LP1 shunts a negative feedback path
(between output pin 6, and inverting input pin 2) in order to stabilise
the amplitude of oscillation. Bridge capacitors; Cl to C8, are select-
ed by ganged rotary switch S la and Sib. The specified values more
than cover the entire audio frequency spectrum.

' Ganged potentiometers. VR la and VRIb, form the resistive arms
of the bridge and set the frequency. Range limiter resistors RI and
R2 ensure consistent operation over the full sweep of the
potentiometers.

AMPLITUDE CONTROL
In order to obtain a high quality sinewave, signal amplitude must

be kept below the level at which the maintaining amplifier begins to
overload. (Overload causes clipping or flattening of the waveform
peaks).

Automatic control of signal amplitude in Wien bridge oscillators
- is usually effected by an R51 type thermistor (temperature depen-

dant resistor). These -devices are sensitive but expensive, and here an
ordinary low -current filament lamp is used in its place.

The resistance of a lamp filament rises dramatically when current
flows through it and raises its temperature. If the output at pin 6
increases, more current flows and its resistance rises. Lamp LPI is
connected as the lower arm of a potential divider, VR2/R3 forming
the upper section. An increase in the resistance of the lamp will.
therefore, increase the amount of gain -reducing negative feedback
and hold the signal amplitude constant.

In practice, preset VR2 is adjusted to give the highest possible
output consistent with a perfect sinusoidal waveform. If an oscillo-
scope is not available to display a trace, good results can be ensured
by setting VR2 so that oscillation is only just maintained. A 47 ohm
pre-set should be substituted for VR2 and R3 if a supplier can be
found.

There is some amplitude "bonne" when the frequency is
changed rapidly, and this is a feature of all Wien oscillators which
incorporate a temperature dependant resistor as a control element
(the resistance heats and cools comparatively slowly). Circuits
using Le.es as voltage -variable control resistors, or diodes as ampli-
tude limiters, have been devised, to overcome this "bouncing".
However, unless the design is complex, they usually exhibit higher
distortion.

OUTPUT LEVELS
The simple control circuitry places a rather low resistance across

the amplifier output, and the signal voltage available before the
onset of distortion islimited to around IV r.m.s. A' larger output is

desirable, Sid the buffer stage transistor TR1, Fig.3.
Vides a modest amount of signal amplification.
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RELAXATION OSCILLATORS
Charging a capacitor. via a resistor, is the most common means

of fixing the frequency of relaxation oscillators. The larger the
capacitance and'or resistance in the series circuit, the longer the
charging time and the lower the frequency of oscillation.

A widely used circuit of this kind is the astable multivibrator, and
a version which permits some adjustment of the operating fre-
quency is given in Fig.4.

The frequency determining networks comprise R3/C2 and
R5 C1. For an equal mark/space ratio (off pulses and on pulses of
equal duration), R3 and C2 must be identical to R5 and C1.

A very approximate formula relating frequency to resistance
and capacitance is:

f . 700000
RC

when f is in Hertz, R is in ohms, and Cis in frF.
The frequency of oscillation is very dependant upon supply volt-

age and, to a lesser extent, transistor types, and the formula is
inevitably approximate. The output is a square wave with a
rounded leading edge.

Emitter (e) resistor R5 is unbypassed, and the resulting negative
feedback reduces gain to the required level and improves linearity.
In theory, the gain of this stage is approximately VR3 divided by R5
(i.e., four times), but, in practice, it is rather less than this. Base bias
is provided by resistor R4, CIO is a decoupling capacitor, and C11
blocks the flow of d.c. into the accepting circuit.

PERFOIMANCE
Although simple and inexpensive, the A.F. Signal Generator cir-

cuit performs well when preset VR2 has been correctly adjusted.
Distortion figures as low as 0.1 per cent are claimed for circuits of
this kind, and a check with an oscilloscope will reveal that the
sinewave is of Nett quality.

Output level remains constant over fairly wide shifts in supply
voltage, and across the switched ranges. Oscillation is maintained
up to 70kHz, but performance begins to fall off a little after 30kHz
or so.

Constructors would have to commit themselves to considerably
more expense and effort in order to realise any significant
improvement on this circuit. Note that the oscillator will not func-
tion correctly if a lamp with a higher wattaee rating, or a lower
working voltage than 6V. is fitted.

RELAXATION OSCILLATORS
The most common form of relaxation oscillator is the astable (i.e.

non -stable) variant of H. Abraham and E.
Bloch's multivibrator. Conceived by the two
Frenchmen in 1918, the name "multivibrator"
was eiven to this type of circuit because the
output is rich in harmonics (they can extend

WIEN BRIDGE
A network of resistors and capacitors,

known as a Wien bridge, is used to determine
frequency in most professional audio oscilla-
tors. With this network, phase shift is zero at
one particular frequency. A typical circuit is
given in Fig.3.

The resistors and capacitors in each arm of
the bridge (VR1a1VR1b and C1/C5, C2;C6,
etc.,) are of equal value, and the standard for-
mula relating frequency to resistance and
capacitance is:

f= 160000
RC

when I is in Hertz, R is in ohms, and C is in
fiF. The actual frequency of oscillation is
around 10 per cent lower than the figure indi-
cated by calculation, and the ranges quoted in
Fig.3 are based on actual measurements.

The amplifier need only have a gain of
three times for oscillation to be maintained.
This modest requirement permits the use of
heavy, amplitude controlling negative feed-
back, and the quality of the generated
sinewave can be extremely high.
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Fig.4. Circuit for an astable multivibrator, with frequency
shifting arrangement.

beyond the thousandth). A typical circuit arrangement, with the
addition of frequency adjusting refinements, is given in Fig.4.

Two common emitter transistor stages, TR1 and TR2, act as
switches, and their bases and collectors are cross coupled by
capacitors Cl and C2. Base biasing is supplied by R3 and R5. These
resistor and capacitor combinations. R3/C2 and R5/Cl. act as the
timing networks which determine the frequency of oscillation.

The coupling capacitors alternately charge, via the bias resistors,
and discharge, via the transistors, and the rising and falling voltages
on the capacitors switch the transistors on and off, thereby main-
taining the circuit action. The frequency at which the switching, or
oscillation, takes place is, of course, determined by the time con-
stants of the R/C combinations.

Collector loads are formed by resistors R2 and R7. Capacitor C5
decouples the circuit from the supply line and C4 blocks the flow of
d.c. into the accepting circuit.
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Fig.3. Circuit diagram for a low distortion a.f. signal generator.
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ADJUSTING THE FREQUENCY
The operating frequency of simple astable multivibrators is very

dependant upon supply voltage. Their frequency can also be shifted
by applying a variable bias to the base (b) of the transistors in order
to modify the triggering action.

Potentiometer VR 1, connected across the supply via range limiting
resistor RI, varies the voltage on the hates of the transistors. Resistors
R4 and R6 isolate the signal paths and capacitor C3 decouples the bias
supply. This arrangement permits a fairly wide adjustment of the nom-
inal operating frequency, typically plus or minus 20 per cent.

If a basic multivibrator is all that is required, omit VR1, RI, R4,
R6 and C3.

OPERATING FREQUENCY
The timing (bias) resistors R3 and R5 can range in value from

47k to 470k, and the capacitors, Cl and C2, from 47pF to several
microfarads. This gives an operating range extending from sub-
audio frequencies to 2MHz.

Small signal al. transistors can be used up to 100kHz, but r.f.
devices will ensure reliable oscillation at higher frequencies.
Suitable transistor types are also included in the circuit of Fig.4.

OUTPUT
The output waveform is rectangular with a rounded leading edge.

This rounding can be eliminated by connecting 1N4148 diodes
between the transistor collectors and the coupling capacitors, Cl
and C2 (cathode (k) to collector (c)). Additional one kilohm resis-
tors must be connected between the diode anodes and the positive
supply rail to maintain the circuit action.

If the timing networks, R3/C2 and R5/C1, are identical, the
mark/space ratio of the output waveform will be equal. They do not,
of course, have to be the same, and by tailoring the component val-
ues, pulses of short duration separated by comparatively long time
intervals can be generated.

CMOS SQUARE WAVE CENEFI4 TOR
A CMOS (complimentary metal oxide semi-

conductor) digital i.c. can be used as an excel-
lent square wave generator. A typical circuit is
given in Fig.5, where the inputs to three of the
NOR gates in a 4001B i.c. are wired together
to form inverting amplifiers. A resistor/capaci-
tor timing network is connected in the feed-
back path between gates ICla and ICib. The
third gate, IC lc, is used as a buffer stage.

Capacitors Cl to C6, selected by rotary
switch S1, enable the unit to cover from 10Hz
to above 250kHz. Potentiometer, VR1, acts as
the frequency control by varying the charging
and discharging time of the capacitors. Range
limiting resistor R2 ensures consistent
performance over its full sweep.

OUTPUT
The loading effect of the output control

VR2 reduces the available signal level,
which is equal to the supply voltage when
the oscillator is fed into a high impedance.

Frequency is affected by changes in supply
voltage, but to a much lesser extent than the
multivibrator circuit given in Fig.4. The
mark/space ratio is almost exactly equal, and
the square wave is of excellent quality. Output
is constant over the entire operating range.

Reducing the timing resistor R2 below 10k pushes the operating
frequency up to 2MHz and more on the highest frequency range,
but performance becomes en-atic.

Most inverting CMOS gates should work well in this oscillator,
and the 4011B (quad two -input NAND gate) has the same pinout
connections as the 4001B.

SIMPLE PULSE GENERATOR
In many cases the nature of the waveform is not important: all

that is required is a signal to test or trouble -shoot a piece of equip-
ment, or to generate an audible tone.

A very simple and inexpensive oscillator circuit, suitable for tasks of
this kind, is shown in Fig.6. Here a 555 timer, connected as an astable
multivibrator, generates a pulsed waveform. Various ranges are selected
by switch Si and potentiometer VR1 sets the frequency of oscillation.

555
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Fig.6. Using the renowned 555 timer i.c. to produce a 50Hz to
200kHz pulse generator.

The timing capacitors, Cl to C4, are charged via RI, VR1 and
R2, but they discharge more rapidly through resistor RI. The output
at ICI pin 3 is, therefore, a chain of pulses, and adjustment of VR1
will alter both the frequency and the mark/space ratio of the output.
Increasing the value of VRI to one megohm will maximise the fre-
quency sweep with a single capacitor. A sawtooth waveform is
available, at high impedance, across the timing capacitor.
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Fig.5. Circuit diagram for a wide range. square wave generator using a 40018 quad
2 -input NOR gate i.c

CMOS SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR
CMOS digital i.c.s can be configured as relaxation oscillators in

order to generate square waves of excellent quality. A typical cir-
cuit is given in Fig.5, where R2 and VR1, together with a capaci-
tor, C1 to C6, determine the frequency of oscillation.

The usual formula relating frequency to resistance and capaci-
tance for this circuit is:

1= 450000
RC

when lis in Hertz, R is in ohms, and Cis in //F.
The formula gives tolerably accurate results at low frequencies

but, above 1kHz or so, the frequency of oscillation is lower than
the figure given by calculation. The ranges quoted in Fig.5 are
based on actual measurements.

The circuit delivers a square wave of excellent quality with an
equal mark/space ratio.
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SIMPLE PULSE GENERATOR
The ubiquitous 555 timer i.c., when connected as an astable

multivibrator, forms a very simple pulse generator. A typical circuit
is given in Fig.6.

An approximate formula for the calculation of frequency, with
this particular circuit, is:

= 2800000
(R 2000)C

where f is in Hertz, R is the total value of VR1 and R2 in ohms.
and Cis in fiF.

The formula is reasonably accurate up to 5kHz or so, then the
frequency of oscillation is lower than the figure indicated by calcu-
lation. Again, the ranges quoted in Fig.6 are -based on measure-
ment, not calculation.

When a very simple and inexpensive means of trouble shooting
audio equipment is required, this circuit is hard to beat. The upper
frequency limit extends a little beyond 200kHz.

Fig.7. Simple sawtooth generator. With
the values specified for R1 and Cl the
circuit wil oscillate at 1 kHz approx.

If the simplest possible spot -frequency sig-
nal generator is required. VR I and R2 can be
replaced by a single fixed value resistor. A
capacitor can be permanently wired between
ICI pin 2 and the negative supply rail, and
VR2 can be deleted. A 100k resistor and a
1000 capacitor in the timing network should
make the circuit oscillate at around I kl-12.

Provided the supply voltage is held between 8V and I2V, varia-
tions have a minimal effect on the frequency of oscillation. Wider
excursions cause significant shifts.

SIMPLE SAWTOOTH GENERATOR
A device known as a unijunction transistor can form the basis of

a simple sawtooth generator. Used almost exclusively in relaxation
oscillator circuits, it comprises a tiny strip of n -type silicon materi-
al with non -rectifying junctions (base I and hnsi' 2) located at either
end. A rectifying junction (emitter) is formed in a region of p -type
material along its length.

SAWTOOTH GENERATORS
A unijunction transistor can form the basis of a very simple

relaxation oscillator, and a typical circuit is given in Fig.7.
The following formula, which relates frequency to resistance

and capacitance in the timing circuit (R1 and C1), produces toler-
ably accurate results:

1= 800000
RC

when f is in Hertz, R is in ohms, and C is in //F. A sawtooth
waveform with a peak -to -peak value equal to half the supply volts
is developed across the timing capacitor.

The output of this simple, single transistor oscillator is non-lin-
ear and at a high impedance, and an improved version is given in
Fig.8. This more complicated circuit generates an extremely linear
sawtooth wave and has a low impedance output.

Because of the way the timing capacitor is charged, it is not
possible to quote a simple formula for the calculation of frequen-
cy. The measured ranges quoted in Fig.8 should, however, form a
useful guide to component values for spot -frequency versions of
the circuit.
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The device acts as a voltage triggered switch. A typical sawtooth
generator circuit is given in Fig.7, where resistor RI and capacitor
Cl determine the frequency of oscillation and R2 and R3 stabilise
the transistor against temperature variations.

Emitter (e) impedance is high 'when the device is off (not con-
ducting) and low when it is on. When the supply is first connected,
capacitor Cl is discharged, the emitter is at zero potential and pre-
sents a high impedance to the capacitor. enabling it to be charged
via resistor RI.

When a critical voltage (]Mown as the "peak" point) has been
developed across the capacitor, the unijunetion triggers to the on
state and the capacitor discharges through the now low impedance
emitter circuit. The voltage falls to zero, the process is repeated, and
oscillation is maintained.

A positive going pulse is available at base 1, a neeative going pulse
at base 2, and a sawtooth (strictly speaking a "shark's fin") wavefonn-
at the emitter. The impedance of any accepting circuit presented to the
emitter must be high or the unijunction action will be impaired.

Fig.8. Circuit for a linear sawtooth generator.

The value of resistor RI can range from 10 kilohm to one
megohm (1M), and capacitor CI from Iny or more down to 100pF.
Connecting a one megohm potentiometer in the RI position will
provide a wide frequency coverage with a single capacitor. The
peak -to -peak signal output at the emitter is approximately equal to
half the supply voltage.

LINEAR SAWTOOTH GENERATOR
Whilst the sheer simplicity of the circuit arrangement shown in

Fig.7 makes it attractive for some applications, the high output
impedance and non-linear waveform limit its usefulness.

In the circuit diagram shown in Fig.8, the timing capacitor (Cl to
CS) is charged via a constant current generator stage. transistor
TR1. A f.e.t. source follower buffer stage. TR3, presents a high
impedance to he unijunction's emitter and a suitably low imped-
ance to the accepting circuit. By these means. the limitations of the
basic circuit are overcome.

When a capacitor is charged via a iesistor, the initial voltage rise
is rapid. gradually tailing off as it approaches a fully charged state.
Because of this, the waveform developed across the capacitor is not
linear.

In Fig.8. current flow through transistor TR I to capacitors Cl to C5
(via switch Si) is controlled solely by the setting of VR1, and the
charging rate of the timing capacitor is, therefore, constant. This
results in a linear voltage rise and a more perfect sawtooth waveform.

The buffer stage. TR3. is identical to the one adopted for the sine
wave generator shown in Fig.2, and its operation has already been
described. Frequency of oscillation is particularly dependant upon
supply voltage, and a well regulated power supply is essential for
the correct operation of this circuit. Stray capacitance acts as the
timing capacitor on the highest frequency range.
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Circuit Selection Special

NGENUITY
UNLIMITED
Our regular round -up of readers' own circuits. We pay
between £10 and £50 for all material published, depending
on length and technical merit. We're looking for novel
applications and circuit tips, not simply mechanical or
electrical ideas. Ideas must be the reader's own work and
not have been submitted for publication elsewhere.
The circuits shown have NOT been proven by us. Ingenuity
Unlimited is open to ALL abilities, but items for
consideration in this column should preferably be typed or
word -processed, with a brief circuit description (between
100 and 500 words maximum) and full circuit diagram
showing all relevant component values. Please draw all
circuit schematics as clearly as possible.
Send your circuit ideas to: Alan Winstanley, Ingenuity
Unlimited, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Allen House, East
Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BS21 1PF. (We do not accept
IU submission via E-mail.)
They could earn you some real cash and a prize!

Serial Port Splitter - Etm® ereadaue
lArnisti you run out of spare serial ports on
VII your PC, the circuit shown in Fig. 1 may
be used to effectively add another port. The
idea is to share the PC serial port between
two external RS232 devices (device X and
device Y in Fig. 1) and the PC communicates
with them one at a time.

In the circuit diagram shown in Fig.l.
ICI and IC2 arc the familiar MAX232 volt-
age level translators which convert the
RS232 signal levels from the serial port of
the PC (and also from devices X and Y) to
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WIN A PICO PC BASED
OSCILLOSCOPE

 50MSPS Dual Channel Storage Oscilloscope
 25MHz Spectrum Analyser
 Multirneter  Frequency Meter
 Signal Generator
If you have a novel circuit idea which would be
of use to other readers then a Picd Technology
PC based oscilloscope could be yours.
Every six months, Pico Technology will be
awarding an ADC200-50 digital storage
oscilloscope for the best IU submission. In
additiop, two single channel ADC -40s will be

presented to the runners-up.

TTL/CMOS levels for manipulating by
IC3. a data selector/multiplexer. Signals on
the two sets of inputs (AO to A3 and BO to
B3) are selected and routed to the output
(YO to Y3) by the Select input (pin 1 of
IC3).

When Select is at logic 0. signals on 1C3
port A are routed to the output port (Y0 -
Y3). In this case, the Tx of the PC serial
port is connected to Rxl: Rx to Tx1 and
Rx2 is held logic I (idle condition). The PC
therefore communicates with device X, and

device Y is effectively disconnected from
the PC.

When Select is at logic 1, signals on port
B are routed to the output port instead. In
this case, Tx is connected to Rx2, Rx to
Tx2 and Rxl is held at logic 1 so the PC
communicates with device Y.

Switching between device X and device
Y is controlled by the RTS signal from the
PC serial port. RTS can be toggled by a
piece of simple software which configures
the control registers of the UART chip in
the PC.

W. Ip, Belrast.
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Fig.2. Circuit diagram for an Elderly Person Monitor.

ww N ELDERLY relative who resides with us
/occasionally falls accidentally, and has
laid there for some time in a distressed state
without being able to summon help.
Consequently, a simple independent alarm
was designed and the resulting circuit is
shown in Fig.2.

Unless a "reset" operation is applied
before a certain time period has elapsed the
alarm will automatically sound. The principle
of operation can be adapted as required and
may inspire other ideas.

While the person is in bed a pressure pad
(S1) under the mattress is held in the closed
circuit condition. This maintains the 4040 12-
Stage Ripple Counter IC2 in its reset state via
transistor TRI and so the piezo sounder WD1
is disabled.

Clock pulses of approximately 1Hz fre-
quency are fed continually from the 555 timer
ICI (pin 3) to the counter input of IC2 at pin
10 (CLK), but have no effect until the person
gets out of bed (in our case, to use a com-
mode but it could be adapted to be reset by,
say, a bathroom door) at which point the
counter is enabled and begins counting.

If the time taken to get from the bed to the

commode or bathroom (where a scat or door -
activated microswitch, S2, automatically
resets the counter again) is long enough for
counter output Q6 (or Q7 perhaps) to go high.
the alarm WD1 sounds in a neighbouring
room so that one can investigate and check
that the person is all right.

A delay of between one and two minutes
was selected to allow the elderly person suffi-
cient time and also because in practice the
microswitch S2 wasn't always operated. In
our case the switch opens when the person
leaves the commode, and so IC2 begins
counting.

If the time taken for the person returning to
bed (which resets the counter) is again long
enough for the alarm to sound, then that per-
son is standing up, or returning to bed or has
fallen. Since an elderly person is unlikely to
remain standing for more than (say) two min-
utes and is also unlikely to take more than
two minutes to return to bed, it is probable
that the person has fallen.

The prototype operated from a safe 6V
battery, which could be rechargeable.

C. Embleton,
Northallerton, N. Yorks.

Rechargeable PP9 Battery - EZniceffil ftww

F YOU discard
'exhausted PP9 layer -
type batteries this can
become an expensive
process as these batter-
ies cost about three
pounds each. It was
decided to provide an
alternative using
Nickel Cadmium cells
together with an
extremely simple
charging circuit which is built within the
housing of an exhausted PP9 battery. The cir-
cuit diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

The power for the charging circuit is pro-
vided by an external 12V to 15V d.c. power
supply capable of providing 50mA or so.
This is hooked up via a d.c. power socket
SKI which is also fitted into the battery
housing.

In this circuit ICI is configured as a con-
stant -current (not voltage) regulator, and the
current flowing is limited by the series resis-
tor RI. The current I is 1-25/R1, hence for a
50mA current RI is about 24 ohms (220
ohms in parallel with 27 ohms will do).

0 o
IC i

`RI 507.A

Rt-=-2413

St e6i tv2
Ned

9V PP9
(EltPTY

CM MIRY)
r

Fig.3. Rechargeable PP9 circuit. Note all components are
housed inside the discarded PP9 casing.

Six I -2V NiCad cells are placed in series
and wired across the PP9 battery terminals
and they will be charged by the constant cur-
rent of ICI. The on -load voltage of a fully
charged set of six cells was measured at just
under 10V with an average current of 25mA
being drawn.

A steel -cased PP9 should be prised apart
and its contents carefully disposed of as
chemical waste, then the circuit built inside
and the case folded back together again. My
present rechargeable PP9 has undergone
about 40 charging cycles during its existence
and anticipate many more - what a saving!

D. Allen. Cheltenham.

Class -D 30W Audio
Amplifier - W,:-7.?Cm? fAscr

AUm amplifiers arePtypically class -AB in
operation, and whilst these produce good

quality amplification they are also quite inef-
ficient at 50 to 60 per cent or so. A class -D
amplifier is much more efficient, with effi-
ciencies of between 90 per cent to almost 100
per cent being possible as it is essentially a
switching circuit.

A suggested circuit diagram for a 30W
Class -D Audio Amplifier is shown in Fig.4.
The incoming audio signal is amplified by the
inverting operational amplifier ICI, with
adjustable volume controlled by potentiope-
ter VR1. A PWM (pulse width modulation)
signal is produced by comparing the audio
signal with a 100kHz triangle wave.

This is achieved using the comparator
106. Resistor R13 is used to provide posi-
tive feedback and C6 is a speed-up capaci-
tor which improves comparator response
time. The comparator output swings
between ±7-5V. The pull-up resistor R 12
provides +7-5V whilst -7.5V is provided
by the open emitter input of the comparator
(pin 1 of IC6).

When this signal swings positive transistor
TRI acts as a current sink, which increases
the voltage drop across resistor R16; this volt-
age drop is enough to turn MOSFET TR3 on.
When the signal swings negative, TR2 acts as
a current source causing the voltage drop
across R17 to increase sufficiently to turn
TR4 on. Essentially. MOSFETs TR3 and
TR4 are activated alternately. producing a
PWM signal which swings between plus and
minus ISV.

It is now necessary to restore this amplified
PWM signal back into a reproduction of the
incoming audio signal. This is achieved by
averaging out the PWM signal using a 3rd
order Butterworh low-pass filter with its cut-
off frequency (25kHz) much lower than the
triangle wave frequency. ensuring large atten-
uation at 100kHz. The resulting output is an
amplified reproduction of the input audio
signal.

The triangle wave generator is based
around 1C2 and IC5, whereby 1C2 is effec-
tively a square wave generator with positive
feedback provided by R7 and RI 1. Diodes
DI to D5 acts as a bi-directional clamp (D3
being a Zener diode). clamping the voltage to
about ±6V.

An ideal integrator is formed by preset
VR2. capacitor C5 and IC5 which converts a
square wave into a triangle wave. Preset con-
trol VR2 allows the frequency to be altered.

The output of IC5 (pin 6) provides feed-
back to IC2. and resistor R14 and preset
VR3 form an adjustable attenuator allowing
the magnitude of the triangle wave to be
adjusted. After construction, VR2 and VR3
should be adjusted in order to provide the
best quality output. A pair of ordinary 741
op.amps (IC4 and IC3) are used as unity
gain buffers to provide the plus and minus
7.5V supplies.

Capacitors C3. C4. CI and Cl2 act as
charge reservoirs, and the remaining capaci-
tors are for decoupling. The circuit requires a
plus and minus I5V supply rail, and it will
drive a 30W 8 ohm loudspeaker from the LC
network at capacitor C13 and inductor U.
Note that small heatsinks maybe required for
MOSFET transistors TR3 and TR4.

Lee Matthews,
Kirkby-In-Ashfield, Notts.
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Fig.4. Complete circuit diagram for the Class -D 30W Audio Amplifier.
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Tumble Dryer Alarm a llt T'aiett CE-e TomCircuit Special

National Lottery Predictor
Hit Caimilkal Uo

form of random counter is illus-
ted in Fig.5 which may help with the

mentally -exhausting process of selecting six
entirely random numbers for the weekly
National Lottery. The circuit consists of two
CMOS 4017 decade counters each driven by
a 555 -based clock.

Counter 1C2 will display tens (04) whilst
1C4 will display units. Therefore, a number
between 0 and 49 will be displayed on a
series of light -emitting diodes upon the oper-
ation of pushswitch S2 which enables both
counters. Separate switches for tens and units
could be used instead.

Note that sometimes, numbers may repeat
and zero may also be displayed.

Edward Bibby,
1Voolston, Warrington.

Fig.6. Circuit diagram for a simple Tumble Dryer Alarm.

irNEED for the simple Tumble Dryer
larm circuit of Fig.6 arose because our

new tumble drier did not have a buzzer to
indicate that it had finished. My wife needed
a solution but vetoed absolutely any idea of
digging into the back of the machine and
"fiddling with the mains"!

As the machine works by sensing how dry
the clothes are, the only way of knowing that
it is nearing the end of its cycle is when one
of the neon indicators on the machine extin-
guishes. This indicates the start of a short
"crease care" cycle after which the machine
stops. Some kind of optically -isolated switch
followed by a delay seemed to be the answer.

In the circuit diagram of Fig.6, when the
machine neon indicator goes out, the
ORP12 light -dependent resistor, RI,
ensures that the voltage on pin 12 (Reset) of

ICI, a 4060 oscillator/counter, goes low
which starts the counter. Output 14 at pin 3,
which goes high at the end of the delay peri-
od, is fed along with the output of pin 7 into
one of the AND gates of the 4081. This pro-
vides a pulsed input to transistor TR I which
activates the sounder WDI. Pin 5 of ICI
flashes the I.e.d. D1 when the crease care
cycle has started.

With the values shown, the delay is about
six minutes which can be varied by adjusting
the values of capacitor and/or resistor R4. A
suitably powerful sounder would be the
Maplin, order code FK84F, or the Squires,
code 80-015 (takes more current - 35mA),
which can be heard in all parts of the house to
warn that the cycle has nearly finished. My
wife has certainly found it useful!

Glyn Show, Staines, Afiddx.
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Narrow Band Vision - TqApliz (©\ Dfioe-owl2gy
ariESYSTEM shown in Fig.7 illustrates a

slimple but fascinating electromechanical
technique for transmitting a small video
image over amateur radio bands. It consists of
a simple modulator based on a Nipkow disc,
a mechanical scanning device used in early
television systems. The Nipkow disc has a
single -revolution spiral of small holes (25 in
this case) which if rotated can be used to pro-
vide raster scanning of an object.

With the circuit shown, a basic_ 25 -line
monochrome video image may be sent using
amateur radio equipment over a good quality
clear voice channel. This resolution is high
enough for facial recognition of a person in
close-up. It should not be compared to a
slow -scan system which can only send still
images. Readers may also wish to experiment
with other transmission media (e.g. wire -
based audio, intercoms etc.).

The transmitter section, which also shows
the relative placement of the mechanical
parts, is shown in Fig.7a. A Nipkow disc may
be made from stiff card, using a plate to draw
a circle 180mm diameter or so.

Fig.7a. Circuit/mechanical arrangement of the Nipkow 25 -line Transmitter section.
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The object to be pictured must be brightly
lit, and it is captured through a lens and con-
verted into a narrow -band vision waveform
by TR1, a phototransistor placed in a plastic
box behind the scanning disc. The phototran-
sistor (e.g. a PN202. but other types may
work equally well) requires a 9V supply. A
good -quality d.c. motor (say, 12V d.c.) is
powered from a single D -cell and poten-
tiometer 'VR I (rated at 2W) controls its
speed. The signal is decoupled by capacitor
Cl and applied to the microphone input
socket SKI of the radio transmitter.

Receiver
In ng.7b, the loudspeaker/ headphone out-

put is fed to a single transistor stage consist-
ing of TR2 and surrounding components. The
l.e.d. DI is a high -brightness green device
placed in a flashlight reflector, and a piece of
greaseproof or tracing paper is placed over it
to obtain a more uniform spread of light.

With this placed underneath the "receiver"
disc, a reasonably uniform raster is obtained.
Note that the picture requires the room to be
in near darkness if it is to be discernible by
looking through the spinning disc.

The Receiver disc is rotated slightly faster
than the Transmitter disc and the image will
then be visible, although it may be "rolling" or
swirling. By applying very light pressure to the
receiver disc, it can be synchronised to the point
where you can get a reasonably stable image.

A flywheel, formed from an old loud-
speaker magnet, was placed on top of the pro-
totype receiver disc to add some momentum

Fig. 7b. Circuit/mechanical set-up for Receiver section.

Fig.7c. Improved Receiver add-on with Scan/Sync control (VR3).

and help with synchronisation. None of the
parts are critical and substitutes may be
made.

An experimental but worthwhile modifica-
tion to the receiver is shown in Fig.7c, which
offers a form of sync. control. This provides
some pulse advancement on the receiver
disc's rotation which is now controlled by a
transistor Darlington pair (1R3, TR4).

It is important that a good quality smooth
d.c. motor is used, and the two motors should
have reasonably matched characteristics.
Although the circuit is not perfect, it is well
worth the extra effort.

Michael Robertson, Chasetown, staff's.
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Circuit Special
Time-lapse Unit for Camcorder

-Squash/Badminton
Scorer - Final Cffira

Ticircuit diagram in Fig.8 will keep the
stre in both badminton and squash

games and should end all those arguments
about what the score is or whose turn it is to
serve!

The two pushbutton switches S I and S2 are
for Player A and Player B. The umpire simply
presses the button corresponding to the player
who won the rally. The circuit then calculates
the new score and who should be serving
next.

When a typical switch button is pressed or
released, its contacts do not make a clean
connection, instead they might open and
close (switch bounce) several times before
stabilising. A typical period of time before a
switch becomes steady (bounce time) is 5ms,
which in this case might add 2 or 3 points to
a player's score!

One solution to get around this problem is
to check the state of the switches say every
50ms. Hence the 555 timer ICI is an astable
multivibrator which produces a square wave
of approximately 20Hz. This clocks the D-
type flip-flops IC2a and IC2b.

The output from IC2a is the debounced out-
put from button A. and the output from IC2b is
that from button B. These debounced signals
feed a JK flip-flop IC3 as well as the clock
inputs to two decade counters (IC4 and 106).

The counters keep track of the points that
each player has scored, and their outputs will
drive 7 -segment common cathode displays
directly. The other two counters IC5 and IC7
are for the tens of points for each player.

In both squash and badminton a player may
only gain a point if he/she was serving. If
they were not serving but win a rally, they
then serve for the next point. In this circuit
when a player's button is pressed the corre-
sponding counter for that player receives a
clock pulse: the counter will only increment
if the clock inhibit input is low (i.e. the play-
er was serving).

The JK flip-flops will latch to "remember"
who was serving. In this circuit one can imag-
ine a JK flip-flop as a simple Set -Reset
bistable which is updated when a positive
clock pulse appears on the clock input.

The first flip-flop (IC3a) is updated with
every clock pulse from the 555 timer and it
remembers who won the last rally. The sec-
ond flip-flop (IC3b) is updated once all the
buttons have been released. It copies what is
stored in the preceding flip-flop, and its out-
put feeds the clock inhibit inputs (pin 2) of
the counters.

For example, if player B is serving, the
clock inhibit input (pin 2) for counter B (IC6)
will be low and for counter A (IC5) high. If
player A wins the rally a clock pulse goes to
counter A, but, because its clock inhibit is
high the counter does not increment. The first
flip-flop now "remembers" that player A
should be serving next.

Once button A is released the second flip-
flop is updated. The circuit is then ready - if
player A wins the next point his/her score will
increase. If player B wins the next shot how-
ever, the scores will not change but the serve
will go back to player B.

The scores for both players are displayed on
dual 7 -segment displays. Note that the person
who is serving is indicated by the decimal point
of their display being illuminated. Pressing both
buttons at the same time resets the unit.

David Liddament,
Caversham, Reading.

MANY camcordercamcorder owners would like to
produce more creative videos, such as

time lapse films which condense slow-
moving sequences into a short period.
Unfortunately. time-lapse facilities are only
found on more expensive video cameras.

All camcorders, however, have a REM
(remote) socket, for use with a manual
stop/start lead. The REM socket on cam-
corders however is not the same as the REM
socket on a cassette recorder, which is basi-
cally a simple n.o./n.c. (normal open/normal
closed) switch.

Manual control of a camcorder via the
REM socket requires "pulse operation", i.e. a
short pulse to start and a second short pulse
to stop. This overrides the "pause control",
and places the camera in its pause mode dur-
ing a break in filming.

The circuit diagram shown in Fig.9 uses a

556 timer. (twin 555 timers in a 14 -pin pack-
age), whereby each timer is configured as a
one-shot monostable. The output from each
timer is used to triggrar the input of the other
timer via an RC network.

This arrangement is commonly known as a
cascade timer. The result is a dual timer with
varying on/off times and a brief negative-

going pulse at either one of the trigger inputs
(pins 6 and 8) every time each monostable
times out.

During each cycle, pin 6 and pin 8 are held
at logic 1 by pull-up resistors R2 and R3. A
pair of back-to-back 1.e.d.s. DI and D2 indi-
cate whether the circuit is paused or filming.
When the output from one timer is high, the
other will be low.

The trigger inputs A and B are connected to
pin 1 and pin 2 of a, dual NAND peripheral
driver 4010711C3). The output is then taken
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Fig.8. Circuit diagram for the Squash/Badminton Scorer.
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Fig.9. Circuit diagram for the Time-lapse Unit for Camcorder:

from pin 3 and connected to pins 6 and 7 of
the second driver. This produces a strong neg-
ative pulse whenever either of the monosta-
bles changes state.

The resulting pulse can be used to power
the l.e.d. emitter in a preferred opto-isolator
(not shown) or a solid-state relay. The use of
an opto-isolator ensures that no voltage or
current from the timer unit can interfere with
the camcorder circuitry.

The whole circuit can be powered from a
9V battery. A 6V regulator ICI ensures that
set times do not drift due to decreasing bat-
tery voltage.

Timing components VR1 with C3. and
VR2 with C6 should give a maximum time of
270 seconds. There is no point in increasing
this time period. as camcorders automatically
shut down if left in pause mode for more than
5 minutes. The on -time can be very short. i.e..
enough to capture two or three frames.

Philip Male.
Drake's Broughton. Pershore.

Audio Limiter -ZualP41c Ifbootfte
N AUDIO limiter circuit was required

Pt which would accept a wide input voltage
range without introducing too much distor-
tion when limiting. The circuit of Fig. 10
achieves this as well as allowing a variable
limit level and output level. The circuit could
be used in many areas, particularly in limiting
the signal applied to an audio power amplifi-
er, protecting those valuable tweeters!

The design uses the MC3340P electronic
attenuator chip (IC1). Resistors RI and R2
attenuate the input signal to a level suitable
for the MC3340. The maximum level applied
to the device should be 500mV r.m.s.

The input signal is also applied to 1C2a via
capacitor C2. which together with diode DI
acts as a precision rectifier. The voltage
across capacitor C4 sits at the wiper level of
Limit control VRI until the audio level
exceeds this value.

At this point diode D I begins to conduct so

the voltage across C4 rises. The voltage on
the output of IC2b (pin 7) then falls. This
voltage is inverted and attenuated by IC2c
and its associated resistors. Audio Level con-
trol VR2 adds an offset to the output of IC2c
which configures the attenuator in its linear
region. The output of IC2c is then applied to
the attenuation control pin of the MC3340.
The op.amp IC2d forms a simple comparator
which drives an l.e.d. D2 during limiting.

To set up the Audio Limiter, adjust VR2 so
that the output of IC2c is at least 4V to set the
attenuator in its linear region. A higher level
can be applied to vary the relative output
level. Next, apply the maximum level of
audio and adjust VRI until the l.e.d. illumi-
nates. Back off VR1 until the l.e.d. just extin-
guishes. Any increase in the audio level will
now be limited to the level selected.

Duncan Boyd,
Blackburn, Scotland.
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Fig.10. Circuit diagram for an Audio Limiter.
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Circuit Special

INGENUITY
UNLIMITED
BE INTERACTIVE
Ili is your forum where

you can offer other
readers the benefit of
your Ingenuity. Share
those ideas, earn some

cash and possibly a
prize!

Pulse Modulated Inverter
liotoo ©-amtgarLiliao

A SNGLE-PULSE Modulated Inverter circuit
ildiagram is shown in Fig.11a which can be
used to operate a series -wound motor up to
1hp in variable speed mode, from a 12V lead -
acid car battery. The series motor may be an
electric drill or the drive motor of a small
electric vehicle or buggy for example. The
circuit waveforms of various outputs are
shown in Fig.11b.

In Fig.1 la ICI (a 4047B) is working as a
1001-12 astable which triggers an adjustable
monostable (IC2). The period of the mono -
stable can be varied using VR I (the timing
capacitor C2 should be I riF minimum -
ARIV).

The NAND gates of IC3 (4011B) are used
to separate positive cycle signals for the
power MOS transistor TR I and the negative
cycle signal for TR2. The two Zener diodes

Dl and D2 provide protection for the transis-
tors whilst diode D3 and capacitor C3 help
provide isolation between the driver and the
output stage.

Transformer T I steps up the input voltage
to a maximum 200V a.c. The potentiometer
VR 1 can be used' for varying the output volt-
age in the range of 50V to 220V a.c., suitable
for many applications.

Both power MOSFETs must be mounted
on heatsinks and the main On/Off switch SI
should also be capable of carrying the full
load current. The winding details of the trans-
former are also given. (I was unable to trace
the power MOSFETs used by the writer and
a substitute may be needed, e.g. the IkFPG50
or similar, offered as a suggestion only..ARIV)

Iqbal,
Rawalpindi, Pakistan
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PICO PRIZE WINNERS
It's time to decide the winners of superb PICO Technology PC -based
oscilloscopes. once again generously donated by PICO
(www.picotech.com) for three lucky entrants whom in our judgment sub-
mitted the best ideas published in the past six months. As always, every
entry was judged on a number of criteria including the extent of "lateral
thinking" or novelty, technical merit, resourcefulness, appropriateness,
and overall completeness. Presentation was used as a tie -breaker.

The fmal-cfioice was difficult and, after careful consideration, EPE
Editor Mike Kenward and Ingenuity Unlimited host Alan Winstanley
jointly selected the following winners from the June -November issues:

WINNER - receives an impressive PICO ADC200-50 Digital Storage
Oscilloscope, worth over f450!
Lee Archer - TV Test Pattern Generator (September 1999) - illustrating
the adaptation of a teletext timing chip, this circuit was considered to be
thoroughly developed and complete.

RUNNERS-UP - both are lucky recipients of PICO ADC -40 Single
Channel PC -based Oscilloscopes.
Rev. Thos Scarborough - Loop Aerial MW Radio (August 1999). This
was a novel radio receiver design using some traditional techniques, and
we are also happy to acknowledge the contributions made by our most
ingenious Reverend.
Z. Kaparnik - One Volt L.E.D. (November 1999). A number of intrigu-
ing and professionally presented micropower circuits optimised to oper-
ate an I.e.d. from a single cell.
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Constructional Project

LOFT
GUARD
TERRY de VAUX-BALBIRNIE
Has the light been /eft switched on?

APING a permanently -wired mains
light in the roof space is handy,
especially if you keep a lot of useful

material up there. Unfortunately, it is all too
easy to leave it switched on as any user will
testify.

Once the hatch is closed, there is no
external sign that the light is on. It could
then remain like that until the next visit -
possibly several weeks or even months
later. In the meantime, a significant amount
of electricity would have been wasted.

SELF-CONTAINED
The Loft Guard is built as a small, bat-

tery -powered unit which is left in some
suitable position inside the loft. It protects
against leaving the light switched on by
sounding a loud warning after 8 minutes or
other preset time. This can be heard
through the ceiling even with the loft hatch
closed and alerts the next person passing by
underneath it.

In the prototype model, the specified
operating time was found to be sufficient. If
you happen to be working fora long time in
the loft, a Reset pushbutton switch on top
of the unit may be operated every so often
to reset the circuit and hold the sounder off
for a further set time interval. This switch
may also be used after it has begun to
sound to stop it.

If you habitually spend long periods up
there, it would be possible to increase the
operating time and details for doing this are
given later. Similarly, you could shorten it
if required.

CHECKOUT
Before beginning construction work.

check that the loft space is reasonably
dark when the light is switched off. Make
sure you will be able to site the unit
where light from the lamp will reach it
and, at the same time, above some place
where the sound will readily attract atten-
tion - for example. near the top of the
stairs.

Of course, the unit could be used in other
similar situations. For example, to guard
against a cupboard light being left switched
on inadvertently. You could even site the
buzzer remotely if required.

The standby current requirement of the
prototype unit is less than 100pA. Using
the specified 9V battery pack, consisting of
six AA alkaline cells, a life of at least one
year may be expected.

However, this will depend on how many
times and for how long the buzzer sounds.
While actually operating, the current rises
to some 10mA. You could use a PP3 battery
but the life would be correspondingly
shorter.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The LoftGuard circuit works by sensing

the change in illumination as the loft light
is operated. Switching it on triggers a timer
which holds the sounder off for the preset
delay period. If the light is switched off
during that time, the circuit will automati-
cally reset ready for the next time.

The complete circuit diagram for the
Loft Guard is shown in Fig.l. It will be
seen that operation depends on the action
of two integrated circuits. The first of these,
ICI. is an operational amplifier (op.amp)
responsible for the light -sensing aspect
while the other. IC2, carries out the timing.

Looking at ICI first. the inverting input
(pin 2) is maintained at one-half of supply
voltage (nominally 4.5V) due to the poten-
tial divider action of equal -value resistors
RI and R2. The non -inverting input (pin 3)
has a voltage applied to it dependent on the
values of the resistors in another potential
divider.

In this case, its top arm consists of preset
potentiometer. VRI. connected in series
with fixed resistor R3 and the lower one,
light -dependent resistor (1.d.r.) R4.

As the illumination of the I.d.r. sensitive
"window" is reduced, the resistance of the
device increases. In total darkness the spec-
ified I.d.r. will have a resistance in excess
of 5MQ. Even when there is a small
amount of light, it will exceed I MCI

In tests on the prototype in the author's
loft, the "light" resistance was found to be

Fig.l. Complete circuit diagram for the Loft Guard.
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some 100ka Of course, in any particular
situation this value will depend on the rela-
tive positions of the unit and loft light, plus
also the power rating of the bulb and other
factors. The point is that there is a wide dif-
ference between the l.d.r. "dark" and
"light" resistance.

MORE OR LESS
Suppose preset VR1 is set to a value of

300k.Q. This is added to resistor R3 to give
the resistance of the top arm of the poten-
tial divider - that is, 770 kilohms.

Under standby ("dark") conditions the
resistance of the I.d.r. will exceed this
value. This will result in a voltage greater
than 4.5V appearing across it and hence at
ICI pin 3. When the loft light is on, the
resistance of the I.d.r. will be less than 770
kilohms and the voltage at pin 3 will fall
below 4-5V.

When the voltage at the op.amp non -
inverting input (ICI pin 3) exceeds that at
the inverting one (that is, under "dark" con-
ditions), the op.amp output, pin 6, will be
high. When it is less ("light" conditions), it
will be low. At the end of construction, pre-
set VR1 will be adjusted so that this hap-
pens under the actual conditions prevailing
in the loft.

Note that both op.amp inverting and non -
inverting voltages are derived from poten-
tial dividers connected across the power
supply. As the battery ages and the avail-
able voltage falls, the relative state of the
inputs will remain unchanged. The circuit
will therefore still work correctly. Of
course, the battery pack will eventually
develop insufficient terminal voltage to
operate the buzzer satisfactorily and it will
then need to be replaced.

Now look at IC2. This is an i.c. timer
configured as a monostable. It may be acti-
vated by a low pulse applied to the trigger
input (pin 2) - while high there is no effect.

Once triggered, the output (pin 3) goes
high and remains like that until the circuit
times out. The operating period depends on
the value of capacitor(s) C3 and resistor,
R7. The higher the value of' either or both
of these components, the greater the timing
will be in proportion.

HIGH VALUES
Resistor R7 has a very high resistance

(100 meg.) and the specified component
may not be available to all readers. It could
be made up from lower values connected in
series and more will be said about this later.

Capacitor C3 will probably consist of
two separate components connected in par-
allel (as shown in the Fig.1.) to provide the
required capacitance. The suggested value
(2.20F) will give a combined effect of
4-4p F.

Of course, you could use a single 4.7pF,
two 4.7pF or even one or two 10p F capac-
itors providing they were small enough to
fit the circuit board layout. Such an
arrangement would give a correspondingly
longer time period.

Using the values shown in the circuit
diagram, the timing will be about 8 min-
utes. It could be reduced by using a single
capacitor having a lower value if required.

When the I.d.r. is dark - that is, under
standby conditions, the op.amp output at
pin 6 will be high and there will be no
effect on 1C2. However, when the output
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goes low (i.e. when the light is switched
on), a low pulse is transferred, via capacitor
Cl, to IC2 trigger input (pin 2). The mono -
stable then begins a timing cycle.

The purpose of capacitor Cl is to allow
only a short pulse to pass. This is because if
IC2 pin 2 was maintained in a low state
continuously, the monostable would never
time out since it would remain triggered.
While on standby, resistor R5 maintains the
trigger input in a high condition and this
prevents possible false operation.

KEEP IT UP
The reset pin of 1C2 (pin 4) needs to be

kept high to enable operation of the mono -
stable and this is the purpose of resistor R6.
However, to allow the circuit to settle down
when switched on and to prevent possible
false triggering, it is held low for a short
time using capacitor C2.

During this time the monostable is dis-
abled and nothing can happen. The capaci-
tor soon charges through resistor R6 and
allows pin 4 to go high.

Pushbutton (Reset) switch SI may be
operated momentarily at any time to begin
a new timing cycle and so hold the warning
buzzer off. This works by taking the trigger
input low for an instant.

While IC2 output is high (that is, during
the course of timing). the base (b) of
Darlington transistor TR I will also be
made high (close to positive supply volt-
age) via resistor R9 and diode D2. Under
standby conditions, the l.d.r. R4 will be in
near -darkness and ICI pin 6 will be high.
This also provides a high state at TR I base
through resistor R8 and diode DI.

Since TR 1 is a pnp transistor rather than
the more usual npn type, such a high state
will maintain the base at near emitter volt-
age and so hold it off. No current will flow
in the collector circuit and buzzer, WD1,
will remain silent.

Suppose some light reaches the I.d.r. R4,
IC2 will be triggered and a timing cycle
will begin. Op.amp ICI pin 6 will go low
but this will have no effect on transistor
TR1 because this state is blocked by diode
DI which is now reverse -biased. However.
TR1 base will be kept high by the high con-
dition of IC2 pin 3 and the buzzer will
remain off.

When the monostable has timed out, 1C2
pin 3 will go low and this state will be
blocked by diode D2. Assuming light is
still falling on the I.d.r., TR1 base will no
longer be made high by either path R8/Dl
or R9/D2. This allows it to go low via resis-
tor RIO and the device is turned on

COMPONENTS

Resistors
Ri. R2 10M
R3, R8. R9 470k (3 off)
R4 'miniature

light -
dependent
resistor, 5Mil dark
resistance. (5mm dia.
- see text)

R5, R6 1M (2 off)
R7 100M cermet film (or 3 off

33M - see text)
R10 10M (2 off - see text)

All 0.25W 5% carbon film
except R4 and R7 See

Potentiometer
VR1 1M sub -min TALK

preset. vert.
Page

Capacitors
C1. C2 47n min. metallised

polyester, 5mm pin
spacing (2 off).

C3 2u2 min. metallised
polyester, 5mm pin
spacing ( 2 off or as
required - see text)

Test capacitor 100n min. metallised
(see text) polyester, 5mm pin

spacing

Semiconductors
D 1. D2 1N4148 signal diode

(2 off).
T RI MPSA65 pnp Darlington

transistor
IC1 ICL7611 micropower

op.amp.
1C2 75551PA low -power timer

Miscellaneous
Si miniature pushbutton

switch, push -to -make
WD1 Audible warning device

103dB output at 1m
minimum. 10mA d.c.

operation maximum
B1 9V battery pack

(6 x AA cells), with
holder

Printed circuit board available from the
EPE PCB Service, code 249; plastic box,
size 138mm x 76mm x 38mm internal; 8 -
pin i.c. socket (2 off); plastic stand-off
insulators (3 off); PP3-type battery con-
nector; small fixings; multistrand connect-
ing wire; solder, etc.

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only £19

excl. batteries
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(remember, it is pnp transistor!). Collector
current then flows and the buzzer operates.

The fact that TR1 is a Darlington tran-
sistor results in it having an exceptionally
high current gain. Only a very small base
current (a fraction of a microamp) is there-
fore sufficient to operate the buzzer hence
the very high value of resistor R10.
Remember, the flow of current is in the
opposite sense for a pnp transistor com-
pared with npn.

KEEPING IT DOWN
It is essential that the continuous current

requirement of the circuit is kept very low
to minimicr battery drain. This is achieved
by choosing very low power integrated
circuits.

Also, the resistors in the potential divider
chains are made very high. If the loft is rea-
sonably dark under standby conditions, the
resistance of the l.d.r. will also be high and
this reduces still further the current flowing
through the series arrangement of VR I , R3
and R4.

To be effective, the buzzer must be of a
very loud type yet have a current require-
ment of 10mA maximum. The specified
unit (103db at lm) was found to work very
well.

CONSTRUCTION
The Loft Guard circuit is constructed on

a small printed circuit board (p.c.b.) and the
topside component layout and underside
track master details are shown in Fig. 2.
This board is available from the EPE PCB
Service, code 249. All components are
mounted on this except the battery holder,
buzzer and pushbutton reset switch.

Commence board construction by
drilling the three mounting holes in the
positions indicated. Follow by soldering
the i.c. sockets in position (do not insert the
i.c.s at this stage) then all other components
except capacitor(s) C3, light -dependent
resistor R4, the diodes and transistor. On no
account solder the i.cs direct to the board
- it would be very easy to damage them.

Note, resistor R10 (20MQ) consists of
two individual 10MQ units connected in
series using the pads indicated (both posi-
tions are labelled RIO). If the 100MQ cer-
met film type resistor specified for R7 is
not available, connect three 33/41-1 resistors
in series instead using the pads provided on
the p.c.b. - the three positions are
labelled R7.

The photographs show the single spec-
ified resistor being used. This is soldered
directly between the pads connecting IC2
pins 6, 7 and 8 - they are labelled "x" in
Fig.2. If you can, find no other way of
doing it, you can connect ten 10MQ
resistors in series, zig-zag fashion, and
connect the ends of the "chain" to the
"x" pads.

Connect a 100nF "test" capacitor to
either C3 position. This will provide an
operating period of around ten seconds
which will be more convenient for testing
purposes than the full operating time.

Solder the 1.d.r. in position using the full
length of its end leads for the moment. If
the specified miniature type of l.d.r. is not
available the larger ORP12 type could be
ns'd However, it would take up more
space and would need a certain amount of
adjustment to its position.

Fig.2. Printed circuit board component layout and lull size copper foil master pattern.

Components mounted on the completed circuit board. Note that a single cermet film
resistor has been used for R7 (see text).

POLARITIES
Now solder the polarity -sensitive compo-

nents in place. These are the two diodes and
Darlington transistor TR1. When soldering
the diodes note that the cathode (k) end has a
black band. When mounting the transistor,
take care to place it as shown in the pho-
tographs with the flat face to the left.

Solder the battery connector wires to the
p.c.b. If the battery holder has tag connec-
tions instead of being the more usual PP3
type, use short pieces of stranded wire
instead. Connect pieces of light -duty
stranded connecting wire for the Reset
switch S1 and solder the buzzer leads to the
WD1 pads - the red one is thepositive lead.

Insert the i.c.s in their holders. with the
correct orientation. These are both CMOS
devices and could possibly be damaged by
static charge which may exist on the body.
To avoid possible problems, touch some-
thing which is earthed (such as a metal
water tap) before unpacking them and han-
dling their pins.

TESTING
Most readers will wish to carry out a

basic test before mounting the circuit board
in its box. This will allow any errors to be
corrected more easily. It would be a good

idea to tape over the hole in the buzzer for
the moment to reduce the sound output
because it is very loud!

Cover the l.d.r. with a piece of black
p.v.c. tape to simulate placing it in darkness
(or be ready to work in darkness). Adjust
preset VR1 to approximately mid -track
position and connect the batteries. Keep the
switch wires separated so that the bared
ends cannot touch.

Working on an insulating surface (such
as wood or plastic) to prevent short circuits
at the p.c.b. tracks, place the AA cells in the
holder and connect it up. Peel back some of
the p.v.c. tape to allow some light to reach
the l.d.r. - the buzzer may give a momen-
tary "chirp" which may be ignored.

After about ten seconds or thereabouts
(remember, the timing has been reduced)
the buzzer should sound. If you re-cover
the 1.d.r., it should stop immediately.
Similarly, if you touch together the switch
wires, it should stop.

If you have problems making it work,
make sure the 1.d.r. window really is cov-
ered to exclude almost all light - some
types of black tape are far from opaque. If
necessary, carry out the test in a dark cup-
board. It is not satisfactory to cover the
1.d.r. window with a finger!
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If all is well, disconnect the battery hold-
er and remove the i.c.s. again observing the
anti -static precautions mentioned earlier.
De -solder the buzzer wires and test capaci-
tor C3.

With the required timing in mind, decide
on the value of the capacitor, or capacitors
needed for C3 and solder them in place.
Note that an electrolyric capacitor would
not be satisfactory here due to its inherent
high leakage current.

BOXING UP
You are now ready to mount the circuit

board in its box. This must be large enough
to accommodate the p.c.b., battery pack,
buzzer and pushbutton switch. You could
use a more compact case if you used a
smaller type of battery but, remember, this
will give a shorter life.

Arrange the internal components on the
bottom of the box and mark through the
p.c.b. and sounder mounting holes.
Remove everything again and drill these
holes. Drill a further hole rather larger than
that in the centre of the buzzer itself for the
sound to pass through. Note that the buzzer
will be mounted so that the sound is direct-
ed downwards (see photograph). This will
allow the maximum amount of sound to
pass through the ceiling.

Mount the p.c.b. temporarily on plastic
stand-off insulators. You may wish to mark
the position of preset VR I on the side of the
box so that a hole may be drilled to allow it
to be adjusted more easily.

Measure the position of the l.d.r. "win-
dow" (top surface) and mark this on the lid
of the box. Drill a clearance hole for it.
With the lid in place, and the 1.d.r. protrud-
ing, measure how much the end leads need
to be shortened so that the window will be
level with the face of the box.

Remove the p.c.b. and adjust the Ld.r.
soldered joints to give the correct clear-
ance. It would be a good idea to leave the
leads a little on the long side because they
can be bent slightly at the end to make
small adjustments to the height.

Positioning of components and circuit board inside the prototype case- Note the
I.d.r. "window" hole and Reset switch position in the lid..The space to the right of the
p.c.b. is for the battery holder.

Drill a hole in the lid for the Reset switch
and attach it. Solder the switch wires lead-
ing froth the p.c.b. to its terminals. Drill the
hole for VR1 adjustment if this is needed.
Shortening the buzzer wires as necessary,
solder them back to the p.c.b. pads. Insert
the i.c.s again taking precautions against
static charge build-up.

Mount the p.c.b. and attach the buzzer
using a pair of long, thin bolts. Do not for-
get to remove any tape which was used to
reduce the sound output, during testing,
before attaching it_ Insert the AA cells and
secure the battery holder to the base of the
box using a small bracket if necessary.

Place the lid temporarily in position but
do not secure it yet. Adjust the I.d.r. end
leads as necessary so that the window is
level with the top face of the box (see pho-
tograph). Take care that they cannot touch
one another and cause a short-circuit.

FINAL CHECKS
Test the circuit under real conditions. Try

the unit in different positions in the loft to
find the best one. Leave preset VR1 adjust-
ed as far clockwise as you can (as viewed
from the top edge of the p.c.b.) consistent
with correct operation. When catisfied with
the performance, secure the lid.

Check that the sound can be heard
below the unit when the loft hatch is
closed. You could remove a small amount
of roof insulation from around the case to
allow the sound to pass through more effi-
ciently but this was not found necessary
with the prototype.

It is suggested that the unit be allowed to
sound every now and again to check the
efficiency. When the buzzer can no longer
be heard as it should, the batteries should
be replaced. 0
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READOUT ingrj.firraut

John Becker addresses some
of the general points readers

have raised. Have you anything
interesting to say?

Drop us a line!

A 31/2 digit pocket -sized I.c.d. multime-
ter which measures a.c. and d.c. volt-
age, d.c. current and resistance. It can
also test diodes and bipolar transistors.

Every month we will give a Digital
Multimeter to the author of the best

Readout letter.

* LETTER OF THE MONTH *
TELE BYGONES

Dear EPE,
Whilst looking for a computer magazine. I

came across EPE, glanced through. then
decided to purchase it. It brought back a lot of
memories. Many moons ago (mid 1960s). I
did a Government training course, to become a
Television and Radio Engineer, with the
promise of a job at the end.

About half way through. our instructor had
to go on a three-day course. He returned, with
the biggest TV receiver imaginable, the first
colour TV any of us had seen. When it was
switched on it worked for just a shun time,
when all at once, a bang, then smoke. The
cause was something to do with HT.

I remember seeing what seemed to be three
or four very large wirewound resistors burnt
out. These were the days when the transistor
was first brought about (actually invented in
1948. Ed); we had little if any training on
these. We were told "Not to bother checking
these they don't go faulty!" (I've heard that
one before). "Anyhow, they will never replace
the good old valve."

did manage to finish the course and get a
job working for Granada Television, not to be
mistaken with Granada Broadcasting station_ I
was literally working on a conveyor belt. We
hod to pick tip the sets (Murphy model 5?)
from one end ;Ind refurbish them. This meant
changing the on/off switch (the one being
replaced was operated by lifting the lid),
replacing the frame output valve and frame
bias, clean the rotating channel switch, replac-
ing the two valves (I think these were ECHO
and ECC81).

A.C. power was rectified with a valve. This
we replaced by a half -wave rectifier, usine two
diodes, and then replaced the smoothing
capacitors. if any other valves had to be
replaced. we had to gently ease the CRT for-
ward in order to do so. Part of the HT was
enclosed in an oil container, if the HT arced

over then you had to inject more oil! Never try
to align anything one small turn - this could
lead to replacing of if. can. or whatever it was
you were turning. This happened due to the
age of the set.

When you had done all the work that need-
ed to be done, it was time to ask the quality
controllers to inspect the set. The first thing
they did was to lift the set up three to four
inches off the bench then drop it back on,
apparently to see the effect, if any, on the
screen! Then each of the valves was given a
good tap with the thick end of a screwdriver
(is this where the term bottle bashers came
from?). This was to see if the valve was on ttw
verge of death, or noisy! There were man\
more such nonsense acts of violence

We were on piecework as well. We did have
a much better set to work on, namely the KB.
I don't know the model number. but this was a
hard -wired set. i.e. no p.c.b. The KB had a
frame output transformer at the top left-hand
side looking from behind. The quality con-
troller thought this was the best place to tie his
label, to tell the world that this set had passed
his inspection. All was well until the team
responsible for re -casing got their hands on it
and, yes you've guessed it, pulled the tag off
along with the transformer vs ires. Oh the eood
old days!

I left this type of electronics to work with
heating aids. This was sub -sub -miniature work.
and very rewarding. A resistor was just bigger
than a pinhead. Now I believe they use i.c.s.

I have now ordered a two-year subscription
to EPE, and also twelve months back issues.
shall also be sending for three CDs to help ire.
I have a lot of catching up to do!

Keith Barlow, Bury. Lanes

Isn't history fascinating! Welcome to the
modern world of electronics, Keith. Good luck
with your "catching up". it's good to hear
from you.

TOOLKIT MK2 AND WIN 98
Dear EPE,
I would like to comment on the parallel port

interface software for the PIC Toolkit Mk2 (May -
Jun '99). SETUP showed that the ACK bit was
not working. However, inspection with DEBUG
and direct manipulation of the port registers
showed that the bit reflected the correct value.

Single stepping past the INP instruction in
TKSET06.BAS worked too, so I suspected a
rinsing issue. I duplicated the INP instruction to
add a small delay and it worked OK.

This was using a 233MHz Pentium running
Win 98 (although the same problem occurred in
DOS mode).

Pete Shew, via the Net

Very useful comment Pete, thanks. All my soft-
ware is tested on four machines of varying ages
and abilities, using Win 3.1 and Win 95. at
speeds up to 120/nil:. I do not have a Win 98
machine and so any info on that system's opera-
tion is useful in this contest.

LEAPING CALENDARS (AGAIN)
In several recent Readout columns. we have

discussed calendars in relation to the
Millennium. We want to say a really Big Thank
You to Mr W.F. Ritchie, of Fraserburgh,
Aberdeenshire. who went to a lot of trouble to
send us a great deal of information on the sub-
ject. including tables of data. Sadly, it is too
lengthy to reproduce here.

One of the many interesting points made is
that, whereas the changeover to a Gregorian cal-
endar (in honour of Pope Gregory XIII) began in
1582, Britain did not adopt it until 1752. which
caused considerable controversy because, in that
year, 11 days had to vanish ("Give us back our
11 days!"). Greece MIS even later - it was the
last modern nation to make the change, in 1923.

Mr Ritchie also says that "At the age of 78
years I make do with my Hewlett Packard 48GX
calculator, which . . has a built-in clock and cal-
endar covering a period from the start of the
Gregorian calendar to 31st December 9999`' .
Astonishing!

DOS ERROR 76
Dear EPE,
I have built P/C "Toolkit Mk2 (May -Jun '99)

and the first part of the Setup. where Lhe voltages
and parallel port are checked is MC. However,
when I press enter to can -y on with the Setup. I
get the message:,"Setup program unforeseen MS
DOS ERROR 76". Can you please help me?

Anthony Marshall, via the Net

The ERROR 76 message ("path not found") is
that generated by MS DOS when it cannot find a
particular file or directory named by the user. In
Toolkit's Setup this could occur if an attempt is
made to Install the program with its zipped files
being in the wrong directory. When the program
is Installed from our 3 -5 -inch disk as available
front the Editorial Ofjice, it seems unlikely that
this can happen.

However, readers who have downloaded the
program from our 1-TP site may inadvertently
find that their un:ipped files are in the wrong
directory. The files need to be installed in direc-
tory C:\P1C, as expected by various file access-
ing commands within the suite of programs.

There is normally a text file on the
FTP1Toolkit MU path that explains this
(pit toolkit_instal.txt). although there was a
brief period during which the file "went miss-
ing". It should be there now -follow its instruc-
tions (if it's not, advise the Webrnaster for that
site).

The .4..SMCNI' directory (folder) referred to
must be created as CA4S3ICNV. (It should not
he created in the PIC directory, where it will not
be found.)

Incidentally, readers with QBasic or
OuickBASIC can find out what a particular DOS
Error nun*, means tvweverkgtIte zrogra.m. -
writing area orniese programs ariil}pmg
command, for example. ERROR 76. Then run
this one -line program, upon which the program
will halt and display a text box containing the
relevant error message.

LOGGING EXCELS
Dear EPE.
I've just read Pan 2 of the 8 -Channel Analogue

Data Logger (Aug -Sep '99) and have to say I like
it. 1 haw always wanted to build one using a good
old Z80 CPU and a ZNxxx but even when I had
the chips I never got around to it! Your design is
made so easy with the PICI61:877.

Being able to upload the data to a PC is really
essential, and your comments on using Excel to
view the data are very good.

have also downloaded version V2.3 of
Toolkit Mk2 -I have used the dissemble function
to recover a program from a PIC I6C84 that I had
lost the .ASM text for, it will make rewriting a
lot easier!

Mel Saunders. via the Net

Its good to know that a design which took me
so much time to research and implement is pro-
viding you and many other readers with a useful
tool. There were four "learning curves" involved
- getting to know the PICI6F877, the serial
memories, serial communication between PIC
and PC, plus Excel (to which I harl.Previously
only. had brief 4rposure_when we produced the
CD-ROM for PICtutor)
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A WAVE FOR OSCILLATORS
Dear EPE,
This is the first letter I have ever written to an

electronics magazine. To establish, very briefly,
my background. I was brought up with the
vacuum tube starting in the early thirties.
Although I was keen to build receivers. money
was scarce, and I could only read about their
construction. Then came WWII and I tried to get
into Signals, but it was not to be. 1 served in the
infantry. Then came family responsibilities, and
the necessity to earn a living, and a move to
Canada in 1954.

Only now, in retirement. have I the time to
"convert" myself from the valve to solid state.
What a fascinating subject it is! I find my main
interests are receivers and test instruments and
have recently built a number of them, including
some from EPE. Now I have subscriptions to
five electronics magazines from the USA, and
two from England, and of the seven your maga-
zine stands head and shoulders above them all. I
can only say it is simply the BEST!

The series of articles on oscillators by
Raymond Haigh is excellent, the subject is dealt
with in depth and gives down to earth schemat-
ics. The articles give one confidence to go ahead
and build each type of oscillator, and indeed I
have already built some of them, and I intend to
construct many more.

I also have another request. and perhaps some
of your columnists or readers, better versed in
electronics than I, could provide a method and a
circuit, for the testing and evaluation of toroids.
This component, as is well known, exists on the
surplus.market in a vast array of sizes and mate-
rial composition, and they can be bought very
cheaply. But not knowing its composition. i.e.
iron dust or ferrite, and what frequency it was
designed for, one would hesitate to incorporate it
in any project_

Perhaps the circuit would take the form of a
BH curve tracer, where, instead of a 50Hz or
6011z input, a standard signal generator could
activate the circuit, and the output displayed on
the scope.

I realize that a full and complete evaluation of
any magnetic material is a complex subject, full
of mind boggling maths! But it seems to me that
if we know its composition and designed fre-
quency. this would give confidence to incorpo-
rate the item in a project with reasonable chance
of success.

I look forward to perhaps seeing an article on
the above! Please keep the practical projects and
informational articles coming.

B.J. Maloney, Atherton, Canada

We know that many readers have responded
favourably to Raymond's oscillator discussions.
Tonoids-wise. though, we suspect that an article
relating to them would be too esoteric to appeal
to most readers. However, perhaps readers might
care to tell us we're wrong!

We appreciate your praising words. With our
international readership continuing to grow, in a
large part due to our EPE Online editions on the
Internet. it's good to learn what readers world-
wide think of us,

TRANSISTOR PROBLEM
Dear EPE,
I'm having some trouble getting my PIC

Toolkit Mk2 (May -Jun '99) to work and hope you
can be of some help.

I am not getting the correct voltage measure-
ments and I believe it has to do with two of the
components: the power supply and TR I.

First, when the parallel port bit DA4 is high,
the voltage on PIC pin 4 (MCLIk) should be 12V,
but l am only getting 8.2V Now the 78LC05
power converter I used is only rated to supply
100mA and the Le.d. I chose draws 20m,k.
Could there not be enough current going to the
MAX665 Flash memory programmer for it to
supply I2V? Should I replace both the power
converter to get more juice and the 1.e.d. to con-
sume less?

Second, when the parallel port bits DA3 and
DA4 are high, the voltage on MCLR should be
O'V. but I still get 8 -by. When DA3 is high alone.
I get 4.5V on WM, so something is working. I
used a different npn transistor for the reset
instead of the BC549 specified because I could
not find that listed in any of my catalogues here
in the USA. Instead I used a generic npn with a
maximum collector current of 600mA.

I have just started working with PIC micros
and I really enjoy your magazine because of your
concentration on them. I purchased your PIC
Toolkit p.c.b. and put together this programmer
to see what I could learn and save a few bucks. I
appreciate your work. Thanks very much.

Fred Ramsin' g,
. University of Nevada, Reno, USA

The Leal. is unlikely to be the cause of the
problem since its current is limited by resistor
R13 and does not depend on the Le.d.'s actual
rating (which states the maximum current at
which the device can be .safely operated, not the
current at which it always works).

It seems probable that the transistor is to
blame, perhaps because its pins are not orientat-
ed correctly. Check the data sheet (or supplier)
for the pinout of the device and ensure that the
pin designations correspond with those shown in
Fig.4 of the published article (you may need to
"twist" the device if they are in a different order).

One alternative to the 8C549 (a device which
is part of my regular design stock) is the BCIO9.
Another Is the 2N3704. but note that this device
has a pinout of ECB whereas the BC549 and
BC109 have CBE. In reality, practically any
general purpose npn transistor should work if
correctly orientated, it's only being acked to
switch a very small current on and off

Having sent the above info direct to Fred. he
subsequently E -mailed back: "Thanks a ton, it
works fine!!"

PICKING UP ON ED
Dear EPE,
In your Editorial of Nov '99, you say "It

seems that some of our readers are definitely not
interested in PICs". it's not the PICs they're not
interested in it's the endless discussions on code
that put them off!. I feel the same.

Why not steer clear of code and talk in terms
of Basic programming with which a vast number
of your readers must be familiar? I notice that
some companies offer PIC Basic compilers. Why
bother with the grief of learning code? Please
enlighten me.

Murray Cameron, via the Net

Ah, Murray. you've misunderstood Editor
Mike's statement! By "some" is meant that "a
few"- a minority in fact -of our readers are not
interested. The vast majority most definitely are
interested in PICs at the programming as well as
the applications levels.

A couple of years (or so) back, I ran an exper-
iment with one of my published PIC projects. I
discussed at length one aspect of the program
that controlled the project, in order to see what
reader response would be to that extended
discussion.

The result was astonishing - many readers
expressed their gratitude for the discussion. So
much so. that I felt justified in suggesting to Mike
the PIC Tutorial series, which we subsequently
ran from March to May '98. It was one of the
most successful series that EPE has ever run.
Demand for back issues (photocopies only now)
of the series still continues. The success of the
series also prompted us to further develop the
concept and produce the PICtutor CD-ROM and
associated hardware (see page 912).

But as to actually indulging in "endless dis-
cussions of code", we don't do so as a regular
part of PIC projects. By -and -large, the only dis-
cussion of code is when it is pertinent to explain-
ing how a particular design should be operated.
Otherwise. extended discussions about code
from a progranuner's point of view have been
confined to such educational features as the PIC

Tutorial and PIC16F877 Mini Tutorial (and
Readout!). Even my 8 -Channel Analogue Data
Logger of Aug/Sep '99 (which for the first time
introduced the PIC16F877 as part of a project)
did not significantly discuss code, that being left
to the Ivrmi Tutorial.

Regarding PIC Basic compilers, lam sure that
for short lengths of code writing they are proba-
bly an excellent asset for some readers who do
not have the inclination to delve into writing PIC
code directly For myself, though, the type of
designs I create are not suited to compilation
from one language to another in this context.
There is usually a large overhead of extra code
that is generated when such transformations take
place, accompanied by a relative reduction in
processing speed.

For my purposes. I need the compactness and
optimum speed of sub -routine processing that
writing in "machine -code" can achieve. Writing
in PIC is as second -nature to me as writing in
any of the other several computer -type' lan-
guages that I know and use. There are a lot of
readers who are similarly adept and who delight
in PICs in particular.` Projects based on PICs
have turned out to be amongst the most success-
ful projects we have published in our 28 (nearly
29) years of existence!

CHILD GUARD QUERY
Dear EPE,
In Child Guard (Sep '99), IC5 and IC6 both

have their address pins connected the same way.
However, pin 10 on IC6 is connected to ground,
whilst on 105 it is left floating. Is this a mistake,
or is the diagram correct?

Martin Male, via the Net

We referred Martin's question to the author.
Tom Web. who replied:

There is no problem with pin 10 on IC6 being
connected to ground. This is required to make
IC6 continuously transmit a signal. On IC5 the
same pin should be left floating as shown in the
diagrams. since the pin is carrying information
which is not required in this design. In other
words the diagrams in the article are correct.

Tom Web and Max Horsey, via the Net

OVERCAST SUNDIALS
Dear EPE,
John Becker's Musical Sundial (R.A. Evans,

Readout Nov '99) could well have its uses. Sun
time differs front clock time by up to a quarter of
an hour. It may be of interest to know the differ-
ence. Human beings can't read a sundial when
the sky is overcast (hence the well known sundial
mono "I count only the sunny hours"), but elec-
tronics might. Even when the sun is hidden,
more light must on average arrive from its direc-
tion than from other pans of the sky. An inte-
grating light detector might show where it is.

An electronic sundial could be remote -indicat-
ing. allowing lazy people like me to monitor it
without going out. If it measures light intensity it
might warn you to use sun lotion_ Naturally, any
such device should be solar powered! Perhaps read-
ers could suggest an appropriate high tech motto.

P.S. Interested to see that Radio Bygones now
emanates from Wimborne Publishing. If you go
on absorbing other mags, your abbreviated title
will be as long is the original name!

George Short, Brighton, East Sussex

Good to hear from you again George. Yes, T ve
thought about Sundials for DWI Days Mid think
that it is feasible. although precautions would need
to be taken to ensure that only the sun's light
(obscured or clear) would be responded to and not
other, brighter. sources. Should I get the craving to
do Sundial Mk2, I might try this. approach. and
attempt the use of just three sensors and a bit (?)
of triangulation through the PIC software - prob-
ably more of a problem than I appreciate at the
moment . Still, where's the fun without the chal-
lenge?! Radio Bygones will, of course, continue to
be published in its own right.
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Advertisement

Introductory 20% discount offer for the NEW:-
pc based 20MHz oscilloscope. spectrum analyser. data logger & voltmeter

1 channel version. normally - £183.83 Introductory price £149.00 inc vat. del & 1yr guarantee
2 channel version. normally - £233.83 Introductory price £185.00 inc vat, del & 1yr guarantee

From -
VANN DRAPER LLECTRONICS LILT
Unit 5, Premier Works, Canal St, South Wigston, Leicester LE18 2PL
Tel 0116 2771400 Fax 0116 2773945
E-mail sales@vanndraper.co.uk
Home page www.vanndraper.co.uk

FEATURES

20MHz bandwidth real time oscilloscope
40Ms:s digital oscilloscope
20MHz spectrum analyser
Signal registration data logger (1s-999hrs)
Voltmeter
16 -bit for Windows 3.1. 32 -bit for 95. 98 or NT
Simple installation of ISA bus card
Remote control over a TCP network (LAN.
WAN'Internet) with multi client capability
DLL (32 -bit), Active X, LabWindows.view

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Oscilloscope
0 20MHz bandwidth. 40Ms.s
0 1 or 2 input channels plus external trigger
0 Vertical - 20mV/div to 50V div

Horizontal - 100ms./div to 5Ons,div
Horizontal & vertical cursors
Readout of amplitude and frequency time
Readout of trigger level
Auto. Normal & Single triggering
X Y mode

Spectrum analyser
0 20MHz bandwidth. 40Ms's
0 Selectable between 19.5kHz and 20MHz

1 or 2 input channels plus external trigger
Frequency resolution 2Hz
Readouts of centre frequency and markers
Readouts of amplitude
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Signal registrator/data logger
1 or 2 channels
Time window from 1 sec to 999 hours

0 8k sample buffer
0 Readout and cursors

Voltmeter
0 1 or 2 channels

Autamanual ranging from 800mV to 200V
AC or DC ranges

General
0 Paste waveforms/data to other packages

Save waveforms for comparison
Save instrument set ups configurations

System requirements
16 -bit. min 386. 1Mb ram (oscilloscope only)
32 -bit. min Pentium 200MHz. 32Mb ram
One free ISA expansion card
Windows 3.1. 95. 98 or NT

Name

Use this coupon for your order
or phone. tax or E-mail quoting EPE

Address
Tel No

Model Description Quantity

SCP201-ISA lch scope spectrum analyser
SCP202-ISA 2ch scope spectrum analyser

Price each Total

£149.00 inc vat & del
£185.00 inc vat & del

Cheques payable to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd, or debit my Visa. Mastercard or Switch:

Card No

L

Exp date Switch Iss No Signature
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Everyday Practical Electronics are pleased to be able to offer all readers these

ELECTRONICS CD-ROMS
ANALOGUE ELECTRONICS
by Mike Tooley
Analogue Electronics is a complete learning resource for
this most difficult branch of electronics. The CD-ROM
includes a host of virtual laboratories, animations,
diagrams, photographs and text as well as a SPICE
electronic circuit simulator with over 50 pre -designed
circuits.
FUNCTIONS
The component values on all
circuits can be edited and the user
can use the simulation engine to
see how the value of each
component affect:- circuit
performance. You s for in -e,
alter frequency an. a ai
and plot outputs on -
oscilloscope or show lc
graphs etc.
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COVERAGE i - --PI ill
Sections on the CD-ROM include
Fundamentals - Analoci
Signals (5 sections), Tray
sections). Waveshaping -

sections); Op.Amps - 17 section::
covering everything from Symbols
and Signal Connections to
Differentiators; Amplifiers - Single
Stage Amplifiers (8 sections),
Multi -stage Amplifiers (3 sections):
Filters - Passive Alters (10
sections). Phase Shifting Networks
(4 sections), Active Filters (6
sections); Oscillators -6 sections
from Positive Feedback to Crystal
Oscillators; Systems - 12 sections
from Audio Pre -Amplifiers to 8 -Bit
ADC plus a gallery showing
representative p.c.b. photos.

 Includes SPICE circuit
simulator with over 50
circuits

 Unique virtual laboratories
 Editable assignments
 Design parameters for circuits

included

 Complete hi -fl amplifier case
study
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Gallery -Wideband Amplifier

DIGITAL ELECTRQNICS
by Mike Tooley
Digital Electronics builds on the knowledge of logic gates
covered in Electronic Circuits & Components (below), and
takes users through the subject of digital electronics up to
the operation and architecture of microprocessors. The
virtual laboratories allow users to operate many circuits on
screen.
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Virtual laboratory - Traffic Lights

Microprocessor

FUNDAMENTALS
Fundamentals introchices the basics
of digital electronics including binary
and hexadecimal numbering
systems. ASCII. basic logic gates
and their operation, monostable
action and circuits. and bistabies -
including JK and D -type flip-flops.

COMBINATIONAL
LOGIC
Multiple gate circuits, equivalent logic
functions and specialised logic
functibns such as maiority
vote, parity checker, scrambler.
half and full adders. Includes
fully interactive virtual
laboratories for all
circuits,

SEQUENTIAL LOGIC
Introduces sequential logic
including clocks and clock circuitry,
counters, binary coded decimal
and shift registers.

DIGITAL SYSTEMS
ND and D/A converters and
their parameters, traffic light
controllers, memories and
microprocessors - architecture,
bus systems and their arithmetic
logic units.

GALLERY
A catalogue of commonly used
IC schematics taken from the
74xx and 40xx series. Also
includes photographs of
common digital integrated
circuits and circuit technology.

Hobbyist/Student £45 inc VAT
Prices for each of the two CD-ROMs above are: Institutional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry) £99 plus VAT

Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £199 plus VAT
(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices)

TWO
APPUCATIONS

ON ONE
CD-ROM

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS & COMPONENTS
+ THE PARTS GALLERY by Mike Tooley

Electronic Circuits & Components provides an introduction to the principles and application of the most common types of
electronic components and shows how they are used to form complete circuits. The virtual laboratories, worked examples and
pre -designed circuits allow students to learn, experiment and check their understanding as they proceed through the sections on
the CD-ROM. Sections on the disk include: Fundamentals: units & multiples, electricity, electric circuits, alternating

circuits.Passive Components: resistors. capacitors, inductors, transformers.
Semiconductors: diodes, transistors. op.amps, logic gates. Passive Circuits . Active411 Flismisaraotais
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Circuits
The Parts Gallery -many students have a good understanding of electronic theory but
still have difficulty in recognising the vast number of different types of electronic
components and symbols.
The Parts Gallery helps overcome this problem: it will help students to recognise
common electronic components and their corresponding symbols in circuit ifigrams.
Selections on the disk include: Components ,Components Quiz, Symbols, Symbols
Quiz, Circuit Technology
Hobbyist/Student £34 inc VAT
Institutional (Schools/HE/FE/industry) £89 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £169 plus VAT
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Virtual laboratory - sinusoids (UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) Circuit technology screen



Interested in programming PIC microcontrollers? Learn with PICtume by John Becker
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The Virtual PIC

Deluxe PICtutor Hardware

This highly acclaimed CD-ROM. together with the PlCtutor experimental and development board. will teach
you how to use PIC microcontrollers with special emphasis on the PIC16x84 devices. The board will also act
as a development test bed and programmer for future projects as your programming skills develop. This
interactive presentation uses the specially developed Virtual PIC Simulator to show exactly what is
happening as you run, or step through, a program. In this way the CD provides'the easiest and best ever
introduction to the subject.
Nearly 40 Tutorials cover virtually every aspect of PIC programming in an easy to follow logical sequence.

HARDWARE
Whilst the CD-ROM can be used on its own, the physical demonstration provided by the PICtutor
Development Kit, plus the ability to program and test your own PIC16x84s, really reinforces the lessons
learned. The hardware will also be an invaluable development and programming tool for future work once you
have mastered PIC software writing.
Two levels of PICtutor hardware are available - Standard and Deluxe. The Standard unit comes with a battery
holder, a reduced number of switches and no displays. This version will allow users to complete 25 of the 39
Tutorials.
The Deluxe Development Kit is supplied with a plug -top power supply (the Export Version has a battery
holder), all switches for both PIC ports plus I.c.d. and 4 -digit 7 -segment I.e.d. displays. It allows users to
program and control all functions and both ports of the PIC and to follow the 39 Tutorials on the CD-ROM.
All hardware is supplied fully built and tested and includes a PIC16F84 electrically erasable programmable
microcontroller.

PICtutor CD-ROM
Hobbyist Student £45 inc. VAT
Institutional (Schools HE FE Industry) '£99 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £199 plus VAT

HARDWARE
Standard PICtutor Development Kit £47 inc. VAT
Deluxe PICtutor Development Kit £99 plus VAT
Deluxe Export Version £96 plus VAT
(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices)

MODULAR CIRCUIT DESIGN by Max Horsey and Philip Clayton
This CD-ROM contains a range of tried and tested analogue and digital circuit modules.
together with the knowledge to use and interface them. Thus allowing anyone with a basic
understanding of circuit symbols to design and build their own projects.
Essential information for anyone undertaking GCSE or -A" level electronics or technology and
for hobbyists who want to get to grips with project design. Over seventy different Input,
Processor and Output modules are illustrated and fully described, together with detailed
information on construction, fault finding and components. including circuit symbols, pinouts.
power supplies, de -coupling etc.

Single User Version £19.95 inc. VAT
Multiple User Version £34 plus VAT

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices)
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designing your circuit
smoly select )1:".:r rno.1.. es from the vole chate areAatte,
read now they work and id.n them up to make vol./ woes
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1 turd that t mutt design a cii,t without my teacher's he;p.
And it Harked! E.erything was to hand - whth chOs to use -
and wilt)) cins dd what: Anaten Preston (GCSE st.dent)

A Web Browser is required for Modular Circuit Design - one is provided on the Ei0E CD-ROM No. 1 (see below) but most modern computers are supplied with one.

Minimum system requirements for these CD-ROMs: PC with 486/33tv1Hz. VGA+256 colours. CD-ROM drive, 8MB RAM.
8MB hard disk space. Windows 3.1/95/98iNT. mouse. sound card (not required for PICtutor or Modular Circuit Design).

CD-ROM ORDER FORM
Please send me:
D Electronic Circuits & Components +The Parts Gallery
O Analogue Electronics
El Digital Electronics
O PlCtutor

0 Hobbyist Student
O Institutional
Ej Institutional 10 user

Note: The software on each VE*5 27 .5 !-5
same. only the 1;ince for use

 PlCtutor Development Kit - Standard
 PICtutor Development Kit - Deluxe 0 Deluxe Export

Note: The PICtutor CD -NOM is
not included in the Kit prices -

O Modular Circuit Design - Single User
D Modular Circuit Design - Multiple User
Full name:

Address'

Post code: Tel. No:

Signature:

0 I enclose cheque PO in £ sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £

0 Please charge my VisarMastercard: Card expiry date:
Card No:

Please supply name and address of cardholder if different to the delivery address.
L J

ORDERING
ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK

POSTAGE

Student Single User Standard Version
price includes postage to most

countries in the world
EU residents outside the UK add £5 for

airmail postage per order

Institutional, Multiple User and Deluxe
Versions - overseas readers add £5 to the basic
pr,ce of each order for airmail postage (do not
add VAT unless you iive in an EU country, then
ado 171/2% VAT or provide your &float VAT
registration number).

Send your order to:
Direct Book Service

33 Gravel Hill, Merley, Wimborne
Dorset BH21 1RW

(Mail Order Only)
Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne

Publishing Ltd.To order by phone ring

01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692
We cannot reply to overseas orders by Fax
Goods are normally sent within seven days

Demos (not Modular Circuit Design) available on the EPE CD-ROM No. 1 (Free with the November '98 issue of Everyday Practical Electronics magazine) -
send £2 for this CD-ROM if you require the demos. Minimum order for credit card payment is £5.



EPE/ETI Tutorial Series

TEACH -IN 2000
Part Two - Capacitors

JOHN BECI(ER

What we are doing during this 10 -part Teach -In
2000 series is to lead you through the fascinating
maze of what electronics is all about! We are
assuming that you know nothing about the subject,
and are taking individual components and concepts
in simple steps and showing you, with lots of exam-
ples, what you can achieve, and without it taxing
your brain too much!

Through these simple steps we hope to prove to you
that using electronic components need not be a complex
task and that, providing you think about each stage of
what you are trying to create, you can actually design and
build something that works!

Last month we introduced=lour codes and resistors.
We now look at capacitors and show you some of the
things they can achieve when used with resistors.

IN that fascinating bag of parts that you
bought, you will see a number of blue
(or black) tube -like components with

two wires sticking out of one end (see
Photo 2.1). They are some rather remark-
able components called electrolytic capaci-
tors. Find the one whose value says 10QuE
For this experiment consider the capacitor
to be called Cl.

One wire of Cl is usually longer than the
other and has a large arrow pointing at it
from the case. This wire is called the nega-
tive (-ve) wire, often shown with a "-"
(minus) symbol. The other is called the
positive (+ve) wire, for which a "+" (plus)
symbol may be used. This is illustrated
schematically in Fig.2.1a. This type of con-
struction is called radial.

A variant of electrolytic capacitor case
style is also manufactured. as in Fig.2.1b,
which is called aria! construction and
whose +ve and -ve connections are at
either end as illustrated.

r
+

(A) nAnuti. (B) AXIAL

Fig.2.1. Typical case styles for elec-
trolytic capacitors.

A CLIRI/ATURE IN TIME
Referring to Fig.2.2, plug C I into the

breadboard with its leads orientated as indi-
cated by the + symbol in the diagram (the -
symbol, although marked on the capacitor.
is often not shown in layout diagrams).
Now fit a 100k1-2 resistor (call it R1) as

Photo 2.1. A selection of electrolytic
capacitors (radial construction).

Fig.2.2 and Photo 2.2. breadboard lay-
out for the first resistor/capacitor tim-
ing experiment.

shown. Insert terminal pins for the power
supply connections (see Photo 2.2).

Clip one power supply lead to the bat-
tery's negative (-) terminal and to the board

as shown in Fig.2.2. Clip the other power
supply lead to the board as well. but don't
connect the other end to the battery's posi-
tive I+) terminal yet.

It is conventional to use a red lead for
the positive power supply connection.
For the negative power supply connection
it is the author's preference to use a green
lead. although the use of black is also
common.

Note that in many circuits (including
those discussed in this Teach -/n). the bat-
tery's negative connection is taken as the
common reference point against which
voltage readings are taken. As such. it is
regarded as being at zero volts (0V).

Consequently. throughout this series
(unless you are told specifically otherwise)
the meter's COM lead should always be
connected to the battery negative connec-
tion when taking voltage readings.

Clip your multimeter's leads as shown
and set the meter to the first volts d.c. range

above 6V. Note the
reading. OV at this
moment. While you '   I watch the meter. get a     friend to clip* the red  cle I wire to the battery's  40,   positive (+) terminal,

 v. , noting the position of

 6  

the seconds hand on
his watch as he does
so.

(Girls, ladies, for-
give the use of "he"
and "his" foirms of ref-
erence - it would be

typing finger to keep
giving the feminine
form as well the mas-
culine, he/she, hislhers

and so on. We know that females of the
species are also interested in electronics!)

Watch your meter and yell "NOW' as
soon as it shows a reading of 2V. At which
point your friend should tell you the num-
ber of seconds that have passed since clip-
ping the red lead to the battery.

   tedious to this author'se
N
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Continue watching and timing and yell
again when the meter reaches 4V and again
at 6V (assuming you haven't run down
your battery since last month's Teach -In -
if you have. get a new one!). Leave the bat-
tery fully connected while you consider
your results.

What timings have you got for the 2V,
4V and 6V marks? Hopefully, about 4 sec-
onds for the 2V, 10 secs for 4V, and, oh -
about 40 to 50 seconds? And what do you
make of these timings? The voltage steps
have been at 2V intervals, yet the timings
have become progressively slowerfor each
step.

Let's now do things backwards. Watch
the meter and tell your friend to note the
seconds hand again as he unclips the red
lead from battery positive and clips it (do it
quickly) to the battery negative. You now
yell out when the meter shows readings of
4V, 2V and OV.

This time you should have found that 4V
is reached after about 4 secs, 2V at 10 secs
and (almost) OV at about 40 to 50 secs. You
will see, too, that timings have again
become progressively slower for each 2V
step.

Don't worry if the actual timings you get
are somewhat different to ours, for a start
you are not using an accurate timer, sec-
ondly, the actual values of a capacitor com-
pared to its stated value can differ by even
as much as 50% (more about this in due
course).

Additionally, your battery is probably
not supplying exactly 6V. Furthermore. the
resistance of your meter (which you estab-
lished last month) is fanning a potential
divider with resistor RI, so fractionally
"pulling down" the voltage at the junction
of CI and Rl.

What you have just demonstrated is that
when a voltage is applied to a capacitor via
a resistor, the capacitor starts to charge up
with the voltage, commencing at quite a
fast rate, but then more slowly as its charge
increases, until near the end of when the
voltage on the capacitor is close to that of
the battery, the charging rate becomes
almost imperceptible. You have also shown
that the opposite is true as well (i.e. during
discharge).

The charge/discharge property of a
capacitance -resistance combination has the
most profound effect upon the whole realm
of electronics technology.

But, before we examine the results of
your timed yelling, let's first have a look at
the basic nature of a capacitor.

WHAT IS A CAPACITOR?
A capacitor is a component which has

the capacity to store electrical energy
(hence its name). In this sense, capacitors
can be thought of as a type of battery, but,
unlike a battery, they do not depend on a
chemical reaction for this function to occur.
Rather, they take advantage of a convenient
fact of nature that prevails when two metal
plates are placed close to each other, but
not touching, and a voltage source is con-
nected across them (see Fig:2.3).

At the moment that the voltage is applied,
an electrical charge is transferred to the
plates at a rate depending on the voltage level
applied, the material from which the plates
are made, their total area, distance apart, the
substance which lies between them (called

PANEL 2.1 - A.C. AND D.C. VOLTAGES
Alternating (a.c.) voltages are those that

repeatedly change their magnitude above
and below a midway reference voltage
level (often taken as OV. as in mains elec-
tricity supplies, but may be other volt-
ages). Direct (d.c.) voltages are those that
remain at any fated voltage level, either
above OV or below it.

Strictly speaking, a.c. and d.c. actual-
ly mean alternating current and direct
current and, as such, to use the terms
a.c. voltage and d.c. voltage is incorrect.
However, for some unknown reason, the
terms a.v. and d.v. (which would be
more appropriate when referring to
alternating and direct voltages) do not
seem to exist.

It can be argued, however, that it is not
the voltage that flows. but the current.
Indeed the term voltage merely represents
a concept rather than something that actu-
ally flows. As an ancient (1962) copy of
the Penguin Dictionary of Electronics puts
it: "Voltage. Strictly, a difference of elec-
tric potential expressed in volts. However,
the term is used more generally as a
synonym for electrical potential".

Voltage is certainly a more convenient
term and ties in with the fact that the unit
of measurement for potential difference
(p.d.) is the volt. for which the symbol is V.

Note that you may encounter another
term instead of voltage or potential differ-
ence, electromotive force (e.m.f.).

the dielectric), and the amount of resistance
existing in the connection path (including the
capacitor's internal resistance). If the voltage
is applied for sufficient length of time, even-
tually there will be virtually the same voltage
across the plates as available from the source.

When the voltage source is removed, the
plates will retain their charge until a conduc-
tor of some son is connected across them. As
soon as there is a conducting path between
the two plates, the charge begins to flow
from one to the other, trying to return to the
previously uncharged state. The discharging
rate is governed by the same factors as con-
trolled the charging rate.

Fig.2.3. Basic construction of a simple
capacitor.

Given enough time. all of the electrical
charge stored across the plates will reduce
to zero. But, you may ask. what happens to
the electrical charge itself? Principally, it is
converted into heat in the discharging con-
ductor and capacitor's internal resistance,
although in extreme circumstances some
could be converted into light or radio
energy. In normal use.
you won't notice any
temperature change in
the capacitor or the
conductor.

A capacitor's ability
to be charged by a
voltage and to hold the
charge (almost) indefi-
nitely allows it to be

used in electrical and electronic circuits in
a variety of ways:

 To simply store a voltage until it is
needed ,

 To smooth out fluctuations in voltage
levels

 In conjunction with other components,
such as resistors far example. to determine
the rate at which voltage changes occur at a
particular point in a circuit

 To shorten or extend pulse lengths

 To transfer changing differences in volt-
age levels between one side of the capaci-
tor and the other, in other words, to allow
alternating (a.c.) voltages to be transferred
whilst preventing direct (d.c.) Voltages
from flowing from one part of a circuit to
another (see also Panel 2.1)

CAPACITANCE VALUE
The amount of electrical charge that a

capacitor can hold is known as its capaci-
tance value (surprise, surprise!). and the
unit which is used to define it is the Farad.
It is named after another electrical pioneer
in the nineteenth century, Michael Faraday.
He was a Londoner. born 22-9-1791, died
25-8-1867.

More intimate information about Farad
values is given in Panel 22

There are several symbols that can be
used to represent a capacitor. as shown in
Fig.2.4. Some represent the type of capaci-
tor, but there are also differences of inter-
national standard used in some cases.
Those used in EPE are the ones to the left
of each pair.

The circuit diagram for what you have
just been doing on your breadboard is
shown in Fig.2.5. (We didn't comment on
the battery symbol in Part 1. make a mental
note of it now!)

We'll say more about capacitors later, so
back to your timing results .

T I`
FIXE.13

NCH -POLARISED
FmED VARIABLE TF.....,i;-:

FOLARIS'a 3 NOef-FOLAFIU,2D +;011 Pr_kAF,....----Ja
....._ I. EciFrocnic 1

Fig.2.4. Commonly used symbols for capacitors.
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Photo 2.3. Capacitor charging graph displayed on the interactive computer screen.

DISPLAY GRAPH
We can illustrate a capacitor's rate of

charge and discharge using another of our
software demos. From the main menu
select Resistor -Capacitor Charging Graph.

On entry to this display you will see a
rising graph on a grid. similar to that in
Photo 2.3. This particular graph is that for a
1pF capacitor and 1MC2 resistor, a combi-
nation -whose timings would be far to fast
for you and friend to keep pace with!

As with the resistor display examples
last month, you can change the values
associated with this demo. At the top right
you should see C highlighted and its value
as 1pF. Press the <s> key (multiply) twice.
On each press the graph will redraw to suit
the changed value. You should see C =
100pF after the second <*> press.

Press the down arrow key once to select
factor R. Press </> (divide) once to set R =
100 kilohms. Press the down arrow once to
elect V, then press <-> (minns) four times

to set V = 6 volts. Again press the down
arrow to select T. and press <*> once to set
T = 10 secs.

TIME CONSTANT
In front of you now is the graph that

illustrates how an ideal (and "empty" -
uncharged) 100/rF capacitor charges via a
100k42 resistor when a voltage of 6V is
instantaneously applied to it. The vertical
axis of the graph represents volts, and the
horizontal axis shows elapsed time in sec-
onds. The time between each horizontal
step is the value shown times 10. because T
has been set to 10 seconds per division.

Look closely at the graph. Where it
reaches the 2V grid line, you can just about
estimate that the time taken so far is about
4 secs. It's clear to see that 4V is reached at
about 10. secs, and that it has just about
reached 6V at around 50 secs. You can
select a "magnified" view of the 2V mark
by pressing <-> to make T =1 secs (excuse
the mismatch of singular and plural!).

Why the blue horizontal line just below
Ai?. you must be wondering. By convention.
the line represents the 63% level of the power
supply voltage across the resistor/capacitor
series. The rate at which the capacitorcharge,

Fig.2.5. Circuit diagram for the capaci-
tor charge/discharge experiment.

to that 63% voltage is termed its time -con-
stant, which is the value obtained when the
capacitance (C) and resistance (R) values are
multiplied. It is generally referied to as the
CR (or RC) value.

It is important to note that the units for C
and R must be expressed with the correct
orders of magnitude. In the example
shown, C (100pF) is expressed in micro -
farads (100) and R (100k,G) is expressed in
megohms (0.1), resulting in a CR value of
10 seconds (100 x 0.1). as shown to the
right of the display.

With a 6V supply, the 63% voltage is
3-78V (6 x 0.63), shown alongside the CR
value.

DISCHARGE GRAPH
So. we have illustrated the charging up

of your R -C combination. The discharge
illustration is similar' but in reverse. Return
the time scale value to T = 10 secs, then
Press <C>.

The curve now starts high, at 6V and
smoothly descends to OV. It crosses 4V at
about 4 secs, 2V at close to 10 secs, and
reaches OV round about 50 secs - just as
we predicted earlier, and you were prob-
ably close to it with your experiment.

The blue line has changed its position
though. The reason is simple, again by con-
vention, it now represents the 63% level
below the starting voltage or 37% above the
termination voltage. in this case 6V and OV
respectively,

The rate of change is said to be esponen-
dal, and in its calculation you ideally need
a scientific calculator (and the knowledge
of how to -use it). because the formula is a
bit complex:

Vc = Vs x ( I - EXP(-t / CR))
for the charging rate. and:

Vc = Vs x (EXP(-t / CR))
for the discharging rate

where:

Vc = voltage across the capacitor
Vs = voltage across the capacitor/resistor
series
t = elapsed time
CR = time constant
EXP = exponent

You will see these formulae shown, as
appropriate, at the top of the graph display.

We are not going to ask you to memorise
the formulae or test your knowledge of how
to use them. Since you now have a comput-
er program that does it for you, let it do the
brain -teasers! The answers for any values
not included in the C -R -V -T ranges provid-
ed can be estimated from the nearest
selected values.

(What you can do more simply, howev-
er, is calculate the RC time constant, by
multiplying the values of C and R. Do

PANEL 2.2 m CAPACITANCE UNITS
A capacitance value of one Farad is a

unit of charge which, in practical terms, is
far too large to be useful in everyday elec-
trical and electronic circuits. For. conve-
nience, the unit is usually divided and
expressed in sub -units, such as:
 Microfarads, being one millionth of
one Farad, and usually written as pF
(Greek "mu" followed by a capital F).
although it is common for it to be writ-
ten as "ttF" or "mF", since many key-
boards do not have the Greek symbol
readily available. (The use of "mF" is to
be deplored because it really means mil -
1 ifarad rather than mic rola rad .) It is also
common, where the meaning of the term
is implied, for it to be written simply as
"p". in component lists for instance.
Verbally, these abbreviations are often

pronounced as "mew" or "muff". For
example, a 10pF capacitor might be
referred as having a value of "ten -mew"
or "ten -muff".
 Nanofarads, being 1000 -millionth of a
Farad and usually written as "nF".
although the "F" may be dropped where it
is implied in the context. Verbally. the
abbreviation might be pronounced "en-
eff" or just "en", i.e. a value of lOnF
might be pronounced as "ten -en". The use
of the term "nuff" is unlikely.
 Picofarads. being one million -millionth
of a Farad and usually written as "pF",
though again the "F" might be dropped
when it is implied. Pronunciation is usual-
ly "puff" (as in "stairs puff him out!"),
although it might sometimes be heard as
"pee". i.e. "ten -pee" for 10pF.
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Table 2.1: Capacitor varieties and their typical characteristics
Capacitor Ceramic Electrolytic Metal film Mica Polyester Polycarbonate Polystyrene Tantalum Polypropylene
Capacitance 22p to 100n to 10 to 2.2p 1n to ton to 10p to 100n to 100p to

range (F) 100n 47000ii 16u to 1On 10u 1011 10n 100p 470n
Typical 32 to -10 to ±20 ±1 ±5 7_.20 ±1. ±2'5 ±20 ±5 to

tolerance (%) -L80 +50 ±20 and ±5 ±20
Typical 50V to 6.3V to 250V to 350V 63V to 63V to 50V to 61.3V to 100V to

voltage rating (d.c.) 15kV 450V 600V typical 400V 630V 630V 3W 1-5kV
Temperature +100 to +1000 +100 to +35 to -200 +60 -150 to +100 to -200

coefficient (ppmr°C) -4700 (typical) +200 +70 +80 +1000 (typical)
Stability Fair Poor Fair Excellent Fair Good Good Fair Fair/Good
Ambient Temperature -35 to -40 to -25 to -40 to -40 to -55 to -40 to -40 to -55 to

range ('C) +85 +85 +85 -80 +100 -100 -70 +85 +100

note that the values must be expressed in
units of the correct magnitude to achieve
a valid answer, as we said a few para-
graphs earlier.)

Just for a bit of idle illustration, the cir-
cuit diagram for the R -C series is shown at
bottom right of the screen. Note how the
arrow changes direction and value depend-
ing on the charge/discharge mode. The
capacitor symbol shown is that for a non -
polarised type (see later, plus Fig,2A), but
in reality the symbol should more reason-
ably be that for an electrolytic when high
values of capacitance are used.

We suggest you experiment with differ-
ent range values on the screen, and if you
think you can actually time some of the
graphs using your breadboard assembly, set
RI and Cl to the same values as displayed.
(Be sure to read Panel 2.3. however!)

In the accompanying Experimental arti-
cle, we shall tell you about how to combine
two or more capacitors to achieve different
values. In this Tutorial section, though, it's
time to discuss some more facts about
capacitors - first have a read of Panels 2.4
and 2.5, and then read on from here.

CAPACITOR SELECTION
Some concepts referred to in this section

are likely to be alien to you. Where they
are not further discussed here, they will be
covered in later parts of Teach -/n.We have
to mention them now as they are relevant to
this section - you should re -read it once
you have read the future parts. Should we
not cover something that you are puzzled
by, you can always ask us to clarify it
through Circuit Surgery or Readout pages.

There are several factors to be consid-
ered when selecting a capacitor for a par-
ticular application, which include:

 Capacitance value
 Working voltage
 Tolerance
 Leakage current
 Temperature coefficient
 Stability

Unless you are involved with a particu-
larly demanding design, it is principally the
first two which will concern you. but you
should be aware of the following:

When substituting capacitors, either
because they have failed in an existing
circuit, or because the precise type spec-
ified in the components list of a con-
structional project is not readily avail-
able from your normal supplier, it is
important to ensure that the replacement
performs to a specification which is at
least as good as that of the specified
component.

PANEL 2.3 - BEWARE THE FORCE!
Do be warned that you should NEVER

insert or remove components from a cir-
cuit board when the power is switched on.

Whilst this (arguably) is not so necessary
to observe with passive components such as
resistors and capacitors in a low voltage cir-
cuit, active components (to be met later)
such as integrated circuits (i.c.$) and transis-
tors can die in such circumstances.

It also important to note that capacitors
can hold their charm for a while even after
the power is switched off. Ideally, you
should allow a few seconds for them to
discharge before handling them. With a
low voltage supply, such as 6V. this is per-
haps not critical. However. with higher

voltages. of greater than 30V for example,
it is ESSENTIAL that you should allow
for the discharge time. To really ensure
that a capacitor is fully discharged,
CAREFULLY touch a 101(52 resistor
across its +ve and -ve connections for a
few seconds taking great care that YOU
do not touch the wires.

We also have to caution you (not as the
"Old Bill" but as friendly voices across the
page!) - DO NOT use a metal tool (e.g.
screwdriver) to short out capacitor termi-
nals for instantaneous discharge. It can be
damaging to both the capacitor and the
screwdriver (although it does make a nice
spark and mini -thunder crack!).

PANEL 2.4 - CAPACITOR TYPES
Capacitors are manufactured as having

two very basic characteristics. they are
either:

 Polarised, or
 Non -polarised

the latter being manufactured as fixed and
variable capacitance types.

In circuit diagrams and constructional
charts, a fixed capacitor's numerical iden-
tity is usually prefixed by "C". e.g. C2.1. A
variable capacitor may have its number
also prefixed by "C". although it is more
likely to be prefixed by "VC" (Variable
Capacitor), or perhaps "CV" (Capacitor
Variable).

Polarised capacitors, as their name
implies, are very particular about which
side of them is connected to a (relatively)
positive voltage. Connecting them the
wrong way round can have dire results. a
matter which is discussed in the mein text.
It is polarised capacitors that 'you have
been using so far, sub -type "electrolytic" -
this is why we stressed earlier that you
should only connect their +ve and -ve
leads as shown.

Non -polarised capacitors can normally
be connected into a circuit either way
round, although there are some circum-
stances where the relative position of the
output electrode foil is placed in relation to
other parts of a circuit. The coloured ends
of some polystyrene capacitors. for exam-
ple. can indicate this type of polarity.
although it is not a true polarity as referred
to with regard to polarised electrolytic or
tantalum capacitors. (The author has never

had occasion be concerned about this
detail. over several decades of doing
electronics.)

Capacitors are also manufactured in a
seemingly -bewildering array of sub -types,
basically named in respect of the nature of
the dielectric material used between the
plates:

 Electrolytic (polarised)
 Tantalum (polarised)
 Polypropylene (non -polarised)
 Polycarbonate (non -polarised
 Polyester (non -polarised)
 Polystyrene (non -polarised)
 Metallised film (non -polarised)
 Ceramic (non -polarised)
 Mica (non -polarised) - sometimes

called silver -mica
 Trimmers - variable capacitors (non -

polarised)
 Air -spaced - variable capacitors (non -

polarised)
 Paper - now rare (non -polarised)
 Oil -tilled- now rare (non -polarised)

There are also sub -types of the sub-
types! Have a look at a major component
supplier's catalogue and prepare to be
astonished . . . Fortunately, until you are
much more into the depths of serious elec-
tronics design. the subtle differences
between some types need be of little
concern.

Typical physical shapes for six capaci-
tor types are shown in Fig.2.6. A summary
of the characteristics for the most com-
monly available types of fixed capacitor is
given in Table 2.1.
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Fig.2.6. Examples of capacitor body
styles. Other styles exist.

However, it is quite permissible to
replace a capacitor which has a working
voltage rating of 15V by one rated at 25V,
for Instance. The working voltage rating
simply states the maximum voltage at
which a component should be operated in
normal service. Generally speaking, a high-
er working voltage rating is nearly always
acceptable electronically (physical size
permitting, of course). Similarly, a capaci-
tor with a tolerance of 20% can always be
replaced by a similar one having a toler-
ance of 10%. A better tolerance rating is
always acceptable electrically.

WORKING TO RULE
It is also important to note that working

voltages are related to operating tempera-
tures and at high temperatures (well above
"normal" room temperatures) all capacitors
should be significantly derated (assumed to

have a lower working voltage than that stat-
ed). In normal everyday applications, how-
ever, this factor is usually irrelevant.

Capacitors should always be operated at
well below their nominal maximum work-
ing voltages. If a circuit is designed for
operation at 9V, for example, a capacitor
rated at a working voltage of 9V or 10V
should not be used, rather, one rated at 16V
or greater should be chosen. Even one rated
at 63V, for instance, would be acceptable,
provided that its size (which is likely to be
greater with increased voltage ratings) is
suitable for the circuit board on which it
may need to be mounted.

As a nile of thumb, the quoted working
voltage rating should be at least 50%
greater than the voltage at which the com-
ponent is required to work in the circuit,
although there are occasions, such as in
power supply circuits, where a much
greater margin should be allowed, possibly
even as much as four times the nominal
supply voltage.

Where an a.c. volt-
age rating is specified,
this is normally for
sinusoidal operation
(sine waves) at either
50Hz or 60Hz (Hz, or
Hertz, is a unit of fre-
quency in cycles per
second). Performance
will not usually be sig-
nificantly affected at
low frequencies (up to
100kHz, or so), but
above this, or when
non -sinusoidal (e.g.
pulsed) waveforms are
involved, the capacitor
must be derated in

order to minimise losses in its dielectric
material which can produce internal heat-
ing and lack of stability.

You should also be aware that a sinu-
soidal waveform normally. has its voltage
quoted as an r.m.s. (root of the mean
square) value, whereas in fact its peak
value is nearly 50% higher (x 1.41), thus
the chosen capacitor's voltage rating must
take this into account.

RIPPLE FACTOR
Capacitors used for smoothing and reser-

voir (substantial storage) applications in
d.c. power supplies must have an adequate
ripple current rating. This rating refers to
the a.c. characteristic of the current (at the
ripple frequency, e.g. 50Hz for UK mains
operated power supplies) which remains
after the principal alternating (a.c.t voltage
has been rectified to a d.c. voltage.

Without a capacitor following the rectifi-
er, the ripple voltage will be approximately
half that of the original a.c. peak -to -peak

Table 2.3. Ceramic capacitor letter coding.
1st
Suffix

B
C
D

F
G
H
J
K
M
P
R
S

Tolerance
C = <10pF

±0-1pF
±0.25pF
±0.5pF
±1.0pF
±2.0pF

Tolerance 2nd Rated
Ca=10pF Suffix Voltage

A 50V d.c.
B 125V d.c.

±0.5% C 160V d.c.
±1.0% D 250V d.c.
±2.0% E 350V d.c.
±2.5% G 700V d.c.
-±5.0% H 1000V d.c.
±10% 250V a.c.
±20% V 350V a.c.
+100% 500V a.c.

+30/-20%
+50/-20%

Z - +80/-20%
e.g. n 47 KD = 0.47nF ±10% 250V d.c. (n = nanofarads)

PANEL 2.5 - IDENTITY CODING
The majority of capacitors now have their

values printed on them, although colour -
coded varieties are still to be found.
Examples of the colour codes which might be
encountered are shown in Table 2.2 plus
Fig.2.7. As with resistors, the colours allocat-
ed to each numeral from 0 to 9 conform to the
standard colour code system.

Where capacitors have their values
printed on them, the information may well
be abbreviated or allocated a letter coding.
Ceramic capacitors, for example, may
have their tolerance and voltage ratings
coded as in Table 2.3.

A 3 -digit coding is commonly used to
mark some ceramic capacitors. The first
two digits correspond to the first two dig-
its of the value, whilst the third digit is a

multiplier which gives the number of
zeroes to be added to give the value in pF.
e.g. 103 = 10000pF = 0-01gF.

Which brings us to the sometimes mis-
understood use of pF, nF and FF. An nF
value is 1000 times greater than pF, and
1000 times less than ttF. Therefore, the
following typical conversions apply to val-
ues seen on some capacitors:

1nF (or In) = 1000pF
lOnF (or 10n) = 10000pF = 0.01pF
100nF (or 100n) = 100000pF = 0.1pF
However, despite all this possible cod-

ing; with many modern capacitors, their
values are normally obvious from the
uncoded information printed on them
(although you may need a magnifying
glass in order to read them).

Table 2.2.Tantalum capacitor colour coding.
Reading from the top, Bands 1 and 2 = Capacity, Spot = Multiplier, Band 3 = Voltage

Colour Figure Multiplier Voltage

Black 0 1 pF 101/
Brown 1 10 pF
Red 2 100 pF
Orange 3 -
Yellow 4 63V
Green 5 16V
Blue 6 20V
Violet 7
Grey 8 0.01 uF 25V
White 9 0.1 yF 30V
Pink 35V

voltage. It is the job of the following capac-
itor to smooth out that ripple, a task which
is complicated when large currents are
demanded by the ensuing circuit.
Component data sheets and catalogues will
usually quote the typical ripple current rat-
ing for the large value capacitors required
for power supply use. The chosen ripple
current rating should always be greater than
the ripple current expected.

WHICH WAY ROUND?
A most important consideration when

using polarised capacitors (e.g. electrolytic
and Tantalum), is that they should be con-
nected the correct way round. The positive
side of the capacitor must always be con-
nected to the side of the circuit which has,
or is likely to have, the highest voltage.

Across power supply lines, this orienta-
tion of polarity will always be obvious -
the positive side of the capacitor goes to the
positive supply line. It is not always so
instinctively obvious when the capacitor is

1ST BAND

SPOT

2nD BAND

3RD BAND

TWIT...WU TYPE

SPOT

1ST BAMD

PND BAND

an, BAND

Fig.2.7. Tantalum capacitor colour
coding.
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being used to couple a.c. signals between
different parts of a circuit. If in doubt, think
about what d.c. levels are likely to exist if
the a.c. signal ceases, and face the capaci-
tor accordingly.

There are instances, though, when the
polarity of the voltage across an electrolyt-
ic might keep reversing (as in some types
of oscillator, for example). adversely
affecting both the capacitor and the correct
operation of the circuit. In this case, two
equal value electrolytic capacitors can be
used in series, both negative ends connect-
ed together, both positive ends facing out-
wards. The value for each capacitor should
be twice the total capacitance required.

If a polarised capacitor is connected the
wrong way round, in extreme circum-
stances it can over -heat, causing damage to
itself and other components, and in a really
severe case the capacitor may even
explode. At the very least, the circuit may
not operate as intended.

POLARITY MARKINGS
Polarity is usually clearly marked, but

there are several ways in which it might be
done. The ends from which the connecting
wires come out may be marked with "+" or
-" signs, or there might be a large arrow

pointing to the negative end or to a particular
wire (as we discussed at the beginning of this
Tutorial). With electrolytic capacitors having
a wire at each end (axial construction), the
positive end is likely to have a crimp around
the casing and the circular face at that end is
likely to be a plastic material, often black.

Also, where the lead connections to the
capacitor are obvious, the negative lead
will be seen to be attached to the outer
metal casing of the body. (The "opposite"
term to axial construction is radial, in
which both capacitor wires come out from
the same end - shown earlier in Fig.2. I .)

Non -polarised capacitors can generally
be connected either way round, although

there are specialised situations where the
orientation in relation to the capacitor's
outer foil may be significant (as we com-
ment about polystyrene capacitors in Panel
2.4).

Be aware that with very small poly-
styrene capacitors, an occasional fault can
be experienced in that the leads can become
detached internally. It is very unusual, but it
can cause the capacitor to develop an open
circuit, or a short circuit.

LIGHTLY CHARGED
We suggest you now move on to the

Experimental article and just generally play
around as suggested there. You can even
"lighten" up the experience as well.

Next month we look at components
whose values are not rigidly 4xed - vari-
able resistors (variable capacitors will be
discussed in a later part). and sensor resis-
tors. Herr Georg Ohm and his famous Law
also come under scrutiny.

TEACH -IN 2000 Experimental 2

MEASURING AN
'ti the Tutorial of Part 2, while acing dif-
ferent RI and Cl values on your bread-
board to mimic the screen display, you

might have come up against a bit of a snag!
The screen has specified a C -R combination
for which you don't have the component
values. Well, actually, You know you can
make up the resistor value using serial or
parallel combinations, as discussed in Part
1. It's the capacitor values that are the
problem.

Fret not! Capacitors too can be combined
in series or parallel to achieve other capaci-
tance values. The rules are as simple as
those for resistors, except that they are the
opposite way round.

CAPACITOR
COMBINATIONS

When capacitors are in series, as are the
three shown in Fig.2.8a, the total capaci-
tance value (CT) is calculated as:

CT= I / ((1 / C1) + (I / C2) + (1 / C3) +
(etc))

which is. of course, identical to the resistors
in parallel formula, except for the letter
change.

.L

C2I Cl T 5'1°2 C3 IT

pT (A) (B)

Fig.2.8. Capacitor in series (A), and
parallel (B).

CALCULATING CAPACITANCE
For capacitors in

parallel (as for the
three in Fig.2.8b) the
formula is simply:

Cl + C2 + C3 + (etc).

Computer program
Capacitors in Series
and Parallel, accessi-
ble from the main
menu, allows you to
set the values for two
and three capacitors
and have the comput-
er calculate the result-
ing total series and
parallel values (see
Photo 2.4). There is
also a Self -test option
allowing you to check
your understanding of
the two formulae
involved.

CVACticas
C = CI  C2  (etc)

01141C110111 ai man
C yam = 1  (Well  wen (i/ti)  WO)

Photo 2.4. Interactive computer screen for calculating serial
and parallel capacitor combinations.

PARALLEL TEST .

Set up your breadboard as shown in
Fig.2.9 (and Photo 2.5), in which three
capacitors are shown in parallel (as in
Fig.2.8b), where Cl = 100pF, C2 = 47pF
and C3 = 2-2pF. This combination is
being used in place of the single capaci-
tor (Cl) in your Tutorial Part 2
charge/discharge experiment (Fig.2.2
and Fig.2.5). Resistor RI is given a value
of 100kla.

Do the charge/discharge experiment,
noting the time at the 63% and 37% volt-
age levels, i.e. 4V and 2V respectively.
(You will find it easier to do this experi-
ment if you make up and use another short
lead with two crocodile clips on it.)

Photo 2.5. Breadboard layout for
examining capacitors in parallel.
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Fig.2.9. Breadboard layout for capaci-
tors in parallel experiment.

Did you achieve timings of about 15 secs
at the voltage points? That's the time con-
stant associated with RI = 100k0 and Cl =
150pF, the latter being very close to the
answer of 149.2uF for Cl, C2 and C3 in
parallel.

SERIES TEST
Return to your screen graph and set C

and R to 150/4F and 100k0, where you can
see the 15 seconds timing when the graph
slope crosses the percentage line.

Now calculate the total capacitance if the
same three capacitors are connected in series,
as shown in Fig.2.8a. If you don't get an
answer of approximately IOW, try again.

You won't be able to do the breadboard
check with this value, the time -constant is
too fast in this instance, but you can use the
display to show the graph for the nearest
available value of 2-2pF, i.e. 0.22 secs with
RI at 100k0. (Later on, you could set up
your own experiment using three capacitors
in series for which a time constant signifi-
cantly longer than 0-22 seconds is expected.)

The time constant for 2.06t& (call it
211F) and R = 100k0 is actually 0-2 secs.
Use your graph display to find out what
value of R is needed to achieve that value
when C = 2-2uF. We trust you'll find it to
be 91kil

SLOWER TEST
On your breadboard, now use just one

capacitor, with a value of 220uF (100 times
the value of the above 2.2/2F), and with the
breadboard assembly of Fig.2.2 modified to
suit. Testing your knowledge of resistor com-
binations, replace RI with a made up value
of 91k0. Two resistors will do it (within 100
ohms) - what are they and how are they con-
nected? (Refer back to Part I if in doubt.)

Now do your time check routine - the
time constant should be (ideally) 100 times
the above 0.2 secs, i.e. 20 secs.

This now brings us to an interesting
point: how do you set an exact time con-
stant without using multiple values of
capacitors and resistors? The answer's sim-
ple, and there are two ready-made compo-
nents that help in this, the variable capaci-
tor, and the variable resistor (more com-
monly known as the potentiometer). The
latter we shall investigate next month.

LIGHTING LIP TIME
We are again going ask you to use a light

emitting diode (1.e.d.), as we did in Part 1. We
are also asking you to use an inverting logic
gate (also known as a NOT gate). You'll be
told more about both devices on another occa-
sion, but you don't need to fully understand
them if you use them as we now tell you.

The 1.e.d., as you discovered in Part 1, is
a neat little device that glows when a volt-
age is connected across it in a specific
direction via a suitable resistor.

It is important that the resistor should be
used since the l.e.d. cannot survive if more
than about 2V is connected across it. You are
about to use it with a 6V supply, and the
resistor has to drop the voltage to an accept-
able level. In this instance we want you to use
a 4700 resistor, as we did previously.

What we want to do is use the l.e.d. (call
it DI) to indicate when a certain voltage
has been reached on a charging or dis-
charging capacitor. The problem is, though,
that the time constant when a 4700 resistor
is used is too short for the capacitance val-
ues you can realistically select.

We need, therefore, to use a technique
which allows a reasonably long time con-
stant to be set, and still to provide enough
power to drive the l.e.d. via a 4700 resistor
(call it R2).

This is where the logic gate (call it IC I a)
is used - as a type of amplifier. Amongst
your bag of parts you'll find some black
"caterpillars" with 14 legs, seven -a -side.
Find one marked 74HC04. There are likely
to be lots of other forms of marking as well.
but somewhere you should be able to dis-
cern the 74HC04 identity.

The 74HC04 and the l.e.d. are examples
of components that belong to the general
class known as active devices (as opposed
to the general class called passives, of
which resistors and capacitors are exam-
ples). Like the l.e.d., the 74HC04 is anoth-
er member of that enormous family of com-
ponents referred to as semiconductors. It
also belongs to a sub -group of that family.
generally known as integrated circuits
(often abbreviated to i.c.$). More particu-
larly, it is a digital logic i.e.

SEMICONDUCTOR
11411IDLING

As with electrolytic capacitors, by far the
vast majority of semiconductors can only
be connected to a power supply in one
direction. Many can die if connected the
wrong way round. Even if they don't die,
they will not work correctly. This is equal-
ly true for a 74HC04.

Always connect semiconductors and other
active devices into a circuit in the mqnser
specified in circuit diagrams. constructional
layouts or data sheets. Always ensure that
the circuit's power supply is switched off
before inserting or removing them.

One further cautionary note: You will be
aware that you can sometimes generate
sparks when combing your hair or taking
off a sweater. This is caused by the dis-
charge of static electricity which can build
up on some substances, including your
body and that of animals, frequently by the
action of friction in a dry atmosphere. Such
discharges, if they occur when you touch
some semiconductors can kill the devices -
the level of voltage discharge being greater
than the device is designed to handle.

To avoid this happening. it is advisable
to touch an earthed bare metal object
immediately prior to handling integrated
circuits. A water pipe is a suitable object, as
is the exposed bare metal work of an item
of earthed mains powered equipment.
When i.c.s have been supplied in a black
plastic foam, or bag ndirked as being "stat-
ic sensitive", leave devices where they are
until needed. Then keep the handling of
their legs to a minimum.

The author reassures you, however, that
for all the years he has been handling ic.s, he
cannot remember killing one with static elec-
tricity. They are very robust, especially those
manufactured over the last decade or so.

We shall discuss static electricity further
in a future pan of Teach -In.

INVERTER GATE
The 74HC04 device is known as a her

(six) inverter gate - inother words it has six
inverter gates within it, all usable separate-
ly. It's pinouts are shown in Fig.2.10, where
the symbols within the outline are those for
inverter gates..

Fig.2.10. Pinouts and typical case style
for 74HC04 hex inverter gate. Note the
inversion gate symbols within the
pinout drawing.

An inverter gate, as you will be ;old
when we discuss digital electronics in a
later part, has an output that is at a level
called Logic High when its input is at a
level called Logic Low, and vice versa.

So what's Logic High and Logic Low?
Well, in this instance, High refers to +6V
(the power supply voltage level) and Low is
simply OV. The two terms are respectively
also known as Logic I and Logic 0.

The logic gate, though, does not have
to have exactly OV or +6V on its input for
the output to respond. There is a range of
voltage levels below which the gate
thinks it's being provided with Logic 0.
and there's range of voltage levels afiove
which the gate thinks it's being provided
with Logic 1. In a region somewhere
between those two levels, the gate tends
to get a bit confused and may keep
changing its mind about what logic level
it's being offered.

Although this dithering would be a prob-
lem in a digital circuit, it's of no great
importance for what we are going to do
here, which is to connect the gate's input to
the resistor -capacitor series you have been
charging and discharging.
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Fig.2.11 and Photo 2.6. breadboard layout for the first timing experiment using an inverter gate.

INITIAL ASSEMBLY
Connect up your breadboard as shown in

Fig.2.11 (see also Photo 2.6). Note two
things in particular: the position of the flat
side on the l.e.d., and the position of the
"notch" (or dot/dimple, on some devices)
of the 74HC04. (See also Practically
Speaking on page 834 last month - Nov
'99.) The circuit diagram for this compo-
nent configuration is shown in Fig.2.12.

Now perform some more capacitor
charge/discharge experiments. You will see
that the l.e.d. is on when the capacitor volt-
age is fairly low, and off when the voltage
is fairly high. You may find that the l.e.d.
blinks a bit between the two levels - this is
due to ICI not being sure of its input logic
level. The effect is more likely to be seen
when the time constant is really slow.

See if you can establish what the capaci-
tor voltage is when the 1.e.d. on-offness
fully changes from one state to the other.

MORE L.E.D.S
Just for fun, connect up another inverter

gate (IC1b) and five more l.e.d.s (D2 to D6)

Fig.2.12. Circuit diagram for the experiment
typical Le.d (light emitting diode).

plus the extra resistors (R3 to R7 - also of
470Q) as shown in Fig.2.13.

Now you will find that DI and D2 alter-
nate in their on -off states. This is due to D2
being connected to the +6V power supply,
whereas DI is connected to the OV line.

The action of D3 and D4 will be seen to be
the opposite of DI and D2 (as will D5 and
D6). Which brings us to an interesting point
about inverter gates. When two are used in
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Fig.2.13. Breadboard assembly of Fig.2.11 modified to include five more l.e.d.s.
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in Fig.2.11, plus (left) pinouts for a

series, as done here, a double inversion occurs
and so the final output logic level is the same
as seen by the input to the first gate.

What we'd also like you to do is to make
a note of the voltage that actually occurs at
the junctions of the l.e.d.s and their respec-
tive resistors. Also note the voltages at the
outputs of the two gates - do they actually
reach OV and +6V?

What affect do two l.e.d.s have on the
output voltages of the gates? Compare with
the voltages produced without l.e.d.s con-
nected. We shall discuss this in another
Tutorial. Also see if you can draw the
circuit diagram for Fig.2.13.

FLASHY
We wonder if you realise how easy it is

now to put the capacitor charging/discharging
under automatic control for perpetual repeti-
tion of the cycles? One way to do it, using an
additional inverter gate, IC lc, is shown in the
circuit diagram of Fig.2.15 (we'll discuss the
change of i.c. type number from 74HC04 to
74HC14 in a moment).

Using the values shown, reconstruct
your breadboard assembly as illustrated in
Fig.2.14 (deleting D5, D6, R6, R7), and
still using the 74HC04 device. Note that a
crocodile -clipped link is made between
point Vout3 and Vitt. See also Photo 2.7.

Connect up the power. What you should
see now is that all four l.e.d.s appear to be
glowing, but at a reduced brilliance level.
In fact, they are all rapidly switching on
and off, but too fast to differentiate between
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Fig.2.14 and Photo 2.7, layo-ut for the oscillator experiment, (Fig.2.15). Note the new link between ICI pins 4 and 5.

them. In the author's test model, the rate
was in excess of one million cycles per
second ( I MHz)!

The clever thing we/you have done is
to use ICic to invert the output of IC lb,
and then to use the output of ICic as the
power supply for the resistor -capacitor
chain.

With the correct combination of RI and
Cl values, this has the effect of repeatedly
switching the voltage feeding into RI
between +ve and OV. Here's why:

When power is first switched on, the
voltage at the input to IC I a and the output
of ICib will be low (double inversion), and
the output of Inc will be high (another
inversion). This output is now supplying
+ve to RI, and Cl starts to charge up (as it
did when you connected it directly to the
+ve voltage line).

We said earlier that inverter gates have
a threshold voltage above which an input
level of Logic 0 is assumed. Eventually,
as CI continues to charge, the voltage at
the input of ICIa will rise above the
threshold, and ICIa's output will fall to
Logic 0. As a result, the output at IC1b
will immediately go high, and the output
of ICic go low.

This action, in an instant, causes CI to
start discharging through RI. Eventually,
there comes the point when the discharging
voltage falls to the Logic 0 level as seen by
the input to ICla. It now once more switch-
es its output back to Logic 1, ICIb output
switches back to Logic 0, and ICIc switch-
es to Logic I again.

The cycle has now been completed. and
starts all over again. Thus it continues, ad -
infinitum, until something stops it. such as
you disconnecting the power!

What you have created with this simple
component arrangement, is an oscillator.

For interest, try to take a voltage read-
ing at ICic pin 6. You will find that is
probably extremely erratic, although it
may indicate a voltage at around the 3V
mark (half -way between the 6V battery
supply and OV).

saimirr TRIGGER
As the circuit stands, its frequency of

oscillation is somewhat unpredictable.
We said earlier that the 74HC04 has a
midway input voltage level range in
which the inverter is not too sure which
logic level is being applied to it. It is at
this midway level that the circuit is
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Fig.2.15. Circuit diagram for the oscillator experiment.

rapidly switching over from one state to
another. What we ideally need is for the
circuit to switch over only at the input
levels which are guaranteed to be Logic
1 and Logic 0.

To achieve this exactitude with an ordi-
nary inverter gate suck as the 74HC04
would require the use of additional circuit-
ry. However, there is a similar inverter type
which automatically responds only to those
input voltages which are at the guaranteed
logic levels, ignoring those input voltages
which lie between the two thresholds. Such
an inverter is known as a Schmitt trigger
inverter.

One type of Schmitt trigger inverter is
the 74HCI4 which, like the 74HC04, has
six inverters within it and its pins are
arranged in the same order. Note the sym-
bol within each of the inverter outlines in
Fig.2.15 that indicate its Schmitt trigger
status.

With power disconnected, find a
74HC14 device from your bag of compo-
nents and substitute it into the 74HC04
position on your breadboard.

When power is re -applied, you will see
a considerable difference in the rate at
which the I.e.d.s now flash. Indeed. you
should be able to count the flashes quite
readily. This dramatic change in the flash
rate is entirely due to the switchover
occurring only at the guaranteed Schmitt
trigger logic levels.

Using your meter you can now track the
voltage level at the Rl/CI junction at
which the logic changes occur. Also meter
the output of 'Cie (pin 6 -Vout3). You will
sec that it is repeatedly switching between
Logic 1 and Logic 0.

TIME OUT
Before Part 3, think up some timing

and capacitor value situations and see if
you can solve them using the various
software options and a calculator. Also
see if you can get the oscillator to run so
that its output at ICIc changes at exact
intervals of your choosing, say once per
second or once per 10 seconds. Until next
month, 'bye for now.
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Constructional Project

GINORNIOUS
STOPWATCH
NED STOJADINOVIC Part 2

Now you're "up and PL/17/7/./7g", why
not add some Giant Displays to
your events Stopwatch.
Tas Large Digit Display unit was

originally designed for use with the
- Ginormous Stopwatch module pre-
sented last month. It has 178mm (7 -inch)
characters and can use high brightness
1.e.d.s for dazzling daylight performance.

It can also be driven from a standard
computer serial port with the optional
adapter, allowing it to be used as a score-
board, bingo number display, clock, etc.

CIRCUIT OVERVIEW
The heart of the circuit is a PIC16C54

microcontroller and this has two relatively
simple tasks. The lust is to receive serial
data from the Stopwatch module or com-
puter serial port. The data reaches the
micro via an optoisolator (IC4), as dis-
cussed in Part 1, and the individual digit
modules can be daisy chained together up
to a maximum of 16 modules.

The software responds to all 16 address-
es but the Stopwatch module only uses
seven of them. However, when driven from
a computer using the Serial Port Converter,
the I ange Digit Display units will respond
to all 16 addresses.

The second task is to switch on the
various segments on the display to form the
digits 0 to 9.

SOFTWARE
In keeping with the author's stated objec-

tive of designing without designing, he used
two pieces of software from the Parallax web
site at www.parallaxinc.com. These were
from application notes concerning receiving
serial data and utilising a jump table to dis-
play digits on a 7 -segment display. Readers
are tereiled to these notes.

It is interesting to note that it was easiest
to choose the same crystal frequency as the
Stopwatch module (3.2768MHz). This
allowed the author to play with the soft-
ware's "bit_k" constant without worrying
about serial link compatibility between the
Stopwatch and Large Digit modules.

Of course, large display modules that are
to be driven by a computer must comply
with the standard computer baud rates and
everything has been standardised at 9600
bits/sec.

It was necessary, though, to come up

with a protocol to address the correct
module and tell that module what number
to display. This turned out to be quite easy.
and it can be done in one byte.

First, consider the number to be dis-
played. In binary you need four bits to dis-
play the digits 0 to 9, like this:

Decimal Binary
0 0000
1 0001
2 0010
3 0011
4 0100
5 0101
6 0110
7 0111
8 1000
9 1001

Completed "7 -segment" Giant Display
module. The figures measure 178mm
by 100mm approx.

Actually, four .bits will allow you to
count front 0 to 15 (binary 1111), but we
only need to count up to 9. Let's call these
bits "n", as in "nnnn". Similarly, four bits
will allow pg to have modules numbered
from 0 to 15, call these bits "d".

Computers and PIC micros like to deal
in bytes, which are eight bits, so the soft-
ware makes the "nnnn" and "dddd" bits
into artificial bytes:

dddd becomes dddd0000, which is one
byte

nnnn becomes 0000nnnn, which is
another byte

The two bytes are ORed together
(inclusive -OR) bit by bit to form a single
byte which looks like ddddnnnn. This
single byte contains both the module
number and the digit to be displayed.

For example, to make module 1 display
the number 1, the output byte would be
00010001. To make module 2 display the
number 1 it would be 00100001.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
Referring to the circuit diagram in Fig.l,

data is received via the optocoupler IC4.
The driving device (e.g. the Stopwatch)
switches an l.e.d. inside the optocoupler on
and off and the light from its 1.e.d.,shines
onto an optotmnsistor, switching it on and
off in unison.

Resistor RI holds the output of IC4, pin
5, at 5V until the transistor switches on and
shorts pin 5 to ground. Pin 5 is connected
directly to the PIC microcontroller IC2 at
its pin RB7, which is set up as an input pin.

When output pin 5 of IC4 is at OV, it
switches on transistor TR I and, via current
limiting resistor R3, causes current to flow
through optocoupler IC4 of the next digit
module. In this way the modules are daisy -
chained one to the next.

Dual -in -1.4k switch S1 to S4 is used to
set the digit's module address number by
placing the relevant code on the PIC's RAO
to RA3 data pins. Pins RAO and RAI are
normally held at OV via resistors R4 and
R5; pins RA2 and RA3 are normally held
at 5V via resistors R6 and R7. This method
of biasing was done simply to make the
board design easier and the software takes
it into account. When the appropriate
switch is closed, the logic level seen by
pins RAO to RA3 is inverted

The status of the switches is read when-
ever a serial data byte is received by the
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PIC via its RB7 input. The 4 -bit status code
forms the "dddd" bits referred to earlier. SERIAL INTERFACE LARGE DIGIT

DISPLA Y
Pins RBO to RB6 of the PIC are used as

the 7 -bit output to the seven sets of 10
1.e.d.s that make up the seven segments of
the display. The PIC16C54 cannot by itself
handle the current required by the 1.e.d.s
and so 1C3 acts as an intermediary buffer.

This device is a rugged little chip intend-
ed as a solenoid driver and can handle
almost 50V and 500mA, and is nice and
cheap as well. It is essentially seven open -
collector Darlington transistors that can be
turned on and off by the 5V and OV logic
level voltages from the PIC.

The 1.e.d.s are arranged in pairs in a
series/parallel arrangement, meaning that
one pair is connected in series with the next
pair. There is a voltage drop of nearly 2V
across each Le.d. or pair of l.e.d.s in a par-
allel arrangement and the five pairs are
arranged in series.

Thus the five pairs will drop the 12V sup-
ply by 5 x 2V, or about 10V, leaving the bal-
last resistor with 2V (12V -10V) to to
zero. The I.e.d_s run well at about 20mA and
so a simple application of E = IR gives a
value of 100 ohms for the ballast resistors.

The value of the ballast resistor is not

4
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Fig.l. Circuit diagram for the Giant Digital Display module.

ohms ballast resistors and see how the light
output looks.

The decimal point and colon Le.d.s are
done the same way except that the 1.e.d.s
are all in series as there are not as many of
them. These I.e.d.s are not controlled in any
way and are simply connected across the
12V power supply, via limit resistors R15
and R16, constantly remaining on while the
power is on.

SERIAL PORT
CONVERTER

The digit modules can also be driven
from a computer serial port with the aid of
a converter module interface (see Fie.2).
This is simply a Darlington transistor
switch (TR2) which converts the ±15V sig-
nals from the serial port to voltages of the
correct polarity to drive the optocouplers.

The transistor also provides the reason-
ably heavy current required by optocou-
piers connected in "star" configuration (see
the last section of this article).

The converter has its own power supply
because it has to provide power to the inter-
nal l.e.d.s of the optocouplers. The battery
used can be 9V or 12V merely by changing
resistors R18 and R19. The values should.
be 330Q for 9V and 5600 for 12V.

The converter also has an l.e.d. on board
(D79) to indicate serial port activity and is
a great help for trouble shooting.

CONSTRUCTION
The printed circuit boards for the Large

Digit Display and optional computer Serial
Port Converter Interface board are available
from the EPE PCB Service pave, codes 247
and 248, respectively. The component
assembly and track layout details for the
boards are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4.

There is nothing difficult about the con-
struction but the l.e.d.s are, as may be
expected, rather tedious. It is suggested that
you test each segment as it is finished.

Start assembly of the Large Display
board (Fig.3) with the top right segment.
Insert all the l.e.d.s and make sure that they
are all the correct way around, noting that
some high brightness l.e.d.s have different
orientations to those of ordinary l.e.d.s. If
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in doubt, you can check by temporarily
connecting the l.e.d. in series with a Ik52
resistor across a 12V power supply.

Flip the board over and solder only one
lead of each I.e.d. When you have done
that, go back and grasp both leads of each
l.e.d. and re -melt the solder while gently
pulling upwards on the leads. This will seat
each l.e.d. onto the circuit board and gener-
ally make sure it is pointing straight out
from the board. This is important as high
brightness l.e.d.s only appear bright when
you look directly onto them, if they are tilt-
ed they look dull and this makes the display
look patchy.

Go back and solder each second lead and
give the first soldered lead a touch up with
fresh solder if necessary. Now solder in all
of the ballast resistors (R8 to R16) and
some power leads for the 12V supply.

COMPONENTS
DIGIT MODULE

Resistors
RI 4700 See
R2, R4

to R7 10k (5 off) 14tAig-iii--.-
R3, R15,

R16 22052 (3 off) TALK
R8 to R14 1004 (7 off) Page

All resistors 0.25W 5%.

Capacitors
C1, C2
C3, C6
C4
C5

15pF ceramic
100n ceramic
470u radial elect. 16V
47p radial elect. 10V

Semiconductors
D1 to D78 red I.e.d., 5mm, normal

or high brightness
TR1 BC558 pnp transistor
IC1 78L05 +5V 100mA

voltage regulator
IC2 PIC16C54

microcontroller,
preprogrammed

IC3 ULN2003 7 x Darlington
driver, common emitter

IC4 4N25 or 4N28 optoisolator

Miscellaneous
Si to S4 4 -way d.i.l. on!off switch
X1 3.2768MHz crystal

(see text)
Printed circuit board, available from the

EPE PCB Service, code 247; 6 -pin d.i.l.
socket; 16 -pin d.i.l. socket; 18 -pin d.i.l.
socket; connecting wire; solder, etc.

SERIAL PORT CONVERTER
Resistors

R17 1k2
R18, R19 3300 for 9V, 5600 for 12V

Semiconductors
TR2 BD681 (or equivalent.

e.g. TIP141 or
TIP142) npn
Darlington transistor

D79 red I.e.d., 5mm
D80 1N4148 signal diode

Miscellaneous
Printed circuit board, available from the

EPE PCB Service, code 248; connector
to suit serial port lead used.

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only £35

(Standard l.e.d.$)

Table 1: Module Selection Switches
Module Switch Settings

No. 1 2 3 4 Display
0 off off off off
1 off off off on hundredth seconds
2 off off on off tenth seconds
3 off off on on seconds
4 off on off off ten seconds
5 off on off on minutes
6 off on on off ten minutes
7 off on on on hours
8 on off off off ten hours
9 on off off on *
10 on off on off *
11 on off on on *
12 on off off off *
13 on on off off
14 on on on off *
15 on on on on *

* Used in computer version with the Serial Port Converter.

DISPLAY TEST
To test the segment. connect the 12V

supply and connect a flying lead to ground
(OV). Touch the flying lead to the end of
resistor R13 that is nearest to the bottom of
the board. The sement should light up nice
and bright.

If it does not, look for l.e.d.s the wrong
way around, broken tracks, or the wrong
ballast resistor value. in that order.

If all is well, continue inserting 1.e.d.s,
testing, inserting, testing...

If any l.e.d.s are a tight fit at their skirts,
gently file down their sides until there is

Completed control and power supply area of the Display p.c.b.

Fig.4. Printed circuit board details for
the Serial Port converter.

room for them to sit without colliding with
their neighbours.

Because the colon and decimal point
l.e.d.s are intended to be permanently
turned on, they (and/or their ballast resis-
tor) should be omitted if those functions are
not required on any of the boards.

Put in all the other components and
sockets for IC2 to IC4, but do not install the
i.c.s yet.

TESTING
Power up the board and at the IC2 socket

test for 5V and OV at pins 5 and 14. This
will test the power supply regulator ICI,
and will also show up any soldersplashes
or broken tracks to these pins.

Switch off the power and insert IC3,
the I.e.d. driver device. To now test the
operation of the various segments, take a
flying lead and connect one end to 5V,
say to the link wire immediately below
ICI. Touch the other end of the flying
lead in turn to pins I to 7 of IC3's socket
and you should see each of the segments
light accordingly.

If you have connected the colon or deci-
mal point 1.e.d_s, they should have turned
on when you applied the power.
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Now power down and carefully put the
PIC (preprogrammed, of course) into its
socket, being very careful about orienta-
tion. Remember that it is a CMOS chip and
so be sure to briefly ground yourself to dis-
charge static electricity before handling it.
Also insert 1C4.

Turning on the power should now give
you a nice big figure "0" and if not, imme-
diately power down and start looking for
causes. The Stopwatch article last month
has some tips on troubleshooting this type
of circuit.

If you are using the Stopwatch module.
connect it to one digit board via a handy
length pair of leads, being careful to con-
nect signal and ground wires the correct
way around. Select the module address
number via the d.j.'. switch (S1 to S4) as
per Table 1. Note that the software
"knows" that switches S3 and S4 are con-
nected in order of RA3 and RA2 (instead of
RA2 and RA3 as might be expected).

Power up both boards and start the
Stopwatch. This should immediately start
the digit board displaying the selected time
unit. If it just sits on "0", use a logic probe
or similar to test for a fast changing signal
on pin 5 of the optocoupler, IC4.

PORT INTERFACE
If using the Serial Port Converter, con-

nect up the digit board and power as above.
Now run the QBASIC demo program, mak-
ing sure that the module d.i.l. switches are
all off. Put in a different switch setting from
the list each time you run the program and
the module should immediately display the
correct number.

You will know if the converter is work-
ing by observing its 1.e.d. Whenever serial
data is being transmitted it will flash quite
noticeably.

STAR CONNECTION
The digit modules are designed to be

hooked up in "daisy chain" configuration,
see Figia, and this should work well in
most cases. It is possible, especially when
many modules are used for the signal to get
a bit lost in its trip down the chain;
remember the design allows up to 16 digit
modules to be used.

In this case, use the "star" configura-
tion in Fig.5b where the driver transistor
in the Stopwatch or Serial Port Converter
switches all of the optocouplers directly.
Note that this will put quite a strain on the
battery of the Serial Port Converter or
Stopwatch module as it now has to power
all of the optocouplers at the same time.

To select a battery size, assume that each
module uses about 15mA when running
and plan accordingly. For example, 10
modules times 15mA is 150mA and so a
battery of 1.2Ah (amp hour) capacity will
drive the display for eight hours.

COMPUTER
SERIAL PORTS

While developing this project the author
came across a strange fact: not all comput-
er serial ports operate at quite the same
speed and the modules will consequently
malfunction on some computers.

For those programming their own PIC
and wanting to drive the modules from a
computer port, try varying the value of
"bit k" in the software for the PIC. The

DOW E

Fig.5. Suggested method of connecting the Giant Display modules to the Stopwatch
(Part 1) or Serial Port Converter. (a) In daisy chain" fashion or (b) "star"
configuration.

comments section in the source code tells
you how to do it.

If you only want to drive the modules
from a computer, a slightly different
source code for the PIC has been includ-
ed (called serin4.src) which requires the
use of a 4MHz crystal instead of the
3.2768MHz one, and operates at 2400
baud. The slower baud rate is unnotice-
able to our slow human senses and results
in a design which is forgiving of long
serial cables and bit rate errors in the
computer or micro.

SOFTWARE
The software for the Large Digit module,

including the QBASIC demo program, is
available on a 3.5 -inch disk front the Editorial
office (see EPE PCBISofhvare Service page
for details and cost), and free via the EPE
web site.

Preprogrammed PICs for this module are
available as discussed in Shoptalk.

Note that since publicaton of Part 1 the
software has been revised by the author.
The new version is on the EPE disk and
website 0

One Display module being driven by last month's Stopwatch.
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Elm woo Pas Is own irrealic speakerTC 1st Ca to
en XI 33 brar a taei-oridtay CI ltrrititcr.rtrux,ICr
a 2001 rate suzfed Pi X2IKT £1195
lora We
 TRiSTAPE RECORDER= SVITCH
Ladd astrrocaly apera 1 wax, saxief
:a a FBAGTE soar Low

wes
sarcs drape.. 41 comsr.

lama Foca= 33uute ta-stvry S .r -DI 55e
11509=m. 321XT ELM A5IC13 EI1X

TELEPHONE SURVEILLANCE

 11171 UNATLRE TELEPHOIN TRSMINTTE1
acre ire 7nrs-s3 al/ ers 7o-#

a -sad ras la err rev Pan pres. 37a- -a-ce
Lsas ire a arra I. paw sans oaten Et55
ASKO RIM
 TRI -TELEFPICOIE WORMS PITEMICE
Asmaxstv mr...4 u xnersders. CD -em prow
Cade Ira S tEl naras ttyle. Corn rtarv.0
toT 161204 U'tarn tr133-6 Peewee tan 4-e 5:,33-n-
3t37KT AS= S.95
 TRI - TELERIONE PCSUP INFLFIERWRELMS
PIKNEIRCI
Pas pa -.0 =I D ta acre es a - aere
At rer seas 7 Tv zrwa...x.-cr 335511 1325
ASMSS HESS
 I MTT Eli TRUMITTER Easy t tIA.A1 I

ass saes 7.essa el =On -lcutere
Aware o arm Sae are $-Xr.D.:
Assn-. MAT OM

Pr i

 4 WATT FY TRUMATTDI Ca7trus trot PT says
asS r. erac aferoile 1391 Pe.-314CY nouttre
itutel a pi I MUM* 7-w7tffs 3513.
Aura tar hat Dan dcce 7 Gans Pa -s Ost aaec
a tow Leo esa t Ie read n asavag KTC dlil

arE wwt a ox01:314 3.^.-41t t=e4T410 atTL
7'244= PCB 4141I6mm 102617.
 IS WATT FY TRiNSWTTER (PREASSESIBLED & TEST-
ED) Tau soma Cased sign r.. ?tap ELY 63 It tut
sap 15 Nos IF wee o, re er A=Lco
aer.3pae Dart Pa -a. WS.: tsa colorra 15W.

7ras. t2-1 PM 24....,5-m. SAS -ear --.4t.t CI=TCC
MKT f5U5
MARONE BUT 2511101m4.16314CT MI6

FACTOR
PUBLICATIONS

THE ARTS IN RARE &
UNUSUAL INFORMATION!

F.-4 mat a a/ X FACTOR PL/3_COrt.S m- tv-d r
ar aaacqua. Pi 13 lkarirl mat r crar-A 307

as ff.00 ELLS ro-aLWPIP

 SUPER -EAR USTDDIO DEVICE Co,t. a33
ast pi ae- parade lsn -cram* L.er
ram Ed sarcar...-f. Sal erodes and eo-

,$) FCC2 MSG
 TELERIONE D.IG 14.22$ Sea p1 ar.-on-ceets
).ace State sa Ire "net -rum= Mr MO

- =et 41T. 9333 Marne 1.14:4 tOe easy
=tut zteap 37.074rt1 MOS M56
 LOCKS -Hoe ref son ro tow t pc. tom-: 11ss

Hod mpg .1 Dan ya mcre V-13.1023 Te
11630.T; Tar. miry e373 !v., M6rI :nu Te
lot Paws' sir rer-snn LW1308 £350
 RAM IS TV JOKER PLANS
pet Lb. )04 tea, B SAC Tree Were-: Gra13
%Una IV Odra sard as RI WV Itty .3444

E

.4 au
193

ght tan toDSCREDONC-OURED 17
 INFINITY TRANSMITTER PLANS Grote ales
a...4:1N was terms err/ i-zarnese CEce roaded en
tot Raw:,awe am 11.4 a rxr, b4 litlatt
t.rwt prof I actrea Ye Id 12 tar u mcct form
Dr-- kr fcravilfca saartV MIS MO
IITHEETHER YMCAS!. WTERCEPTDR PLANS Gott
Imams cab (Udell ar: tta rattO T. =wan a pram
lug Sc.* gabOatia ante rimr* Ow* sres n rex
re easenalcra Woo ;WO M25 UM
 CASH CREALDR KW E55 REPORTS Need Oem
ex mans era =st7 Wei SW 4021151st ear pr
ree Ya, to y repay tapper. &X p37c1 en ICtcy
ilk De pm to; rizi-cn cn searg ,v deem! bee
rases ea: Eat pa steam nordaxxn E-delecoSod
nom It rat ya as set to canas at Ku Sot Mall
VS)

0 PROJECT KITS 6
OUR RANGE OF PROJECT KITS COME
COMPLETE WITH AU. COMPONENTS,

HIGH OUAUTY PCBs. DETAILED
A SS END LY /OP ERATI NG

INSTRUCTIONS

 2x 25W CAR BOOSTER JUIPUFIER Corrons
EA car -,1 of is. ett-f; earao cassez Oat -

is. CD ptrear Cl ado orordea PCB
75.75-rn 1046 -NI f2416
 11V.IW STEREO AMPURER MODULE Uses
SA'sur,2 KA09 IC iconvent tO td
Ostare0

.13-9VDC. PCS .15.5:mr, 3067 -KT E3.95
 101V.1 OW STEREO AUPLIfIEFI NODULE
UsaaTDA2009 ail come, amp C
kr rap quaky retro wOicatcra Pca
45460mm. 3080 -KT £995
 16W 1311. AUDIO AMPLWIER MODULE Low
verapa no tower mono 16W 81t a-ro sisg
HAI 3118 C. Davers 14W 110 4 C>"-...1 ft% TI -C)
041 132V mut Therna: str2.1 77.4Con
16VDC. KIVU*. provosa PC3 57.55mn 3105 -
KT f0.50
 SCHANNEL WIRELESS LIGHT MODULATOR

137Y="C-.3% .  wr., syme.er L>et modo-
Soon va a weave eiem-et
Soto Stra13.iti oct-dra 3W &arm+ . P.7.wer-

warcirg 420'Ni:tamed PCB 54sIlr.. UsT6
powered Eon pranced 6014471223A5
 12 RUMW4G LIGHT EFFECT Esaarg 121.50
1Las eDactioat browses daeos, shop-Nerd:4n &
emtathinp Sgra PCB doom Mows rtotocernen:
of LEDs ...11 220V bits by means 3 TRIACs.

,A41;_vade rvaton speed A dreottn PCB
54.112mm 1026407 EOM; BOX (lot ruins
operation) 2026 -KT L6.50
 DISCO STROBE UGHT Proeetry tY ,rcz:
erzao a at lore. alecat Very tate =be t_or
AO" cmte atrzerf. 1.153HA liars a.,e
wed PCE 62.65mm Be. pounded_ 603745(1
L20.60
 SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR Easy ts !RAW
Create a, V,Ott r rile rarefy CI
. aard elect{ tun tete chrp-
repo 9VCC.PC33 544135mIn.10454CTOLSIS
 ROBOT VOICE EFFECT 1.4ale )cur Pos sand

a 'CDC( Cr Dara... &eat in ts daces
sa ved Perm rez-a ataxters, redo Maw &
aryi-os pusa wm.r ',arch Own anrwerrq BA
wore, PCB 42171rrrt -KT
 ANDIOTO LIGHT MODULATOR Cora -ca

a era co more bap n response to al a...co
ous_ Sale. modern optc-oasaa Disks, Max

rajmere -co recsinad 3012-K70395
= BOX Azt-Latas by 101 P.3,3 5

C. lova and 5 tow ere& 3104 -KT TAM
 20 SECOND VOICE RECORDER Usti num-

eTertOry - 113 :Amery tad,o needed
Reccretreci rnessapes owe 6 met RatedL as
redirect to ate asta,c--1 At 13U-41 azrad

EVDC PCB soira,m
3131 -KT £1195
 TRAIN SOUNDS 4 ItTtctutt4 SarOs shade
ti wiry. V-sN 7053ng Ce4. Ilotterclack. 6 4 SI
 ecuart,e. SGO1M £495
 ANIMAL SOUNDS Cal. Coo. chden 5 con
Icea fer its Iarry=-J. lays A strode 5131CM
£430
 3 12 DIGIT LED PANEL METER Um ex be=
Lotspetu-re-x Cisvais Cl eustorrise So minute
serfvw-....1'.. a. 411. .is rroreenart sardamie
et felt WO -7 1551 Welat (roesocisKS.Vaiss
rp.s ems! 001 vnvdea 30614a L11.05
 IR REIAOTE TOGGLE SWITCH Use any
IV VCR rerre.a cerra .11 to sesta crecard
12W1A tasty 31i53 -KT WAS
SPEED CONTROLLER wry caw= DC mesa

10115 Si Pise eL=. malagoo GiveS rran-
r-un 150,4 V 4.1 sute,2& 6.15VDC. Bd. medal
30674CT E10.95
 3 1 6 CHANNEL IR RELAY IMAM Cava sort
12v,1 A mays by reaps feral arse010 1212
Wye tt 3.nicit. 6 at ten enemy re sear 2 tops
m.ot 3 ocesaan rrctal Otratt-t-e3 By tvoll&
IutorrtUt & pet w.wa :raw Peurwa PC8

3372-Kf £4315
 PC CONTROLLED RELAY BOARD
Czewett 077265 ward PC rt. a Colored zr

co-.17-arU t -tier.,, --05-1, Use albl to to
eat sp,s. metre A Ure, Oetves artun:1

rpm &Ice. titoreoryr or isizry Liao 6
240VA4>12A onboard Mar- DOS taiees, sample
tost procra-n. 4.11-4e.V.43C WrCOIriality d ai arn-
contra lesaa caael aasiort 12VDC PCB
7042031v-. 30744CT £28.95
 2 CHANNEL UHF RELAY SWITCH Cortars
Da sada ra-a-iter 'mews' par as 33A15 Woe
pie to carodne-rc ard PCB b aroa ND
24004A1'510.4 razA fats° 1.440slaw1-, U17-4 GrVa
LEDs Lsecf CI rdtaa Way 1=21 3062 -KT
E25.95
 TRANSMITTER RECEIVER PAIR 2-ct=o
lutibb 330-37666-12 Ti ant 30r1 t1591.
Richat wooly moire weh rrattsed doesdet
IC. Ccaecreets must to bs3 rto a emit Da Id
3002 Mae. 30A15 £13.55
OTELEPHONE UNE RELAY SWITCH Tan erste
4 alas os ys Wore tr., Iran anywhere In ihe
weld. 44dal 500i53 ads Las proledixt estuary

(non-asproLed). PCB 701105tra. 30164CT
£4156

 PC DATA ACOUISMON.CONTROL UNIT Use
rat PC ta moms Orytka; au,l3e1 Seq. Luca.
s Jre_ Wryer-aut. icto.
-,.4mer4. 0755. Mt. tskagr.lOon
& use relats 10 cargo "scat de.ices Ike
-dors usu. reap. saw A Issper rrotrs
-pm 16 data& 11 ar-40nsa-11..7 ca2,-K.

1 trabqva. Paste caw WM prrtd front raw
owe's, software ,g.Seeel PoSremmrO 5.1c, -0,e1

carsacrerd (e swam A cads) po-
oled. I21500 3093-5(7
 PIC 16C71 FOUR SERVO MOTOR DRIVER
Smo-%--ecas:, corzu Ls to 4 birol 10173 $MWa-A
I 1.133-pcntra atm! serosterea pas! socAro.
F.DC, PCB X,f7rr..31024CT513.95
 PC SERIAL PORT ISOLATED 10 BOARD
Frat.Gea eqn:240VA.C.10A may a...lauts 5 4 est-
mei sated 1-432.3. De$0141 for tual n mow=
co -4.7 A unseg apptar-Out eq. Cat stowa-q
01 b' 10.471 =t0.4 sansrq. cert.wl obese 5
anvil& 01.00 taming Ccrirated ra swag port
A a tarmral s-m.:13.10r pragra-n (b.d1 Irto
Kg -dowel. Can Pe used was ANY compuseraper-
Erg rode, ceso weh prrox1 acr4Terat
10arr al 07-07-er 1caNe) trarded.
311334CT £44.95
 UNIPOLAR STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER to
E.-,1 3.5.1 lead rt-..= PasOor & truie stao

orer..e..n co-ra d tout swam Alva. 2 -
vela 6 haf-orroa itto moma I LED rck=r1
PCS 50..65,-. 3109 -KT £1 2-95
 PC CONTROLLED STEPPER MOTOR DELI-
VER C.tra-S Two Lroci.m rye motors '35
was, cam) va PC prr-er pat Wa.e 21a1444
me -taw me rates Sotwve -.e43 4 OVc:,.,
 coa from esterra2 ealurea A wu a.-gz !zap
re#5. PCS n D-srel =se prm.oac, 3113 -
KT £1595
 12 -BIT PC DATA ACOU1SMONAXIIITROL
UNIT Semler so kt 3M3 atom at uses 3 12 td
Aratous-D-Dorat Carm,ser (ADC) Lrm Mama

v.1

6 sircde a,cied char,
r.az or 4 d rt-rerr.y rpm or a rrirtso a to -11

np-ts reed 0415. Far TILCLIOS or
Ocf-ttf_rp.ita AOC mme-tem tare

CB 3. 1Vr t, arentel D ale=
=se & 51 carp:nem tvav Ser-.37.45 & ,=,a)
proodoet 31184CT £44.15
 UOUID LEVEL SENSOR RAIN ALARM W.1
'r 15150 bud Ineta o trcii tt rrasr-na V '1-41
op./1 ozoot to °Dotal a puro U adeite,ote
._al .4W a rbiKteS a WW1 le,:a 1200 -KT
16.95
 UNIVERSAL TIER Seders crysW =votes
Cr1.15 0IPAYE0r1 Deco bt 0.11 ban 0_1-
E553 Ea to 1 second 610(0 from 0.1-65535a
A2oes 4 seal 1-9.4 was tan psi mom ts
ek-reaty seared Lckace symnro =grass On -
toad reay Wit 1x._7+ 24015A BC., sarewo &
al ParOcrents ornades PCB 55 r 97ryn. 305( -
KT E2456
 STEREO YU METER shays peat ruse cower
Larva 2 rasa d 10 1.15335 1:744110Aree-- fad)

bar eiseskie, CI-Mdtt 30M4R L10.95
 AMRAMO KIT 1 TO Ratio Frosalercy rem-
and arca dap Ali redo IC 5 2 sagasx d ado
aTIPITIsalort carcorares irc_aed-
ed. PC8 32,102ern. 30823083 -KT L9r

war

 NEGAIWEPOSITIVE ION GENERATOR
Standard Coefaet.Waten rrutoier arto.
Wens nacADA erPsnence moored. 30574CT
126.95
 DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER Must re
weed d pas beart dra esapadop to tre Job at
turd Suds is 240V AC mars pawed 0-65
up 93 70200 pawar. RA -45.' r 6.5-rft. Boa Fro.
vdel 6074 -KT E15.90
 3 INPUT MONO LIMA L-1x06.13eft 55.55
corbel for eaD rp..1 a-4 sepa-314 tatattitette
ccretoes input- seraLwy. 2405515. 15V DC. PCB:
60roti tr 185.^cn. 1052417 £16.95
 CAR ALARM SYSTEM Proxot pavar Pan
tat Falun vbrattn wace. cosierttoot
545.5 valapo etTO saaa and torrettast &VS,
30e1 U1S7 Ererrect &Kays. 1111.5 set 0151

=Urn Virr-g-12VDC. PC& ATtralt

 ELECTRONIC SIREN 5 Wad. Irrotosave 5W
power ourµL &Ads* la aann spurns au.
raolcobaes, N1. 0-ttit !requieCy 1-2tOta 6-12V
DC. PCS: 37urrn x 71mrn. Sean rot apLaded
1 oco4nr 65.95
 DOG SILENCERPEST SCARER Aro car
gam bwkinp rraell errL a te&K rain -
sty scux1).1st04a the 555150 Furors
taA dogs we Ivey 4 mei WtoSS on frost dogs
2M:a del/ 7 32.4212 OriEV Ei=t6 MVO 33
metes. Saxied Les: PCS, =MOWN UV 3

1;(1/1.77a tyreVitt 10.16V DCW,CrIA 3026-
.93

 LED DICE Oissc rao 12 O C^sc5 3 =tat trati-
ts 7 LEDI MfOsta dot fol. us, Wart A taro Cr t4

rwikm_ 555 0C cer...a..3240-KT 0.95
 STAIRWAY TD HEAVEN Teti Tare-ilya co.cmine.
tat. Press sea+ seen gun secrart d LED lass to
arm ra saner - rams & dare ipso. Good (BOB
MeV 01SC maes.3XSAT52.95
 ROULETTE LED Sall sere rasa Die Ouse
Oars men & &cps Yea a Oa 10 LEON Good
rots 10 CMOS
300640 CMOs

Oecede ousters 5 OP-A.T1P5

 DUAL LED DICE PC 16C54 Orme perbmw
wear arston lo 300348 some 1:44 boo doe
Good nee to ramp -scar -Jam 3071.5(7 £11.58
 9V XENON TUBE FLASHER Treratxmee Pr -
ad stops up SV birawy Sag, a Merm Xenon
Ste

LI.
=suede ttatt '00 (025-2 WO 31322-

KT
 LED FLASHER 1 5 lera.S.,_Led LEDs Taw
el 7 seisotatia 'two £4.50
 LED FLASHER 2 Ser.aar D Wae tae 1101

ra-clany $344) 3-ctlet ratuayt
6407 £4.50

 16C64 PIC PROGRAMMER Reads
6 Wean- DWI any PC Tau&al pot At tethrige.
=hews & ocosnerttor needed 5 '.T1 & 1051

is LIS 0'xot130:1. 3081 -KT F2395
 SERIAL PIC PROGRAMMER lot all
8:1828/40 pin DIP serial programmed

P ICs 3rd parry software suppled expires
after 2t days (costs 11S525 to register).
3096 -KT £12.95
  PICALI: SERIAL & PARALLEL PIC
PROGRAMMER for all 8/11128:40 pin
DIPiyy par eel AND serial P/Cs_ Incitx.ies

1N5.1. W95,13)r.e3M-Kel E54.95
ATMEL 89Cx051 PROGRAMMER

Simple-totuse yet powerful progransrmr
for the Atmet 69=51. 8902051 &
89C4051 LiCS_ Programmer does NOT
require spectal software other than a ter-
minal emulator program ibudt into
Windows). Cart be used with ANY corn-
pimeoper-&..ing system. 3121 -KT £24.95
 3vr1.sv TO 9V BATTERY CONVERTER

Macetatares. C tad beast- asps ie 1 of
*A1176oNtriea 10 give 9V/tEMA.3035-1CT £4.95
 STABILISED POWER SUPPLY 330152.5A
Deal Co Deters:IA poises:ass] bbassay. Wry
WNW A weeds desir Nan strei.ey reason-
able trios Shut came aceecton VNitle LC
waves C53011). RaNd 0.4mal 2.5 A mos Larp
heetsnl scooted Ito said swat 3 MACS%
535.10rrer PCB 55.112rrn Mara operaacr,
1007 -KT E17.50. Custom Designed Bas 2007
E-34 SS

 STABILISED POWER SUPPLY 2-
30V 5A As kit 1007 above butlrated at

5Arnp Requires a 24VACr5A transksmer.
1096 -KT E29.95. Custom Designed Box
2096 E34.95
 an POWER SUPPLY Desired bpoem R..
.,a.-amws:r...am. Soda hip freasteces

prooams Zke masa. ora=.
stax rear.nIng . ett 12.14
Thermoioi-ort croxt I:rue:Lon & efecamerc stt-
breatket V34 ;LEI 540V a 1 6VAC1A tre,07rter
PCS 724-n-r-dn.1171-1CT £2495
 910TOR81E ALARM Uses am-voce ..br1a1
sersv I a:t,.=tae se-s--yryi demo

tad110 oleo Scams 1.0 Sam wad+ re 10.40.4 MEI
13 rich a seat thew tun rcicalors ate/ 1431,1-
1,9 dame ran be szerso 14.10fessi 5.12 DC
P OD 57.5.4n 4r. 10114CT £1095 Bog f.5.95
 LIGHT ALARM Prated your radoefes Absm,
cards 1 01011 02403 smeeast a-nce.et d ire
Vase n =se toe At 300e-kr
 PIEZO SCREAMER 15018 Cl as ;wpm
rase Flt r. boa wt's 2 3501 n1. pero

rso ray awl 05sau nt =ay Use as an
'Lam I501 a s..M tOr favE-9VOC 54I1 E095

 COMBINATION LOCK Venable Ntc-
Iro lock corm:stung Inas" circuit & sep-
arate keypad for remote opening of lodt_
Relay supplied. 3029 -KT £8.95
 ULTRASONIC MOVEMENT DETEC-
TOR Crystal laded detect' frequency tor
stank, & reiabity. PCB 75r4Omm houses
 corrponeres. 4-7m range. Acitistabie
sersitroty. Output wd drive external
rday. .prpralsr _9VDC. 331.94 Cr £1 195
PHeDM-CMR MODULE 3 -toad asserndeolud
pat 2543.511s as used n oorrrrefoiN bUt-4s
Varrn tilletnt 30764CT
 INFRARED SECURITY BEAM When
the inns:bre IR beam is broken a rely is
tripped that can be used to sound a bet or
alarm. 25 metre range. Mains rated relays
provided. 12VDC operation. ,3130 -KT
E10.95
 FUNCTION GENERATOR Coal Co-k7o mot -
UT, 6 We VW*, al 12enerS .144-b farce
so_ara *.sres 11243-61444.1yOrge S pse.os O-9

9VDC 30234FT 12.96
 LOGIC PROBE ass CMOS A T T L r d
eletw-s Venal 6 ass of
=5-ara reTtmult 1224.KT

 SQUARE WAVE OSCILLATOR Ge,C.27f3
493e ro.as w 5 ow-zt 1197110111 nT>_r
to !re,. IR210t'40EL Woof Adel'?.
161,TC Gx travded. 3111 -KT £795
 PC DRIVEN POCKET SAMPLERIPATA LOG-
GER k-.60gal vabqa sampf.r ro s s vs^c.
up to EV or 2611 env cercda fru, r,e.,-teco-Os
=rills_ Can eta to used as 3. P-pe Cra:
=pa to ese-nre sobs 5 ere, Lo
&Pat SOD. Sobewe & rase omaoact
3112 -la E1EL95
 20 MId FUNCTION GENERATOR Saar*. t.
ano,a: ard 2,-Jiatz co,- 3

raves terop 'mane end 5311 freo_wri Oat-
mers ca -bas Amt tra7, 0.2V p -o A
Ina -AWLS at* prarded to care:tun to 5 sra-

mettX. Uses 112X033 C e
3-15011-0.31 07.513 5 at --,..-acme-ts cravd

al 7-1204A1.31014CT t41195
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DIREC

ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN No. 7.
ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL
ELECTRONICS COURSE
(published by Everyday Practical Electronics]
Alan Winstanley and Keith Dye B.Eng(Tech1AMIEE
Tnis highly acclaimed EPE Tesch-in series, which included
the construction and use of the Mini Lab and Micro Lab
test and development units. has been put together in
book form. Additionally EPT Educational Software have
developed a GCSE Electronics software program to com-
pliment the course and a FREE DISK covering the fast two
parts of the course is included with the book.

An interesting and thorough tutorial series aimed speci-
hbally at the novice or complete beginner in electronics_
The series is designed to support those undertaking either
GCSE Electronics or GCE Advanced Levels. and starts
with fundamental principles.

If you are taking electronics or technology at school
or college, this book is for you. If you just want to
learn the basics of electronics or technology you must
make sure you see it. Teach -In No. 7 will be invaluable
if you are considering a career in electronics or even
if you are already training in one. The Mini Lab and
software enable the construction arid testing of both
demonstration and development circuits. These learn-
ing aids bring electronics to life in an enjoyable and
interesting way: you will both see and hear the electron
in action! The Micro Lab microprocessor add-on system
will appeal to higher level students and those develop-
ing microprocessor projects
1E0 pages Order code Ill £3.95

FREE
SOFTWARE

BOOK SERVICE
Chmato sic 1 Dee

ELECTRONICS PROJECTS
USING ELECTRONICS WORKBENCH
plus FREE CD-ROM
M P. Horsey
This book offers a woe range of tested circuit mod-
ules which can be used as electronics projects, part of
an electronics course, or as a hands-on way of get-
ting better acquainted with Electronics Workbench. With
circuits rangins from 'bulbs and batteries' to complex
systems using integrated circuits, the projects will appeal
to novices. students and practitioners alike.

ElectronicsWorkbench is a highly versatile computer
simulation package which enables the user to design, test
and modify their circuits before building them, and to plan
PCB layouts on -screen. All the circuits in the hook are
provided as namable Electronic Workbench fees on the
enclosed CD-ROM. and a selection of 15 representative
circuits can be explored using the free demo version of
the application.

Contents: Some basic concepts: Projects with switches.
LEDs, relays and diodes; Transistors: Power supplies:
Op amp projects; Further OparnO circuits; Logic gates; Real
logic circuits; Look gate rnutuvibrators: The 555 timer:
Flip-flops, counters and OA registers: Adders. campmates
turd multiplexers; Feld effect transistors; ThyriStOrS tr.3cs
and discs; Constructing yo-,- c :cuit; Inder_
227 pages E14.99

FREE
CD-ROM

Order code NE29

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
RA, Penfold
The purpose of this book is to provide practical informa-
tion to help the reader sort out the bewildering array of
components currently on offer An advanced knowledge
of the theory of electronics is not needed, and this
book is not intended to be a course in electronic theory.
The main aim is to explain the differences between
components of the same basic type (e.g. carbon, carbon
film, metal film, and wire -wound resistors) so that the
right component for a given application can be selected.
A wide range of components are included, with the
emphasis firmly on those components that are used a
great deal in projects for Ins little Constructor.
170 pages Order -code BP285 £4.99

The books listed have been selected by Everyday Practical
Electronics./ET/ editorial

to everyone involved in electronics and computing. They are
supplied by mail order to your door. Full ordering details are

given on the last book page.

FOR ANOTHER SELECTION OF BOOKS SEE

THE NEXT TWO MONTH'S ISSUES.

Note our UK postage costs just f1.50 no matter how
many books you order!

CaNtapantaff
WiNDOWS 95 EXPLAINED
P. R. M. Oliver and N. Kanteris
If you wo,,d .r.e to get up and running. as soon as L ewble,
with the new Windows 95 operating system, then this is the
book for you.

The book was written with the non-expvt busy person in
mind. It explains the hardware that you needin order to run
Windows 95 successfully, and how to insta9 and optimize
vims: system's resources, It presents an criierview of the Win-
dows 95 environment

Later chapters cover how to work with programs, folders
and documents; bow to control Windows 95 and use the
many that come with it: how to use DOS pro-
grams and, if necessary. DOS commands and how to com-
municate with the rest of the electronic world_
170 pages Order code 8P400 Es.%

EASY PC INTERFACING
R. A. Penfold
Although the internal expansion slots of a PC provide
full access to the computer's buses, and are suitable for
user add-ons, making your own expansion cards re-
quires a fair amount of expertise and equipment. The
built-in ports provide what is often a much easier and
hassle -free way of interfacing your own circuits to a
PC. In partictar, a PC printer port plus a small amount
of external hardware provides a surprisingly versatile
input/output port. The PC "games" port is less useful for
general interfacing purposes, but it can be useful in
some applications.

This book provides a number of useful PC add-on
circuits including the following: Digital input'output ports;
Analogue -to -digital converter; Digital -to -Analogue Con-
vener; Voltage and Cunent measurement circuits:

Resistance meter; Capacitance meter: Temperature
measurement interface: Biofeedback monitor: Constant
voltage model train controller; Pulsed model trah
controllers; Position sensor (ophcal. Hall effect. etcl:
Stepper motor interface: Rea, a,d LED drivers; Ira;
mains switching interface.
179 pages Older code'BP385 E4.59

INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS
John Crisp
If you are, or soon w I be, involved in the use of
microprocessors, this practical introduction is essential
reading. This book provide a thoroughly readable introcluc-
Don to microprocessors assuming no previous knowledge
of the subject. nor a technical or mathematical back-
ground. It is suitable for studenms tehrdan. engineers
and hrobtryida and cowers the full range of modern
rr.Cropron ants.

After a thorough introduction to the subject ideas are
developed progressively in a well-struchred forme. A/I
technical terms are carefully introduced and subjects which
have proved iffficult. for example 2's complement are
clearly explained. John Crisp covers the complete range of
microprocessors from the popular 4 -bit and 8 -bit designs to
today's super -test 32 -bit and 64 -bit versions that power PCs
and engine management systems etc.

Contents: The world changed in 1971; Microprocesors
don't have ten fingers; More counting; Mathematical
niLius; all a matte of logic; Registers and memories: A
microprocessor based system; A typical 8 -bit microproces-
son Piuuiamming, lifgh level languages; Micros are getting
bigger and faster: The pentium; The PowerPC; The Alpha
21164 miooprocesscr: lnterfazing: Test equipment arid
fault finding
222 pages E1699

PRACTICAL REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS
Owen Bishop
Provides a wealth of circuits and circuit modules for use
in remote control systems of all kinds; ultrasonic. infra-
red, optical fibre, cable and radio. There are instructions
for building fourteen novel and practical remote control
Projects. But this is not all, as each of these projects
provides a model for building dozens of other related
circuits by simply modifying parts of the design slightly
to suit your own requirements. This book tells you how

Also included are techniques for connecting a PC to a
remote control system, the use of a microcontroller in
remote control, as exemplified by the BASIC Stamp,
and the application of ready-made type -approved
418MHz radio transmitter and receiver modules to
remote control systems.
1E0 pages Order code 8P413 s £5.99

DISCOVERING ELECTRONIC CLOCKS
W. D. Phillips
This is a whole book about designing and making
electronic clocks_ You Start by connecting HiGH and
LOW logic signals to logic sates. You find out about
and then build and test bistables, crystal -controlled
astables. counters, decoders and displays_ All of these
subsystems are carefully explained, with practical work
supported by easyto follow prototype board layouts.

Full constructional details. including circuit diagrams and
a printed circuit board pattern. are given for a digit
electronic clock The cirtug for the Frst Clock is modified
and developed to produce additional designs which include
a Big Digit Clock. Birary Clock. Linear Clock. Andrew's Clxk
(with a semianalogue display), and a Caries Clock_ All of
these designs are unusual and distinctive.

This is an ideal resource for project work in GCSE
Design and Technology: Electronics Product and for
project work in AS -Level and AiLevel Electronics and
Technolc-gy.
Mt pages, AS spiral board Order code DEP1 £ 16.50

DOMESTIC SECURITY SYSTEMS
A. L Brown
Th;s (rook snows you how. with common sense and basic
do-it-yourself skills, you can protect your home. It also
gives tips and ideas which will help you to maintain and
improve your home security, even if you already have
an alarm. Every circuit in this book is clearly described
and illustrated. and contains components that are easy to
source. Advice and guidance are based on the real ex-
perience of the author who is an alarm installer, and the
designs themselves have been rigorously put to use on
some of the most crime -ridden streets in the world.

The designs include all elements, including sensors,
detectors. alarms, controls, lights, video and door entry
systems. Chapters cover installation, testing, main-
tenance and upgrading
192 pages £12.99

MICROCONTROLLER COOKBOOK
Mike James
The practical solutions to real problems shown in this
cookbook provide the basis to make PIC and 8051
devices really work. Capabilities of the variants are
examined, and ways to enhance these are shown. A
survey of common interface devices, and a descrip-
tion of programming models, lead on to a section on
development techniques. The cookbook offers an intro-
duction that will allow any user, novice or experienced,
to make the most of microcontrollers.
240 pages Order code NE26 £19.99

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TTI. DIGITAL ICs
R. A. Penfold
Tnis book first covers the has:LS of simple logic circuits
in general, and then progresses to specific TTL logic
integrated circuits. The devices covered include 'gates,
oscillators, timers, flip flops, dividers, and decoder cir-
cuits- Some practical circuits are used to illustrate the
use of TR. devices in the "real world"
142 pages Order code BP332 £4.95

ELECTRONIC MODULES AND SYSTEMS FOR
BEGINNERS
Owen Bishop
This book describes over 60 modular electronic circuits.
how they work, how to build them, arid how to use
them. The modules may be wired together to make
hundreds of diffelent electronic systems, both analogue
and digital. To show the reader how to begin build-
ing systems from modules, a selection of over 25
electronic systems are described in detail, covering
such widely differing applications as timing, home
security, measurement, audio including a simple radio
receiver), games and remote control.
200 pages Temporarily out of print

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND
FORMULAE
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., ELER.E., EfLI.M.
Bridges the gap between complicated technical theory,
and "cut -and -tried" methods which may bring success
in design but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. A
strong practical bias - tedious and higher mathematics
have been avoided where possible and many tables
have been included.

The book is divided into six basic sections: Units and
Constants, Direct -Current Circuits, Passive Components,
Alternating -Current Circuits. Networks and Theorems.
Measurements.
256 pages Order code BP53 £4.99
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Bebop To The Boolean Boogie
By Clive (call me Max)

Maxfield
ORDER CODE BEB1

F24,95
470 pages. Large format

Specially imported by EPE -
Excellent value

An Unconventional Guide to
Electronics Fundamentals.

Components and Processes
This book giyes the u g picture" of

digital electronics. This in-depth, highly
readable, up-to-the-minute guide shows you
how electronic devices work and how
they're made. You'll discover how transistors operate, how printed circuit
boards are fabricated, and what the innards of memory ICs look like. You'll
also gain a working knowledge of Boolean algebra and Karnaugh maps, and
understand what Reed -Muller logic is and how it's used. And there's much.
MUCH more (including a recipe for a truly great seafood gumbo!). Hundreds
of carefully drawn illustrations clearly show the important points of each
topic. The author's tongue-in-cheek British humor makes it a delight to read,
but this is a REAL technical book, extremely detailed and accurate. A great
reference for your own shelf, and also an ideal gift for a friend or family
member who wants to understand what it is you do all day...
470 pages - farce format Order code BEB1 £24.95

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS -A PRACTICAL APPROACH
With FREE Software: Number One Systems - EASY -PC
Professional Xfv1 and Pulsar (Limited Functionality)
Richard Monk
Covers binary arithmetic, Boolean algebra and logic gates, combination logic.
sequential logic including the design and construction of asynchronous and
synchronous circuits and register circuits. Together with a considerable practi-
cal content plus the additional attraction of its close acsnriation with computer -
aided design including the FREE software.

There is a 'blow-by-blow' guide to the use of EASY -PC Professional XM (a
schematic drawing and printed circuit board design computer package). The
guide also conducts the reader through logic circuit simulation using Pulsar
software. Chapters on p.c.b. physics and p.c.b. production techniques make
the book unique, and with its host of project ideas make it an ideal companion
for the integrative assignment and common skills components required by
BTEC and the key skills demanded by GNVO. The principal aim of the book is
to provide a straightforward approach to the understanding of digital elec-
tronics.

Those who prefer the Teach -In approach or would rather experiment with
some simple circuits should find the book's final chapters on printed circuit
board production and project ideas especially useful.
250 pages

FREE
SOFTWARE

Order code NE28 £16.99

DIGITAL GATES AND FLIP-FLOPS
Ian R. Sinclair
This book, intended for enthusiasts, students and technicians, seeks to estab-
lish a firm foundation in digital electronics by treating the topics of gates and
flip-flops thoroughly and from the beginning.

Topics such as Boolean algebra and Karnaugh mapping are explained,
demonstrated and used extensively, and more attention is paid to the subject
of synchronous counters than to the simple but less important ripple counters.

No background other than a basic knowledge of electronics is assumed, and
the more theoretical topics are explained from the beginning, as also are many
working practices. The book concludes with an explanation of microprocessor
techniques as applied to digital logic.
200 pages Order code PC106 £8.95

Bebop Bytes Back
By Clive -Max" Maxfield

and Alvin Brown

ORDER CODE BEB2

£29.95
Over 500 pages. Large

format
Specially imported by
EPE - Excellent value

An Unconventional Guide
To Computers

Plus FREE CD-ROM which includes:
Fully Functional Internet -Ready
Virtual Computer with Interactive

Labs
This follow-on to Bebop To The

Boolean Boogie is a multimedia ex-
travaganza of information about. how
computers work. It picks up where "Bebop I" left off, guiding you through
the fascinating world of computer design . . . and you'll have a few
chuckles, if not belly laughs, along the way. In addition to over 200
megabytes of mega -cool multimedia, the accompanying CD-ROM (for
Windows 95 machines only) contains a virtual microcomputer, simulating
the motherboard and standard computer peripherals in an extremely
realistic manner. In addition to a wealth of technical information, myriad
nuggets of trivia, and hundreds of carefully drawn illustrations, the book
contains a set of lab experiments for the virtual microcomputer that let
you recreate the experiences of early computer pioneers. If you're the
slightest bit interested in the inner workings of computers, then don't dare
to miss this one!
Over 500 pages - large format Order code BEB £29.95

FREE
CD-ROM

F3ebop BYTES Bock
An Unconventional &uide IC

Computers

Rerhaird Deer et-;
Yiftif Coveter erh
Ittenactive Las

NEWNES INTERACTIVE ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS CD-ROM
Edited by Owen Bishop
An expert adviser, an encyclopedia, an analytical tool and a source of real
design data, all in one CD-ROM. Written by leading electronics experts,
the collected wisdom of the electronics world is at your fingertips. The
simple and attractive Circuits Environment 'is designed to allow you to
find the circuit or advice notes of your choice quickly and easily using the
search facility. The text is written by leading experts as if they were
explaining the points to you face to face. Over 1,000 circuit diagrams
are presented in a standardised form, and you are given the option to
analyse them by clicking on the Action icon. The circuit groups covered
are: Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power, Sensing, Signal Processing, Filters,
Measurement, Timing, Logic Circuits, Telecommunications.

The analysis tool chosen is SpiceAge for Windows, a powerful and
intuitive application, a simple version of which automatically bursts into
action when selected.

Newnes Interactive Electronic Circuits allows you to: analyse circuits
using top simulation program SpiceAge; test your design skills on a
selection of problem circuits; clip comments to any page and define
bookmarks: modify component values within the circuits; call up and
display useful formulae which remain on screen; look up over 100
electronic terms in the glossary; print and export netlists.

System Requirements: PC running Windows 3.x, 95 or NT on a 388 or
better processor. 4MB RAM, 8F.10 disk space.
CD-ROM Order code NE-CD1 £49.99

© amid Niue&
AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUDSPEAKERS AND
ENCLOSURE DESIGN
V. Capel
This hook explores the various features, good points
and snags of speaker designs. tt examines the whys and
wherefores so that the reader can understand the
principtes involved and so make an informed choice of
design, or even design loudspeaker enclosures for him -
or herself. Crossover units are also explained, the
various types, how they work, the distortions they
produce and how to avoid them. Finally there is a

step-by-step description of the construction of the
Kapellmeisterloudspeekef entdos,'s
148 pages Order code BP256 £3.99

PREAMPLIFIER AND FILTER CIRCUITS
R. A. Pent old
This book provides circuits and background information
for a range of preamplifiers, plus tone controls. fitters.
mixers, etc. The use of modem tow noise operational
amplifiers and a specialist high performance audio
preamplifier i.c. results in circuits that have excellent

performance, but which are still quite simple. All the
circuits featured can be built at quite low cost tilt%
a few pounds in most cases). The preamplifier cir-
cuits featured include: Microphone preamplifiers Bow
impedance, high impedance, and crystal). Magnetic
cartridge pick-up preamplifiers with R.I_AA equalisa-
tion. Crystaliceramic pickup preamplifier. Guitar pickup
preamplifier. Tape head preamplifier dor use with com-
pact cassette systems).

Other circuits include: Audio limiter to prey ent over-
loading of power amplifiers_ Passive tone controls.
Active tone controls_ PA filters Ihighpass and low-
ness). Scratch and rumble filters. Loudness filter. Audio
mixers. Volume and balance controls.
92 rages Order code BP309 £3.99

HIGH POWER AUDIO AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION
R. A_ Penfold
Practical construction details of how to build a num-
ber of audio power amplifiers ranging from about 50
to 3001400 watts r.m.s. includes MOSFET and bipolar
transistor designs.
96 palms Order code BP217 £3.99

ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK - HOW TO AVOID IT
V. Capel
Feedback is the bane of all public address systems. Wtcie
feedback cannot be completely en-Znated, many things can
be done to reduce it to a tevel at Which it is no longera
Problem

Much of the trouble is often the hail itseit riot the
equipment, but there is a simple and practical way of greatly
improving acoustics. Some microphones are prone to feed-
back wfile others are not_ Certain loudspeaker systt-rns are
much better than others. and the way the uric are posi-
tioned can produce a reduced feedback. Al the
tens are fully explored as well as elearonic aids such as
equalisers. frequency -shifters arid notch filters

The special requirements of five group concerts are con.
tittocl. and also tte related problem of instability that

sometimes encountered with large set-ups. We even take a
look at some unsuccessful attempts to cure feedback so es
to save readers wasted time and effort duplicating them.

Also included is the circuit and layout of an inexpensive
but highly successful twin -notch fitter. and details on how
to operate it
92 pages Temporarily out of print
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Terthw, ITEteozy, Daft mad Eaffeirence
SCROGGIES FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS
AND ELECTRONICS - ELEVENTH EDITION
S. W. Amos and Roger Amos
Scroggie's Foundations is a classic text for anyone work-
ing with electronics, who reeds to know the art and craft
of the subject. It covers both the theory and practical
aspects of a huge range of topics from valve and tube
technology, and the application of cathode ray tubes
to radar, to digital tape systems and optical recording
techniques.

Since Foundations of Wireless was first published over
60 years ago, it has helped many thousands of readers to
become familiar with the principles of radio and elec.
tronim The original author Sowerby was succeeded by
Scroggie in the 1940s, whose name became synonymous
with this classic primer for practitioners and students
alike. Stan Amos, one of the fathers of modem electronics
and the author of marry wellknown books in the area,
took over the revision of this book in the 1980s and it is
he, with his son, who have pr aced this latest version.
400 Pagel; £19.99

ELECTRONICS MADE SIMPLE
Ian Sinclair
Assurring no prior knowledge. Ele-.7tronCs Made Simple
presents an outline of modern electronics with an em-
phasis on understanding how systems work rather than
on details of circuit diagrams end calculations. It is ideal
for students on a range of courses in electronics, includ-
ing GCSE. CEG and GNVQ, and for students of other
subjects who will be using electronic instruments and
methods_

Contents: waves and pulses, passive components,
active components arid ICs, linear circuits, block and
circuit diagrams, how radio works, disc and tape record-
ing. elements of TV and radar. d:gita! signals. gating and
logic circuits. counting and correcting, microprocessors,
calculators and computers. miscellaneous systems.
Page 199 (large formal, X9 :411 £12.99

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES
Hans -Gunther Steidle

Trie tab:es in this book contain information about the
package shape, pin connections and basic electrical data
for each of the many thousands of transistors listed. The
data includes maximum reverse voltage, forward current
and power dissipation, current gain and forward transadi
mini -ice and resistance, cut-off frequency and details of
applications.

A book of this size is of necessity restricted in its scope,
arid the individual transistor types cannot therefore be
described in the sort of detail that maybe found in some
Larger and considerably more expensive data boobs. How-
ever, the list of manufacturers addresses will make it
easier for the prospective user to obtain further informs.
non, if necessary.

Lists over 8,000 diffs-ent transistors, including f.e.ts.
200 pages Order code 6P401 £5.95

MORE ADVANCED USES
OF THE MULTIMETER
FL A. Penfold
This book is primarily
intended as a follow-up to
8E239, (see below), and
should also be of value
to anyone who atrandy
understands the basics
of voltage testing and
simple component testing.
By using the techniques
described in Chapter I
you can test and analyse
the performance of a
range of components with
jug a multimeter (plus a

 very few inexpensive com-
ponents in some cases).
Some useful quick check
methods are also covered.

White a multirrieter is , it
its limitations. The simple add-ons described in Chapter 2
extended the capabilities of a multimeter to make it e. en
more useful.
84 pages Order code BP265 £2.95

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK
Steve Money
The principles of operation of the various types of test
instrument are explained in simple terms with a rn:r.'rnurn
of mathematical analysis The book covers analogi.e and
digital meters. bridges, oscilloscopes, signal generators,
counters, timers and frequency measurement. The practi-
cal uses of the instruments are also examined.

Everything from Oscillators, through R, C b L measure-
ments land much more) to Waveform Generators and
testing Zero

ipages Order code PC109 £8.95

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER
R. A. Penfold
"Ms bc-ck is pnmarity aimed at beginners and those of
lmited experience of electronics. Chapter 1 covers the
basics of analogue and digital rnuttirneters, discussing the
relative merits and the limitations of the two types. In
Chapter 2 various methods of component checking ere
described, including tests for transistors, thyristors, resis-
tors, capacitors and diodes. Circuit testing is covered in
Chapter 3, with subjects such as voltage. current and con-
tinuity checks being discussed.

In the main little or no previous knowledge or ex-
perience is assumed. Using these simple component and
circuit testing techniques the reader should be able to
confidently tackle servicing of most electronic projects.
98 Pages Order code BP239 £2.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS TOOLKIT- SECOND EDITION
Geoff Phillips
The author has used his 30 years experience in industry to
draw together the basic information that is constantly
demanded Facts. formulae, data and charts are presented

to help the engineer when designing, developing, evaluat-
ing. fault finding and repairing electronic circuits The
result is this handy workmate volume: a memory aid,
tutor and reference source which is recommended to all
electronics engineers, students and technicians.

Have you ever wished for a concise and comprehen-
sive guide to electronics concepts and rules of thumb?
Have you ever been unable to source a component, or
choose between two alternatives for a particular applica-
tion? How much time do you spend searching for basic
facts or manufacturer's specifications? This book is the
answer, it covers resistors. capacitors. inductors, semicon-
ductors, logic circuits. EMC. audio, electronics and music,
telephones, electronics in lighting, thermal considerations.
connections, reference date.
159 pages Order code NE20 £12.99

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FAULT FINDING AND
TROUBLESHOOTING
Robin Pain
This is not a book of theory. it is a book of practical
tips, hints, and rules of thumb, a'l of which will equip the
reader to tackle any job. You May be an engineer or tech-
nician in search of information and guidance, a college
student. a hobbyist building a project from a magazine, or
simply a keen self-taught amateur who is interested in
electronic fault finding but finds books on the subject too
mathematical or specialized.

The book covers: flasks - Voltage, current and resis-
tance; Capacitance, inductance and impedance; Diodes
and transistors; Op -amps and negatrie feedback; Fault
finding - Analogue fault finding, Digital fault finding:

Memory; Binary and hexadecimal; Addressing; Discrete
logic, Microprocessor action; 1'0 control; CRT comic:,
Dynamic RAM; Fault finding Digital systems; Dual tae__
oscilloscope; IC replacement.
274 pages Or der code NE22 Etfi 99

AN INTRODUCTION TO MKT IN ELECTRONICS
F. A. Wilson

This book is not for the expert but neither is it for
the completely uninitiated. It is assumed the reader has
some basic knowledge of electronics. After dealing with
subjects like Fundamentals, Waves and Particles and The
Nature of Light such things as Emitters. Detectors and
Displays are discussed. Chapter 7 details four different
types of Lasers before ccnctud'no with a chapter on Fibre
Optics
151 pages Order code BP359 EC%

UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
F. A. Wilson C.G.IA, C.Eng., ELLE, F.I. Mgt.
This book examines what digital technology has to offer
and then considers its arithmetic and how it can be ar-
ranged for making decisions in so many processes. ft then
looks at the part digital has to play in the e'.er expanding
Information Technology, especially in modern thrtsmis
sion systems and television. It avoids getting deeply in-
volved in mathematics.

Various chapters cover. Digital Arithmetic, Electronic
Logic. Conversions between Analogue and Digital Struc-
tures, Transmission Systems. Several Appendices explain
some of the concepts more fully and a glossary of terms
is included.
183 pages Owdrr code BP376 £4.95

ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING FOR BEGINNERS
R. A. Panto:if
This book is for complete beginners to eleztronC project
building. it provides a complete introduction to the practi-
cal side of this fascinating hobby, including:

Component identification, and buying the right parts;
resistor colour codes, capacitor value markings. etc:
advice on buying the nght tools for the job; soldering;
making easy work of the hard wiring; construction
methods, including stripboard, custom primed circuit
boards, plain matrix boards. surface mount boards and
wire -wrapping; finishing off, arid adding panel labels;
getting "problem" projects to work including simple
methods of fault-finding.

In fact everything you need to know in order to get
started in this absorbing end creative
135 pages Order code BP392 E4.96

45 SIMPLE ELECTRONIC TERMINAL BLOCK
PROJECTS
FL Bebbington
Contains 45 easy -to -build electronic projects that can be
constructed, by an absolute beginner, on terminal blocks
using only a screwdriver and other simple hand tools. No
soldering is needed.

Most of the projects can be simply screwed together.
by following the laybut diagrams, in a matter of minutes
and readily unscrewed if desired to make new circuim
A theoretical circuit diagram is also included with each
project to help broaden the constructor's knowledge

The projects included in this book cover a wide range
of interests under the chapter headings: Connections and
Components, Sound and Music, Entertainment. Security
Devices, Communication, Test and Measuring.
163 pages Order code BP378 £4.95

30 SIMPLE IC TERMINAL BLOCK PROJECTS
R.Bebbington
Fc!'ow on from BP378 using ICs.
I 77 pages Order code BP379 £4.99

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN P.0 B.S
FL A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed cir-
cuit board designs from magazines and books and ca. ers
all aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photo-
graphic methods and designing your own p.c.b s
130 pages

. IMMESLIZA E3.99

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS
Our postage price is the same no matter how many books you order, just add £1.50 to
your total order for postage and packing (overseas readers add £3 for countries in the
EEC, or add £6 for all countries outside the EEC, surface mail postage) and send a PO,
cheque, international money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Serv-
ice or credit card details, Visa or Mastercard - minimum credit card order is £5 -
to: DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, ALLEN HOUSE, EAST BOROUGH, WIMBORNE, DORSET
BH21 1PF (mail order only).

Books are normally sent '.vithin seven days of receipt of order but please allow a
maximum of 28 days for delivery - more for overseas orders. Please check price and
availability (see latest issue of Everyday Practical Electronics ETI) before ordering from
old lists.

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE/ETI.
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE IS A DIVISION OF WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD. Tel 01202 881749
Fax 01202 841692. Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas orders or queries by Fax.

E-mail:dbsgepemag.wimborne.co.uk

BOuk.ukuLit FORM
Full name:

I Address:

Post code: Telephone No:

Signature:

I-7 I enclose cheque PO payable to DIRECT BOOK SERVICE for £

1 I Please charge my Visa,Mastercard f Card expiry date

I Card Number

Please send book order codes-

P'ease =Onus on secara:e sheet of paper it necessary_
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PCB SERVICE
Printed circuit boards for certain EPE constructional projects are available from the
PCB Service, see list These are fabricated h glass this, and are fully drilled and
roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per board
for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The PCB Service,
Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House, East Borough, Wimbome, Dorset
BH21 IPF. Tel: 01202 881749; Fax 01202 841692 (NOTE, we cannot reply to
overseas orders or queries by Fax); E-mail: orders@epernag.wimborne.co.uk .
Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics
(Payment In £ sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held In stock and are dispatched within
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for
delivery - overseas readers allow extra If ordered by surface mall.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available if required - see the
Back Issues page for details.
Please check price and availability in the latest issue.

Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost
Micropower PIR Detector - 1 JULY 97 152 £6.69
Infra -Red Remote Control Repeater

(Multi -project P.C.B.) 932 £3.00
Karaoke Etho Unit - Echo Board 159 £6.40

- Mixer Board 160 £6.75
Computer Dual User Interface 161 £6.70
*PEST Scaler 162 £6.60
Venable Bench Power Supply -iy.diravi 932 £3.00
Universal Input Amplifier 146 £6.55
Micropower PIR Detector -2 Controller 163 £6.72
*PIC-OLO 164 £7.02
Active Receiving Antenna EMMA 140 £6.59
Soldering Iron Controller 157 £6.63
*PIC Noughts & Crosses Game 165 £7.82
Micropower PIR Detector -3

Alarm Disarm/Reset Switch 166 £5.72
Ironing Safety Device 167 £5.12
Remote Control Ender OCT-97 168 £6.32
Rechargeable Handlamp 169 £6.23
*PIC Water Descaler 170 £6.90
*EPE Time Machine MiLLLIAI 171 £8.34
Auto -Dim Bedlight 172 £6.63
Portable 12V PSU.'Charger 173 £6.61
Car Immobiliser L1alie5. 175 £7.00
Sale and Sound (Security Bleeper) 179 £7.32
Surface Thermometer '98 174 £7.64
Disco Lights Flasher 178 £8.30
Waa-Waa Pedal (Multi -project PCB) 8'98 932 £3.00
*Virtual Scope- Digital Board 176 £14.49

Analogue Board (per board) 177 £7.34
*WaterWizard 180 £7.69
Kissometer 181 £7.67
*EPE PIC Tutorial WEIZADIll 182 £7.99
The Handy Thing (Double -Sided) 183 £6.58
Ughting-Up Reminder 184 £5.90
*Audio System Remote Controller - PSU 185 £7.05

Main Board 186 £8.29
Simple Metal Detector 98

(Multi -project PCB) 932 £3.00
Single or Dual -Tracking Power Supply 187 £7.90
*RC -Meier 188 £7.66
Security Auto -Light Tr® 189 £8.10
Stereo Tone Control plus 20W Stereo Amps-refi

Tone Control 190 £7.78
20W Amplifier 191 £8.58

*Dice Lott 192 £8.05
EPE Mood Changer JUNE 98 193 £7.75
*AT89C2051/1051 Programmer

Main Board 194 £8.50
Test Board 195 £8.69

*Reaction Timer Software only - -
*PIC16x84 Toollut MIMI 196 £6.96
*Greenhouse Computer

Control Board 197 £9.08
PSU Board 198 £8.10

Float Charger 1/1.11ML1:111 199 £6.59
Lightbulb Saver 202 £3.00
Personal Stereo Amplifier SEPT-98 932 £3.00

(f.fulti-project PCB)
*Greenhouse Radio Link 200 £8.32
*PIC Altimeter 201 £8.15
Voice Processor OC '98 203 £7.18
*Digisery RIO Expander 204 £7.69
IR Remote Control

Transmitter 205 £3.00
Receiver 206 £3.50

*PIC Tape Measure NOT 98 207 £6.82
Electronic Thermostat

T -Staff 208 £4.00
PhizzyB £14.95

A -PCB B -CD-ROM C-Prog. Microcontroller Bee (A)(B)(C) each
15 -Way IR Remote Control

Switch Matrix 211 £3.00
15 -Way ReciDecoder 212 £4.00

Damp Stat D C 98 209 £4.50
Handheld Function Generator 213 £4.00
*Fading Christmas Lights 215 £5.16
Phtuy131.10 Board (4 -section) 216 £3.95

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost
Twinkle Twinkle Reaction Game JAN'99 210

214
216
217

£7.55
£6.30
£3.95
£6.72

*EPE Mind PICkier
PhizzyB 110 Board (4 -section)
Alternative Courtesy Light Controller
Light Alarm FE8'99
*Wireless Monitoring System - Transmitter

Receiver
i *PIC MIDI Sustain Pedal Software onl *

218
219+a
220+a
-

£6,78
£9.92
£8.56

-
*Wireless Monitoring System -2

F.M. TransiRec Adaptors
*Time and Date Generator
Auto Cupboard Light
Smoke Absorber

219a220a
221
222
223

See
Feb'99
£7.37
£6.36
£5.94

Ironing Board Saver APR'99
Voice Record/Playback Module
Mechanical Radio (pair)
*Versatile Event Counter

224
225
226A&B
207

£5.15
£5.12

£7A0 pr.
£6.82

*PIC Toolkit Mk 2 MAY -99
AMJF.M. Radio Remote Control

Transmitter
Receiver

227

228
229

£8.95

£3.00
£3.20

*Musical Sundial 112212E11 231
232

£9.51
£8.79PC Audio Frequency Meter

*EPE Mood PICker JULY'99 233
234
235
932

£6.78
£6.72
£7.10
£3.00

12V Battery Tester
Intruder Deterrent -
LE.D. Stroboscope

(Multi -project PCB)

Ultrasonic Puncture Finder AUG 99 236
237
238
239
240
932

£5.00
£8.88
£6.96
£6.77
£6.53
£3.00

*8 -Channel Analogue Data Logger . .
Buffer Amplifier (Oscillators Pt 2)
Magnetic Field Detective
Sound Activated Switch
Freezer Alarm (Multi -project PCB)
Child Guard SEPT99 241

242
£7.51
£7.64Variable Dual Power Supply

Mains Cable Locator OCT99
(Multi -project PCB)

Micro Power Supply
*Interior Lamp Delay

932

243
244

£3.00

£3.50
£7.88

Vibralarm NOV'99
Demister One -Shot
*Ginormous Stopwatch - Part 1

230
245
246

£6.93
£6.78
£7.82

*Ginormous Stopwatch - Part 2 DEC -99
Giant Display
Serial Port Converter

Loft Guard

247
248
249

£7.85
£3.96
£4.41

EPE SOFTWARE
Software programs for EPE projects marked with an asterisk * are
able on 3.5 inch PC -compatible disks or free from our Internet site.
disks are available: PIC Tutorial (Mar -May '98 issues); PIC Toolkit
(May -Jun '99 issues): PIC Disk 1 (Apr '95 -Dec '98 issues); EPE
(Jan SS issue to current cover date); EPE Teach -In 2000. The disks
obtainable from the EPE PCB Service at £2.75 each (UK) to cover
admin costs (the software itself is free). Overseas (each): £3.35
mail. £4.35 each airmail. All files can be downloaded tree from our
FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk.

avail-
Five
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SURFING THE INTERNET

NET WORK
ALAN WINSTANLEY t=\
JET SCREAM
SEVERAL

examples have arisen recently which illustrate how use-
ful the Internet can be. as well as how it can also be the bane of

my life. Recently a friend asked me if I could help with a problem
with his HP LaserJet, an old but very sturdy LaserJet 3 which was
displaying the dreaded message on its l.c.d. Call Service Error 50.

I own an LJ 3P as well, but my own experiences of out -of -war-
ranty service had left a distinctly bad taste. My ScanJet 4C scanner
suddenly broke down at quite a critical time, so my first port of call
was the HP web site. It had a list of dealers who could (reportedly)
repair scanners, and the site also had a map feature which displayed
a zoomable road map of the UK 'Showing my nearest dealer.

I printed that off, threw everything in the car and went off in
search of a scanner saviour. Two weeks later the HP dealer charged
the equivalent of nearly £100 not to mend it, because after putting
in about a day's work it transpired that they can't be fixed anyway.
("There is no repair path," the official jargon explained.)

The replacement scanner, an HP 6250, has had more than its fair
share of installation difficulties, and again the Internet proved vital
in finding the patches and fixes from the HP web site. Their slow
but moderately useful scanner forum also helped explain why, when
I tried to share the scanner on my network, the host PC would try to
dial the Internet instead (it still does, by the way).

Remember readers, that if you ever have hardware or software
problems, there's a chance you're not alone, and often all you need
to do is search for the answer on the Internet_ The problem is usu-
ally where to start. Have a look at the brand new Help web site
operated by CNET at wsvw.help.com.

So to help my friend with his LaserJet 3, I started by typing
"laserjet" into Deja News (www.deja.com) to see what other folks
have said in the past. After reading through many of the newsgroup
messages archived there, several web sites caught my eye.

It was not that long before I turned up Parts Now Inc.
(www.partsnowinc.com) and also All Laser Service in
California (www.all-laser.com) and - bingo - there was a page
devoted to Call Service Error 50! The problem could be a fuser,
triac, thermistor or halogen lamp, they say. Using an ohmmeter
we can now hopefully pinpoint the fault and fix this one
ourselves, if we can get the spares.

HELP US TO HELP YOU
I was once quite amused by a quip made by a reader in relation

to our Chat Zone service, or more specifically, my own contribu-
tions therein. The reader wondered if my mood could be gauged
from the way I signed off my messages: perhaps a curt "ARW" sig-
nature signified a certain amount of grumpiness (never) whilst the
full moniker - usually bashed out in some haste I must say - meant
that I was feeling a tad more affable that day. Who, me?

One thing that does admittedly test my patience at times is
when I'm on the receiving end of some intemperate E -mails
from users of our web or FTP site. However, acknowledging the
principle that customers are always right, even when they are
completely wrong, and no-one ever won an argument with a cus-
tomer anyway, your scribe bites his tongue and sallies forth with
an ever -helpful reply.

Following the launch of Teach -In 2000, my E-mail has been
alive with requests for help from readers who are new to elec-
tronics, new to computing, or new to the Internet (or new to all
three). Although I'm happy to oblige, surprisingly there has been
more than one unfavourable comment about the FTP site. some
users having apparently been foiled by the process of File
Transfer Protocol.

As one reader put it, "ours is the one web site in the world which
has defeated me." actually referring to the FTP file server, which I

must say is extremely reliable and has tons of bandwidth at its dis-
posal. The problem is that Internet users, especially newcomers, are
progressively being spoiled by world wide web sites, to the total
exclusion of the other ways of making information readily available
over the Internet.

So when Teach -In 2000 is launched and I receive several com-
plaints about the hopelessness of our FTP site, the weary writer
starts to feel rather exasperated.T have described the processes of
FTP several times in the past. The first problem is that FTP is FTP,
not the hypertext transfer protocol associated with web servers.

BROW -BEATEN
Web browsers have varying degrees of success or tolerance when

accessing FTP sites, and in my own experience. Microsoft Internet
Explorer 5 is far more obliging with the process of anonymous FTP
than version 4.0 ever was. Furthermore, every instance of "extend-
ed response" server error messages (generated for whatever reason)
arose. in my experience. due to the use of MSIE 4.0, never anyone's
favourite browser. As I state on the EPE web site, such error mes-
sages are browser issues, not related to our server.

All such problems seem to have gone after adopting MSIE 5.0,
which deals with anonymous FTP in an orderly fashion. if some
readers are nervous about upgrading their Microsoft browser they
have every reason to be so. Sometimes it goes smoothly. at other
times a wheel might fall off in the process. causing major headaches
for the user who has usually done nothing wrong at all.

For evidence of this, one only has to read the Microsoft or
W95/98 newsgroups. Never -the -less, it should be accepted that a
browser upgrade will be required sooner or later - maybe every 12
to 18 months or so.

Presently the ideal answer is really to use proper FTP software.
which will be second nature to seasoned users. I regret it when users
take umbrage at the suggestion that an upgrade is required, or that
we are trying to bar MSIE 4.0 users from the FTP site. Try to
upgrade from the obsolete browser if possible. Internet Explorer 5
has the honour of being the first Microsoft browser I could actually
recommend.

HELP -LINE
Here at EPE HQ we want all readers to enjoy such splendid

series as Teach -In 2000 so we try to lend a hand where we can, often
going well beyond the call of normal duty as many readers will con-
firm. When things don't seem to go right. it is very easy to dash off
an urgent or intolerant E-mail on the spur of the moment, just
because a user has experienced some frustration or other.

It's also very easy now to send an impatient ''chaser" the next
day. which merely adds to our volume of work. It isn't our fault if a
user's browser is flake)'. or if a beginner is frustrated with the com-
plex techniques of operating a personal computer, or has never
heard of FTP before now.

You don't need to fetch a hefty browser upgrade from the Internet
either (another reader complaint), as browser upgrades are regular-
ly included in computer magazine cover -mounted CD ROMs, and
furthermore, the upgrade is there on an indestructible CD for future
backup. You could alternatively have a look at EPE Online's web
site (www.epemag.com) and fetch files from our web server hosted
in the USA.

Occasionally, readers are so stuck that they ask that I send files to
them by E-mail instead, and I will of course try to oblige. although
it is always more encounteine to know that users have tried to help
themselves to begin with.

If you have any queries, comments or (whisper) complaints,
please feel free to share them with other readers in the EPE Chat
Zone, or E-mail them to alan@epemag.demon.co.uk.
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Pages Issue Pages Issue
1-72 January 473-544 July
73-144 February 545-624 August
145-224 March 625.704 September
225-312 April 705-776 October
313-392 May 777-856 November
393-472 June 857-944 December

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS
A.M.iF.M. RADIO REMOTE CONTROL by Max Horsey 344
ACOUSTIC PROBE by Robert Penfokl 812
AERIAL. SW RECEIVER LOOP 636
ALARM. FREEZER 580
ALARM, LIGHT 94
ALARM VIBRATION 798
ALTERNATIVE COURTESY LIGHT CONTROL 1 FR by Paul Brigham 12
ANALOGUE DATA LOGGER, 8 -CHANNEL 585, 688
AUDIO FREQUENCY METER, PC 420
AUTO CUPBOARD LIGHT by Terry de Vaux-Balbirnie 166
BATTERY TESTER, 12V
BELLS. MIDI HAND
CABLE DETECTOR. MAINS
CAR COURTESY LIGHT CONTROLLER, ALTERNATIVE
CAR INTERIOR LAMP DELAY
CAR REARSCREEN DEMISTER ONE-SHOT
CHILD GUARD by Tom Webb
CLIPPING VIDEO FADER by Robed Pentad
COMPRESSOR. VOLUME
COUNTER, VERSATILE EVENT
COURTESY LIGHT CONTROLLER, ALTERNATIVE
CUPBOARD UGHT. AUTO
DATA LOGGER, 8 -CHANNEL ANALOGUE
DATE AND TIME GENERATOR, PIC
DEMISTER ONE-SHOT by Terry de tux-Balbimie
DETECTIVE, MAGNETIC FIELD
DETECTOR. MAGNETIC FIELD
DETECTOR, MAINS CABLE
DETERRENT, INTRUDER
DISPLAY, GIANT
DUAL POWER SUPPLY, VARIABLE
EPE MIND PICKLER -2 by Andy Rind
EPE MOOD PICKER by Andy Rind
EVENT COUNTER. VERSATILE
EMJA.M. RADIO REMOTE CONTROL
FADER, VIDEO, CLIPPING
FREEZER ALARM by Robert Penfold
FREQUENCY METER, AUDIO, PC
GAME. TWINKLE TWINKLE REACTION
GENERATOR, TIME AND DATE, PIC
GIANT DISPLAY
GINORMOUS STOPWATCH by Ned Stojadinovic
GUARD. CHILD
GUARD, LOFT
HANDBELLS, MIDI
INFRA -RED CHILD GUARD
INTERIOR LAMP DELAY by Steve Challis
INTRUDER DETERRENT by Bart Trepak
IRONING BOARD SAVER by Robert Hunt
LED. STROBOSCOPE by Robert Penrod
LAMP DELAY, INTERIOR
LIGHT ALARM by Gavin Cheeseman
LIGHT, AUTO CUPBOARD
UGHT SWITCHING INTRUDER DETERRENT
LIGHT, COURTESY CONTROLLER, ALTERNATIVE
LOFT GUARD by Terry de Vaux-Batbirnie
LOGGER, 8 -CHANNEL ANALOGUE DATA
LOOP AERIAL SW RECEIVER by Robert Penfold
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM, OWL
MAGNETIC FIELD DETECTIVE by Andy Rind
MAGNETIC FIELD DETECTOR by Robert Penfold
MAINS CABLE DETECTOR by Robert Penfold
MECHANICAL RADIO by Bart Trepak
METER, AUDIO FREQUENCY, PC
MICRO POWER SUPPLY by Andy FEW

ALAN DOWER BLUMLEIN by Barrie Blake -Coleman

DATA -NET REVIEW by Robert Penfold

EDISON 3 REVIEW by Robert Penfold

FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE? by Barry Fox

LTTSEC SHOW REPORT by Clive `Max' Maxfield

MICRO -PROBE, PIC by Jim Main 870
MIDI HANDBELLS by Robert Penfold 324. 575
MIDI SUSTAIN PEDAL, PIC 84
MIND PICKLER, EPE -2 58
MONITORING SYSTEM. WIRELESS 102, 210.298
MOOD PICKER, EPE 507
MUSICAL SUNDIAL by John Becker 431

PC AUDIO FREQUENCY METER by Robert Penlold 1 420
PhizzyB COMPUTERS by Clive 'Max' Maxfield, 54. 126, 184

Alvin Brown and Alan Winslanley 280, 360
484 3 - LC.D. Interface 54

324, 575 4 -8 -bit Switch and Latch 126
726 5- PhizzyBot - Mobile Buggy 184

12 6 - PhizzyBot - Feelers 280
716 7 - PhizzyBot - Eyes 360
842 PIC MICRO -PROBE by Jim Main . 870
662 PIC MIDI SUSTAIN PEDAL by Robert Penfold 84
404 PIC TIME AND DATE GENERATOR by Tony Hart 198

37 PIC TOOLKIT MK2 by John Becker 369, 458
260 PICKER, MOOD, EPE 507

12 PICKLER, MIND. EPE -2 58
166 POWER SUPPLY, MICRO 762

POWER SUPPLY, VARIABLE DUAL 646585. 688 PROBE. ACOUSTIC 812198 PROBE, PIC MICRO- 870842
566 PUNCTURE FINDER, ULTRASONIC 556

879 OWL LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM by John Dix
726 RADIO REMOTE CONTROL AMJF.M. :.a
512 RADIO, MECHANICAL 236

788.926 REARSCREEN DEMISTER ONE-SHOT 842
646 RECEIVER, SW, LOOP AERIAL 636

se RECORD/PLAYBACK MODULE, VOICE 248
507 REMOTE CONTROL A.MiF.M. RADIO 344
260 SAVER, IRONING BOARD 294
344 SMOKE ABSORBER by Bill Mooney 156
404 FUMES EXTRACTOR
580 SOUND ACTIVATED SWITCH by Bart Trepak 608
420 STARTER PROJECTS 404. 498, 580, 636, 726, 879

Clipping Video Fader 404
Freezer Alarm 580
LE.D. Stroboscope 498
Loop Aerial SW Receiver 636
Magnetic Field Detector 879
Mains Cable Detector 726

STOPWATCH. GINORMOUS 788, 926
324,575 STROBOSCOPE LED. 498

662 SUNDIAL MUSICAL 431
716 SUSTAIN PEDAL MIDI, PIC 84
512 SWITCH, SOUND ACTIVATED 608
294 SW RECEIVER. LOOP AERIAL 636
498 TESTER. 12V BATTERY .- 484
716 TIME AND DATE GENERATOR, PIC 198
94 TOOLKIT MK2, PIC 369.458

166 TWINKLE TWINKLE REACTION GAME by John Koushappas 20
512 ULTRASONIC PUNCTURE FINDER by Bill Mooney 556

12
879

585 .688

20
198

788. 926
788. 926

662
905

636
736
566
879
726
236
420
762

736

VARIABLE DUAL POWER SUPPLY by Tony Sercombe 646
VERSATILE EVENT COUNTER by John Becker 260
VIBRALARM by Terry de Vaux-Balbirnie 798
VIDEO FADER, CLIPPING 404
VOICE RECORD/PLAYBACK MODULE by Robert Penfold 248
VOLUME COMPRESSOR by Robert Penfold 37
WIRELESS MONITORING SYSTEM by James Humphris 102, 210.298
8 -CHANNEL ANALOGUE DATA LOGGER by John Becker 585, 688
12V BATTERY TESTER by Terry de Vaux-Balbimie 484

GENERAL FEATURES
414 PLEASE TAKE NOTE

Demister One -Shot (Nov '961
286 Foghorn liming Switch (IU. Dec'98)

Greenhouse Computer (Jul 98)
Logic Gate Tester (IU, Nov '98)
MIDI Handbell; (May '99)
PC Capacitance Meter (Oct '98)
PIC16C84 Tcolkit (Jul '98)
Reliable IR Remote Control (OctiNov '98)
Teach -In '98 P16 (Apr '98)
Wireless Monitoring System (Feb '99)

447

24

171

MAX761 D.C. TO D.C. CONVERTER by Andy Rind 269
MODULAR CIRCUIT DESIGN CD-ROM. REVIEW by Robert Penfold253

PC ENGINES - FROM 4004 TO PENTIUM III by Ernest Flint 338
PIC I 6F87x MICROCONTROLLERS by John Becker 257
PIC16F87x MINI TUTORIAL by John Becker 742

34, 298, 335, 575, 882
882
34
34
34

575
335

34
34

335
298

POWER GENERATION FROM PIPELINES TO PYLONS
by Alan Winstanley 570. Ef..:

SCOLAR POWER by Terry de Vaux-Balbimie
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SPECIAL SERIES
CIRCUIT SURGERY by Alan Winstanfey and Ian Be 32, 134,

336, 440. 494. 612, 693, 765,
193, 300,
837, 883

Morse Practice Oscillator
Motor Controller with Centre Off

669
206

Asta Movistor 838 Narrow Band Vision 901
Current and Dielectrics 496 National Lottery Predictor 900
Current Mirrors 440 NiCad Discharge Unit 593
Current Sources 336, 440 One -Volt L.E.D. 804
Digital Panel Meters 765 Photo Slave Flash Unit 379
Electret Microphones 134, 194. 301 Pico Prize Winners 380. 904
Electric Enlightenment 612 Pulse Modulated Inverter 904
Endangered Species 302 Rechargeable PP9 Battery 898
Etching and Electroplating 442 Reverse Polarity Indicator 112
Fusible Resistors 884 Serial Port Splitter 897
Logic Circuitry "Internals' 32 Shoestring MW Rad;o 758
Low Voltage 555 765 Siren Sounder 379
More Earthly Comments 837 Space Case Alarm 380
Mysterious Multivibrator 612 SquashiBadminton Scorer 902
Net those Chips 32 Superior Heads -Tails Indicator 502
Op.Amps 883 Theatrical Cue Light 668
Oscillator Feedback Nov Time -Lapse Unit for Camcorder 902
P.C.B. Facilities in Singapore 135 Tumble Dryer Alarm 900
Photo -sensor 693 TV Test Pattern Generator 670
Photovoltaic Relays 300 Using Solenoid Valves in Place of Motorised Valves 43
Power Pack Follow-up 442 Video Amplifier 285
Powerless to Help 695 Zener Diode Tester 111
Quick Cap Cheri: 195
R.M.S. - Stand by for the Maths 694 INTERFACE by Robert Penfo!d 288, 428, 590. 756 . 885
Regulators Sum it Up 193 AD8300 senal digital to analogue converter - PC controlled 288
Relays - More Contacts 135 More on serial interfacing to your PC 756 . 885
SCR (thyristor) and Triac Triggering 494 Using Delphi to visually program your PC as a virtual meter 428
Simulations 838 Visual programming for PC add-ons 593
Solder Joint Protection 442
Solder Tips 32 PhizzyB COMPUTERS by Clive Wax' Maxfield, Alvin Brown and
Solid State Relays 300 Alan Winstantey 48, 120, 177, 274, 356, 450
Sound Levels and Decibels 766 3 - Shifts, rotates, stacks and I.c.d.s 48
Stripboard and High Voltages 495 4 - Polling and Latching techniques 120
Textbook Voltage 135 5 - Controlling the PhizzyBot wheeled robot 177
Thermal Conductivity Nov 6 - Routines for PhizzyBot impact guidance 274
Transducer User 693 7 - Giving vision to PhizzyBot 356
Transistors in a PICkle 614 8 - Random routines 450
Voltage and Ground 33
Watts Wrong? 838 PRACTICALLY SPEAKING - TECHNIQUES by Robert Penfold 98, 190,

353. 529. 660. 834
INGENUITY UNLIMITED hosted by Alan Winstan!ey 43. 111,

379, 412. 502. 592, 668, 758.
206. 284,
804. 897

Casing your projects more easily
Getting it working when it doesn't!

353
98

A.F. Sweep Signal Generator 112 Guide to capacitor types and choices 660
Alarm Add -On 413 Guide to identifying integrated circuits 834
Audio Limiter 284, 903 How to achieve larger case holes more easily 190
Auto Supply Crowbar 758 Making better connections with sockets and switches 529
Car Auxiliary Power Protection 412
Class -D 30W Audio Amplifier 898 PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR DESIGNS by Raymond Haigh 521, 598,
Cooling Monitor for Outboard Engines 44 678, 730. 806, 891
Elderly Person Monitor 898 1. Hartley and its variants 521
Electronic Rotary Switch 380 2. Colpitts and its variants 598
Home Alarm System 502 3. Armstrong, Meissner, Franklin and Butler, plus R.F. probes 678
I.R. Remote Control Tester 284 4. Negative resistance oscillators 730
Intercom!Batry Listener 670 5. Crystal and crystal -controlled oscillators 806
Keypad Code Controller 669 6. ResistoriCapacitor Oscillators 891
Loop Aerial MW Radio 592
Mayday S.O.S. Module 593
Metal Detector Adaptor 413 TEACH -IN 2000 by John Becker 816,914
Mcrocontroller Interface for A.G. Monitoring 111 1. Colour Codes and Resistors 816
Mini Siren Alarm 44 2. Capacitors and Timing 914

EDITORIAL 11, 83, 155, 233, 323, 403. 483, 555.

NET WORK - THE INTERNET PAGE surfed by Alan I,
69, 141, 219, 307. 387. 468, 539, 619,

NEW TECHNOLOGY UPDATE by Ian Poole 19. 130.
488, 560.
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FREE cover mounted booklet (Nov '99)
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VIDEOS ON
ELECTRONICS

A range of videos selected by EPE and designed to provide instruc-
tion on electronics theory. Each video gives a sound introduction
and grounding in a specialised area of the subject. The tapes make
learning both easier and more enjoyable than pure textbook or
magazine study. They have proved particularly useful In schools,
colleges, training departments and electronics clubs as well as to
general hobbyists and those following distance learning courses etc

BASICS
VT201 to VT206 is a basic electronics course
and is designed to be used as a complete
series, if required.
vr201 54 minutes. Part One; D.C. Circuits.
This video is an absolute must for the begin-
ner. Series circuits. parallel circuits, Ohms
taw, how to use the digital multimeter and
much more. Order Code VT201
VT202 62 minutes. Part Two; A.C. Circuits.
This is your next step in understanding the
basics of electronics. You will learn about how
coils, transformers, capacitors, etc are used in
common circuits. Order Code VT202
VT203 57 minutes. Part Three: Semicon-
ductors. Gives you an exciting look into the
world of semiconductors. With basic semicon-
ductor theory. Plus 15 different semiconduc-
tor devices explained.

Order Code VI203

9V

* 6V
7_

15.000

VT204 56 minutes. Part Four; Power
Supplies. Guides you step-by-step through
different sections of a power supply.

Order Code VT204
VT205 57 minutes. Part Five; Amplifiers.
Shows you how amplifiers work as you have
never seen them before. Class A, class B,
class C. op.amps. etc. Order Code V1205
VT206 54 minutes. Part Six: Oscillators.
Oscillators are found in both linear and digi-
tal circuits. Gives a good basic background in
oscillator circuits. Order Code V1206

£34.95 each
inc. VAT & postage

Order 8 or more get one extra FREE
Order 16 get two extra FREE

VCR MAINTENANCE
VT102 84 minutes: Introduction to VCR
Repair. Warning, not for the beginner.
Through the use of block diagrams this
video will take you through the various
circuits found in the NTSC VHS system.
You will follow the signal from the input to
the audiolvideo heads then from the
heads back to the output

Order Code VT102
vn03 35 minutes: A step-by-step easy to
follow procedure for professionally clean-
ing the tape path and replacing many of
the belts in most VHS VCR's. The viewer
will also become familiar with the various
parts found in the tape path.

Order Code VT103

DIGITAL
Now for the digital series of six videos. This
series is designed to provide a good ground-
ing in digital and computer technology.
VT301 54 minutes. Digital One; Gates begins
with the basics as you learn about seven of
the most common gates which are used in
almost every digital circuit, plus Binary
notation. Order Code VT301

VT302 55 minutes. Digital Two; Flip Flops
will further enhance your knowledge of digital
basics. You will learn about Octal and
Hexadecimal notation groups. flip-flops,
counters, etc. Order Code VT302
VT303 54 minutes. Digital Three; Registers
and Displays is your next step In obtaining a
solid understanding of the basic circuits
found in today's digital designs. Gets into
multiplexers, registers, display devices, etc.

Order Code VT303
VT304 59 minutes. Digital Four; DAC and
ADC shows you how the computer is able to
communicate with the real world. You will
learn about digital -to -analogue and ana-
logue -to -digital converter circuits.

Order Code VT304
VT305 56 minutes. Digital Five; Memory
Devices introduces you to the technology
used in many of today's memory devices. You
will learn all about ROM devices and then
proceed into PROM, EPROM, EEPROM,
SRAM, DRAM, and MBM devices.

Order Code 1.7305
VT306 56 minutes. Digital Six; The CPU
gives you a thorough understanding in the
basics of the central processing unit and the
input/output circuits used to make the system
work. Order Code VT306

ORDERING: Price Includes postage to anywhere In the world.
OVERSEAS ORDERS: We use the VAT portion of the price to pay for airmail postage
and packing, wherever you live in the world. Just send £34.95 per tape. All payments

in £ sterling only (send cheque or money order drawn on a UK bank).
Visa and Mastercard orders accepted - please give card number, card expiry date and

cardholder's address if different from the delivery address.
Orders are normally sent within seven days but please allow a maximum of 28 days.

longer for overseas orders.
Send your order to: Direct Book Service, 33 Gravel Hill, Merley, Wimborne, Dorset

BH21 1RW (Mall Order Only)
Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Publishers of EPE

Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692
Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas orders or queries by Fax.

E -mall: editorial@ epernag.wimborne.co.uk

RADIO
vritoi 61 minutes. AM. Radio Theory. The
most complete video ever produced on a.m.
radio. Begins with the basics of a.m. trans-
mission and proceeds to the five majo' stages
of a.m. reception. Learn how the signal is
detected, converted and reproduced. Also
covers the Motorola C-QUAM a.m. stereo
system. Order Code VT401
VT402 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 1. F.M.
basics including the functional blocks of a
receiver. Pius r.f. amplifier, mixer oscillator,
I.f. amplifier, limiter and f.m. decoder stages
of a typical f.m. receiver. Order Code VT402

VT403 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 2. A con-
tinuation of f.m. technology from Part 1.
Begins with the detector stage output, pro-
ceeds to the 19kHz amplifier, frequency dou-
bler, stereo dernultiplocer and audio amplifier
stages. Also covers RDS digital data encoding
and decoding. Order Code VT403

MISCELLANEOUS
VT501 58 minutes. Fibre Optics. From the
fundamentals of fibre optic technology
through cable manufacture to connectors,
transmitters and receivers.

Order Code VT501
VT502 57 minutes. Laser Technology A basic
introduction covering some of the common
uses of laser devices, plus the operation of the
Ruby Rod laser, HeNe laser, CO2 gas laser
and semiconductor laser devices. Also covers
the basics of CD and bar code scanning.
Order Code vr502

Simplied. Procra.reing Colocaol3

Each video uses a mixture of animated current
flow in circuits plus text, plus cartoon instruc-
tion etc., and a very full commentary to get the
points across. The tapes are imported by us and
originate from VCR Educational Products Co.
an American supplier. We are the worldwide
distributors of the PAL and SECAM versions of
these tapes. (All videos are to the UK PAL stan-
dard on VHS tapes unless you specifically
request SECAM versions.)
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Everyday Practical Electronics/ETI reaches twice as
many UK readers as any other independent monthly
hobby electronics magazine, our audited sales
figures prove it. We have been the leading
independent monthly magazine in this market for the
last fourteen years.

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi -display
pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi -display space is £8 (+VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2-5cm).
The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p (+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together
with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics/ETI Advertisements, Mill Lodge, Mill Lane, Thorpe-le-Soken, Essex
C016 OED. Phone/Fax (01255) 861161.

For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew as above.

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY
Up to 20 volts do. at 1 amp =Ttinuous- 1.5 amps peak.
fully variable from 1 to 20 voila Twin

Current meters
£45

Poet £4

Voltage and

1..:4 easy read.
out 240 wit ac.
input. Fully smoothed, v:ze 23am 14arnecm.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON 1.W41
SURREY, CR0 2H8. Tab 0181-664 1665

:n rrztenrs, tot cam sem aS;ct nestrars. waken a sca.
P. or wed pi urn 1st te oant

Zoe, NOW AVAILABLE WITH
128K AND 512K - OZ4

ALSO SPECTRUM
AND OL. PARTS

W. N. RICHARDSON & CO.
PHONE FAX 01494 8713196

R_AVENSMEAD CHALFONT ST PETER.
BUCKS, SL9 ONS

X-108 Home Automation
We put you in control TM

Why tolerate when you can automate?
range of 230V X-10 products

and starater kits available.
Uses prove Power Line Carrier technology.
no wires required.
Products Catalogue available Online.
Worldwide delivery.

Laser Business Systems Ltd.
E -Mail: infoetlaser.com
lutp://www.lasori:om VISA

Tel: (0181)441 9788
Fax: (0181) 449 0430 ;1111

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN TRAINING

GNVQ ADVANCED ENGINEERING
(ELECTRONIC) - PART-TIME

HND ELECTRONICS - FULL-TIME
B.Eng FOUNDATION - FULL-TIME

Next course commences
Monday 10th January 2000
FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD

EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: 0171-373 8721

THE BRITISH AMATEUR
ELECTRONICS CLUB

exists to help electronics enthusiasts by
personal contact and through a quarterly

Newsletter.
For membership details, write to the

Secretary:
Mr. M. P. Moses,

5 Park View, Cwmamen,
Aberdare CF44 6PP

Space donated by
Everyday Practical Electronics

www.technolo

Miscellaneous
PRLNTED CIRCUIT BOARDS - QUICK
SERVICE. Prototype and Production. Artwork
raised from magazines or draft designs at low
cost. PCBs also designed from schematics.
Production assembly also undertaken. For
details send to P. Agar. Unit 5. East Belfast
Enterprise Park. 308 Albertbridge Road. Belfast.
BT5 4GX. or phone/fax 01232 738897.
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts in stock. For free advice/lists please ring,
Geoff Davies (Radio). Tel. 01788 574774.
PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS one offs and quantities, for details
send s.a.e. to B. M. Ansbro, 38 Poynings Drive,
Hove, Sussex BN3 8GR, or phone Brighton
883871, fax 01273 706670.
WANTED: A copy of Stripboard Magic by
Ambyr. Tel/Fax Dave Lamer. 01493 721879.

BEAM ROBOTS
few them Mine

Also:Robot Arms
Mobile Arms
Micromice
Rovers
Cybugs
Robot Books

index.com

GOLDEN GOOSE SERIAL EEPROM
COPIERS, copies to/from 24C16. 24LCI6B,
25C166. 24C32, 24LC32A, etc. Call (01245)
358209 after 6 pm. or visit www.golden-
goose.co.uk for details.
PICI6F877-04, £6.00 each. s.a.e. plus cheque to
R. Boardman, 4 Chapel Close, Ellesmere Port,
South Wirng:CH65 2HP. Tel. 0151 356 4588.
SECOND USER TEST EQUIPMENT for
sale: Scopes, generators. dmms. etc. H.P..
Tektronix, Datron, Hamee, Marconi, Fluke. etc_
Low prices. Also some non -working equipment
for parts, experiments, etc. Rine or E-mail for
list. 07930 144803 or bfordgmitectelcom.com.
PROTOTYPE P.C.B. PRODUCTION from
CAD designs. Send printout of copper track lay-
out and NC drill file on disk to: Mr Belt. 5
Velden Way. Mill Road. Market Rasen, Lines
LN8 3HD. For prices and information send s.a.e.
FLAT C.R.T., only 1/2in. thick. For handheld
oscilloscope probe? £38 with socket. 01455
613588.
AMPLIFIER BARGAINS: 50 watt, rugged
module plus heatsink. £8: 30 watt, stereo and
controls. £9. K.I.A.. I Regent Road, Ilkley LS29
9EA. I E-tflet s.a.e.
G.C.S.E. ELECTRONIC KITS, at pocket
money prices. S.A.E. for FREE catalogue. SIR -
KIT Electronics. 52 Severn Road. Clacton.
C015 3RB.

EPE NET ADDRESSES
EPE FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
Access the FTP site by typing the above into your web browser, or by setting
up an FTP session using appropriate FTP software, then go into quoted -

sub -directories:

PIC-project source code files: /pub/PICS

PIC projects each have their own folder; navigate to the correct folder and open
it, then fetch all the files contained within. Do not try to download the folder
itself!

EPE text files: /pub/does

Basic Soldering Guide: solder.txt

EPE TENS Unit user advice: tens.doc and tens.txt

Ingenuity Unlimited submission guidance: ing_unit.txt

New readers and subscribers info: epe_info.txt

Newsgroups or Usenet users advice: usenet.txt
Ni-Cad discussion: nicadfaq.zip and nicad2.zip
UK Sources FAQ: uksource.zip

Writing for EPE advice: wrIte4us.txt

On-lIne readers! Try the new EPE Chat Zone -a
virtually real-time Internet "discussion board" in

a simple to use web -based forum!
http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/wwwboard

Or buy EPE Online: www.epemag.com

Ensure you set your FTP
software to ASCII transfer
when fetching text files, or
they may be unreadable.
Note that any file which
ends in .zip needs unzip-
ping before use. Unzip utili-
ties can be downloaded
from:
http://www.winzip.com or
http://www.pkware.com
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TRAIN Tarp FOR A BETTER FUTURE HALF PRICE CCTV CAMERAS!
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Or eras So Irteerxeone Camp: give Saxce, <rltcria 1 882, 8 Flax Pace

Cajdreay SkgeOL Gasgoer, 03 8B4L TO. 0503 551 557 or THFax. D. 255 2533

Please send me my Free inkirmation on your Electronics Courses

11.141.4re1AVIAss
I (BLOCK CAPITALS PLUSEI Ore Cf Ser.

ladtreas
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Tel Ha
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0511il...... .....
SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED

TEST INSTRUMENTS

Cooke International!r.trnor.SaSawbehe
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Professional 88-108MHz FM Broadcasting Kits

Detailed Instructions with Schematics
High Quality Screen Printed PCBs
High Ouality Components

Our Product Range Include!

Transmitters from 005W to 35W
FM Stereo Coders
Audio Compressor Limiters
Antennas
RF Power Amps

Our Kits A.ie Atio Available
fyiiy Aasern1:40 Andlested

WE DELIVER WORLD-WIDE AID
ACCEPT ILAJOR CREDIT CARDS

 ....--Asteceni P1P1 Truaert Sc tamers! Lean "N.

Visit our Website at Vrcrw.veronica.c0.uk

Contact Us Now For A Free Brochure
Tel 01274 883434 Fax 0 274 428865
email info@veronica.co.uk
une se 1A Sandues Maori Rd Capeerstury BRADFORD 80131 AA

Veronica
KITS

HIGH
QUALITY
EXTRA
SMALL
B&W
CAMERA

CCD BOARD CAMERA
WITH AUTO BACKLIGHT

COMPENSATION
128 STEP ELECTRONIC IRIS

MGM TV LIES
RESOLUTION.

320.000 PIXELS AND 02 LUX
LEVEL GIVES REMARKABLE
CRYSTAL CLEAR PICTURES
32rrtn (Xis32=a 20Ten (b)

179 99

OUR PRICE E.35as
36nan WIDE ANGLE

ADD f.5 AUDIO

Camera PSU and Cable Kit
A lag sotocri for pae-
arry cerrering ea
roe rave ol toed ca
era ratite RHO:wit
wc.e. ras The Lt cen-
ters a Waits 0441
mara adaptce and a
sop pre -sand calla
Ore ed d re cabs
ea a SCARS TA4 an
au do pram bay. a

.tides orcra pro; s-EI a DC purer wet The eel Eve re =riot
a:kosor s (*wed rel. Te DC saw a -a et-er re SCAM p1.42 or
as:10 ad odic ream pigs t= O.30a1 c'w Yza TV conk" or
VCR

/AKINS PRICE £24.99. OUR PRiCE £12.90

CAMERA CASING WITH SWIVEL
WALL BRACKET TO TAKE ANY OF

OUR BOARD CAMERAS £3.90

LASERPOINTERS--
Professional model fires a small red laser dot
over 250 metres. Built into executive ballpoint
pen with case and bads.
LIST E39.95 NOW £10.00
Gold-plated Keyfob model
LIST £29.95 ' NOW £6.00
Multi Keyfob with 5 tips fires a Mk horizontal
line, star, arrows and circle
LIST £41.25 NOW £9.00
Add g3 p&p any quantity.
(Only soil to whack 0, tradesmen- no trews miss 21)

SONY COLOUR CCTV
BOARD CAMERAS

a

The best cc ;:-.-reras we ham e eaRen -the roil cottes
and Cea: :rte errand out osier! KO grade Sari
inage maser d* has auto iris and 290.0rx3 paats no TV ire
resoltkon and LUX keel 2_ Steclud UK PAL sons an any TV a
!matt Use V.4,i1 ant camera PSU and Cable Mt (see atom).

NEW LOWER PRICE E56 00 (audio add £5)
ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW InA.S.A.

H:ran,e,
AND

PERFECT' BULK BUYERS
PLEASE ASK FOR 301-41: 51 Cambridge Road 01642 85 1256
PRiCES iNCLUDE vAT Ulaalesbrough Fax:
E3 P.P. ANY SIZE ORDER VISA mmHg TS5 500. 01642 823173

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS CLEARANCE SALE
MAGNETIC CREDIT CARD READER: Keyboard and lap tap &Vey system, part of pc:re-
ef-sale UfaL Cost over £150, our price £7.50, carnage £650; two units £25 incl. carnage.

To be used Aar eaperimental purposes only. No intr.
SECURITY ALARM SYSTEM: Consisting of eve loop, pressure pad, peso alarm,

sounder, key switch, plastic case. £4.50, p&p £2.50
COMPONENTS - %Yr METALICARBON FILM RESISTORS: Mired values,

250 for £1. p&p 75p
REGULATORS: 7805 IA 5V pos., 5 for £1 post free

MODULAR DUAL PSU: mans ,np.d. two 12V dc. outputs at 300mA or single 12V d.c.
_output at 600mA to terminal block size Sin. x Sin. x 2in. £4.75, p&p £2.25

SCOOP PURCHASE- An essential book: PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRONICS, ANALOGUE
AND DIGITAL: A complete electronics course for the student on englAeer. A self -may lel-

erence book containing a broad range of material, 632 pages kitty illustrated.
Nil at over £50, our price 217.50. p&p £4.50

FREE: A Wing of new fast cars components and electronic items at brAw trade prices
Includes manufacturers' suplus and overocks. Aso oaf ea and high mss.

(Dept E) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FYI 2EU ti
Tel: (01253) 751658. Fax: (01253) 302979 VISA

E-mail: chevetgolobalnelco.uk Telephone Orders Accepted

N. R. B -
Sole Nodes 1 144145 . ......11.03
Rectfer °odes 1714077 1107
W01 Bridge Recers 11_00
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Sena exe0 loaded armee . _ .. -1030
.exes wry bri easy deg we. red _ 1110
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DIGITAL
TEST METER
Ideal for TEACH -IN 2000

Built-in transistor test socket
and diode test position.

DC volts 200mV to 1000V.
AC volts 240V to 750V.

DC current 200mA to 10A.
Resistance 200 ohms to

2000K ohms.

Special offer to EPE readers

£5.99 incl. VAT
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COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS
Black and White Pin Hole Board Cameras

with Audio. Cameras in P.I.R.. Radios.
Clocks. Briefcases etc. Transmitting
Cameras with Receiver (Wireless).

Cameras as above with colour.
Audio Surveillance Kits and Ready Built

Units, Bug Detector etc.

AfiA,11.. IELECTROMICS'
Please phone 0181 203 6008 for free catalogue.

Fax 0181 201 5359
www.uspy.com

tlew DTI approved Video Transmitters and Receivers (Wireless)
Major credit cards now taken
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FM ELECTRONICS. FREEPOST NEA3627
BEDALE. NORTH YORKSHIRE. DL8 2BR

TEL: 01677 425840

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS
FREE COMPONENTS

Buy 10 X Et Special Packs and choose another one FREE
SPI 15 x 5mrn Red LEDs
SP2 12 x 5rnm Green LEDs
SP3 12 x 5mm Yeah LEDs
SP6 15 x 3mm Red LEDs
SP7 12 x 3rrirn Green LEDs
SPIO 100x IN4148 &odes
SPI1 30 x 1N4001 diodes
&312 30 x 1N4002 diodes
SP'S 20 x BC182 transistors
SP20 20 x BC184 transistors
SP21 20 x BC212 transistors
SP23 20 x dC549 trarwIces
SP24 4 x CMOS 4001
SP25 4 x 555 timers
SP26 4 x 741 OpArnps
SP2EI 4 x V.1034011
sp29 3 x CMOS 4013
SF31 4 x CMOS 4071
S936 25 x 10251/ racial elect caps.
SP37 15 x 100 35V racial elect caps.
SP39 10 x 470116V radial elect_ caps.
SP40 15 x BC237 transistors
SP4I 20 xl.frxed transistors
SP42 200 x Mixed 0-25W C.F. resistors
SP47 5 x 1.6n. PB switches
SP102 20 x 8 -pin OIL sockets
SP103 15 x 14-crin OIL sockets
SP104 15 x 16 -pin OIL sockets
59105 4 x 74LS00
SP109 15 x BC557 transistors
SP111 15 x Assorted polyester caps
59112 4 x CMOS 4093
SPI 15 3 x 10mm Rod LEDs
SP116 3 x 10mm Green LEDs
59118 2 x CMOS 4047
59120 3 x 74LS93
SP124 20 x Assorted ceramic disc caps
SP130 100 x Mixed 35W C.F. resistors
SP131 2 x TL071 Op.Arnps

RESISTOR PACKS - C.Film
RP3 5 each +Moe- rota! 0-25W £210
RP7 10 each vakie -Val 730 OZW £4.00
9910 1000 cocular vases 0-25W £5.60
RP4 5 each vakie-total 365 0-5W £3.75
RP8 10 each %a to -total 730 0-5W PR 35
RP11 1000 pocutar 'rakes 0-5W £5.10

SP133
SP134
SP135
59136
SP137
59138
59140
SP142
59143

SP145
SP146
SP147

SPI51
59152
SP153
59154
SP156

SP160
SP161
SPIES
SP167
SPIES
SP175
SP1 T7

SP182
SP183
SP187
SP191
SP 192
5131
59194
SP195
59197
SP193

20 x 1N4004 diodes
15 x 1N4007 diodes
6 x Iln. 55de st. : 
3 x BEY'S° trans Ei:
4 x V/005 1.5A c:.-..tge ens

20 x 2-2.63V radial elect_ mos_
3 x W04 I.5A bridge rectiFors
2 x Cf.40S 4017
5 Pa;rs min crwocide

(Red & Medd
6 x ZTX300 transistc%-:

10 x 2N3704 tran§stors
5 x Stripboard 9 strips x

25 holes
4 x 8mm Red LEDs
4 x 8mm Green LEDs
4 x arrant Yellow LEDs

15 x £548 transistors
3 x Slrrtboard. 14 strips x

27 holes
10 x 2N3904 transistors
10 x 2N3906 transisAorF..
2 x LF351 Op.Amps
6 x BC107 transistors
6 x 60108 transistors

20 x 1!63V radial elect. caps
10 x lA 20rorn quick blow

fuses
20 x 47/63V radial elect. caps
20 x BC547 transistors
15 x BC239 transistors
3 x CMOS 4023
3 x C7.40S 4066

20 x BC213 transiS. o:s.
8 x OA90 diodes
3 x 10mm Yellow LEDs
6 x 20 pm OIL sockets
5 = 24 pin OIL sxkets

1999 Catalogue now available £1
inc. P&P or FREE with first order.

P&P £1.25 per order. NO VAT
Orders to:

Sherwood Electronics,
7 Williamson St., Mansfield,

Notts. NG19 6TD.

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices!

Plus anything from bankruptcy - theft recovery
- frustrated orders - over productions etc.
Send 50p stamped self-addressed label or

envelope for clearance lists.
Brian J Reed

6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell,
Epsom, Surrey icr17 3EQ

Tel: 07775 945386
Mall Order UK only.

Lists are updated and only 40 are sent out every 2 weeks. This
normally ensures that orders can be fulfilled where only a few
thousands of an item is available. (Payment is returned if sold out. I do
not deal in credit notes). This will sometimes entail a delay of up to
eight weeks - but the prices will be worth the wait!
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POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES -LOUDSPEAKERS -MIXERS
19 INCH STEREO AMPLIFIERS -ACTIVE CROSS/OVERS.

OMP 110S-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

BR ELECTRONICS

1000's
SOLD

TO PRO
USERS

THE RENOWED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 ( 100W + 100W ) MXF400 (200W + 200W)

MXF600 (300W + 300W) MXF900 (450W + 450W)
ALL POWER RATINGS ARE R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, WITH BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
FEATURES: = trnlepenclent power supplies with two to:octal transformers Twin L ED_ Vu Meters
 Level controls * Mum:mated owe!, switch  Jack XLIl inputs  Speakon outputs  Standard 775mV
inputs  Open and short circuit proof . Latest Mos-Fets for stress free power deEvery into virtually any
toad  1441 slew rate. Very low distortion  Aluminium cases  &WEIRS& MXF900 tan cooled wan D C
loudspeaker and merrnal protection

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC

MXF200 W19' D11" P131' (2U)
MXF400 W19' D12' ter (3U)
MXF600 W19- 013* H5.4" (3U)
MXF900 W19" 0141" H50' (3U)

PRICES:- MXF200 £175.00 MXF400 £233.85
MXF800 £329.00 MXF900 £449.15

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. £12.50 EACH

SIZES: -

OMP X03 -S STEREO 3 -WAY ACTIVE CROSS -OVER SWITCHABLE 2 -WAY

411111111111116
BASS li,71:T>cro,.\
CONFIGURED 3 WAY 2 WAY BASS/MID COMBINED 2 WAY MID/TOP COMBINED

FEATURES:
Ad:w-ced 3 -Way Stereo Active Cross -Over (suntchable two way). reused in a Tr  Al case (son enannel
has Vase level controtv Bass. Mid & Top Tne ren*srabIe front Issue avows access to the reogrammals.`e OIL
51.qt-rig-a to aeFit the crou-oear frequency: Etassal*: 1.251250i SOSHz, MA -rap LB. ISEIL. all 31 24d8 per
octave_ The 24 way selector switches are also accessed by rer4o-rino the front fasc:a -Each stereo cnarmel
can be configured separately. Bass Invert Svillches are incorporated on each channel Nominal 77i:rtli
inputicarpt. Fully compatibe with OMP Rack Arml,t-t.: and S.Packees_

PRICE:- £117.44 + £5.00 P&P

BASS/MID .)111 - MID/TOP

SoundLAB SPM 12 AND 16 CH.MIXERS
The 12 and 16 Channel SPM Series Of Studio Quality Mixers
Are Ideal For Fixed Installation Stage And Mobile Use.
* 48v PHANTOM POWER
* BUILT IN POWER SUPPLY
* 230V AC/50Hz
* PEAK INPUT LEVEL LEDS
* PRE FADE LISTEN (PFL)
* SUB MASTER OUTPUT
* COMBINED XLRri,JACK
* 60mm FADERS * CH.MUTE
* 2 STEREO AUX.SEND/RETURNS
* CONSTANT PAN CONTROL
* 3 BAND EC) WITH MID SWEEP
* HEADPHONE/CONTROL ROOM 0/P
* CD/TAPE INPUTS & OUTPUTS
* BALANCED INPUTS & OUTPUTS
* BUS ASSIGN SWITCH
* MONITOR SEND SPM1202 4MONO 111C/LINE.4STEREO INPUTS £299.00 FREEPRICES:-

SPI11602 WOW MJCIUNE.4STEREO INPUTS £399.00 UK P&P

STEREO DISCO MIXER IAPX-7700 ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS
* 4 STEREO INPUT

CHANNELS
* 2 DJ MIC INPUT

CHANNELS
* 2X7 BAND GRAPHIC

EQUALISERS
* HEADPHONE

MONITOR WITH PFL
* ASSIGNABLE

CROSSFADE
* DIGITAL ECHO

STEREO DISCO MIXER WITH:- *2X7 GRAPHIC EQUALISERS *2 MONO MC INPUTS *DJ MIC
WITH FADER. TALKOVER AND VOICE CHANGER *4 STEREO CHANNELS WITH INDIVIDUAL
FADERS AND ASSIGNABLE CROSSFADE *CHANNELS SWITCHABLE, TURNTABLE (MAG
CARTRIDGE). CD, LINE, TAPE. ETC. *ECHO WITH BALANCE. REPEAT AND DELAY
*HEADPHONE MONITOR WITH PREFADE LISTEN *CHOICE Of 6 SOUND EFFECTS *STEREO
MONO SWITCH *2X LED VU METERS =MASTER FADER *OUTPUT 775mV
*SIZE- 482X240X115mm *POWER -230V AC soiaoHtPRICE:- £189.00 + £5.00 P&

1110.111L1. Itela111,E*1.11 CYBERWAVE FMM 1000 '
* MEAL FOR:- UVE BANDS, PUBLIC ADDRESS & KARAOKE ETC.
*ONISTAND8Y/OFF SWITCH MOUNTED ON MIC BARREL FOR EASE OF USE
* 100 HOURS BATTERY RUNNING TIME 1 PP3 (NOT SUPPLIED)
* SINGLE CHANNEL RF MICROPHONE 174.23 OR 174.56MHz
* MAINS ADAPTOR FOR RECEIVER SUPPLIED * FM LOCK INDICATOR
& VOL CONTROL ON RECEIVER. PRICE:- £119.99 FREE UK P&P

Access

An&
DeLIVERY CHARGES:- PLEASE INCLUDE AS AEIOVE.10 A MAXIMUM
AMOUNT £30.00 OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM SCHOOL.COL LEGES,
GOVT. BODIES.PLCs ETC. PRICES INCLUSIVE 01 V_A.T SALES
COUNTER.0 CARD  h  S ACCEPTED BY POST FN. NE OR FAX_

*PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.*PROMPT DELIVERIES
*LARGE [A41 S.A.E. 60p STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE

ittlh FLIGHTCASED
46, LOUDSPEAKERS

A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to take
advantage of the latest loudspeaker technology and
enclosure designs. All models utilize high quality studio

cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory filled grilles, wide dispersion constant
directivity horns, extruded aluminium corner protection and steel ball corners,
complimented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosures are fitted as standard
with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands. The FC15-300 incorporates a large
16 X 6 inch horn. All cabinets are fitted with ttfe latest Speakoneconnectors
for your convenience and safety. Five models to choose from.
w

Si
0
N

T

R

PLEASE NOTE:- POWER RATINGS
QUOTED ARE IN WATTS R.M.S. FOR
EACH INDIVIDUAL CABINET.
ALL ENCLOSURES ARE 8 OHM_

4_=t5=15 inch speaker
12=12 inch speaker

ibl F015-300 WATTS Freq Range

ibl FC12-300 WATTS Freq Range

ibl FC12-200 WATTS Freq Range

ibl FC12-100 WATTS Freq Range

ibl WM12 200 WATTS Freq Range

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL: -
Optional Metal Stands PRICE-

_ -41161WWiliL7

35Hz-20KHz, Sens 101dB. Size H695 "/502 D415mm
PRICE:- £299.00 per pair

45Hz-20KHz. Sens 86813. Size 11600 W405 0300mm
- PRICE:- £249.00 per pair

40Hz-20141z. Sens 97dB, Size 11600 W405 0300mm
PRICE:- £199.00 per pair

45Hz-20KHz, Sens 10008. Size H546 W360 0300mm
PRICE:- £179.00 per pair

40Hz 201(1-1/ Sens 9785. Size H418 1V600 D385mm
PRICE:- £125.00 EACH

£12.50 per pair, Wedge Monitor £7.00 each
£49.00 per pair Delivery.-- £8.00

WVA'J1 COLOSSUS POWER
VERY HIGH POWER LOUDSPEAKERS

THE COLOSSUS RANGE OF LOUDSPEAKERS
ARE DESIGNED FOR USE IN SUPERIOR HIGH
POWER OUTPUT SYSTEMS -411 MODELS ARE [wit

COLOSSUS 12MB:-* 12 INCH 450WATT R.M.S.
 900 WATTS PEAK  Sens 98 dB.* Res Freq 55 Hz.
* Frequency Range 40 Hz-3.5KHzPRICE £129.00
COLOSSUS 15X8:-* 15 INCH * 600WATTS H.M.S.
* 1200 WATTS PEAK = Sens 99 CB Res Freq 35 ILL
* Frequency Range 30 Hz-10KHz PRICE £159.00
COLOSSUS 18)(13:-* 18 INCH * 600WATTS R.M.S.

1200 WATTS PEAK =Sens 100dB.* Res Freq 30 Hz.
* Frequency Range 27 Hz-1.0Kz PRICE £183.00
ALL MODELS ARE DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE(UX ONLY)

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES SUPPLIED READY
BUILT AND TESTED

These rnc*,..s-+-- row midi a world-m:1e rept:Saban for cluak"ty.reLabrity and performance at a reaistc prce Pour
rr...%lem's are available to stet the needs of me protessonai and I-obby market ie kxkotry. Leisure. Instru-renra4 and
taif r etc Wnencvnparog prc es. t'rE tt- alITCCWS rcascle tcroxtal power supply. otegralteat sfisre
PCB. anti time Orar& to power a comps.taN Vu meter AI mo&-U we open and shot crcut wool
THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

, OMP/LIF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts
R M S. into 4 ohms. frequency response Viz -100KHz 
3rIB. Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 45V/u.S. T.H-D
typical 0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500inV, S.N.R.
110dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.

PRICE:- £42.85 + £4.00 P&P
OMP/MF 200 Uoa-Fet Output power 200 watts
R IJ S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 11-1z -100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 50V/uS, TJ1D.
typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R. -110118.
Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

PRICE:- £86.35 + £4.00 P&P

OIAP/LIF 300 Moa-Fel Output power 300 watts
R.M.S into 4 ohms, frequency response 11-12 - 10010-12
-388. Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 60V/uS. T.HD.
typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500inV. S.N.R. -110dB.
Size 330 x 175 x 100mm

PRICE:- £89.75 + £5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 450 Yon-Fet Output power 450 watts
R M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 41z - 100KHz

-388. Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 75V/uS,
T.HD. typical 0.001% Input Sensitivity 500rnV, S.N.R.
-11088. Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.

-PRICE:- £135.85 +£6.00 P&P
OUP/UF 1000 Moe -Fat Output power 1000 watts
RMS. into 2 ohms. 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms.
frequency response 11-iz - 100KHz Damping
Factor >300, Stew Rate 75V/u.S. T.HD. typical
0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV, SKR. -1100, Fan
Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection. 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm

PRICE:- £261.00 + £12.00 P&P
NOTE: U0SFET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE DI TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500WV. BAND WIDTH 10010tr. OR
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) INPUT SENS
775nsV, BAND WIDTH MOIL. ORDER STANDARD OR PEC

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 1 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,

ESSEX, SS2 6TR.
TEL.: 01702 527572 FAX.: 01702-420243

Web:- http://www.bkelec.com E-mail:- Salestobkelec.com



'Electronics, Electrical &
Mathematics Principles V6/

If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or improving
your knowledge of electronics and maths then this is the software for you.
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CD-ROM for Windows '95, '98 & NT.

From Ohm's law and simple DC through AC theory to the
latest PIC16F84 and PIC16C71 micro controllers where the
architecture and complete instruction set can be explored
through the interactive graphics. Approved by Microchip.
Mathematics are developed from simple number systems
to solving linear equations and applying statistics.

"Electronics Principles is a well thought out and
comprehensive program that is also easy to
install and stable in operation. It can be
wholeheartedly recommended."
Robert Penfold. Everyday Practical Electronics
magazine October 1998.

Sets FY

V .12V
HI - Sctil

VHI £ 31.W

V Lamp - 5.61335V

T I26 3ata

1P111s
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fiat. al itartos = 19t

1,,,,,ran;v:AVE

LI: =fond at
aaanta.ISSia

£99.95 +VAT
Postage FREE

EPT Electronics Lab. apmx E.-40 -.VAT
Www.optsoft.demon.co.uk

An additional Serial Port hardware interface for all
those practical plugboard experiments and circuit

EPT Educational Software. Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ.
Tel/Fax: 01376 514008. sales©eptsoft.demon.co.uk www.eptsoft.demon.co.uk

Switch, Delta, Visa and MasterCard payments accepted - please give card number and expiry date.
Cheques & Postal Orders should be made payable to EPT Educational software.
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